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INTROUCTI.4"~ -09~

Research Initation Program - 1987

AFOSR has provided funding for follow-on research efforts for the
participants In the Sumner Faculty Research Program. Initially this
program was conducted by AFOSR and popularly known as the Mini-Grant
Program. Since 1983 the program has been conducted by the Summer Faculty
Research Program (SFRP) contractor and is now called the Research
Initiation Program (RIP). Funding is provided to establish RIP awards to
about half toe number of participants in the SFRP.

Participants in the 1987 SFRP competed for funding under the .1987
RIP. Participants submitted cost and technical proposals to the.
contractor by I November 1987, following their participation In the 1987
SFRP.

Evaluation of these proposals was made by the contractor.
Evaluation criteria consisted of:

1. Technical Excellence of the proposal
2. Continuation of the SFRP effort
3. -Cost sharing by the University

The list of proposals selected for award was forwarded to AFOSR for
approval of funding. Those approved by AFOSR were funded for research
efforts to be completed by 31 December 1988.

The following summarizes the events for the evaluation of proposals
and award of funding under the RIP.

A. Rip proposals were submitted to the contractor by
1 November 1987. The proposals were limited to $20,000 plus
cost sharing by the universities. The universities were
encouraged to cost share since this is an effort to
establish a long term effort between the Air Force and theuniversity.

8. Proposals were evaluated on the criteria listed above and
the final award approval was given by AFOSR after
consultation with the Air Force Laboratories.

C. Subcontracts were negotiated with the universities. The
period of performance of the subcontract was between
October 1987 and December 1988.

Copies of the Final Reports are presented in Volumes I through III
of the 1987 Research Initiation Program Report. There were a total of 83
NIP awards made under the 1987 program.
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INTROQUCTION

Research Initiation Program - 1987

AFOSR has provided funding for follow-on research efforts for the
participants in the Summer Faculty Research Program. Initially this
program was conducted by AFOSR and popularly known as the Mini-Grant
Program. Since 1983 the program has been conducted by the Summer Faculty
Research Program (SFRP) contractor and is now called the Research
Initiation Program (RIP). Funding is provided to establish RIP awards to
about half the number of participants in the SFRP.

Participants in the 1987 SFRP competed for funding under the 1987
RIP. Participants submitted cost and technical proposals to the
contractor by 1 November 1987, following their participation in the 1987
SFRP.

Evaluation of these proposals was made by the contractor.
Evaluation criteria consisted of:

1. Technical Excellence of the proposal
2. Continuation of the SFRP effort
3. Cost sharing by the University

The list of proposals selected for award was forwarded to AFOSR for
approval of funding. Those approved by AFOSR were funded for research
efforts to he completed by 31 December 1988.

The following summarizes the events for the evaluation of proposals
and award of funding under the RIP.

A. Rip proposals were submitted to the contractor by
1 November 1987. The proposals were limited to $20,000 plus
cost sharing by the universities. The universities were
encouraged to cost share since this is an effort to
establish a long term effort between the Air Force and the
university.

B. Proposals were evaluated on the criteria listed above and
the final award approval was given by AFOSR after
consultation with the Air Force Laboratories.

C. Subcontracts were negotiated with the universities. The
period of performance of the subcontract was between
October 1987 and December 1988.

Copies of the Final Reports are presented in Volumes I through III
of the 1987 Research Initiation Program Report. There were a total of 83
RIP awards made under the 1987 program.
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Total SFRP Participants 159

Total RIP Proposals submitted by SFRP 117

Total RIP Proposals submitted by GSRP 7

Total RIP Proposals submitted 124

Total RIP's funded to SFRP 81

Total RIP's funded to GSRP 2

Total RIP's funded 83

Total RIP's Proposals submitted by HBCU's 11

Total RIP's Proposals funded to HBCU's 7
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SFRP RIP's RIP's

Laboratory Participants Submitted Funded

AAMRL 13 12 (2 GSRP) 6

AFWAL/APL 8 6 4

ATL 9 8 (1 GSRP) 6

AEDC 6 4 3

AFWAL/AL 9 9 (1 GSRP) 5

LC 1 1 1

ESMC 1 0 0

ESO 1 1 0

ESC 8 8 6

AFWAL/FDL 9 8 (1 GSRP) 6 (1 GSRP)

FJSRL 9 5 5

AFGL 13 10 (1 GSRP) 7

HRL/OT 2 2 1

HRL/LR 3 3 2

HRL/MO 3 2 2

HRL/ID 0 0 0

LMC 3 1 0

AFWAL/ML 13 11 (1 GSRP) 6 (1 GSRP)

OEHL 5 3 3

AL 7 4 3

RADC 11 10 7

SAM 16 8 6

DEOMI 2 2 0

WL 7 6 4

Total 159 124 83
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LIST OF UNIVERSITY THAT PARTICIPATED

Adelphi University - 1 Meharry Medical College - 1
Alabama, University of - 1 Memphis State University - 1
Alaska-Fairbanks, Univ. of - 1 Metropolitan State College - 1
Alfred University - 1 Michigan State University - I
Arizona State University - 1 Mississippi State University - 4
Arkansas State University - 1 Mississippi, University of - 1
Arkansas, University of - 1 Missouri-Kansas City, Univ. - I
Auburn University - I Missouri-Rolla, Univ. of - 3
Bishop College - 1 Montana, University of - 1
Capital University - 1 Montclair State College - 1
Catholic Univ. of America - 1 Morehouse College - 1
Cedarville College - 1 Nazareth College - I
Central State University - I Nebraska-Lincoln, Univ. of - 2
Cincinnati, University of - 5 New Mexico State University - 1
Colorado, University of - 2 New York State, Univ. of - 3
Dayton, University of - 7 N. Carolina A&T State Univ. - I
Dillard University - 1 N. Carolina-Greensboro, Univ - I
Drury College - 1 Northwestern University - 1
Eastern Illinois University - 1 Ohio State University - 5
Eastern Kentucky University - 1 Ohio University - 2
Eastern New Mexico University - 2 Oklahoma State University - 1
Fairfield University - I Oregon Institute of Tech. - 1
Florida A&M University - 1 Oregon State University - 1
Florida, University of - 2 Ouachita Baptist University - I
Fort Lewis College - 1 Pace University - 1
Gonzaga University - 1 Pennsylvania State Univ. - 1
Grambling State University - I Point Loma College - I
Hampton University - 1 Puerto Rico-Mayaguez, Univ. - I
Houston, University of - 2 Purdue University - I
Howard University - 1 Rochester Inst. of Tech. - 1
Idaho, University of - 1 Rose-Hulman Inst. of Tech. - 2
Illinois-Chicago, Univ. of - 2 Saint Paul's College - 1
Indiana University - 1 San Francisco State Univ. - I
Indiana Univ. of Pennsylvania - 1 South Dakota State Univ. - 1
Iowa, University of - 1 South Florida, University of - 2
Jackson State University - 1 Southeastern Mass. Univ. - 2
Jarvis Christian College - 1 Southern Illinois University - 2
Jesm Baromedical Res. Inst. - 1 Southern Mississippi, Univ. - 1
John Hopkins Evening College - 1 Southern University - 2
Kansas State University - 1 St. Louis University - I
Kansas, University of - 1 St. Mary's University - 1
Kentucky, University of - I Talladega College - 1

Continued
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LIST OF UNIVERSITY THAT PARTICIPATED
Continued

Lock Haven Univ. of Pennsyl. - 1 Taylor University - 1
Long Island University - 1 Temple University - I

Louisiana State University - 1 Tennessee Technical Univ. - 1
Louisiana Tech. University - 1 Tennessee, University of - 1
Lowell, University of - 4 Texas A&M University - 2
Texas Southern University - 3 Wichita State University - 2
Texas Technical University - 2 Wilberforce University - 1

Texas-Austin, University of - I Wisconsin-Eau Claire Univ. - 2

Tuskegee University - 1 Wisconsin-Madison, Univ. of - 1

Utah State University - 1 Wisconsin-Whitewater, Univ. - 1
Walla Walla College - I Wittenberg University - 1
Washington State University - 1 Worchester Polytech. Inst. - 2

West Florida, University of - 1 Wright State University - 3

Western Michigan University - 3 Xavier University - 1
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PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT (Page 1)

AERO PROPULSION LABORATORY
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)

Dr. Suresh K. Aggarwal Dr. Richard Tankin
Univ. of Illinois at Chicago Northwestern University
Specialty: Aerospace Engineering Specialty: Mechanical Engineering

Dr. Bryan R. Becker Dr. Cheng-Hsiao Wu
Rose-Hulman Institute Univ. of Missouri
Specialty: Engineering Science Specialty: Solid State Physics

ARMAMENT LABORATORY
(Eglin Air Force Base)

Dr. Charles Bell Dr. Elmer C. Hansen
Arkansas State University University of Florida
Specialty: Mechanical Engineering Specialty:Mechanical Engineering

Dr. Robert W. Courter Dr. James Hoffmaster
Louisiana State University Gonzaga University
Specialty:Aerospace Engineering Specialty:Physics

Dr. Joseph J. Feeley Dr. James Nail
University of Idaho Mississippi State Univ.
Specialty:Electrical Engineering Specialty:Electrical Engineering

Ms. Jennifer L. Davidson (1986), (GSRP) Dr. Meckinley Scott (1986)
University of Florida University of Alabama
Specialty: Mathematics Specialty: Statistics

Dr. Mo Samimy (1986) Mr. Jim S. Sirkis (1986),(GSRP)
Ohio State University University of Florida
Specialty: Mechanical Engineering Specialty: Engineering Mechanics

HARRY G. ARMSTRONG AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)

Dr. Praphulla K. Bajpai Dr. Thomas Nygren
University of Dayton Ohio State University
Specialty: Immunology Specialty: Psychology

Dr. Gwendolyn Howze Dr. Donald Robertson
Texas Southern University Indiana University of PA
Specialty: Physics Specialty: Psychology
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PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT (Page 2)

HARRY G. ARMSTRONG AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
(continued)

Dr. Noel Nussbaum Dr. John Westerkamp
Wright State University University of Dayton
Specialty: Biology Specialty: Electrical Engineering

Dr. Jacqueline Paver (1986)
Duke University
Specialty: Biomechanical Engineering

ARNOLD ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT CENTER
(Arnold Air Force Systems)

Dr. Suhrit K. Dey Dr. Surgounda Patil
Eastern Illinois University Tennessee Technical University
Specialty: Aerospace Engineering Specialty: Math Statistics

Dr. William M. Grissom
Morehouse College
Specialty: Mechanical Engineering

ASTRONAUTICS LABORATORY
(Edwards Air Force Base)

Dr. Gurbux S. Alag Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
Western Michigan University Texas Tech University
Specialty: Systems Engineering Specialty: Mathematics

Dr. John Kenney
Eastern New Mexico University
Specialty: Physical Chemistry

AVIONICS LABORATORY
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)

Dr. Vernon L. Bakke Dr. Narayan C. Halder
University of Arkansas University of South Florida
Specialty: Mathematics Specialty: Physics
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PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT (Page 3)

AVIONICS LABORATORY
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
(continued)

Prof. William K. Curry Dr. Alastair McAulay
Rose-Hulman Inst. of Technology Wright State University
Specialty: Computer Science Specialty: Electrical Engineering

Dr. Verlynda S. Dobbs Dr. John Y. Cheung (1986)
Wright State University University of Oklahoma
Specialty: Computer Science Specialty: Electrical Engineering

Dr. George W. Zobrist (1986)
University of Missouri-Rolla
Specialty: Electrical Engineering

ENGINEERING AND SERVICES CENTER
(Tyndall Air Force Base)

Dr. William W. Bannister Dr. William Schulz
University of Lowell Eastern Kentucky University
Specialty: Organic Chemistry Specialty: Chemistry

Dr. William M. Bass Dr. Joseph Tedesco
The University of Tennessee Auburn University
Specialty: Physical Anthropology Specialty: Civil Engineering

Dr. Peter Jeffers Dr. Dennis Truax
S.U.N.Y. Mississippi State Univeristy
Specialty: Chemistry Specialty: Civil Engineering

Dr. William T. Cooper (1986) Dr. Yong S. Kim (1986)
Florida State University The Catholic Univ. of America
Specialty: Chemistry Specialty: Civil Engineering

FLIGHT DYNAMICS LABORATORY
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)

Mr. Thomas Enneking (GSRP) Dr. Gary Slater
University of Notre Dame University of Cincinnati
Specialty: Civil Engineering Specialty: Aerospace Engineering

x



PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT (Page 4)

FLIGHT DYNAMICS LABORATORY
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
(continued)

Dr. Oliver McGee Dr. Forrest Thomas
Ohio State University University of Montana
Specialty: Engineering Mechanics Specialty: Chemistry

Dr. Shiva Singh Dr. William Wolfe
Univ. of Kentucky Ohio State University
Specialty: Mathematics Specialty: Engineering

Dr. George R. Doyle (1986) Dr. V. Dakshina Murty (1986)
University of Dayton University of Portland
Specialty: Mechanical Engineering Specialty: Engineering Mechanics

Dr. Tsun-wai G. Yip (1986)
Ohio State University
Specialty: Aeronautics-Astronautics Engineering

FRANK J. SEILER RESEARCH RESEARCH LABORATORY
(United State Air Force Academy)

Dr. Charles M. Bump Dr. Howard Thompson
Hampton University Purdue University
Specialty: Organic Chemistry Specialty: Mechanical Engineering

Dr. Stephen J. Gold Dr. Melvin Zandler
South Dakota State University Wichita State Univ.
Specialty: Electrical Engineering Specialty: Physical Chemistry

Dr. Henry Kurtz
Memphis State Univ.
Specialty: Chemistry

GEOPHYSICS LABORATORY
(Hanscom Air Force Base)

Dr. Lee A. Flippin Dr. Gandikota Rao
San Francisco State Univ. St. Louis University
Specialty: Organic Chemistry Specialty: Meteorology

xi



PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT (Page 5)

GEOPHYSICS LABORATORY
(Hanscom Air Force Base)
(continued)

Dr. Mayer Humi Dr. Timothy Su
WPI Southeastern Massachusetts Univ.
Specialty: Applied Mathematics Specialty: Physical Chemistry

Dr. Steven Leon Dr. Keith Walker
Southeastern Massachusettes Point Loma College
Specialty: Mathematics Specialty: Physics

Dr. Henry Nebel
Alfred University
Specialty: Physics

HUMAN RESOURCES LABORATORY
(Brooks, Williams and Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)

Dr. Patricia A. Carlson Dr. John Uhlarik
Rose-Hulman Inst. of Technology Kansas State University
Specialty: Literature/Language Specialty: Psychology

Dr. Ronna E. Dillon Dr. Charles Wells
Southern Illinois University University of Dayton
Specialty: Educational Psychology Specialty: Management Science

Dr. Michael Matthews Dr. Charles Lance (1986)
Drury College University of Georgia
Specialty: Psychology Specialty: Psychology

Dr. Stephen Loy (1986) Dr. Jorge Mendoza
Iowa State University Texas A&M University
Specialty: Management Information Sys. Specialty: Psychology

Or. Doris Walker-Oalhouse (1986) Dr. Billy Wooten (1986)
Jackson State University Brown University
Specialty: Reading Education Specialty: Philosophy, Psychology

xii



PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT (Page 6)

LOGISTICS COMMAND
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)

Dr. Howard Weiss
Specialty: Industrial Engineering
Temple University

MATERIALS LABORATORY
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)

Dr. Bruce A. DeVantier Dr. John W. Gilmer
S. Illinois University Penn State University
Specialty: Civil Engineering Specialty: Physical Chemistry

Dr. Ravinder Diwan Dr. Gordon Johnson
Southern University Walla Walla College
Specialty: Metallurgy Specialty: Electrical Engineering

Dr. Bruce A. Craver Mr. John Usher (GSRP)
University of Dayton Louisiana State University
Specialty: Physics Specialty: Chemical Engineering

Dr. Robert Patsiga (1986) Dr. Nisar Shaikh (1986)
Indiana Univ. of Pennsylvania University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Specialty: Organic Polymer Chemistry Specialty: Applied Mathematics

Dr. Gopal M. Mehrotra (1986)
Wright State University
Specialty: Metallurgy

OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENT HEALTH LABORATORY
(Brooks Air Force Base)

Dr. Richard H. Brown Dr. Kiah Edwards
Ouachita Baptist University Texas Southern University
Specialty: Physiology Specialty: Molecular Biology

Dr. Elvis E. Deal Dr. Ralph J. Rascati (1986)
University of Houston Kennesaw College
Specialty: Industrial Engineering Specialty: Biochemistry

xiii



PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT (Page 7)

ROME AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
(Griffis Air Force Base)

Prof. Beryl L. Barber Dr. Louis Johnson
Oregon Institute of Technology Oklahoma State Univ.
Specialty: Electrical Engineering Specialty: EleLtrical Engineering

Dr. Kevin Bowyer Dr. Panapkkam Ramamoorthy
University of South Florida University of Cincinnati
Specialty: Computer Science Specialty: Electrical Engineering

Or. Ronald V. Canfield Dr. David Sumberg
Utah State University Rochester Institute of Tech.
Specialty: Statistics Specialty: Physics

Dr. Lionel R. Friedman Dr. Donald Hanson (1986)
Worcester Polytechnic Inst. University of Mississippi
Specialty: Physics Specialty: Electrical Engineering

Dr. John M. Jobe (1986) Dr. Stephen T. Welstead (1986)
Miami University of Ohio University of Alabama in Hunts.
Specialty: Statistics Specialty: Applied Mathematics

SCHOOL OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE
(Brooks Air Force Base)

Prof. Phillip A. Bishop Dr. Ralph Peters
University of Alabama Wichita State University
Specialty: Exercise Physiology Specialty: Zoology

Dr. Mohammed Maleque Dr. Stephen Pruett
Meharry Medical College Mississippi State University
Specialty: Pharmacology Specialty: Immunology

Dr. Kurt Oughstun Dr. Wesley Tanaka
University of Wisconsin University of Wisconsin
Specialty: Optical Sciences Specialty: Biochemistry

Dr. Hoffman H. Chen (1986) Dr. Vito DelVecchio (1986)
Grambling State University University of Scranton
Specialty: Mechanical Engineering Specialty: Biochemistry, Genetics

xiv



PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT (Page 8)

WEAPONS LABORATORY
(Kirtland Air Force Base)

Dr. Jerome Knopp Dr. Randall Peters
University of Missouri Texas Tech University

Specialty: Electrical Engineering Specialty: Physics

Dr. Barry McConnell Dr. William Wheless

Florida A&M University New Mexico State University

Specialty: Computer Science Specialty: Electrical Engineering

Or. Martin A. Shadday, Jr. (1986)
University of South Carolina
Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
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MINI-GRANT RESEARCH REPORTS

1987 RESEARCH INITIATION PROGRAM

Technical
Report
Number Title and Mini-Grant No. Professor

Volume I
Armament Laboratory

1 Report Not Available at this Time Or. Charles Bell

760-7MG-025

2 Effects of Bending Flexibility on Dr. Robert W. Courter

the Aerodynamic Characteristics of
Slender Cylinders Determined from
Free-Flight Ballistic Data
760-7MG-Ol8

3 Image Complexity Measures and Edge Ms. Jennifer L. Davidson

Detection (1986 GSRP)
760-6MG-024

4 Report Not Available at this Time Dr. Joesph J. Feeley
760-7MG-070

5 Advanced Gun Gas Diversion Dr. Elmer Hansen

760-7MG-012

6 A Physical and Numerical Study of Dr. James Hoffmaster
Pressure Attenuation in Solids
760-7MG-002

7 Pyroelectric Sensing for Potential Dr. James Nail
Multi-Mode Use
760-7MG-026

8 Gaseous Fuel Injection and Mixing in Dr. Mo Samimy (1986)

a Supersonic Combustor
760-6MG-059

9 Systems Effectiveness for Targets Dr. Meckinley Scott
with Repair or Replacement (1986)
Facilities of Damaged Components
760-6MG-025

10 A Pattern Recognition Application Mr. Jim S. Sirkis

in Elastic-Plastic Boundary Element, (1986 GSRP)
Hybrid Stress Analysis
760-6MG-142

xvii



Arnold Engineering Development Center
11 Vectorized Perturbed Functional Dr. Suhrit K. Dey

Iterative Scheme (VPFIS): A Large-
Scale Nonlinear System Solver
760-7MG-037

12 Liquid Film Cooling in Rocket Dr. William M. Grissom
Engines
760-7MG-022

13 Estimation of Autocorrelation and Dr. Surgounda Patil
Power Spectral Density for Randomly
Sampled Systems
760-7MG-GB5

Astronautics Laboratory
14 Report Not Available at this Time Dr. Gurbux S. Alag

760-7MG-042

15 Report Not Available at this Time Dr. John Kenney
760-7MG-Ol9

16 Fracture in Soild Propellant: Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
Damage Effects upon Crack
Propagation
760-7MG-065

17 Novel Conversion of Organometallics to Dr. Nicholas E. Takach
Energetic Nitro Compunds (1986)
760-6MG-130

Engineering and Services Center
18 Correlations of Spontaneous Dr. William W. Bannister

Ignition Temperatures with Molecular
Structures of Flammable Compounds
760-7MG-l01

19 The Estimation of Stature from Dr. William M. Bass
Fragments of the Femur: A
Revision of the Steele Method
760-7MG-014

20 Effects of Water Solubility and Dr. William T. Cooper
Functional Group Content on the (1986)
Interactions of Organic Solutes
with Soil Organic Matter
760-6MG-081

21 Report Not Available at this Time Dr. Peter Jeffers
760-7MG-038

xviii



22 A Study of Semihardened Concrete Dr. Yong S. Kim (1986)
Arch Structure Response Under
Protective Layers
760-6MG-004

23 Report Not Available at this Time Dr. William Schulz
760-7MG-079

24 Stress Wave Propagation in Layered Dr. Joseph Tedesco
Media
760-7MG-034

25 Report Not Available at this Time Dr. Dennis Truax
760-7MG-I05

Volume II
Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory

26 Report Not Available at this Time Dr. Charles M. Bump
760-7MG-076

27 The Omnidirectional Torquer - Dr. Stephen J. Gold
Experimental Prototype Model I
760-7MG-123

28 Calculation of Nonlinear Optical Dr. Henry Kurtz
Properties
760-7MG-030

29 Report Not Available at this Time Dr. Howard Thompson
760-7MG-071

30 Report Not Available at this Time Dr. Melvin Zandler
760-7MG-092

Geophysics Laboratory
31 Report Not Available at this Time Dr. Lee A. Flippin

760-7MG-056

32 Modelling and Prediction in a Dr. Mayer Humi
Nonlocal Turbulence Model
760-7MG-028

33 Report Not Available at this Time Dr. Steven Leon
760-7MG-036

34 CO2 (001) Vibrational Temper- Dr. Henry Nebel
atures and Limb-View Infrared
Radiances Under Terminator Conditions
in the 60-100 Altitude Range
760-7MG-035

xix



35 Comparison of SSM/I Rainrates and Dr. Gandikota Rao
Surface Winds with the Corresponding
Conventional Data in the North West
Pacific Typhoons
760-7MG-072

36 Report Not Available at this Time Dr. Timothy Su
760-7MG-040

37 Development of a System for the Dr. Keith Walker
Measurement of Electron Excitation

Cross Sections of Atoms and Molecules
in the Near Infrared
760-7MG-074

Rome Air Development Center
38 Superconductor Testing Prof. Beryl L. Barber

760-7MG-I03

39 A Form and Function Knowledge Dr. Kevin Bowyer
Representation for Reasoning about

Classes and Instances of Objects
760-7MG-003

40 Development and Evaluation of a Dr. Ronald V. Canfield
Bayesian Test for System Testability
760-7MG-032

41 Crystalline Silicon Electro-Optic Dr. Lionel R. Friedman
Waveguides
760-7MG-040

42 Measurements of a Slot Antenna Fed Dr. Donald Hanson (1986)
by Coplanar Waveguide and Solution
of an Infinite Phased Array of Slots
Fed by Coplanar Waveguide Over a
Dielectric Half-Space
760-6MG-092

43 A New Measure of Maintainability/ Dr. John M. Jobe (1986)
Reliability and Its Estimation
760-6MG-019

44 Report Not Available at this Time Dr. Louis Johnson
760-7MG-050

45 Signed-Digit Number System for Dr. Panapkkam Ramamoorthy
Optical Adaptive Processing
760-7MG-015

xx



46 Report Not Available at this Time Dr. David Sumberg
760-7MG-I13

47 Implementation of Iterative Algo- Dr. Stephen T. Welstead
rithms for an Optical Signal (1986)
Processor
760-6MG-063

Weapons Laboratory
48 Experimental Evaluation of Imaging Dr. Jerome Knopp

Correlography
760-7MG-109

49 Report Not Available at this Time Dr. Barry McConnell
760-7MG-047

50 Interaction of Lasers with Super- Dr. Randall Peters
conductors
760-7MG-008

51 Three Dimensional Thermal Conduc- Dr. Martin A. Shadday
tion Effects in High Power CW Laser (1986)
Target Plates
760-6MG-089

52 Report Not Available at this Time Dr. William Wheless
760-7MG-068

Volume III
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
Aero Propulsion Laboratory

53 Report Not Available at this Time Dr. Suresh K. Aggerwal
760-7MG-061

54 A Numerical Study of the Flow Field Dr. Bryan R. Becker
and Heat Transfer in a Rectangular
Passage with a Turbulator
760-7MG-066

55 Report Not Available at this Time Dr. Richard Tankin
760-7MG-051

56 Report Not Available at this Time Sr. Cheng-Hsiao Wu
760-TMG-093

Avionics Laboratory
57 Analysis of an Algorithm for Dr. Vernon L. Bakke

Multiple Frequency Resolution
760-7MG-090

xxi



58 Signal Processing in EW Environment Dr. John Y. Cheung (1986)
760-6MG-135

59 Report Not Available at this Time Prof. William K. Curry
760-7MG-081

60 Implementation of Blackbroad Systems Dr. Verlynda S. Dobbs
in Ada
760-7MG-010

61 Surface States and Electron Trans- Dr. Narayan C. Halder
port Properties in Semi-Insulating
Gallium Arsenide
760-7MG-049

62 Investigate Feasibility of Inplemen- Dr. Alastair McAulay
ting Associative Memories Using
Luminescent Rebroadcasting Devices
760-7MG-029

63 Automated Translation of Digital Logic Dr. George Zobrist (1986)
Equations into Optimized VHDL Code
760-6MG-055

Flight Dynamics Laboratory
64 Analytical Model and Computer Program Dr. George Doyle (1986)

of F-16 Nose Gear and F-16 ALGS
760-6MG-006

65 Report Not Available at this Time Mr. Thomas Enneking
760-7MG-124 (GSRP)

66 Report Not Available at this Time Dr. Oliver McGee
760-7MG-I15
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Development of Implantable Devices for Sustained Delivery of Volatile

Hydrocarbons in Rats

by

Praphulla K. Bajpai and Deborah E. Hollenbach

Abstract

A ceramic-glass reservoir delivery system (CGRS) was developed for studying

the toxicity of 1,1,1-trichloroethane (TCE) in animals. Four factors,

including the density of the ceramic, the blending of TCE with 5% mineral

oil, the size of the opening at the neck of the glass reservoir, and the

initial volume of solvent placed in the reservoir were studied in vitro.

The density of the ceramic had no effect on the release rate of TCE, while

blending the solvent in 5% mineral oil and varying the size of the neck

opening of the glass tube altered the release rate of TCE. The initial

volume of TCE placed in the CGRS also influenced the duration of the release

of the solvent.

Fisher 344 rats (225-250g) were implanted subcutaneously behind the neck

with CGRS devices. The empty implanted CGRS devices were injected with

0.25m1, 0.50ml, or 1.Oml TCE 4 days after implantation. CGRS devices

charged with initial volumes of 0.25m1, 0.50ml or 1.0ml TCE maintained

constant levels of TCE in the blood for 48 hours. A battery of behavioral

experiments were conducted forty eight hours after injecting the solvent

into the implanted CGRS devices. These consisted of two methods for

detecting locomotor activity (Opto-Varimex and Figure Eight Maze) and

monitoring of the auditory startle reflex. Only rats implanted with CGRS

devices containing an initial volume of 1.Oml TCE showed a decrease in

performance and activity.
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1.0. INTRODUCTION:

A volatile chemical 1,1,1-Trichloroethane (TCE), is commonly used as a dry

cleaning agent and as an organic solvent for natural and synthetic resins,

oils, waxes, tar and alkaloids (1). It is also used as a cleansing solvent

for electrical machinery and plastics, and is present as a contaminent in

drinking water. Exposure to TCE and other volatile hydrocarbons is usually

by inhalation or absorption through the skin (2-5). Since the potential for

ground water contamination (especially in sandy soil areas) is high, dermal

exposures to TCE can also occur through recreational use of contaminated

waters.

The main effects of a single vapor exposure to TCE is a functional

dose-related depression of the central nervous system (CNS) that may

manifest itself in dizziness, loss of coordination, or respiratory distress

(6). However, long term effects are virtually unknown due to the difficulty

of maintaining constant levels of TCE, using inhalation experimental

procedures. Recently, an alumino calcium phosphorous oxide (ALCAP) device

was developed for in vitro delivery of chemicals and biologicals (7). The

hollow ceramic cylinders have proven to be effective as sustained delivery

devices for polypetides, steroids and other compounds (7). This

investigation was conducted to develop a simple, implantable system which

will deliver volatile solvents such as TCE in a sustained manner, using

ALCAP ceramics. Both in vitro and in vivo procedures were used to develop

the device. The release of TCE in air and blood was monitored by gas

chromatography. The effectiveness of the delivery system was investigated

by monitoring the behavioral performance of rats implanted with TCE

containing CGRS devices. The behavioral performance was measured by two

locomotor monitoring devices and the reflex responses of auditory startle.
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2.0. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

This project was a continuation of work initiated during the summer of 1987

as part of the SFR program. The primary objective of this project was to

develop an implantable system for delivering volatile hydrocarbons, and to

study the acute and chronic effects of TCE, delivered by such a device, in

rats.

The objectives were accomplished by completing the following tasks:

a. Fabrication of ceramic(s) of appropriate density, porosity, and surface

area for use in association with a non-porous reservoir.

b. Fabrication of non-porous tubes and refillable reservoirs with the

capability of delivering TCE at various rates for both long and short term

studies.

c. Continuation of the work initiated during the SFR program on the release

rate of TCE in vitro and in vivo and studying its effect on the behavior and

pathophysiology of animals.

3.0. MATERIALS AND METHODS:

The development of a ceramic-glass reservoir sustained delivery system

(CGRS) for TCE was conducted in two phases to minimize the use of

experimental animals. In phase I, the release of TCE from CGRS devices was

examined in an in vitro free air flowing environment. In phase II, the

delivery of TCE from CGRS devices and its effects on animals were

investigated.
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3.1. Chemical.

High purity 1,1,1-trichloroethane (99.9% pure) was obtained from the Aldrich

Chemical Company (Milwaukee, WI). Some experiments in this study were

conducted with TCE blended with 5% mineral oil.

3.2. Fabrication of ALCAP Ceramics.

Alumino calcium phosphorus oxide (ALCAP) ceramic capsules were fabricated by

calcining a mixture (50:30:16 by weight) of aluminum oxide, calcium oxide,

and phosphorus pentoxide powders (Fisher Scientific Co., Fairlawn, NJ) at

1315 0C, in a high temperature furnace (Thermolyne Inc. Dubuque, 10) for 12

hours. The calcined material was ground in a jar mill (U.S. Stoneware,

Mahewah, NJ) and sized with a 400 mesh screen (No. 400, Fisher Scientific

Co., Fairlawn, NJ) to obtain particles of less than 38um in diameter.

Ceramic cylinders (green shape) were fabricated by compressing a mixture of

one gram of ceramic particles (-38um) and 0.025g polyvinyl alcohol (PVA,

60um) in a 5/16" die at loads of 1365, 2275, and 3635Kg on a French Cell

Press (American Instrument Co., Silver Spring, MD). The green shape

cylinders were then sintered at 14000C for 36 hours to increase the density

and mechanical strength of the ceramic. The dimensions and weight of each

sintered ceramic cylinder were recorded and their densities were calculated

using the following formula.

Density (g/cm 3 ) = Weight/Actual Volume

3.3. Glass Tubes and Reservoirs.

Eighteen 1cm x 4mm glass tubes, having an opening of 1.Omm were obtained

from the glass blowing laboratory of the University of Dayton. The glass

tubes were inserted into the ceramic, then each end of the ceramic cylinder
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was sealed with Silastic Medical Adhesive, Silicone Type A (Dow Corning,

Midland MI). One and two milliliter Wheaton autosampler vials (Supelcoport

Co., Bellefonte, PA) were modified into reservoirs by attaching 1cm x 4mm

glass tubes with openings of 0.5mm, 1.0mm, 1.5mm, or 2.0mm respectively.

Each reservoir was then closed with a crimp top, fitted with a rubber and

teflon septa. 1,1,1-TCE was introduced into the reservoir by injecting

through the septa into the sealed reservoir. Each reservoir was attached to

a ceramic cylinder by inserting the 1cm x 4mm glass tube into the ceramic,

and sealing the ceramic and the opening around the glass tube with Silastic

Medical Adhesive (Figure 1).

3.4. Standardization of the Gas Chromatograph for Analysis of

1,1,1-TCE in Air.

A Hewlett Packard 5890 Gas Chromatograph (GC), containing a flame ionization

detector (FID), and a 10', 10% SE-30, 80/100 SupelcoportR  column was

standardized in the 10-100 parts per million (PPM) range, using 20 liter

MylarR bags. The oven temperature was maintained at 1000 C, the injector

temperature at 1250 C, the detector temperature at 3000 C, and the nitrogen

carrier gas was maintained at a flow rate of 25ml/min. A Hewlett Packard

3393A Integrator and a Hewlett Packard 19405A Sampler/ Event Control Module

were used in conjunction with the gas chromatograph for analysis of the

1.Oml samples injected into the GC at each sampling time. For conducting

the in vitro experiments, each ceramic-glass tube or reservoir system was

suspended inside a 108ml glass gas injection chamber on a silk string. The

chamber was connected to a reciprocating electromagnetic piston air pump

which was connected to the gas chromatograph. A constant air flow of

120ml/min was maintained through the glass chamber by the air pump. The HP

Sampler/Event Control Module was utilized to provide automatic sampling of
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the glass chamber. In order to determine the concentration of TCE released

by the delivery system in the gas chamber the control module was programmed

to automatically sample the contents of the gas chamber, by the GC at five

minute intervals.

3.5. Standardization of the Gas Chromatograph for Analysis of

1,1,1,-TCE in Blood.

A Hewlett Packard 5700A gas chromatograph was fitted with an electron

capture detector (ECD), equipped with a glass column (8' x 2mm i.d), and

packed with 10% SE-30, 80/100 Supelcoport (Bellefonte, PA). The oven

temperature was maintained at 700C, the injector temperature was 125 0 C, and

the detector was set at 250 0C. The carrier flow rate was 25ml/min

argon:ethane (95:5). Standards of TCE (0.05 to 10ppm) in hexane were

prepared for constructing the standard curve. One milliliter of hexane and

TCE standard was placed in a 2ml autosampler vial containing 100ul of

unexposed rat blood. Following a one hour equilibration time period, lul of

the hexane layer was analyzed by GC to detect the TCE. A Hewlett Packard

3392A Integrator was used in conjunction with the GC.

3.6. Behavior Experiments.

Three different experiments were conducted to assess the behavioral changes

of rats in this investigation.

3.6.1. Opto-Varimex.

Four rats were introduced into individual Plexiglas boxes (17" x 17" x 8")

placed on top of four Opto-Varimex (Columbus Instruments, Columbus, OH)

platforms, with both vertical emitters and vertical detectors. The

platforms were connected by an Opto-Varimex Autotract Interface to an IBM
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Personal Computer for data collection and analysis. Opto-Varimex consists

of infrared beams that divide the 17" square box into 16 smaller squares.

Opto-Varimex records the time (in seconds) each rat takes to perform the

following activities: distance traveled (DT), time resting (TR), time

stereotypic (TS), time ambulatory (TA), small movements (SM). The data was

obtained in three consecutive sessions.

3.6.2. Figure Eight Maze.

The Figure Eight Maze was constructed of aluminum and mounted on Plexiglas.

Each Figure Eight Maze is 3'x 18" x 6" in size and contains eight

photoelectric cells. The emitters and detectors in each maze are connected

to 16 channel Multi-Varimex Interface master or expansion units (Columbus

Instruments, Columbus, OH). The interface units are connected to an IBM

Personal Computer which utilizes a Data Collection Center software package

(Columbus Instruments, Columbus, OH) for recording and analyzing the

activity. A total of eight mazes can be utilized simultaneously. Activity

is measured by the number of times each individual beam is broken by the

movement of the rat during three consecutive twenty minute sessions.

3.6.3. Auditory Startle Reflex.

Each startle Apparatus is enclosed in a large insulated box (24" x 20" x

18"). Each box has a Responder-X Force platform (Columbus Instruments,

Columbus, OH) with a plexiglas box (11.5" x 6.5" x 6.5") placed over it to

contain the rat. The Responder-X Force Platforms are conne ted to an

Isolation Interface Unit and to an IBM Personal Computer. The computer uses

a Micro-Responder Software (Columbus Instruments, Columbus, OH). An Audio

generator (Columbus Instruments, Columbus, OH) is connected to a NAD Stereo

amplifier #3020B. A Realistic Stereo Speaker (Tandy, Inc. Dallas, TX) is
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mounted on the inside wall of each large box. The audio generator emits a

series of pre-programmed auditory stimuli of varying frequencies

(3200-20000Hz), amplitudes, and durations (20-100msec). The Responder-X

measures the responses of the animal to each stimulus. A pre-programmed

series of learn, time, and amplitude (Amp) is used for each run. Learn

consists of a series of auditory stimuli which acquaints the animal with a

sound. The animal then responds to the sound. Time and Amp consists of a

series of auditory stimuli which includes pre-pulses. The degree of the

response, as well as the time it takes the rat to respond to the stimuli,

are recorded.

TABLE 1

Experimental Design for the Effects of Density and Mineral Oil on the

Release Rate of 1,1,1-TCE from Ceramic Cylinders and from Ceramic-Glass Tube
Systems (CGTS).

Group (n=3) Type of System Compression Load (Kg) Contents

1 Ceramic 1365 47mg 1,1,1-TCE
2 Ceramic 2275 47mg l,1,1-TCE
3 Ceramic 3635 47mg 1,1,l-TCE
4 Ceramic 1365 44mg 1,l,1-TCE

in 5% mineral oil
5 Ceramic 2275 44mg 1,1,1-TCE

in 5% mineral oil
6 Ceramic 3536 44mg 1,1,1-TCE

in 5% mineral oil
7 CGTS 1365 47mg 1,1,1-TCE
8 CGTS 2275 47mg 1,1,1-TCE
9 CGTS 3635 47mg 1,l,1-TCE
10 CGTS L365 44mg 1,1,1-TCE

in 5% mineral oil

11 CGTS 2275 44mg 1,l,1-TCE
in 5% mineral oil

10 CGT S 3536 44mg 1,1,l-TCE
in 5% mineral oil

n = number of replicates.
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3.7. Experimental Design of In Vitro Experiment.

The in vitro release of TCE was studied in several ceramic, ceramic-glass

tube, and ceramic-reservoir systems. The factors affecting the TCE release

included the density of the ceramic, the storage of the solvent in a glass

tube or reservoir, blending the solvent in mineral oil, the opening of the

glass tube, and the volume of solvent placed into the system. Based on

these investigations, one ceramic system was chosen for conducting

experiments using animals.

3.7.1. Effect of Density and Mineral Oil on TCE Release from Ceramic

Cylinders and Ceramic-Glass Tube Systems.

In order to study the effect of density on the in vitro release of TCE, 36

ceramic cylinders were compressed at 3 different loads (1365Kg, 2275Kg, and

3635Kg). Eighteen ceramics were converted to ceramic-glass tube systems

(CGTS) and the remaining 18 ceramics were used as ceramic systems. Each of

the ceramics or CGTS devices was loaded with either 47mg TCE or 44mg TCE in

5% mineral oil (Table 1). TCE release from each ceramic was individually

analyzed by gas chromatography. The amount (concentration) of TCE released

by individual ceramics was calculated by the Hewlett Packard integrator.

The concentration of TCE released from the ceramics was converted to a rate

of release using the following formula:

Conc. (ug/ml) * 120 ml/min = ug/min

ug/min * 1000 ug/mg = mg/min

mg/min * 60 min/h = mg/h
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3.7.2. Effect of Different Sized Reservoir Openings on TCE Release

from CGRS.

Ceramics used in this study were compressed at a load of 3635Kg. The glass

reservoirs had a capacity of 2ml and the 1cm x 4mm glass tube had openings

of 0.5mm, 1.Omm, 1.5mm, and 2.0mm, respectively. Five hundred microliters

of TCE (666mg) were injected into each ceramic-glass reservoir system (CGRS)

through the rubber/teflon septa and the concentration of TCE released uas

analyzed for each system by gas chromatography. A rate of release was

determined for each CGRS device. A total of 12 CGRS devices was distributed

equally into 4 groups.

3.7.3. Effect of Different Volumes on the Release of TCE From CGRS.

The ceramics used in this study were compressed at a load of 3635kg. The

glass reservoirs had a capacity of iml and the 1cm x 4mm glass tube had an

opening of 0.5mm. Nine CGRS devices were distributed into 3 groups.

Reservoirs in each group contained 0.25mi, 0.50mi, and 1.0ml TCE

(333mg,666mg,and 1333mg), respectively. The concentration of TCE released

from each CGRS device was analyzed by gas chromatography. The rate of

release was calculated mathematically from the recorded concentrations.

3.8. Experimental Design of in vivo Experiments.

3.8.1. Animal Housing and Care.

Fisher 344 male albino rats, obtained from (Charles River, Wilmington, MA),

were acclimatized for 2 weeks prior to surgery. Two rats from each shipment

were assessed for standard quality control measures employed by the U.S. Air

Force. Animals were housed 3 to a cage in facilities at the Veterinary

Services Building, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton OH. Throughout
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this investigation, the rats were maintained in an environment of 68-700F

and 40% humidity. A 12 hour light:dark cycle was maintained at all times.

The rats were fed Rodent Lab Chow #5001 (Ralston Purina, St. Louis, MO) and

given water ad libidum throughout this investigation.

3.8.2. Determination of the Concentration of TCE in the Blood.

Nine Fisher 344 male rats weighing 250-300g were anesthetized and each was

implanted subcutaneously (S/C) behind the neck with a CGRS device. These

rats were distributed equally into 3 groups and were given 120 hours to

recover from surgery before 0.25mi, 0.50ml and 1.Oml (333mg, 666mg, and

1333mg) of TCE, respectively was injected into each device. At 24 hour

intervals blood samples were taken from the tail vein following the

procedures of Bober (8). A 100ul blood sample was placed into an auto

sampler vial containing iml of hexane and allowed to equilibrate for 1 hour.

One microliter of hexane layer was analyzed by gas chromatography to

determine the concentration of TCE in the blood.

3.8.3. Behavior Experiment (Pilot Studies).

In the first pilot study, 8 Fisher 344 rats (Harlan-Sprague Dawley,

Indianapolis, IN), weighing 500-525g were implanted with 2ml CGRS devices.

Each rat was implanted subcutaneously behind the neck with one CGRS device

which had been sterilized with ethylene oxide for four hours. The animals

were allowed one week to recover from surgery and then were run through a

series of behavioral experiments (described earlier) to record the values of

baseline performances. Each animal was tested in the following order:

Opto-Varimex, Figure Eight Maze, and Auditory Startle Tests. On the

following 3 days, Oml. 1.0ml, 1.5ml or 2.Oml of TCE was injected daily into

the CGRS device. On the fifth day the animals were again run through the
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series of behavior experiments to record their activity level following

exposure to TCE.

In the second pilot study, 8 Fisher 344 male rats (Harlan-Sprague Dawley,

Indianapolis, IN) weighing 500-525g were implanted S/C behind the neck with

2ml CGRS devices. These CGRS devices had neck openings of 1.Oml, 1.5ml or

2.Qml respectively. Prior to surgery, the CGRS were sterilized with

ethylene oxide for 4 hours. After allowing 4 days to recover from surgery,

the baseline values were recorded for the animals during OPTO-Varimex,

Figure-Eight Maze, and Auditory Startle Tests. Each animal then received a

dose of lml/day for 3 days. Following 3 days of dosing the animals were run

through the same series of behavioral experiments. One week following each

of the pilot studies, the animals were sacrificed using an overdose of

Halothane and examined for gross morphological changes.

3.8.4. Major Behavior Studies.

Fifty 25-300g male Fisher rats (Charles River, Wilmington, MA) were

distributed equally into 5 groups (Table 2). Each sham control (empty

vehicle control) animal and the animals to be treated with TCE were

implanted with a iml CGRS device S/C behind the neck. The CGRS devices were

steam autoclaved for 20 minutes prior to surgery. The animals were given 72

hours to recover from surgery and then run through a series of behavior

experiments consisting of Opto-Varimex, Figure Eight Maze, and Auditory

Startle to provide baseline performance data. Subsequently, the animals

were randomly distributed into groups, consisting of 4 animals each, for the

series of behavior experiments. On the day following the recording of

baseline values, a total of 0.25mi, 0.50ml or l.Oml TCE was injected into

the CGRS device. After allowing the chemical to be released from the CGRS
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device for 48 hours, the animals were again run through the series of

behavior experiments.

TABLE 2

Experimental Design for Determining the Concentration of TCE in the Blood of

Fisher 344 Rats Exposed to Different Concentrations of TCE.

Group (n=3) Volume of TCE

1 0.25mi

2 0.50ml

3 1.00ml

n = number of replicates.

3.9. Histological Evaluation of Tissues.

Following the behavior experiment the animals were euthanized by an overdose

of Halothane. The tissues were examined for gross morphological changes and

the lungs , heart, liver, spleen, and testes were harvested and Cixed in

formalin. The tissues were then processed for histological evaluation by

the Toxicology Branch at the Toxic Hazards Division of Harry G. Armstrong

Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,

Dayton, OH.

3.10. Data Analysis.

The data collected from all the experiments in this investigation were

downloaded into Lotus 1,2,3 (Lotus Development Corp, Cambridge, MA)
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spreadsheets and then assessed by One Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) using

Stagraphics (Statistical Graphics Inc., Rockville, MD) software on a Zenith

248 personal computer (Zenith Data Systems Corp., St. Joseph's MI).

4.0. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS:

4.1. In Vitro Studies.

4.1.1. Density of Ceramic Capsules.

The ceramic capsules used in the ceramic alone and CGTS devices had the

following dimensions: inner diameter of 0.42cm, outer diameter of 0.80cm,

height of 1.30+0.15cm, and a weight of 0.90+0.04g. Densities of the

ceramics pressed at compression loads of 1365Kg, 2275Kg, and 3635Kg were

33 31.74_+0.06g/cm , 2.32+0.02g/cm3 , and 2.36+0.04g/cm , respectively. The

ceramics used in the CGRS devices had the following dimensions: inner

diameter of 0.42cm, outer diameter of 0.80cm, height of 1.37+0.05cm, and a

3weight of 0.90+0.04g. Densities of these ceramics were 1.96+0.03g/cm . The

densities of the ceramics compressed at a load of 1365Kg were significantly

(p<0.05) lower than those compressed at loads of 2275Kg and 3635Kg.

Differences between the densities of the ceramics compressed at loads of

2275Kg and 3635Kg were not significant.

4.1.2. Release of TCE from Ceramic Capsules.

The data obtained on the delivery of TCE and TCE in 5% mineral oil from

ceramic capsules of three different densities is shown in Figure 2.

Differences in the average release rates of TCE from ceramics of

3 3 31.74+0.06g/cm, 2.32+0.02g/cm 3 , 2.36+0.04g/cm , respectively were not

significant. However, the amount of TCE in 5% mineral oil delivered from
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ceramics of 2.36+0.04g/cm 3 densities was significantly lower than the amount

of TCE delivered from ceramics of all 3 different densities. The amount of

TCE in 5% mineral delivered from ceramics of 2.36+0.04g/cm 3 densities was

also significantly lower than TCE in 5% mineral oil delivered from ceramics

of 1.74+ O.02g/cm3 and 2.32+0.02g/cm 3 densities. Major differences in the

release rate and amounts of TCE released from the ceramics occurred during

the first hour of delivery. Differences in the release rates of TCE or TCE

in 5% mineral oil from the ceramics of three different densities for the

remaining two hours of this study were not significant.

4.1.3. Release of TCE from CGTS Devices.

The data obtained on the delivery of TCE and TCE in 5% mineral oil from the

ceramics of three different densities in the CGTS devices is shown in Figure

3. Differences between the release rates of TCE from CGTS, consisting of

ceramics of three different densities, were not significant. However, all

the CGTS devices released significantly lower amounts of TCE when the

solvent was incorporated in 5% mineral oil (Figure 3B).

Variation in the density of the ceramic had no effect on the rate of release

of TCE (Figures 2 and 3). It is apparent that the volatile nature of TCE is

responsible for the lack of differences in the release rates of the

hydrocarbon from ceramics of 3 different densities. However, it should be

noted that when the ceramic density was increased to 2.36+0.04g/cm 3 and TCE

was incorporated in 5% mineral oil, the rate of release of TCE decreased

significantly. Thus, the density and pore sizes of the ceramic cylinders

may not have varied enough to affect the diffusion of TCE alone from the

ceramics. Previous investigations conducted on release of dyes, steroids,

and polypeptides have shown that these substances are released at a lower
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rate from higher density ceramics (9). In contrast to ceramics, porous

polymer-glass reservoir systems released 0.25m1 to 2.0 ml TCE was released

within 30 seconds.

4.1.4. Effect of Different Sized CGRS Device Tube Openings on TCE Release.

Figure 4 zhc!'s the effect that the size of tube openings had on the rate of

TCE release from the CGRS devices. Tube openings of 0.5mm, 1.0mm, and 1.5mm

in diameter produced sustained release rates of 33.49+2.12mg/h,

30.20+0.86mg/h, and 32.45+0.51mg/h, of TCE respectively. Differences in the

release rates of TCE from CGRS devices having the 3 different tube openings

were not significant. At the end of 7.5 hours, the amount of TCE released

from CGRS devices with tube openings of 0.5mm, 1.0mm and 1.5mm, was 308mg,

290mg, and 280mg respectively. Thus, only half the amount of TCE (666 mg)

initially stored in the CGRS devices was delivered by 7.5 hours. However, a

significantly higher rate of TCE was observed when the tube opening was

increased to 2.0mm in diameter. The rate of release was more than twice

(69.47+0.70mg/h) that of the CGRS devices having tube openings of 0.5mm to

1.5mm in diameter. Higher release rate of TCE delivered from TCE devices

having tube openings of 2.0mm in diameter resulted in a total release of

496mg TCE by the end of 6 hours.

It is apparent that the variations in diameter (0.5mm and 1.5mm) of

reservoir tube openings did not cause significant differences in the rate of

delivery of TCE. However, increasing the tube opening diameter to 2.0mm

increased (as expected) the rate of TCE delivery from the CGRS device and

decreased the total time of delivery to 8 hours (calculated). Since the

desired time of delivery in animals was more than 8 hours, this system was

not selected for animal experiments. Lack of significant differences in TCE
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delivery between the CGRS device tube openings of 0.5 to 1.5mm in diameter

suggested that any one of these systems would suffice for animal

experiments. Thus, a CGRS device having a tube opening of 0.5mm in diameter

was used for the remaining experiments.

4.1.5. Effect of Initial Volume of TCE in CGRS on Release of TCE.

Figure 5 shows the effect which the initial volume of solvent in the CGRS

reservoir had on the release rate of TCE from the CGRS device. Sustained

release rates of 13.74+0.36 mg/h, 33.8+2.28mg/h and 15.39+0.43mg/h resulted

from the storage of initial volumes of 0.25ml,0.50ml, and 1.Oml of TCE in

the reservoirs of CGRS devices respectively. Thus, at the end of 7 hours,

103mg, 308mg and 180mg were released from the CGRS devices containing 333mg,

666mg and 1333mg of TCE, respectively. Differences in the release rates and

total amounts of TCE released from CGRS devices containing 0.25mi and 1.0ml

TCE were not significant, but the release rate from the CGRS devices

containing 0.50ml TCE was significantly (p<.05) higher than that from the

CGRS devices containing 0.25m1 and 1.0ml TCE.

Large variations and lack of sustained release of TCE from CGRS devices

containing 0.5ml TCE throughout the study suggested that either one of the

ceramics was defective or that the caps of one of the reservoirs was not

tightly sealed. Although the data obtained suggested that this study should

be repeated, unavailability of the apparatus and gas chromatograph at WPAFB

made this impossible. Yet the data obtained from CGRS devices containing

0.25m1 or 1.Oml TCE suggest that the system is viable and can be used to

deliver TCE in a sustained manner for long durations of time. We intend to

repeat this study when a division of the U.S. Navy stationed at WPAFB can

make the apparatus available to us.
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4.2. Animal Studies.

4.2.1. Pilot Studies.

Two pilot studies were carried out to determine if TCE could be delivered in

an animal model and if performance changes could be determined. Since this

was a pilot study, the data obtained was not analyzed statistically.

However, these studies provided the training needed for conducting various

experiments, these studies also confirmed that the behavior of rats can be

influenced by the TCE delivered from implanted CGRS devices.

4.2.1.1. Effects Due to Sterilization by Ethylene Oxide.

The CGRS devices in the pilot studies were sterilized for four hours by

ethylene oxide and implanted intraperitoneally. Gas sterilization was used

in this study since ceramic capsules used for delivering steroids and

gossypol acetic acid were sterilized by gas sterilization (10, 11). Gross

examination of CGRS devices revealed an unexpected soft tissue encapsulation

of the device. It also revealed an acute inflammatory reaction at the

implantation site characterized by yellow pus and fibrin strands parallel to

the glass reservoir. Thus, in subsequent studies, CGRS devices were

sterilized by steam autoclaving for 20 minutes.

4.2.1.2. Effect of Intraperitoneal Implantation of CGRS Devices.

Necropsy showed numerous gross morphologic changes. Adhesions and white

sub-capsular foci on the liver, intraperitoneal fusions, as well as

testicular hemorrhages and disruptions of the the testicular foot pad were

pLesent and attributed to the rapid delivery of concentrated solvent

directly into the abdominal cavity. Thus, all subsequent studies were

conducted by implanting the CGRS devices subcutaneously.
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4.2.1.3. Pathological Examination.

Gross morphological examination of the animals in the pilot studies revealed

slight testicular atrophy in the TCE dosed animals. Thus the total amount

of chemical received by the animals were reduced by two thirds in the final

animal experiments.

4.2.2. Major Animal Studies.

4.2.2.1. Gross Morphology and Histopathology.

An expected soft tissue encapsulation of approximately 2mm was observed

around each subcutaneous CGRS implant. Histological examination of the

heart, liver, lungs, kidney, spleen, and testes revealed no abnormalities or

changes. Thus, short term exposure to 0.25mi, 0.50ml, and 1.0ml of TCE does

not induce organic or histopathologic changes in Fisher 344 rats.

4.2.2.2. Concentration of TCE in Rat Blood.

Initially 9 animals were implanted with CGRS devices and 0.25m1, 0.50ml, or

1.Oml TCE was injected into each CGRS. Blood concentrations of TCE were

monitored over 72 hours. In order to verify that the variability within the

groups was a true phenomenon, a second group of 9 animals were implanted

with CGRS devices. Five hundred microliters of TCE was injected into each

CGRS device (second group) and the solvent concentration in blood was again

monitored for 72 hours. Figure 6 shows the data collected from all 18

animals (3 with 0.25mi, 12 with 0.50ml, and 3 with 1.Oml of TCE in the

reservoir of each implanted CGRS device).

The three animals implanted with CGRS devices containing 0.25mi TCE showed

an average concentration of 1.65+O.07ug/ml at 24 hours. The blood levels of
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TCE decreased significantly to 1.23+0.09ug/ml within the next 24 hours (at

48 hours) and were barely detectable at 72 hours. The 12 animals implanted

with CGRS devices containing 0.50ml TCE showed an average concentration of

1.89+_0.42ug/ml, 2.04+0.52ug/ml, and 1.35+0.22ug/ml at 24, 48, and 72 hours,

respectively. There were no significant differences between the blood

solvent concentrations at the three different periods of observation.

The three animals implanted with CGRS devices containing l.Oml TCE showed an

average concentration of 2.20+0.43ug/ml at 24 hours. The amount of TCE

increased to 4.33+1.55ug/ml at 48 hours, and then decreased to 1.12ug/ml by

72 hours in the surviving animal (two animals died during blood collection

procedures at 48 hours). Schuman and Watanbe reported that a 6 hour

inhalation exposure to 150ppm of TCE resulted in a rat blood solvent

concentration of 2.6+0.9ug/g, which was similar to a value of 2ug/ml

reported in man following inhalation exposure at 145 ppm for 4 hours (12).

Rats in this study, implanted with CGRS devices containing 0.5ml TCE showed

blood concentration values of 2.04+0.52ug/ml which are similar to those

reported in the literature for inhalation exposure of TCE. Thus, rats

implanted with CGRS devices containing 0.25mi solvent (blood concentration

of l.23+0.09ug/ml TCE) represent a low solvent exposure model, whereas rats

implanted with CGRS devices containing 1.0ml TCE (blood concentration of

4.33+I.55ug/ml TCE) represent a high solvent exposure model. Since the

differences between the blood levels of TCE in rats implanted with CGRS

devices containing 0.25mi, 0.50ml and 1.0ml TCE were not significant at 24

and 48 hours at P<.05 level but significantly different -a P<.06 at 48

hours, this experiment, on repetition with larger number of animals, may

confirm the validity of the proposed low and high TCE exposure models.
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4.2.2.3 Behavior Experiments.

The data reported on the effects of acute and chronic exposure to TCE on

behavioral performance varies considerably (6, 13). It seems that these

variations are due to the sensitivity of the techniques used and the type of

activity chosen to test for behavioral performances. In a recent review

published by MaCkay and coworkers it was noted that, in the studies

reviewed, none of the behavioral changes correlated with blood or breath

levels of solvents (14). In fact, in most of these studies, performance

testing was monitored immediately after exposing the animals or humans to

the solvent. Hence, in this investigation, attempts were made to correlate

the blood solvent concentration levels with behavioral performance by

closely coordinating the studies on blood solvent concentration and

behavioral activity. Animals used for determining concentrations of solvent

in the blood were implanted and injected with TCE on the same time schedule

used for the behavioral study. Blood samples were taken at 9:30 A.M.

because the behavioral studies were begun at 9:30 A.M. on day 2 (48 hours)

of exposure. Therefore, the 48 hour blood solvent concentration values

should reflect the blood solvent concentration responsible for changes in

behavioral performance observed in this investigation.

4.2.2.3.1. Figure Eight Maze Study.

The number of movements of animal in different groups during the first

session were compared to determine the effect of TCE on exploratory

behavior. The total number of movements during the entire sixty minutes

were also summed for total activity. Figure 7A shows the number of

movements recorded for the 50 animals used in this investigation during the

first 20 minutes. There were no significant differences between the number
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of movements made by animals designated as controls, shams, and

experimentals implanted with CGRS devices containing 0.25mi, and 0.5Oml TCE,

respectively. This suggests that blood concentration of 1.23+0.09ug/mi and

2.04+0.52ug/ml achieved by 0.25ml and 0.50 ml TCE containing CGRS devices

are not sufficient to influence the initial exploratory locomotor activity.

The number of movements made by animals implanted with CGRS devices

containing I.Qml of TCE was significantly (P<.05) lower than those of all

the other animals used in this study. Since these animals had a blood

solvent concentration of 4.33+1.55ug/ml, the data suggests that higher doses

of TCE are effective in reducing the initial number of movements made by

rats implanted with CGRS devices containing 1.0ml TCE.

Figure 7B shows averages of total number of movements recorded for animals

assigned to the different groups during the entire sixty minutes.

Significant differences (p<.05) in movements over a total of 60 minutes

occurred only between the animals implanted with CGRS devices containing

0.25m1 and 1.0ml TCE respectively. The data obtained indicates that the

number of movements made by the control, sham-operated rats and animals

implanted with CGRS devices containing 0.25mi TCE did not vary

significantly. The number of movements made by the animals implanted with

CGRS devices containing 0.50ml TCE decreased somewhat, while the number of

movements made by the animals implanted with CGRS devices containing 0.25mi

TCE and controls did not differ appreciably. However, the differences

between the number of movements made by the animals implanted with CGRS

devices containing either 0.50ml or I.Oml TCE were not significant

(P<0.0582). Future studies with larger numbers of animals may show that

increases in initial starting doses of TCE in the CGRS devices may have an

inverse effect on the number of movements made by animals. Since other
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investigators have not used a Figure Eight Maze to determine the effects of

chlorinated hydrocarbons or solvents, comparisons with other studies cannot

be made. However, based on the data obtained in this investigation it

appears that high doses of 1.Oml TCE in CGRS devices decreased both the the

initial exploratory motor activity and the overall activity of the rat. A

medium dose of 0.5ml TCE tended to decrease the overall locomotor activity

of the rat, but not the initial exploratory locomotor activity.

4.2.2.3.2. Opto-Varimex Study.

The Opto-Varimex is an open field cage that is divided into 16 small squares

by infrared beams. Opto-Varimex can measure a number of different

activities and actions during three 5 minute sessions. The data obtained

from the first 2 sessions were averaged together and analyzed.

The average distance traveled by rats in centimeters (cm) in each group is

shown in Figure 8A. Differences between the distances traveled by the rats

in different groups were not significant. Time resting (in seconds) should

be an inverse of the distance traveled. Figure 8B shows that this is true.

Significant differences in time resting occurred only between the animals

implanted with CGRS devices containing 0.50ml and 1.Oml TCE, respectively.

The animals implanted with CGRS devices containing 1.0ml TCE spent

significantly more time resting (p<0.05) than the animals in other groups.

Figure 9A shows the stereotypic (in a fixed position) time spent by animals

in different groups. Differences in the stereotypic time spent by animals

in different groups were not significant. Figure 8B shows that the

differences in time spent (ambulatory) by animals in different groups were

not significant. Figure 9 shows the number of small movements made by
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animals distributed in the different groups. The differences in the number

of small movements made by these animals were not significant. However, the

overall data obtained on the 3 parameters (distance traveled,time at rest

and time stereotypic) suggest (as expected) that TCE acts as a CNS

depressant.

An expected observation was the increase in time spent ambulatory by animals

implanted with CGRS devices containing 1.Oml TCE. It is not correlated with

an increase in the distance traveled, since the distance traveled is least

for the rats in this group. However, it does correspond to an increase in

the number of small movements (Figure 10). The solvent, being lipophilic,

probably acts on the lipids of the nerve cell membranes and increases their

activity to a small degree. This would account for increases in small

movements and for no increase in large movements (15). In general, TCE

appears to have an effect similar to that of alcohcl and/or prolonged work

or boredom (14).

4.2.2.3.2. Auditory Startle Reflex.

Figure 11 shows the data recorded after giving pre-pulse signals to animals

in the different groups. The time it took the animals to respond to the

pre-pulse stimulus varied significantly (p<0.05) between the animals

receiving 0.50ml and 1.Oml TCE, but not between the animals in other groups

(Figure 11A). The peak amplitude response to the pre-pulse stimulus is

presented in Figure 1iB. 1,1,1-Trichlorethane had no effect on the peak

amplitude response to pre-pulse signals.

Response to the high intensity stimulus is presented in Figure 12. In this

instance, the time (sec) to peak response seemed to vary with the different
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amounts of solvent stored and delivered by CGRS to the animal (Figure 12A).

However, the differences were not significant. Figure 12B shows the

amplitude of the response (in grams of force) to the intensity stimulus.

The animals receiving [.Oml TCE showed a significantly (p<0.05) higher

amplitude of response than aalimals in all other groups.

In this investigation, except for the difference in time to respond between

the animals implanted with CGRS devices containing 0.50mi or 1.0ml TCE,

there was essentially no change in the latency of pre-pulse signal to its

response (Figure 11A). Exposing the animals to various levels of TCE had no

significant effect on the amplitude of the startle response (Figure 1iB).

Upon the analysis of the data on the response latency to the stimulus

response, an increase in the time to peak amplitude was observed, but the

increase was not statistically (p<0.074) significant. However, the data

obtained on corresponding startle response amplitude was quite variable

(Figure 12B). The animals implanted with CGRS devices containing 1.0ml TCE

showed a significantly (p<0.05) higher peak amplitude response in comparison

to animals implanted with CGRS devices containing either 0.25m1 or 0.50m1

TCE.

An increase in the latency and a decrease in the startle response is known

as pre-pulse inhibition (16). In comparison to the inhibition occurring in

rats implanted with CGRS devices containing either 0.25mi, and 0.50m! TCE

(blood levels of 1.23+0.09ug/ml and 2.04+0.53ug/ml), the inhibition was

blocked in animals implanted with CGRS devices containing 1.Om TCE (blood

levels of 4.33+1.55ug/ml).

It is known that the detection of a stimulus is inherently dependent on the

precise temporal transmission of neural impulse in the auditory system (17).
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It has been proposed that alcohol also increases the latency of the

brain-stem evoked response. Therefore , a resulting decay in performance is

the result of the disruption of temporal processing in the auditory system.

According to Wecker and Ison, alcohol in 0.25g/Kg, 1.9g/Kg and 2.0g/Kg doses

increases the latency of the response and decreases the startle amplitude in

a dose-dependent fashion (17). But inhibition was reduced at the highest

level of alcohol (2.0g/kg), which was thought to be due to a disruption in

the temporal relationships along the auditory pathway (17). The TCE

released from CGRS devices containing the highest amount of TCE (1.Oml) may

be disrupting this temporal relationship and thus inducing the loss of the

pre-pulse inhibitory pattern.

5.0. SUMMATION

The data obtained in this investigation indicates that CGRS devices are

capable of delivering TCE in vitro as well as in vivo. The data also

indicates that implantation of CGRS devices containing an initial dose of

0.50ml and 1.Oml TCE results in sustained concentrations of TCE in the blood

for at least 48 hours. Mathematical modeling of both in vitro and in vivo

release from the CGRS devices would be a valuable asset in designing and

using these devices in the future.

The battery of behavior experiments conducted in this investigation leads to

the conclusion that TCE does indeed decrease the locomotor activity in

Fisher 344 rats and that high doses of solvent released from CGRS devices

containing 1.Oml TCE increased the number of small movements and influenced

the temporal relationship in the auditory neural circuit. The data obtained

also confirmed the earlier findings that TCE is a CNS depressant and that it

induces its effects in the same manner as alcohol (3, 6, 18).
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6.0. CONCLUSIONS.

1. The incorporation of a non-porous container (a glass tube or reservoir)

into an ALCAP ceramic resulted in a delivery device which was capable of

releasing TCE in a sustained manner both in vitro and in vivo.

2. The density of the ceramic in the CGRS device had no effect on the rate

of release of volatile hydrocarbons such as TCE.

3. Blending of TCE with 5% mineral oil reduces the rate of TCE release from

CGTS.

4. The initial volume of solvent placed into the CGRS reservoir affects the

rate of release of TCE Erom the CGRS device.

5. 1,1,1-Trichlorethane delivered by subcutaneous CGRS implants achieves

blood solvent levels comparable to those produced by low level inhalation

exposure to TCE in humans.

6. The highest dose level (l.Oml) of TCE in subcutaneous CGRS implants

decreased the overall locomotor activity.

7. Both Figure Eight Maze and Opto-Varimex tests are sensitive in detecting

locomotor behavior changes in laboratory rats exposed to the volatile

hydrocarbon TCE.
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Figure 1. Composite photograph of: (a) Ceramic cylinder, (b) Ceramic-Glass

Tube System, and (c) Ceramic-Glass Reservoir Systems.
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Figure 2. Release rates (mg/h + SEM) of L,1,I-TCE (A) and 1,1,1-TCE

in 5% mineral oil (B) from ceramic capsules for a duration

of 3 hours.
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Figure 3. Release rates (mg/h + SEM) of 1,1,1-TCE (A) and 1,1,1-TCE
in 5% mineral oil (B) from Ceramic-Glass Tube Systems (CGTS)
for a duration of 5 hours.
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Figure 4. Release rates (mg/h + SEM) of 1,1,L-TCE from Ceramic-Glass
Reservoir Systems (CGRS) with reservoir tube openings of 0.5mm,
1.0mm 1.5mm and 2.0mm in diameter.
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Fi gure 5. Release rates (mg/h + SEM) of 1,1,1-TCE from Ceramic-Glass
Reservoir Systems (CRS) with initial volumes of O.25ml (333mg),
O.50m1 (666mg), and 1.Oml (1333mg) of the solvent for a duration
of 7 hours.
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Figure 6. Blood levels (mg/h + SEM) of 1 , I,1-TCE in Fisher 344 rats
implanted with CGRS devices containing O.25m1 (n=3), O.50m1
(n=12), and 1.Oml (n=3) of 1,1,1-TCE, respectively, over a
duration of 72 hours.
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Figure 7. The number of movements (number + SEM) made by Fisher 344

rats implanted with CGRS devices containing Oml (shams), 0.25mi,
0.50ml, and 1.Oml of L,1,1-TCE (n=10). Movements detected in
the first 20 minutes (a) and in 60 minutes (B) of a Figure Eight
Maze behavior session. Control represents non-surgically altered
animals (n=10).
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Figure 8. Opto-Varimex data showing the distance (cm + SEM) traveled (A)
and the time spent (sec + SEM) at rest (B) of Fisher 344 rats
implanted with CGRS devices containing Oml (shams), 0.25ml,
0.50ml, and 1.Oml of 1,1,1-TCE (n=10). Control represents
non-surgically altered animals (n=1O).
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Figure 9. Opto-Varimex data showing time (sec + SEM) stereotypic (A) and
the time (sec + SEM) ambulatory (B) of Fisher 344 rats implanted
with CGRS devices containing Oml (shams), 0.25m1, 0.50ml, and
1.Oml of 1,l,1-TCE (n=lO). Control represents non-surgically
altered animals (n=1O).
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Figure 10. Opto-Varimex data showing the number (number + SEM) of small
movements (A) made by Fisher 344 rats implanted with CORS devices
containing Omi (shams), 0.25m1, 0.50m1, and 1.Oml of 1,1,l-TCE
(n=10). Control represents non-surgically altered animals
(ni=10).
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Figure 11. The auditory Startle data for the time (msec + SEM) to response
(A) and the amplitude ( grams of force + SEM)-of response (B)
of Fisher 344 rats implanted with CGRS devices containing Oml
(shams), O.25m1, O.50ml, and 1.Oml of 1,1,1-TCE (n-10) and

subjected to a low intensity pre-pulse stimulus. Control

represents non-surgically altered animals (n=10).
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Figure 12. The auditory Startle data for the time (msec + SEM) to response
(A) and the amplitude ( grams of force + SEM) of response (B)
of Fisher 344 r ats implanted with CORS devices containing
Oml (shams), 0.25m1, 0.50ml, and 1.Oml of 1,1,1-TCE (n=10) and
subjected to a high intensity stimulus. Control represents
non-surgically altered animals (n=10).
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IN SITU DETECTION OF OSTEOPROGENITOR CELLS IN AN ACTIVELY
GROWING BONE SYSTEM

by

Gwendolyn B. Howze

ABSTRACT

An attempt was made to detect osteoprogenitor cells without
using radioactive tracers. The experimental approach utilized
Hydroxyurea [HUI, a DNA synthesis inhibitor and tetracycline type
labeling. The fact that preosteoblast synthesize DNA on the
pathway to becoming osteoblast, and the fact that tetracycline,
Xylenol orange and calcein are deposited at the mineralization
front during osteogenesis was exploited.

HU was used to inhibit "S" phase cells and to block cells at
the GI/s transition. It was expected that the preosteoblast
would be entrapped in an HU "net". According to this paradigm,
HU, by inhibiting DNA synthesis, prevents stem cells from
becoming osteoblast and thereby inhibit osteogenesis.

Hydroxyurea induced cellular changes in five bone
compartments were detected; bone marrow, endosteum, periosteum,
fibrocartilage, and hyaline cartilage of the epiphyseal plate.
Several important expectations did not materialize: (1) a
population of pyconotic cells did not appear and (2) high mitotic
index was not detected. It is possible that the sampling regimen
was not amicable to detecting these expected population.

The effect on bone marrow was very dramatic. The best
correlation between cellular changes and osteogenesis linked
labeling of bone matrix, however, was detected in periosteum.
Two new large populations of cells were detected in periosteum.
Multipolar cells with long processes and large structured nuclei
were detected from the mid mass down to periosteal bone matrix
interface. A second but less numerous population was seen only
at the periosteal bone matrix interface. These cells were
polygonal in contour and also contained structured nuclei. The
few mitotic figures detected in periosteum were seen in the
polygonal cells.
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1.0 OBJECTIVES

When bone matrix is disrupted, a transient cell population

called osteoblasts appears and carries out the job of

restoration. The osteoblasts arise from pre-existing cells, the

osteoprogenitors. The identity of the preosteoblast or

osteoprogenitors is a major unsolved question. The proposed

solutions are a matter of controversy since several cellular

types have been suggested as being the precursor cells.

There are, therefore, two basic objectives: firstly, to

identify the precursor cells which give rise to the osteoblasts

which manufacture bone matrix in an active bone modeling system;

secondly, to determine in which component of bone the osteoblast

precursors (osteoprogenitors) reside.

This effort was begun during the 1987 USAF SUMMER Faculty

Research Program (SFRP) and continued during the Mini-Grant

period.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

The best known cells of bone are the osteocytes, osteoblasts

and osteoclasts. The osteoblasts manufacture the bone matrix,

change state and become osteocytes. The osteocytes are the

mature bone cells which reside in the lacunas of the bone matrix.

The osteoclasts which function in resorption are multinucleted

giant cells derived from blood monocytes. Other cell types which

have been described include: bone lining cells (13) and

fibroblast (unpublished SEM studies).

The origins of the osteocytes and osteoclasts are agreed

upon, the proposed origins of the osteoblast are, however,

controversial. The proposed precursors to the osteoblasts, the

so called osteoprogenitor cells include the following:

undifferentiated mesenchymal cells (17), fibroblast (19), bone

lining cells (13), and epithelium in certain experimental systems

(7,8). If it is accepted that all of the cells in the list are

indeed osteoprogenitors, it still is not clear whether they are

all equally important in all systems. Nor is it clear whether

there is a relationship between activating conditions and cell

type.

In order to study this problem we utilized a continuously

growing bone system, in which osteoblast are continuously

manufacturing matrix. Presumably the osteoprogenitor population

ccnstantly generates osteoblasts according to some endogenous

program. It was expected that the design would allow us to
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determine where in the bone the stem cells (osteoprogenitors)

reside; and answer the question as to whether any or all of the

cells referred to above act as stem cells in the system under

study. According to this design the stem cells were both tagged

and incapacitated. Thus if the incapacitated stem cells were not

able to generate osteoblasts, bone matrix could not be produced,

i.e., osteogenesis will be inhibited. By definition an

osteoblast is a cell which lays down the osteoid which

subsequently mineralizes to form bone matrix.

In many systems which are regenerated or restored from a

stem cell, the stmni or precursor cells follow a relatively set

sequence of events after activation. One of the earliest events

in the consecution is DNA synthesis, which is usually closely

followed by mitosis. After their activation, at least one

amplifying cell division (mitosis) is required of the precursors

so as not to exhaust the stem cell line. In eukaryotic cells,

mitosis is always preceded by DNA synthesis. There is evidence

that osteoprogenitor cells follow the same pattern (3); for

example, certain substances which induce bone formation

(osteogenesis) in preosteoblast cultures also induce DNA

synthesis in those cultures (4,3).

The basic assumption of this research proposal is that the

following sequence of events will occur in the stem cell

population: (1) activation, (2) DNA synthesis, (3) at least one

amplifying cell division or mitosis, (4) the differentiation of

at least one of the progeny cells into the osteoblast cell line,

(5) osteogenesis by osteoblast. Events one through four are
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ascribed to the osteoprogenitor/stem cell line. The osteoblasts

generated by those processes manufacture bone matrix, i.e.,

osteogenesis.

It was expected that the osteoprogenitors would be sensitive

to DNA synthesis inhibitors. Additionally, it was expected that

a careful choice of inhibitor would permit the in situ

visualization of the osteoprogenitors engaged in the events which

lead to the formation of osteoblasts. Hydroxyurea was used in

these experiments. It is an inhibitor of DNA synthesis, which:

(1) reversibly inhibits entry into the DNA synthetic period of

the cell cycle, and (2) kills cells engaged in DNA synthesis of

at the time the drug arrives at the site of action. These two

features of hydroxyurea are expected to: (1) tag the activated

osteoprogenitors by killing cells which are in the process of DNA

synthesis, (2) prevent the osteoprogenitor from generating

osteoblast (the DNA synthesis being a required event in this

process), (3) inhibit new bone formation (osteoblast are required

for new bone formation). Hydroxyurea (HU) is a simple compound

with the formula: H 2NCONHOH (16). It is relatively nontoxic at

effective concentrations, and its effects are reversible by

discontinuation of the dosing (16).

In order to monitor the effect of (HU) on osteogenesis (the

manufacture of new bone matrix) ; tetracycline, calcium and

xylenol orange labeling was used. Tetracycline and similar

chemicals are deposited in vivo at the site of active bone

formation (21b). Tetracycline chelates calcium and is deposited

at the mineralization front in newly forming bone matrix (10, 18,
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19, 21b). The incorporation of tetracycline, etc., at the

mineralization front, permanently labels, and points out the bone

that was manufactured during the tetracycline dosing period (10,

18, 21b). The label can be visualized by fluorescence microscopy

of the undercalcified bone sections (2, 10, 18, 21b).

The experimental design did not permit the direct monitoring

of the inhibition of DNA synthesis. Rather, one studied the

effects of HU, a known inhibitor of DNA synthesis, on

osteogenesis and bone histology. Detectable changes in

osteogenesis, osteoblasts, bone lining cells [BLC] and osteocytes

are presumed to be due to inhibition of DNA synthesis in

osteoprogenitor cells.

In order to study bone histology, bone specimens were

decalcified, sectioned and stained by hematoxylin and eosin.

Changes in the following parameters were studied:

1. Number of cells with pyonotic nuclei

2. Number of degenerating cells

3. Number of bone lining cells in periosteum

4. Number of bone lining cells in endosteum

5. Number of osteoclast

6. Number of small blood vessels
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3.0 OTHER RESEARCH PLAN

3.1 Specific Aims

In order to achieve the objectives (section 1.0) the

experimental approach attempts to answer the following questions:

1. Did the treatment protocol inhibit osteogenesis?

In order to answer this question, plastic embedded

specimen was be studied by Histomorphometry.

2. What types of cells are modified by the treatment

protocol? In order to answer this question

paraffin embedded specimen were be processed by

histological procedures and studied by light

microscopy.

3. Does the cytological effect correlate with the

inhibition of osteogenesis as indicated by

Histomorphometry? In order to answer this

question quantitave cytolgical data was be

correlated with histomorphometric data.

4. Have the osteoprogenitors been detected by this

method? How do the results obtained by this

method compare with those reported in the

literature?

3.2 Experimental Design

A. Distribution of the animals: forty animal were divided into

two groups, a treated group which received hydroxyurea, a

control group which received a saline placebo. Both groups

received label compound at selected times to be described
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(2) Day-6: All animals were treated with the label

compound, Xylenol orange, 10 mg per Kg of body weight

for one day (21b).

(3) Day-7 through Day-il: dosing of the treated group with

(HU) and the controls with saline, five days of treat-

ment.

(4) Day-12: All animals were treated with Calcein at 10 mg

per Kg (ob body weight).

(5) Day-13 through Day-17: no treatment.

(6) Day-18: the animals were sacrificed. Carbon dioxide

euthanasia was employed. Specimens were taken for

histology, histomorphometry and electron microscopy.

Other experimental procedures

After euthanasia, the long bones were removed and prepared

for utilization in the following procedures:

tI) histomorphometry to determine the amount of growth or

inhibition of growth (18b), (2) histology and light microscopy to

visualize the cells killed or injured by (HU), and to determine

which cell populations participate in the recovery process;

Hematoxylin and eosin stains were used. Differential cell counts

were attempted.

3.3 Summary of Methods

Methods used in processing specimens for cytology/histoligy,

scanning electron microscopy and histomorphometry are described

below.
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Photomicroscopy

Photomicroscopy of histological slides was done on a Zeiss

Universal research microscope. The final magnification on the

print is a product of the magnifications due to the following

lenses objective x optivar x camera x enlarger. Thus the total

magnification when the following objectives were used are listed

below:

16x objective: 16 x 1.25 x 0.5 x 12.9 = 129.

40x objective: 40 x 1.25 x 0.5 x 12.9 = 322.5

100x objective: 100 x 1.25 x 0.5 x 12.9 = 806.25
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4.0 RESULTS

The data will be presented ir a format which reflects the

categories outlined in the specific aims section. All of the

data is from femur bone.

WHAT TYPES OF CELLS ARE MODIFIED BY THE TREATMENT?

Cellular charges have been detected in five compartments of

femoral bone: bone marrow, endosteum, periosteum, epiphyseal

plate cartilage and fibrocartilage.

The most striking visual changes were seen in bone marrow.

In controls the bone marrow is characterized by the presence of

the darkly staining nuclei of numerous leukocytes.

Megakaryocytes are very obvious. Only a few sinusoids are

visible, some with blood cells, some empty. Sinusoid congestion

was not detected. Figure 1 shows bone marrcw from 8d control.

Figure 2 shows bone marrow from a 18d control. They are both

typical of bone marrow from controls.

Bone marrow in treated cells is visibly different as early

as 3 days after the start of the treatment, figure 3. The most

visible early change is erythocyte congestion in sinusoids,

figures 3 and 4. In time, the bone marrow becomes relatively

depopulated of cells of any type. Figure 4 shows an early stage

in the loss of blood cells. Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the

increased number of empty sinusoids and the prominence of the

reticulum which is normally hidden by the large leukocyte

population. Figure six shows an enlargement of an area in figure

five.
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In addition, numerous cells which might have recently exited

mitosis have been detected. Mitotic cells and putative mitotic

cells are usually seen near the periosteum bone matrix interface.

Mitosis has been detected in both the hyaline cartilage of

the epiphyseal plate as well as in the fibrocartilage of the

control specimens. Although the mitotic index was not

determined, increased numbers of mitosis were seen in both of

those bone compartments. Figure 15 shows two telophases near the

top of the field, and several cells which have probably recently

exited telophase.

HU induced cellular changes are readily detectable by light

microscopy. The periosteum of treated specimens is distinctly

different from controls. In particular, the periosteum-matrix

interface differs in the following ways: (1) it is more

cellular; (2) cell outlines are more distinct; (3) most cells

have processes; (4) the nuclei are structured; (5) more

osteoclast are detectable. In summary, cellular contours and the

cell distribution are indicative of an active tissue.

Figure 16 shows an osteoclast in which the ruffled border is

detectable. The osteoclast is in a Howship lacuna. Although

this specimen is from an 18d control, osteoclast are more

plentiful in treated specimens.

It will be seen in the next section that the cellular

changes induced in the periosteum are accompanied by changes in

the labeling patter and consequently change in osteogenesis.

DOES THE CYTOLOGICAL EFFECT CORRELATE WITH THE LABELING PATTERN?

The labeling protocol, which has been successful in
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interest but unexplainable.

In general the treated specimens are distinguishable from

the controls in the following ways: (1) the bands in the treated

tend to be closer together; (2) the tetracycline band is

distinctly different from that in controls in that it tends to be

less coherent, or it may be incomplete; (3) the green band is

usually more intense and thicker than in controls; (4) deposits

of trabecular bone tends to contain much more green label than

yellow label. Figure 22 shows a section through the endosteal

bands in a treated specimen. There is very little unlabeled

growth of bone between the yellow and green labels and the volume

of the green label is greater than found in controls; as if the

treated specimens are producing more bone during the labeling

period in the absence of HU. Figure 23 also shows

circumferential bonds of label. There is very little growth

between the labels. This scene is from a different location in

the same specimen.

Figure 24 shows a section through the epiphyseal plate and

adjacent medullary cavity of a treated specimen. The yellow

label, tetracycline, is suppressed. Most trabecular bone

deposits in control specimens exhibit both labels, figure 25.

The best correlation between cytology and labeling pattern

is seen in the periosteal compartment.

The magnification in figure 18 is x619. Otherwise, the

total magnification for the fluorescence photomicroscopy is (10 x

1.25 x 3.2 x 12.9) = x516.
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It was also possible to visualize changes in periosteum by

light microscopy. Figures 7 and 8 show control periosteum. The

view at low magnifications is similar to a compound epithelium.

Most of the cells are spindle shaped in profile. The cell-to-

cell interface is not sharply defined and the nuclei are ovoid,

darkly staining and structureless. Figure 8 shows that there is

a sharp change in cell morphology at the periosteum bone matrix

interface. The cells are irregular in shape and the nuclei are

more structured.

Even at low power, figure 9, the treated periosteum is

visibly different. The cellular distribution is less regular.

There is more extracellular matrix between the cells. A greater

percentage of the cells exhibit processes. There are at least

two types of cells with processes, some are obviously multipolar

and some appear to be unipolar. Figure 10 is an enlargement of a

region in figure 9, numerous cells with processes are seen. A

multipolar cell is sharply defined in the center of the field.

Figure 11 and 12 illustrate two features of the treated

periosteum; the cell outlines are more discrete and more

structure is detectable in cell nuclei. An apparently monopolar

cell is seen near the center of figure 12.

Figure 13 shows a cell with long branched processes as

visualized by scanning microscopy. The cell is from untreated

Rhesus periosteum.

Although mitoses are sometimes seen in the cartilage of

controls, it is undetected in control periosteum. By contrast a

few mitoses have been detected in treated periosteum, figure 14.
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directing the deposition of three consecutive labels in Rhesus

monkey bone, was not entirely successful. Even in control

specimens, a maximum of two labels are detectable. Figure 17

shows two bands of label surrounding the marrow cavity and

endosteum. The yellowish tetracycline label is nearest the

cortical bone. Small Haversian systems are seen in the cortical

bone. The bands are uninterrupted. Figure 18 shows labeling

near an active thick periosteum. Small Haversian systems are

seen between the two bands of label. Figure 19 shows labeling

near a thin periosteal region. Both 18 and 19 are from control

specimens. In controls, the bands surrounding the periosteuw

are also uninterrupted, i.e., two complete bands are detectable.

The thickness of unlabeled bone between the labels is easily

visualized and measurable. Figures 18 and 19 illustrate one of

the complexities of the study. That is, periosteum is not equal

in all areas of the femur. Periosteum nearer the epiphyseal

plates tends to be thick and more cellular. The labeling results

seems to indicate that it is also more active in matrix

production. Thus, it is necessary to compare control thick

periosteum with thick periosteum from treated femurs and

similarly for the thin periosteums. Thus Figure 19 should be

compared with figure 20 which shows thin periosteum from a

treated femur. In order to quantify the difference volume

measurements are necessary. In general the labels are more

widely separated in control specimen than in treated. Figure 21

shows a treated thick periosteum and adjacent label. The green

fluorescence associated with the skeletal muscle is of some
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5.0 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Figure 25 shows the basic organization of the femur.

Hydroxyurea (HU), a known inhibitor of DNA synthesis induced

cellular changes in five bone compartments: bone marrow which is

contained in the medullary cavity; the endosteum which lines the

medullary cavity; periosteum; epiphyseal plate hyaline cartilage

and fibrocartilage. The epiphyseal plate is not shown in the

diagram. In a growing bone, the epiphyseal plate [EPI is located

at the junction between the shaft and epiphysis.

The effect on bone marrow is most dramatic. Bone marrow is

a tissue with high cell turnover rate and a high rate of DNA

synthesized. HU caused the cell population to decrease

drastically. The decrease was presumably due to both cell

maturation and inhibition Df proliferation of stem cells. The HU

effect was reversed by discontinuing the treatment, in which case

the bone marrow regenerated. It is not known if the bone marrow

effect is incidental or whether it is correlated with inhibition

of osteogenesis.

The bone marrow reticulum cells and the endosteal BLC appear

to form a continuum. In recovering bone marrow the normally

single layered endosteum often contained from two to five layers

of cells. Surprisingly, very few mitoses were found in the bone

marrow. Since HU has a synchronizing effect in other systems it

is possible that most of the mitoses occur as one or more large

"bursts" within the first eight hours after ending the treatment.

Since sampling was not done until 5 days after stopping the
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treatment. Most of the mitoses would have been missed.

An increased number of mitoses were observed in epiphyseal

cartilage and also fibrocartilage. The mitotic figures were

usually telophases. It is possible that earlier sampling would

have revealed a much higher mitotic index in the cartilage

compartments.

At this point in the study the best correlation between

cytology and osteogenesis is seen in the periosteum. One

detected an enrichment in the number of multipolar cells. The

cells appear to be more from the midreogion of the periosteum

toward the periosteum-matrix interface. The cells at the

interface have an enlarged structured nucleus. Mitotic figures

were detected at the interface. The mitotic figures were seen in

a "plump" polygonal cell type. The interphase of this cell type

exhibited large structured nuclei. The labeling pattern of the

circumferential bands associated with the periosteum was modified

by the HU treatment. The endosteal circumferential bands are

separated by less unlabeled bone in the treated as compared with

the controls.

In summary, HU, a DNA synthesis inhibitor, disrupts

osteogenesis and points out a large cell with processes as a

probable osteoprogenitor in the periosteal compartment.

Osteoclast were more active in the treated specimens than

the controls.

Histomorphometry was initiated, and some measurements were

made. The analysis could not be completed because the computer

system was unable to carry out the volume determination functions
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at the time of my visit to Ohio.

A more definitive answer to the osteoprogenitor question, as

well as a more effective tagging effect could probably be

achieved by using monoclonal antibodies.
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FIGURE 25
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Trauma-Activated Periosteum Derived Osteogenic Cells:

Response to Selected Growth Factors

by

Noel S. Nussbaum

ABSTRACT

Closed green-stick rib fractures were produced, by manual pressure, in

anaesthetized white New Zealand male rabbits. After 5 days of healing, the

enlarged periosteum of the fracture site was collected and subdivided, by

sequential collagenase-trypsin digestion, into primary cell cultures.

Semi-defined media (BGJb, Gibco) supplemented with hydrocortisone and insulin,

was used to establish these non-transformed cells in vitro. Similar cultures

were prepared from embryonic chick calvariae. Alkaline phosphatase secretion

into the media was monitored and comparison of data derived from the two

species supports the osteogenic identity of the cells isolated from the rabbit

periosteum. By repetitive passage of high alkaline phosphatase producing cell

lines, isolates were identified which could be maintained in vitro, in the

presence of ILGF (Somatomedin C) and PDGF for up to three months. Subsequent

exposure to transient low Mg++ Ca++ media resulted in structural changes

consistent with osteocytic mcrphclogy in vivo. It is suggested that

long-term, in vitro experiments with established cell populations, may

accurately reflect osteogenic responsiveness in vivo.
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Introduction

Periosteal osteogenesis has been investigated by: histologic analysis

following heterotopic transplantation (Ham, 1930; Haldeman, 1932; Urist and

McLean, 1952; Poussa and Ritsila, 1979), ultrastructural description of organ

cultures (Tenenbaum et al, 1986) and by biochemical determinants of bone

formation in vitro (Smith et al., 1973; Nijweide, 1975; Nijweide and

vander Plas, 1979; Nijweide et al-., 1981; Tenenbaum and Heersche, 1982,

1986). Studies by Fell (1932) and Gaillard (1934) demonstrated that the

periosteum, or cells derived from it, could produce osteoid in vitro. This

was later confirmed by Fitton-Jackson and Smith (1957), Goldhaber (1966),

Binderman et al. (1964) and Marvaso and Bernard (1977).

While these studies demonstrated in vitro osteogenesis, the culture

conditions and stimuli required for osteodifferentiation and osteogenesis were

not investigated. Other workers have tried to examine the conditions

necessary for in vitro osteogenesis. Raisz et al. (1976) implicated

phosphates in enhanced osteogenesis in vitro and Brighton et al. (1976)

demonstrated the significance of a low oxygen concentration in the

oseodifferentiation of cultured periosteum.

Recently, the significance of "local factors" has been emphasized, in

contrast to the general systemic influences of calcium regulatory hormones, in

the osteoinductive process. These local regulators of skeletal growth have

been classified into four major categories: 1) polypeptide growth factors;

1) cartilage and osteoinductive factors; 3) blood cell-derived factors; and

L) prostaglandins, (Centrella and Canalis, 1985). Less well identified tissue

proteins have been studied by Urist and coworkers for several years (Syftestad

et al., 1984) as chondrogenic and osteogenic active agents, while chemotactic
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agents that may be identical to Urist's "Bone Morphogenic Protein" have

recently been partially characterized (Tenenbaum and Heersche, 1986).

A common source for most, if not all, of these agents are immune cells

and formed blood elements associated with tissue injury and repair. It is not

surprising therefore that recently studies have appeared that attempt to

identify the "coupling factors" that integrate osteoclastic resorption and

osteoblastic formation during bone remodeling, with these same local factors

(Mundy, 1987). Such identity would greatly simplify our understanding of

remodeling control and those disease states associated with its failure, e.g.

osteopetrosis and osteoporosis.

If, as has been proposed, remodeling is in part a mechanism to repair

microfractures produced by biomechanical forces (Parfitt, 1984; Baron et al.,

1983) then the production of local factors in such situations is an extension

of a normal response to tissue injury. Accordingly, a more extensive bone

injury, i.e. fracture, should also be associated with the appearance and

action of these same agents in greater amount (Simmons, 1980). Ham and Harris

(1971) described an easily reproduced in vivo fracture repair model. By

exploiting aspects of this model it is possible to produce in vivo, a high

density osteoinductive cell population that can be harvested for the in vitro

study of the response of such cell populations to polypeptide growth factors.

The present study presents the results of long-term exposure of

"osteoblast-like" cells to Platelet Derived Growth Factor (PDGF) and

insulin-Like Growth Factor (ILGF) or Somatomedin C.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Male White New Zealand rabbits (4-6 kg) were anesthetized with Ketamine

(150 mg, I.M.) and Pentobarbital (32 mg, I.V.). Under anesthesia, rib

fractures were produced by finger pressure. The animals were allowed to

recover and observed for five days for signs of distress or pain. After five

days, the animals were again anesthetized with Ketamine and Pentobarbital.

The fracture site and contralateral control tissue was collecteo aseptically

and placed in ice-cold, sterile Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS). The animals

were terminated with 0.5 ml of T-61. A total of 4 animals were used to

establish fracture sites for tissue collection.

Calvaria were collected from 18-20 day chick embryos (Carey Farms, Inc.,

Marion, OH) and stored in ice-cold sterile PBS. Both rabbit and chick

material were manually trimmed of non-osseus tissue and the appropriate

material, (rabbit periosteum or chick bone) was minced and transferred to

digestion chambers. Sequential enzymatic digestion with trypsin and

collagenase (Cooper Biomedical) according to Cohn and Wong (1979), was

employed to prepare separate cell populations at 20 minute intervals. Each

separated population was seeded into a 75 cm 2 culture flask (I x 106 cells)

and 10 ml of media added. All cultures were fed with BGJb medium supplemented

with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and other factors as indicated. All culture

media was supplied by Gibco Laboratories, Grand Island, N.Y., and was

supplemented with 200 U/ml Penicillin and 200 Vg/ml Streptomycin. In

addition, insulin, 0.5 units/ml (Squibb) and hydrocortisone acetate, 0.8 pg/ml

(United States Biochemical Corp., Cleveland) were added to the BGJb medium as

supplements for the first 24 hours in vitro. At the first media change after

24 hours in vitro, hydrocortisone was omitted from the medium.
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Embryonic cultures were passaged to confluency then released into

Trypsin-EDTA (Sigma) and subsequently split 1:3 for subculture. Each media

fraction was collected every 2-3 days when media was replaced.

Biochemical assays were performed on media collected from each culture

flask independently. Protein determinations were performed after Smith et al.

(1985) with reagents supplied by Pierce (Rockford, IL). Alkaline Phosphatase

was measured by the hydrolysis of p-Nitrophenylphosphate (Boehringer Mannheim

Diagnostics, Houston, TX). Enzyme activity is expressed as units/hr/mg

protein.

All values were normalized by subtraction of media controls. Assay

quality control was established with assayed control serum (SeraChem, Fisher

Scientific).

Assay data from each flask was evaluated separately at confluence plus 14

days. The rabbit-derived cell lines with the highest alkaline phosphatase

production from each original explant were selected for further passage and

maintained. Four high alkaline phosphatase periosteum derived cell lines were

established. Assay data from these cell lines were statistically evaluated by

a general linear model (SAS), found not to be different and randomly

distributed for subsequent exposure to PDGF (Collaborative Research, Bedford,

MA) or ILGF (Imcera, Terra Haute, IN).

The four cell lines were exposed to both growth factors. After

preliminary testing, optimum concentrations of PDGF (8 units/ml) and ILGF

(80 pg/ml) were added to either BGJb or MEM media. No differences due to

media composition were observed and MEM (Gibco) was used for subsequent

trials. Cultures were then maintained at confluence for 77 days (PDGF) and 92

days (ILGF). Before termination, flasks were treated with calcium and

magnesium free saline (GKN, Merchant =t al., 1960) to prepare the cells for

Trypsin-EDTA dispersal.
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Photographic records were maintained of all flasks throughout the culture

period. Histological preparations were made from formic acid decalcified

ribs, representing 5 and 10 day fracture healing.
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Results

Histological examination of the rib fracture at five days confirms the

features originally described by Ham and Harris (1971). Longitudinal sections

show two enlarged tissue masses, cross sections of two collars of proliferating

osteogenic cells derived from the periosteum, on either side of the fracture.

These two collars become increasingly thicker, grow towards each other, meet

and fuse, (Fig. I).

Osteoblasts, identified as large, rounded cells containing eccentric

positioned nuclei and basophilic cytoplasm, can be identified within the

osteogenic tissue, (Fig. 2). The same features, altered by the two-dimensional

environment of a culture flask, can be seen in the actively migrating cells

seeded after enzymatic dispersion of the excised, osteogenic tissue (Fig. 3).

If allowed to continue to develop in situ, this osteogenic mass would form a

recognizable center of calcified tissue as osteoblast function is completed,

(Fig. 4).

After 14 to 21 days in culture, confluent sheets of cells arranged in

adjacent circular patterns fill the flask, (Fig. 5).

After long-term culture in growth factor supplemented media, followed by

treatment with Ca++ and Mg++ free saline in preparation for final cell

dispersion, cells with a new morphology appear. Identified by their

refractile cell body at low magnification, these cells show a multi-polar

array of cytoplasmic projections, and resemble osteocytic elements in cortical

bone, (Fig. 6,7,3).

Alkaline phosphatase production by the growth factor-treated cultures is

enhanced significantly over controls grown in the absence of such stimulation.

After clonal selection of cell lines that secreted the highest levels of

enzymic acLivity and preliminary dose response tests, it was found that
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confluent cultures could be maintained for up to 90 days when either ILGF or

PDGF were in the media, (Fig. 9). The mean alkaline phosphatase activity over

this time period is presented in Table I.

Table I. Effect of Growth Factors on Alkaline Phosphatase Secretion

Days of
AlP/protein* Culture % Difference

Control** 11.72 + 0.05 20

PDGF 23.70 + 1.92 80 50.05
(8 u/ml)

ILGF 32.62 + 2.97 90 64.07
(80 ng/ml)

* u/Hr/mg x 10- 3

** Each value represents mean of 4 replicate cultures. Control

values from Nussbaum (1988).

Confluent sheets of osteogenic cells were grown on membrane supports,

(Millicell HA inserts, Millipore Corp., Bedford, MA). Microscopic examination

of these cultures revealed that the extensive secreted matrix introduced large

spaces between adjacent cells. This precludes the use of such preparations for

ion transport studies.
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Fig. I Site of fracture at 5 days healing. Hematoma in marrow cavity

(H) bounded by lateral and pleural (bottom) cortical bone (B).

Collar of enlarged periosteal derived cells (P) adjacent to

external clot. 10OX, H & E.

Fig. 2 Portion of periosteal collar adjacent to fracture site.

Represents the cell population harvested for culture. 30OX,

H & E.

Fig. 3 Isolated osteoblast-like cells derived from periosteal collar

after enzymatic dispersion and 48 hrs in vitro. Note ruffled

margins of actively migrating cell and flat, thin cytoplasm.

80OX, Interference Contrast.

Fig. 4 Fracture site at 10 days healing. Calcifying callus (C) forming

within periosteal collar (M). 300X, H & E.
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Fig I Fig 2

~~m-7

Fig 3 Fig 4
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Fig. 5 Dense sheet of bipolar cells after 20 days in vitro. Typical

field of confluent culture. Cells arranged in circular array

about focal center. BOX, Phase Contrast.

Fig. 6-8 Examples of multipolar, refractile cells present after long-term

culture. Compare with Figure 3. 80OX, Phase Contrast.
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Fig 5 Fig 6

Fig 7 Fig 8
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Discussion

The histological description of rib fracture healing in the rabbit given

above confirms in all details the process as presented by Ham and Harris

(1971). In fact, Fig. 1 of this report corresponds to a great degree with

Fig. 8 of their paper. Both represent the extent of the periosteal response

after about 1 week of healing and demonstrates the enhanced growth of this

tissue, contributing to formation of the soft callus. Characteristic

osteoblastic structure and uniquely high alkaline phosphatase production

identify the cultured cell populations as osteogenic (Farley and Baylink,

1986).

Two major innovations in the study of bone cell dynamics have recently

been combined. First, the sequential enzymatic isolation of viable

"osteoblastic-like" cells from fetal calvariae (Aubin et al., 1988; Cohn and

Wong, 1979; Smith, 1973) and periostea (Bitz et al., 1981; Brighton et al.,

1976; Fell, 1932; Ham, 1932; Nijweide, 1975; Nijweide and van der Plas, 1979;

Poussa and Rilsila, 1979; Tenenbaum et al., 1986; and Uchida et al., 1988) has

been used to establish transformed and non-transformed cells in vitro. These

cell populations have been maintained for only about one week, while various

morphological, biochemical and biophysical studies were performed.

Second, the availability of polypeptide growth factors, produced through

recombinant DNA technology, has recently stimulated work to determine the

influence of these "local factors" on bone cells. In particular, the work of

Canalis and coworkers has been of significance (Canalis, 1980; 1985; Centrella

and Canalis, 1985; 1987) in describing the mitogenic influence of Transforming

Growth Factor beta on isolated osteoblast-like cells. Other workers have

examined responses to PDGF (Hanks et al., 1986), ILGF (Ernst and Froesch,

VXS7), Epidermal growth factor (Hata et al., 1984), or Type-B
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transforming growth factor (Noda and Rodan, 1986). In most cases, these

studies were also of brief duration or primarily concerned with determining

the mitogenic potential of the various polypeptides. Only one recent study

(Aubin et al., 1988) has reported changes in hormone responsiveness after long

term culture.

The heterogenous nature of the original isolates, whether from normal or

malignant sources, has precluded repetitive examination of the same parameter

under diverse environments. The procedures presented in this study

demonstrate a methodology for the isolation of well-characterized, stable cell

lines from adult, non-transformed tissues. Contrary to a mitogenic effect,

these cells reveal a more appropriate physiological response to growth factor

stimulation, e.g. sustained alkaline phosphatase activity. It is thererore

proposed that two phenomena are involved in these results: i) in vivo trauma

and subsequent healing induces a local effect that initiates the mitogenic

response, and 2) cell isolates of this activated osteogenic tissue will

continue, when appropriately maintained in vitro, the differentiation process

that began in situ.

These conclusions are supported by these observations: 1) periosteal-

derived cells from non-fractured ribs fail to survive under culture conditions

that support those from traumatized sites (Nussbaum, 1988). 2) In agreement

with literature reports, there is a decrease in alkaline phosphatase

production during the first 20 days of culture of osteogenic cells, but with

continued maintenance, a restoration of activity occurs. 3) Survival in

culture, for at least three months is, in part, dependent on the presence of

ILFG jr PDFG. 4) Under these conditions a portion of the osteogenic

population will undergo norphological changes suggestive of osteocytic

unct ion.
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ABSTRACT

It is argued that if our goal is to train individuals to become

expert decision makers, regard-Less of the context of the *Judgmnent, it is of

paramount importance to understand how indixiduals represent uncertainties

as subjective probabilities. This paper reports the results of several

studies that examined the role of the subjective probability function in

models of human decision making. In addition, a compter-based methodolog-y

was introduced that has the potential of allowing for the measurement of

s Ubjective utility Lind iprobabil~ty t'unctions at the individual decision

mak~er lev,.el. Snecif ical V, . the stud-4ies andic the me--thc:.doio:gy were used t

-:,-in buiidin.g- -- model -ecDb ~z >ntext.at: t, .-Und .n-div.dLual

bilases internct a3nd iiunc. IgenT-s C.f SUbJec- ,ve uncert-ainty%. Tis~i

!-oot y.naines zne sturt' -s 1.n Khe framework (-t' a Jlual -nobabil-- uotJf

model where "good" a-i. "had- outomes car. differentially affect Judiged

p robabilities to robah1iiit-v tweiclts.
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1. INTRODUCTION: OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH

The decisions being faced by trained Air Force pilots flying new and

sophisticated aircraft are becoming more complex and demanding of many and

varied cognitive processes. These individuals are being required to

function as "experts" in their critical decision making judgments.

However, the decision making literature is full of studies that show how

people choose suboptimal alternatives in decision situations involving

uncertainty. It is important, therefore, to understand the mechanism by

t,:hich we may ultimately be able to efficiently train individuals to become

expert decision makers and to exhibit the ex.-pertise that their work effort

increasingly demands of them.

There are at least four major problems in research efforts on ex-pert

decision making. They are that (a) human experts are limited in their

capacities to process all relevant information, (b) it is expiensive to

train individuals to obtain the level of expertise that is sometimes

demanded, (c) experts sometimes disagree and give conflicting judg~nents,

and (d) experts sometimes make mistakes because of inherent cognitive

biases about the uncertainty or likelihood of outcomes associated with

decision alternatives. Clearly, the study of experts and expert judgment

must incorporate each of these issues if we are to establish what makes for

a good expert.

The focus of this research has been associated with the last problem

cited above -- cognitive biases. It is argued here that a critical
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dimension of expertise in any judgment situation is the ability to measure

or evaluate uncertainties of events without bias or distortion. We make

three assertions about these uncertainties. First, all uncertainties are

inherently of the same kind. Second, probabilities are useful entities

with which to numerically measure uncertainties of events. And, third,

probabilities are personal beliefs about uncertain events.

The goal of the research to be described here was to begin to examine

the questions of (a) "how do individuals relate uncertainties as measured

by personal probabilities to observations of events?", (b) "how should we

(or experts whom we must rely on) relate uncertainties to our observations

of events so that biases are minimized?", and (c "what biases exist in our

judgments of uncertainties?' Project I consisted )f three experiments that

were designed to examine cognitive differences that exist in tasks of

probability estimation and choice. These studies looked at subjective

numerical responses to vague probability phrases in three different

judgmental bias situations. The numerical interpretations for the

probability phrases were expected to show differentially higher weighting

when the outcomes were perceived as "bad" as opposed to "good".

Project 2 was designed to examine the influence of one's affective

state on probability estimation and weighting. Specifically, the study was

designed to show that the phenomenon of cautious optimism ,-ould be easily

demonstrated and explained by positive affect inducT.ion.

Project 3 "as designed to develop a modified methodology of the

procedure used originally by Davidson, Suppes, and Siegel. (1957) into a
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computer-based algorithm, DSS, (cf. Isen & Nygren, 1988) that could

independently measure the utility and subjective probability functions (U

and S) for an individual. Specifically, the procedure was designed to

measure the subjective probability function separately as two functions,

S+, and S_, in order to quantitatively assess the potential bias in

judgments of the likelihoods of good (S+) and bad (S-) outcomes.

The results of each project point to the need for developing models

that encompass both affect and context biases in judgments of

uncertainties.
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2. PROJECT 1: Estimating and Weighting Subjective Probabilities

in Horse Race Gambling

Although subjective probabilities have long been integral components

of virtually all mathematical models of decision making under uncertainty

(Ramsey, 1931; Savage, 1954; Edwards, 1954, 1962; Handa, 1977; Einhorn &

Hogarth, 1985; Hogarth & Einhorn, 1988), and have been studied and used

extensively in a large variety of applied settings including such diverse

areas as weather forecasting' (lurphy & Winkler, 1974; Sanders, 1963) and

medical decision making (Betaque & Gorry, 1971), the literature on

cognitive aspects of subjective probability assessment has only recently

expanded. Empirical studies including }Eahneman and Tversky's (1972, 1973',

studies on judgnental heuristics of representativeness and availability and

related work on anchoring and adjusting strategies (Slovic, 1972; Tversk- &

Kahneman, 1982) have led to a greater emphasis on cognitive processes in

,decision making (cf. Arkes & Hammond, 1986; lahneman, Slovic, & Tversk-,

1982). The outgrowth of this research suggests that although subjective

probability estimation may be a necessary initial component of some

decision making under uncertainty, individual choice behavior suggests the

utilization of a much more complicated process based on a monotonic

function of these probabilities, one that i[n!neman and Tversky (1979) have

labeled a decision weight function.

Several models including extensions of the SFC models cited above

reflect this distinction between subjective probability estimates and

subjective decision weights in decision making under uncertainty
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(Karmarkar, 1978; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979, 1981). In these models it is

not so much the subjective probability of an event that affects the

decision making process as it is the relative importance or weight that the

decision maker attaches to this probability. Kahneman and Tversky (1979)

explicitly state in their formalization of prospect theory that "decision

weights are not probabilities: they do not obey the probability axioms and

they should not be interpreted as measures of degree of belief (p.280)."

Decision weights, then, assess the impact of the probabilities on the

relevant outcomes, and they may reflect a number of interesting

psychological influences including cognitive biases (Kahneman & Tversky,

1972, 1973; Tversky & Kahneman, 1973, 1974, 1981, 1983), ambiguity (Einhorn

& Hogarth, 1985; Hogarth & Einhorn, 1988), dispositional tendencies and

aspiration level (Lopes, 1987). or mood state (Isen, Nygren, & Ashby, 1988;

Nygren & isen, 1985).

An extension to a weighting model, however, begs the question of how

an individual's decision weight function might be related to or derived

from his or her initial subjective probability estimates over an event

space. It is interesting that despite the increased attention that has

been paid to the construct of decision weights and to Kahneman and

Tversky's (1979) model in particular, no systematic effort has been made to

empirically study in detail the relationship between these two subjective

functions.

There are at least two reasons why this may be the case. First, it

is clearly very difficult to measure either an individual's subjective

probability or decision weight function. ior the SEU model and its
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variants one needs first to have previously obtained or made simplifying

assumptions about an individual's utility function (e.g., that it is linear

over a restricted range) before the subjective probability or weight

function can be derived. An extension of Davidson, Suppes, and Siegel's

(1956) procedure based on the SEU model remains a major methodology for

obtaining within an individual simultaneously inferred measures of

subjective utility and subjective probability from preference judgments.

Although the procedure has been greatly simplified via interactive computer

algorithms, (e.g. Nygren & Morera, 1988) and can be used to obtain

restricted (in the sense that s(p) + s(i-p) 1 1) or unrestricted decision

functions (s(p) + s(1-p) does not necessarily aad to one), it may not be

possible to unambiguously separate the subjective probability and decision

weight functions under this task. It seems reasonable to argue that in

this Davidson et a!. (1956) type choice paradigm, the probability scale

that is derived from the individual's choices really reflects a subjective

weighting of the probabilities that is influenced by any number of

cognitive biases, rather than being a measure of the subjective

probabilities themselves.

Secondly, much research relevant to the study of subjective

probability is either concerned with individuals' assessments of

probabilities for various events, or with inferences about the shape of

their utility and subjective probability functions based on observed

preference orderings. In the former case, the subjects are typically asked

to give direct estimates of likelihoods of events, whereas in choice tasks

using lotteries or applications of the SEt methodology, the probabilities
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are almost always explicitly stated numerically. In these latter choice

tasks no real estimation on the part of the individual is required or

assumed. As Kahneman and Tversky (1979) have pointed out,

"It is important to distinguish overweighting, which refers to

a property of decision weights, from the overestimation that is

commonly found in the assessment of the probability of rare

events. Note that the issue of overestimation does not arise

in the present context, where the subject is assumed to adopt

the stated value of p. In many real-life situations,

overestimation and over-eighting may both operate to increase

the impact of rare events" (p. 281).

Hence, it is difficult to assess and no satisfactory attempt has yet been

made to empirically show to what degree a decision maker's numerical

assessment of the likelihood of an event (either obtained directly or

inferred from her choices in an experimental setting) reflects a subjective

probability estimate, a decision weight, or both.

Recently, however, Wallsten and Budescu and colleagues (Budescu,

Weinberg, & Wallsten, 1988; Wallsten, Budescu, Rapoport, Zwick, & Forsyth,

1986) have examined in detail a promising alternative stimulus presentation

mode to that of using explicitly stated numerical probability values. This

stimulus mode entails using verbally expressed probabilities in displaying

choice alternatives. They argue that these verbal expressions are

meaningful, reliable, and valid representations of probabilities. I argue

further that verbally stated probabilities have the potential to

empirically differentiate between probability estimation and probability
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weighting. In several of their experiments Budescu et al. (1988) showed

that despite large individual differences in the way people interpret

phrases like "somewhat unlikely" or "very good chance", such judgments

"yield reliable, internally consistent scales that demonstrated construct

validity at the level of the individual subjects (p. 290)."

Given this demonstration of high reliability and consistency in

subjects' assignments of numerical values to these verbally stated

probabilities, it can be argued that verbally stated probabilities can be

meaningfully used to independently examine probability estimation and

decision weighting. Specifically, it is argued that when subjects are

asked to provide a numerical interpretation to the various probability-

phrases in a context-free situation similar to what Budescu et al. (1988)

have done, they are providing subjective estimates of the probabilities

associated with the phrases. However, when individuals are presented with

real choices under uncertainty that are based on these vague probability

phrases and are asked to make decisions, they are no longer treating these

probabilities as estimates in isolation, but are rather incorporating them

into the decision making process as context-specific weizhts.

It is proposed here, as has been suggested elsewhere, that the

initial subjective probability estimates are non-iinearly-, though

monotonically, distorted to reflect the impact of the outcomes on the

decision process. However, this weighting is more complex than has been

suggested by Kahneman and Tversky (1979). It is context-specific in that

"good" or positive outcomes are weighted differently from "bad" or negative

outcomes in a manner similar to the good/bad distinction suggested by
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Coombs and Lehner (1984) in the context of their model of risk. That is,

it is suggested that a phrase like "very unlikely" will be given a

different weight in a choice task when it is associated with a positive

outcome as opposed to a negative outcome. Such a context-dependent,

weighting mechanism would suggest an extension of the simple bilinear model

like that used in prospect theory to a dual bilinear model with two rather

than one subjective weighting functions. In fact, Luce and Narens (1986,

1988) have already proposed a formal mathematical model similar to this

dual bilinear representation. It is important to note, however, that

although mathematically similar, their weighting functions have a different

psychological interpretation from w-hat is being proposed here. Luce ana

Narens' (1986) model has two Probability weighting functions, S' and S',

that were proposed to reflect an ordering of the alternatives in he

gambles rather than a good vs. bad or positive vs. negative context

distinction.

The purpose of the following studies w.as to use verbal probabilit-

statements to study both probability estimation and probability weighting

in the context of a dual bilinear model. The studies to be described here

look at subjective numerical responses to vague probability phrases in

three different situations. First, in E:-periment I subjects were asked to

simply make estimates of probabilities presented as phrases. In E--periment

2 the probability phrases were placed in a horse race gambin g context, but

were not associated with actual gambling. In Exp>eriment 3 subjects

actually played the horse race gambles in which the verbal phrases

appeared. It was hypoothesized that in the first two experiments the
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numerical judgments given by the subjects to the verbal phrases would be

associated only with the estimation process and hence, would not exhibit

any differentiation between winning and losing contexts. in the third

experiment, however, where the phrases were an integral component of the

subjects' actual horse race choices, decision weighting as well as

estimation should be exhibited and the weighting function for phrases

associated with losing should be significantly different from that for

winning. Here, the numerical interpretations for the phrases were expected

to show differentially higher weighting when the corresponding outcomes

;,ere perceived as "bad" as opposed to "good". Further, it :as hyothesized

that the degree of gambling success would affect this bias. The bias would

be reduced for subjects who had experienced more -ins or were "ahead" in

their gambling and would be enhanced for those who had experienced more

losses or were "behind."

ZEIMENT I

lethod

Subjects. Ctne hundred and seven undergraduates at The Ohio State

University participated in this study as a partial fulfillment of the

requirements for their introductory psychology course.

Procedure. Subjects were asked to evaluate the twenty different

probability phrases presented in Table 2. 1. They ere asked to indicate

what each phrase meant to them in terms of X chances out of 100 as in the

following example.
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It is somewhat unlikely that you will win $2.00.

How many chances out of 100 do you think this

statement means in terms of the likelihood that you

will win $2? chances out of 100.

Table 2.1
Mean Single Stimulus Ratings of Probability Phrases

from Experiment 1

Mean: Mean: Mean: Median: Stand Shanteau
Probability Phrases Win Lose All All Dev (1974)

No Chance 0.22 0.65 0.43 0.00 1.30 0
Extremely Unlikely 8.74 5.27 7.00 6.00 4.84
Highly Unlikely 8.96 11.70 10.33 8.50 6.05
Wery Unlikely 16.08 13.67 14.88 24.50 7.10
Unlikely 19.45 20.37 19.91 19.50 8.51 12
Fairly Unlikely 28.46 27.42 27.94 29.00 9.77
Somewhat Unlikely 32.22 30.56 31.39 31.00 10.01 29
Worse Than Even Chance 39.01 38.57 38.79 40.00 7.96 38
Slightly Worse Than Even 40.90 42.72 41.81 43.50 8.92
An Even Chance 49.97 49.98 49.98 50.00 0.26a

Toss-Up 50.60 49.88 50.24 30.00 2.08 50
Somewhat Likely 54.80 56.83 55.82 59.50 13.79
Slightly Better Than Even 56.19 57.78 56.98 55.00 5.02
Better Than Even Chance 60.45 60.08 60.27 60.00 6.11 59
Fairly Likely 67.88 68.89 68.38 69.50 9.59 68
Likely 71.31 74.27 72.79 75.00 10.94
Very Likely 84.05 84.44 84.24 85.00 7.74
Highly Likely 86.33 85.28 85.80 87.50 7.26
Extremely Likely 88.94 88.87 88.91 90.00 7.09
Sure-Thing 98.56 97.93 98.24 95.00 3.14 100

Mearqi - Meanse -0.10, t19) = -0.28, p > .20

S The standard deviation for the phrase "An Even Chance" may be artificially

small because it was used as a frame of reference in the explanation of the
judgment task. Subjects were told as an oxample to think of it as
representing an event like flipping a coin.
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Each of the twenty phrases in Table 2.1 were presented in a random order

twice, once as shown above and once where the phrase "that you will win $2"

was replaced with the phrase "that you will lose $2".

Results

Table 2.1 also presents the sunmary data for the rated phrases in

the study. The first two columns of data in Table 2.1 present the mean

ratings given to each phrase when stated in this non-gambling context of

simply winning $2.00 or losing $2.00. No significant differences were

found between estimates obtained in these two contexts, indicating that

merely presenting the phrases in terms of t.*inning or losing does not appear

to be sufficient to induce any bias in the subjects' estimates of the

phrases (Liff = -0. 10, t19 = -0.28, p > .25). The ratings from both

contexts were then combined to obtain an overall mean estimate for each

phrase. Median values were also obtained and are presented in Table 2.1 in

order to assess whether the degree of skeuness in the distribution of

estimates might be too severe to preclude the use of means. This does not

appear to be the case for any of the phrases. Hence, the design of the

last two studies was based on the mean estimates rather than medians and

all analyses are reported in terms of means.

As a final comparison, mean judgments for common phrases used by

Shante(u & Anderson i1971; are sh-n. These means are very similar for all

shared phrases, supporting the argument that the judgments for these

probability phrases are well-defined across subjects. Interestingly

enough, even the standard deviations presented in Table 2.1 reflect, as

Budescu et al. (1988) pointed out, that phrases near the typical anchor
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points (no chance, 0%; even chance, 50%; and sure-thing, 100.) are much

less variable and thus reflect smaller individual differences than do

phrases representing probabilities in the midrange between 0.0 and .5 and

between .5 and 1.0.

The overall mean values in Table 2.1, then, represent stable

aggregate subjective estimates of the probability phrases with no or minimal

contextual bias. As such they serve as baseline values that can be

compared with the probability estimates and weights obtained in the next

two experiments.

EPRMENT 2

Method

Subjects. One hundred and ei-ghtv-three of initial volunteer

undergraduates at The Ohio State Lniversity completed participation in this

study as a partial fulfillment of the requirements for their introductory

psychology course. Subjects were randomly assined to either an initial

Winning condition (n = 60), a Losing condition 'n = 60), or a Contrcl

condition (n = 63). They were separated and were individually seated in

front of a terminal driven bv a Data General Nova 3 computer. Ail stimulus

materials and responses were presented and received on this terminal. Data

from twelve subjects were stored incorrectly by the computer program

driving the experiment and were inadvertently partially lost, resulting in

the final count of 183 useable data sets.

Task 1: Betting. In this task subjects were instructed that they

would be asked to bet on and make judgments about a set of hypothetical

horse races. They were asked to imagine that they were at the racetrack,
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making $2 bets on various simplified races for which they could either win

some amount of money, lose their $2 bet, or "break even", each with

explicitly stated numerical probabilities. They would lose their S2 bet if

their horse finished fourth through tenth, break even (i.e., get the S2.00

back) if the horse finished third, or win some stated amount of money if

the horse finished second or first. All gambles, then, had a constant

amount to lose of s2, but an amount to win that varied in such a way as to

give the gambles an expected value of zero. A total of 20 of these horse

races were presented in a different random order to each subject. The

first three trials were th-e same for all subjects and for practice only;

there w.as one additional filler item; and for the remaining 16 gambles the

probabilities of winning and losing (P.s and P ) %:ere factorially crossed

with values of .1, .2, .3, and .4.

Before play.ing the gambles, subjects i.were al lowed to actually

manipulate the size of their bet. They were allowed to choose one of f_-ur

options: (a) to not play the gamble, (b) to leave the dollar amounts as

stated, [c) to multiply the dollar outcomes by 1.5 (i.e., make the bet a S3

bet), or (d) to double the outcomes of the bet (i.e., make it a S4 bet".

If the subject chose not to bet on a particular .amble, the race was still .

played and its outcome was still shown to the subject.

At the start of each race following the betting, subjects entered a

number from zero to nine inclusive to start the horse race. This response

also served to determine their horse's final position. For example, if the

probabilities for win, break even and lose in a race w.ere 4/10, 2/10, and

4/10, respectively, then the computer algorithm would generate a random
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ordering of the numbers 0 to 9 and would divide them into three sets of

four, two, and four values each. If the subject chose a number that was

one of the four numbers in the first set generated by the computer, his or

her horse was programmed to finish first or second and the subject would

obtain the winning amount. Similarly, the horse was programmed to finish

third if the subject's number matched one of the two break even values, or

somewhere in the fourth through tenth positions if the subject's number

matched one of the four losing numbers. As each race progressed, the

subjects received continual feedback about the horse's position at the

quarter, half, three-quarters, stretch, and finish marks of the race. This

information, although programmed to be probabilistic in nature, was

consistent with the ultimate outcome of the race. For example, no horse

that was programmed to finish first or second was ever in less than fifth

place at the stretch.

Group Manipulation. Participants were randomly assigned to one of

three conditions. Subjects in the Control condition made estimates of

va.-ue probability phrases (Task 2 below) in a set of horse race gambles

before doing this actual betting task, so as not to have this gambling

experience affect their estimates of these phrases. Subjects in the

Winning and Losing conditions, however, did the bet-ing task first,

followed by the probability estimation task. .1l subjects :ere told that

the stated probabilities in the horse races were, in fact, the real

probabilities associated with winning, losing, and breaking even in each

race. it was explained to them that the horse race computer program used a

"true and complex random number generator that was more precise, fair, and
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accurate than flipping coins or rolling dice so that when you see a stated

probability of .2 to win, for example, that is the true probability."

For the Control subjects all of the gambles were set up to be fair

with zero expected value (within rounding). For the Winning and Losing

groups, however, the gambles in the betting task were manipulated in such a

way as to insure probabilistically that these subjects would win or lose,

respectively, more often than would be expected by chance. For subjects in

the Winning condition the probability of winning was actually programmed to

be .2 higher, and the probability of breaking even .2 lower than the

numerical values shown to the subjects. For subjects in the Losing

condition. the probability of losing was actually .2 higher, and the

probability of breaking even .2 lower than the values seen by the subjects.

All subjects were thoroughly debriefed following the experiment as to the

nature of this manipulation. Subjects in the Losing condition especially

were assured that their ill luck was in no way due to any suboptimal

decision strategies on their part.

Task 2: Probabilit.y Estimation. In addition to betting, each subject

was presented with 22 other zero-ex:pected value three-outcome gambles

similar to those described in the betting task except that the exOlicit

probabilities were replaced with probability phrases. Subjects were told

that these gambles represented a number of different horse races There the

initial probabilities associated with the three outcomes were stated as

verbal phrases rather than as precise numerical values. It "-as ex-plained

to subjects that at some racetracks initial estimates of a horse's odds of

winning a race are stated in terms of these verbal phrases to make it
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easier for novice gambles to understand. Subjects were then told that we

were interested in how they would interpret these horse race situations.

They were told to do so by indicating what each of the phrases associated

with winning, losing, and breaking even in the gamble would mean to him or

her in terms of X chances out of 100. The subjects were told that since

these were the only three possible outcomes, their numerical estimates were

constrained to sum to 100. An example of this kind of horse race gamble is

presented in Figure 2.1.

Si.xteen gambles 'ere constructed in thiS task so that each of four

phrases (extremely unlikely [EU], unlikely [UN], somewhat unlikely [SU], and

worse than even chance [WTE] were presented witih each other as the

t:inning and losing probabilities in a 4x-4 factor..-,- design. These phrases

were chosen oecause, based on the means obtained in R-oeriment I., the

approximately matched the probability values of . 1 to .4 that t.ere used in

the betting task. Six additional rambles :ith other phrases :.ere included

as filler items to eliminate possible subject aw.areness of the factorial

nature of the presentation of phrases in these 16 gambles.

The zero-outcome phrase for each gamble was also chosen on the basis

of the results from E_,-periment i so tiat the sum of the means for the three

phrases in each gamble aas as close to 100 as possible, making each gamble

a plausible combination for most subjects. T1he 16 constructed ganbles and

these sums are presented in Table 2.2. it is important to note that

although the constructed gambles could not be produced to have sums that

were exactly 100, control was maintained in that the twelve gambles with
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Amount Probability

Lose S -2.00 Extremely Unlikely

Get S 0.00 Better than Even Chance

Win S +1.00 Somewhat Unlikely

What does each of' these phrases mean to you?

E.'tremeiy unlikel" that you wlii lose "-".O0

inpans chances c.uz of 10u.

"Better than even chance- that -ou iil get SO.00

means chances out of 100.

'Somewhat unlikely" that you will 7,in S1.00

means chances out of 100.

Use a number between C and 100 in each case.

Your total must add to I00.

Fig. 2.1. An Example of a Three-Outcome Gamble in Ex¢periments 2 and 3.
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Table 2.2

Three-Outcome Gambles Used in Experiments 2 and 3 with Mean
Summed Estimates of Total Gamble Probabilities

Win Break Even Lose Est. Sum

F-xtr Unlikely Very Likely Fxtr Unlikely 98.24
* Extr Unlikely Likely Unlikely 99.70
* Extr Unlikely Better Than Even Suhat Unlikely 98.66
* Extr Unlikely S1 Better Than Even Worse Than Even 102.77

Extr Unlikely Worse Than Even About Even 95.77
Mean 99.03

* Unlikely Likely Extr Unlikely 99.70
k Unlikely Better Than ven nlikely 1. .09
* Unlikely S1. Better Than Even Swhat Unlikel.- 108.25
t nLikely S] ...r.e Than ven -.- ,:rse 'hai. ven [0(). 5 i

- Io 2U'n likelv S .ha+ I i ikeiy -bTh;t Even 11)1 .

ete -j n U. Eve , .)

~ Swhat tniikeiy Lett.,-r Than ven Lxtr iini.. -
* ST.:hat Unlikely Si Letter Than Even inl k1'I v 108. Z3
* S-hat Unlike ly 'orse Than Even Swhat "Vn- .e .
* Swhat Unlikely Swhat Unlikely Worse Than Even 101.57

Swhat Unlikely Unlikely \bout Even 101. 28
Alean 102.27

* Worse Than Even Si Better Than Even Extr Unlikely 102.77
W orse Than Even SI Worse Than Even U.nLikely 100.51

* Worse Than Even Swhat Unlikely Swhat Unlikely 101.57
Worse Than Even Unlikely Worse Than Even 97. 19
Worse Than Even Extr Unlikely AbouTr Even 95.7,,
Mean 99.52

About Even Worse Than Even Extr .nlikeI;. "J5. J-7
About Even Swhat Unlikely Unlikely 101.2 q
About Even UnlikeLy .- that Cn)ikey 1i .233
About Even Extr Unlikely Worse Than Even 2-,.77
About Even No Chance About Even 10 09
M1ean 98. !U

Notc: Gambles marked with t's %ere the 16 used in Study 2.
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different Pj and P: phrases formed six pairs of opposites where the winning

and losing phrases were reversed.

Results and Discussion

lanipulation Check. Because the primary manipulation in this study

concerned the effect of actually winning and losing on the likelihood

judgments for the phrases, subjects in the losing and winning conditions

were regrouped as necessary according to their actual performance. The

probabilistic mechanism built into the computer alorithm to induce winning

and losing was successful. Of the 60 subjects pro.rar.ne to lose money, 49

actually did and 1 1. won money. Similarly, Z2 ;-' f the 60 subjects who :ere

programmed to win, did so and eidht iosz. Two net- groups of actual wirners

and losers ere then formed for the remaining analyses; these groups

consisted of 63 winners (52 + 11) and 57 losers (49 + 8). The control

group of 63 subjects, of course, remained intact. For the three groups the

mean earnings after the last horse race in the betting task were +Sa 7.06

for winners, -S12.85 for losers, and +S10.22 for controls with standard

deviations of $16.00, $7.94, and $18.62, respectively. A.l of these means

.ere significantly different from one another p < .05).

Gambling Data. These manipulated differences in performance produced

only marginal differences in actual gambling behavior. The mean amounts of

money bet per horse race were $2.31, $2.34, and S2.55 for winners, losers,

and controls, none of which were significantly different from one another

(r > .10). The mean n-mnber of times bet (out of 17 trials) was also not

significantly different for the three groups (p > .10; \ 13. 19,

M. 13.53, and 13.65, respectively). In addition, there were
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no differences in the variances of the amoun. bet or number of times bet

among the three groups (all p's > .10). Although these differences did not

reach significance, there is some evidence to suggest that had there been

more gambling trials, significant group differences may have emerged.

Correlations between the mean amount bet by each subject and his or her

final earnings were -. 22 for Losers, +.23 for Winners, and +.16 for

Controls. A test of differences between the correlation coefficients for

Losers and Winners was significant (Z = 2.42, p < .02); for Losers the more

they were losing, the more they tended to increase there bet; while for

Winners, the more they were winning, the more they tended to increase their

bet. Finally, although the task was a hypothetical betting on horse races,

the fact that all subject groups bet on the average significantly less than

the largest possible amount each time (S4.00) and the maximum number of

times (17), indicated that they were, in fact, making realistic

discriminations.

Phrase Estimation Data. Because the gambles in Table 2.2 had sums

that deviated slightly from 100, the means of the judgments across the four

replications that were given by each subject to each .f the four phrases

(EU, UN, SU, and 4TE) when they were associated with the winning and then

with the losing outcomes were obtained separately. These eight mean values

for each subject (4 phrases x 2 contexts) were then used in a 3x(4x2),

Groups X (Phrases X Win/Lose Context) mixed ANOVA. The results indicated

nn overall significant differences among the three groups (F2,180 ' 1).

Averaged across the winning and losing contexts, the mean ratings given to

the phrases by the Winning, Losing, and Control groups were 24.74, 24.97,
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and 24.66. Comparably, this means that the mean ratings given to the zero-

outcome phrases (50.52, 50.06, and 50.68) were not significantly different

for the three groups. The bias that exists in probability estimation

appears to be observed only when the possible outcomes have a

positive/negative or good/bad effect, a point that will be discussed in

more detail later.
1

Table 2.3

Mean Ratings Across Probability Phrases in Experiment 2
When Phrase Is Associated with Winning and with Losing

Winning Group Losing Group Control Group All Subjects

Phrase ProbW robL ProbW ProbL ProbW ProbL ProbW ProbL

EU 11.07 11.31 11.04 13.68 9.64 11.21 10.57 12.02
LN 21.17 21.75 21.34 22.69 20.65 21.11 21.04 21.82
SU 29.82 29.93 29.85 30.40 30.86 30.96 30.19 30.43
,TE 35.80 37.10 35.00 35.78 35.77 37.07 35.54 36.68

Mean 24.46 25.02 24.31 25.39 24.23 25.09 24.33 25.24
Mean Diff -0.56 -1.08 -0.86 -0.91

EU = extremely unlikely, LN = unlikely, SU = somewhat unlikely,
16TE = worse than even chance.

As shown in Table 2.3, the winning vs. losing context, however, did

affect the judgments that subjects made (F 1, 1 80 = 4.52, p < .035, MSE

67.78) with higher estimates given to the phrases when they were associated
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losing as compared with wirning. Closer examination by gambles and across

subjects indicated that this held true for all of the 16 matched pairs of

phrases (e.g., EL in gambles [EU, L, UN) and [UN, L, EU]); there was a

consistent bias to associate a higher judged likelihood to each phrase when

it is associated with losing as opposed to winning, despite the fact that

in four of the gambles the same phrase was used for Pi and P. and in the

remaining six pairs of matched gambles Pj and P, were simply reversed. The

mean difference score across the 16 matched gamble-phrases when averaged

over subjects were -0.56 (F 1, 1 5 : 6.15, p < .05), -1.33, (F 1, 1 5 = 18.32, p

<.001), and -0.86 (F 1 , 15 : 13.10, p < .01) respectively, for the Winners,

Losers, and Controls. It was expected that this bias would be influenced

by the previous gambling success with Winners showing less of a bias. This

hypothesis was not supported in that the Context x Groups interaction t.as

not significant (F2,180 <1) indicating similar differences for all three

groups. The Phrase X Context interaction was marginally significant

(F 3 , 5 4 0 = 2.50, p < .06, MSE : 9.98) suggesting that the contextual effect

of winning vs. losing was greatest across subjects for the more extreme

probabilities (UU = -1.45, % = -0.78, U = -.24, and Mm : -1.14).

The results of Experiment 2 indicate that the judgments of the

phrases made by the subjects were essentially probability estimates rather

than decision weights. Despite the fact that some subjects won or lost a

lot of money in the betting task, they did not exhibit any large

differences in their judgments of the phrases. This suggests that the

ratings task, although placed in the context of betting on horses, was

actually perceived as being independent of the betting task, and hence
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reflected subjective judgments that were more like estimates than weights.

It was somewhat surprising though that some consistent bias toward

overestimating "bad" outcomes occurred in all three groups; the bias was

even present for the winning subjects, even though they had just completed

a task where they had successfully made a net average gain of $17.06.

Experiment 3 was designed to make the judgments of the probability phrases

a more integral part of the gambling process. As such, these judgments

about the phrases were expected to be much more greatly influenced by

subjects' winning and losing histories.

EXPERIMENT 3

It was hypothesized that had the estimation task been an integral

part of the betting task in the horse races, judgments of the phrases would

have been different in that they should have reflected individual decision

weight biases. In this situation, actual losses and wins should have a

much greater impact on the subjects' judgments. To test this hypothesis, a

third experiment was done where the two tasks were completely interrelated.

Subjects had to make gambling decisions on horse races There the

probabilities were initially presented as vague phrases. In this situation

both probability estimation and weighting should be necessary in such a

gambling task. It was expected that this modification to the gambling task

would produce two effects: (1) a different, though monotonic, weighting

function of the probabilities than that found in Experiment 2, and (2) a

large overweighting of the P and P, phrases and consequently a large

underweighting of the P-.:- phrases relative to the baseline estimates found

in Experiment 1 and to those given by subjects in Experiment 2. In
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addition, the differential bias between PW and P judgments that was found

in Experiment 2 with PW < PL was expected to be enhanced for Losers and

reduced or even reversed for winners.

Method

Subjects. Eighty-two undergraduates at The Ohio State University

participated in this study as a partial fulfillment of the requirements for

their introductory psychology course; complete data was obtained from 79 of

them. They were randomly assigned to either a Winning (n = 40) or Losing

condition (n = 39).

Procedure. The procedure in this study sas similar to that of

F_ periment 2 except for the following modifications. A total of 35 races

were randomly presented to each subject. This time, however, for both the

gambling and phrase judgment tasks only phrases were used to indicate the

likelihoods of the horse race outcomes. In the first ten trials only the

betting task was done. These ten gambles were again used to set up the two

conditions of winning and losing. In a manner comparable to that for

Experiment 2, for each of the 35 horse races, the subjects were allowed to

either skip the race, leave the bet as is (S2), double the bet (S4), or

even triple the bet (S6). As in Experiment 2, the actual probabilities of

winning and losing were adjusted upward or downward, respectively, by a

value of .2 for the two sets of subjects in order to produce about an equal

number of subjects actually winning or losing substantial amounts.

In the last 25 trials, subjects bet on the horse race and then

subsequently gave their ratings to the three phrases, subject to the

constraint that their numbers summed to 100. The final 25 gambles in this
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task were constructed factorially so that each of five phrases (extremely

unlikely, unlikely, somewhat unlikely, worse than even chance, and about an

even chance) were presented with each other as the winning and losing

probabilities in a 5x5 design. This complete set of gambles is also

presented in Table 2.2. No additional filler items were included, since

the debriefing of subjects in Exaeriment 2 indicated that the random

presentation of the stimuli and the use of a total of thirteen different

phrases was sufficient to give the appearance of an unsystematic nature to

the races.

Results and Discussion

Manipulation Check. initial analysis of the gambling data indicated

that again the manipulation of the probabilities had been successful, with

41 subjects being actual winners and 38 being losers S S26.07, S i.f
S23.41; e -S23.17, S4se = $15.48; 1!4.r = S49.24, F 1 ,77 119.46, p <

S23e 4ose"Woe -LI

.001). In addition, the average "holdings" (i.e., mean winnings or losses)

on any given trial during the final 25 trials when the probability phrase

judgments were being given was $16.74 for winning subjects and was -S15.6i

for losing subjects.

Betting Task. The subjects' betting behavior was examined two uays,

first for each subject averaged over trials and second for each trial

averaged over subjects. Data were found to replicate that of Experiment 2.

There were no differences between the Winning and Losing groups in the mea.n

mnnimt bet ($2.99 vs. $3.07, p > .10) or the mean number of times bet

across the 25 trials (20.41 vs. 19.03, p > .10). Both groups did, however,

show a clear preference for low-risk over high-risk gambles. Of the 25
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gambles, ten had win/lose phrase combinations such that the ratio of P, / Pr

was greater than one (labeled low-risk) and ten had this ratio being less

than one (labeled high-risk). However, since the gambles were set up to

have approximately zero expected value, the ratios of the payoffs were, of

course, in the opposite direction.

Both groups of subjects exhibited a willingness to bet more money and

with greater frequency for low-risk gambles. Fcr winning subjects the mean

amount bet on low and high risk gambles were S2.55 and $3.49 (MDiff =

S0.94, F1 , 4 0 = 18.92, p < .001); for losers these values were S2.65 and
S3.64 (MDiff = $0.99, F 1 ,3 7 = 14.98, p ( .001). Thus, although no strong

differences were observed in actual betting behavior, subjects were clearly

indicating preferences among the horse races on the basis of probabilities

rather than amounts.

Estimation Task. The mean of the judgments across the five

replications that were given by subjects to each of the five phrases (EU,

UN\, SU, WTE, and AEC) when they were associated with the winning and

losing outcomes was obtained as in Experiment 2 yielding ten probability

scores for each subject. These values were then used in a 2x(5x2), Groups

X (Phrases X Win/Lose Context) mixed ANOVA. The ANOVA indicated no overall

significant difference between the two groups (F1 , 7 7 = 2.89, p > .05, MSE

: 31.82). Across the 25 gambles, the mean ratings given to the phrases

when collapsed across context were 31.86, and 31.13 for the Winning and

Losing groups, respectively. Note that again this is equivalent to there

being no significant difference between the mean judgments for the zero-

outcome phrases for the two groups (36.28 and 37.74).
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As in Experiment 2 the win/lose context effect was significant (F1,77

4.55, p < .037, MSE = 66.41). A summary of the ten means across phrases

for both groups is presented in Table 2.4. Again, across all phrases and

for both groups there is the tendency to give a higher value to a phrase

when it is associated with losing than for winning.

Table 2.4

Mean Ratings Across Probability Phrases in E-xperiment 3
When Phrases Are Associated with Winning and with Losing

Winning Group Losing Group All Subjects

Phrase ProbW ProbL ProbW ProbL ProbW ProbL

EU 19.94 20.26 16.19 17.93 18.14 19.14
LN 24.03 25.41 23.94 25.00 23.99 25.21
SU 29.72 30.49 28.96 32.07 29.35 31.25
W'TE 36.06 37.43 35.13 36.99 35.61 37.22
AE 47.25 47.57 47.34 47.79 47.29 47.67

Mean 31.40 32.23 30.31 31.96 30.88 32.10
Mean Diff -0.83 -1.65 -1.22

EU = extremely unlikely, L = unlikely, SC = somewhat
unlikely, WTE = worse than even chance, AE = about an
even chance.

The Context x Group interaction was not significant (F1,77 < 1);

However, overall difference scores when sumarized in a different way over

the 25 gambles and within subjects indicated more stable results. For each

subject a mean difference score "as computed across all 25 gambles between
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the rating given to a phrase when it was associated with winning and the

matched rating when the phrase was associated with losing in the reverse

gamble. The means of these values across subjects are, of course, the same

-0.83 and -1.65 values shown in Table 2.4 for the Winning and Losing

groups. When examined this way, the mean of -0.83 for the Winning group is

not significantly different from zero (F 1 , 4 0 < 1). The difference of -1.65

is significant for the Losing group, however (F1,3 7 = 8.04, p < .01).

Comparison of Estimates from Experiments 2 and 3.

It was somewhat surprising that the win/lose probability bias,

although again clearly significant in Experiment 3, did not appear to be

any stronger than the effect found in Fxperiment 2. Instead, the more

striking finding was the difference in the magnitudes of the estimates of

the phrases between the two experiments. Figures 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4

illustrate these differences. Mean estimates in Experiment 3 are much

larger than those in Experiment 2 for both Pj and P. phrases. But this

overweighting only occurred for the more extreme probabilities associated

with extremely unlikely-and unlikelj. Because no overall group differences

-ere found in Experiment 2, Figure 2.2 shows the plot of the mean ratings

given to the winning and losing phrases averaged over all three groups when

compared with the baseline values of Experiment 1. Figures 2.3 and 2.4

show comparable plots for the Winning and Losing groups separately in

Experiment 3. Consistent with what has often been suggested in the

decision making literature, the curves in all three figures reflect higher

values relative to the "context-free" or baseline values for small

probabilities and lower values for more moderate probabilities. However,
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the curves in Figures 2.2-2.4 differ somewhat from the typical probability

functions associated with SEU models or the function proposed by Kahneman

and Tversky (1979) in their prospect theory. Figure 2.2 has a probability

crossing point, PCP (PCP is the point on the curve where there is neither

over- nor underestimation), of about .26 for winning phrases and .27 for

losing phrases. These values are much lower than what has been typically

suggested in SEU models -- a PCP of about .50. The decision weight

functions in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 clearly match the shape of that proposed

by Kahneman and Tversk-y (1979, Fig. 4, p. 283), but Figures 2.3 and 2.4

have much higher PCP values, about .30 instead of .10 as suggested by the

Kahneman and Tverskcy figure. In other words, the iKahneman and Tversk7-

(1979) figure suggests that only very small probabilities get overeighted;

our results suggest that much larger probabilities, even levels up to

values around .30 are overweighted.

ENERAL DISCUSSION

The studies presented here were designed to examine differences

between the processes of subjective probability estimation and decision

weighting and how they are related to the functions of probabilities that

are integral components of bilinear generalizations of S-U models like

those proposed by Kahneman and Tversky (1979) and by Luce and Narens

(1986). The argument has been made here that the rat-ngs given to the

phrases in Experiments 1 and 2 were basicall, subjective probability

estimates and that those given in Experiment 3 were decision wei-hts formed

in the context of gambling decisions. it was expected that the judgments
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Fig. 2. 3. Subjective weighting functions for winning and losing vague
probability phrases for Winning Group subjects in Experiment 3.
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Fig. 2.4. Subjective weighting functions for winning and losing vague
probability phrases for Losing Group subjects in Experiment 3.
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across subjects in Experiment 2 would match the baseline values obtained in

Experiment 1 with no win/lose bias effect or equivalently that PW = P;.

This expectation was based on the assumption that since the phrase judgment

task was completely independent of the actual gambling task in Experiment

2, it should have exhibited no affective component. In Experiment 3 where

the evaluation of the phrases was a necessary first step in the gambling

task, the PV < p ordering was expected, since decision weighting is also

necessary in the evaluation process. Instead, subjects in both Fxperiments

2 and 3 demonstrated this differential biasing effect.

The P., < P. ordering found in Exoeriment 2- suggests that the affect ve

nature of the aood and bad outcome comparison appears to be sufficient to

produce a differential biasing in the estimation of probabilities t.hen, due

to the ill-defined nature or the %aueness of the events being evaluated,

estimation is first required. In Experiment 1 the phrases we~e presented

separately t.with no direct good/bad or positive/negative comparison; and

hence no biasing was found. In Experiment 2, even though the phrases were

presented in a context where the gamble was not being played, a good/bad

comparison was still explicit. It is perhaps this comparison of good and

bad outcomes that is necessary. for the biasing effect to occur. Further,

this biasing effect may be explained by an anchoring and adjustment process

that is largely due to differences in the initial anchors rather than to

differences in the adjustment process. Figure 2.2 provides some support

for this idea; the curves for P. and 'P remain fairly parallel over the

range of phrases used. This would suggest an initial difference in anchor

points for the losing and winning phrases, but a similar adjustment process
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for both contexts.

The results from Experiment 3 provide further support for this

argument. Despite the fact that in this case both estimation and weighting

were necessary, the magnitude of the differential effect between the Pi and

P. curves was not greatly enhanced. Although the size of the effect, as

predicted, was clearly smaller for winning subjects than for losing

subjects, it is surprising that the winning subjects still showed a slight

negative bias with Pj < P. Neither having to actually play the gambles nor

experiencing a major shift in the reference point on any given gamble

(average status quo values of S16.74 and -S15.61 for winners and losers

respectively) appeared to greatly affect the magnitude of the P. vs. P

bias. Hence, it is suggested that this difference is largely a function of

an initial anchoring mechanism in the probability estimation process.

Probability weighting as depicted in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 appears to

have its greatest subjective effect for small probabilities. :he functins

for both groups fit very nicely with Kahneman and Tversky's (1979)

assertion in prospect theory that small probabilities tend to be

overweighted and moderate and larger probabilities tend to be_-

undereighted, but the .,dern:eihting is less so. it is important to note

that in both Experiments 2 and 3 the sur of the estimates that subjects

gave to each gamble was constrained to be 100. This in no way constrains a

relationship between the P, and P. values in the three-outcome _gambles, but

coes allow for an upper bound to be placed on the function. what is clear

then from Figures 2.3 and 2.4 is that he probabilities associated :ith

either outcome that could cause a change in the subjects' current assets
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were, in the framework of a bilinear model, given much more weight for

small values at the expense of the zero outcome that could not change the

status quo. It is also important to note, however, and would be the source

of future studies, that because the gambles used in Experiment 3 were

designed to have essentially zero expected value, these same small

probabilities were tied directly to the largest outcomes, both good and

bad. This suggests that overweighting may interact with outcome magnitude.

One might argue that this is to be expected in most people when they are

considering losses because they tend to be largely loss-averse, but the

relatively equal effect for gains seems somewhat more puzzling.

The size of the P < P differential effect found in Experiments 2 and

3, however, does not appear to be affected by the magnitudes of the

associated outcomes. The effect is fairly constant across phrases and

hence across sizes of the good and bad outcomes, again because the gambles

were zero expected value. it was expected that the differential effect

would be stronger at the smaller probability levels. Since it :as not. an

important question that arises is whether the bias representing a

difference of about .02 across the phrases used here. although reliabiv

statistically significant, is practically significant. i argue that the

answer is yes for several reasons. First, for a phrase like e::tremelv

unlikely which had a context-free mean rating of about .07, a difference

or down of .02 because of an anchoring and adjustment bias in some

probability estimation application represents almost a 30% distortion, a

change that could easily force preference reversals in later decision

tasks. Secondly, and related to this issue is that phrases for very
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extreme probabilities where differential blasing could have its most

dramatic effect on preferences were not used here. It would have been

valuable to use phrases for events that had probabilities like 1/10,000 or

1/1000 or 1/500, since events with these probabilities are in many ways

much more interesting because they are associated with the kinds of

important choices that individuals often have to make in medical decisions,

investments, insurance options, lotteries, etc. Further, overestimation or

overneighting of these probabilities by an absolute magnitude even as

little as .01 (e.g., from 1/10,000 to 1/100) may really be equivalent to a

-hange by a factor of 100 in the choice process. However, there does not

appear to be any emnirical evidence that unique verbal descriptions and

orderings on them for these extreme events are well-defined for most

:ndividunals. How then may these psychologically interesting very rare

events be meaningfully ordered and represented by an individual? i is

suggested that a phrase like "extremely unlikely" or "almost impossible"

may, if placed in extreme situations like million dollar lotteries, nuclear

disasters, or airplane accidents exhibit a relatively more dramatic

good/bad differential effect than was obtained in the context of the less

extreme horse race studies used here.

Nevertheless, the differential biasing of individuals' P. and P-

subjective weighting functions found here and that we have demonstrated in

other decision making frameworks as well (isen et al., 1988; Nygren & Isen,

1985; N.ygren & Ncrera, 198S) raises problems for simple bilinear models

like SEL and prosnect :heor.. For example, Ny-gren and 'sen (1935) found

that a positive affective state may differentially influence winning and
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losing probability estimates for the same event in decision making under

uncertainty. In that study it was found that induced positive affect

produced -cautious optimism"; that is, it increased the likelihood of

subjects being more risk-averse for moderate to high risk gambles

(caution), although at the same time they reported subjective judgments of

the likelihood of winning and losing that were actually increased and

decreased, respectively (optimism) relative to control subjects.

Since the simple bilinear models are bisymmetric representations,

they do not allow for any kind of differential weighting of an event's

probability for good and bad outcomes. That is, they do not allow for the

possibility that a decision maker might evaluate or weight a probability

differently by using two different functions, depending on the perceived

goodness or badness of the outcome with which it is associated. Luce and

Narens (Q985) have presented a formal mathematical alternative

representation for utility that would alloy- for such differential

weighting. Their model encompasses the model underlying prospect theory,

although it accounts for problematic results found here by allowing for two

subjective probability or weight functions rather Than impcsing constraints

on the shape of the utility function. They refer to their model as the

dual bilinear utility representation.

In the Luce and Narens (1985, 1988) model there is a weighting

function S+ that tiould map, for example, the phrase extremely unlikely into

one real value in the interval (0,) if its corresponding outcome x is

greater than that for outcome v and a separate function S- that would map

the phrase into a different value if the phrase were associated with an
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outcome x where x < T-. This is mathematically very similar to, though

psychologically different from, what is being proposed here. Namely, it is

suggested that S+ and S- are associated with outcomes, not on the basis of

their relative values (i.e., x > y ), but rather on whether they are

perceived to be good or bad. That is, here the psychological probability

weighting function for an event A, S(A), takes on the form

S(A) = S + (A) if x > g and

S(A) = S-(A) if x < _g, (2.1)

where g is some cutoff value, usually zero.

Thus, in Luce and Naren's (1985) dual bilinear model, both functions

could be invoked in anj- nontrivial gamble. 7n the proposed dual bilinear

model, the two separate probability functions i;ould be used oni-Y when the

gamble or prospect involves what the decision raker perceives to be both

potentially good and bad outcomes. Hence, any nonregular prospect or

gamble for which x > v > 0 or x < y < 0 should exhibit characteristics that

are ex-piained by a simple bilinear model, such as proposed in prospect

theory. The present studies were not designed to compare the dual bilinear

representations of Luce and Narens (1986) and -hat presented in Eq. 2.:.

Rather, the point to be made is that several rather straightfor-ward

extensions of the simple bilinear model may account for the influence of

affect variables in decision making.

In sum, evidence that the affective nature of the outcomes in a

decision task may significantly bias the way in which probabilities are

initially estimated or ultimately weighted t.as found. Further, subjective

probability functions and decision weight functions were found to be
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different in shape and affected differently by context. The affective

nature of outcomes appeared to be more influential in the initial

probability estimation process, while the relative magnitude of the

estimates were more influential in the over/underweighting process. These

results support the argument for the necessity of encompassing other

psychological factors into our decision making models. As Lopes (1987) has

convincingly pointed out, "psychologists who study risky choice don't talk

about a surprisingly large number of factors that are psychologically

relevant to choosing among risks.., fear, hope, safety, danger, fun, plan,

conflict, time, duty, -ustom" (p. 286). The studies presented here anzd

continuing tork are attempts t.- move in this direcrion.

Footnote

Because three-outcome gambles have two deirees of freedom in .'.e

probability assessment, looking at the probability of t.innin- and

probability of losing judgments in the same anaiysis is -ntirely

permissible. However, an overall nonsignificant main effect for groups i,-

the )NOVA is equivalent to no group differences in the means for 7he

probability associated with the zero-outcome because P -- w-as constrainec in

Ex-periments 2 and 3 to be equal to I - (Pi +P)
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3. PROJET 2. The Influence of Positive Affect on Probability

Estimates and Gambling Behavior: A Case for Cautious Optimism

The phrase cautious optimism is commonplace in our vocabulary. It is

used to describe a state of expectation of increased likelihood that a

"good" or positive outcome will occur (optimism), yet the belief is

tempered by an increased sensitivity to or awareness of placing oneself at

risk of loss in choosing among courses of action (caution). Such a

definition suggests two important points that are relevant to current

models in .judgment and decision research. First, from the perspective of a

rational decision making model like subjectively exoected utility theory

,Savage, 1954), the term. cautious optimism seems scmewhat contradictory.

If a person has reason to exhibit optimism about an increase in the

likelihood of positive outcomes relative to negative ones, then we shouid

e-pect to see a propensity for her to be more likely to take risks (from an

exp-ected value perspective) rather than to be cautious in her choices.

Secondly, it can be argued that optimism is associated with being in

a positive affective state. Results from several recent studies indicate

that persons in whom positive affect has been induced tend to be

conservative or self-protective in situations -here there is a focus on

meaningful loss or where loss is highly likely (Isen & Patrick, 1983;

Arkes, Herren, & Isen, 1988). These studies suggest that one possible

mediator of the observed differences between positive-affect and control

subjects is that a change in the perceived negative value or atility of

losses takes place, such that the anticipated impact associated tith any

given loss is greater for a person in a positive-affect condition than for
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someone in a more neutral state. This idea is compatible with work in the

social psychology literature suggesting that people who are feeling happy

become motivated to maintain their positive states and thus may have more

to lose than controls in the same situation (e.g., Isen & Simmonds, 1978;

Mischel, 1973; Mischel, Ebbesen, & Zeiss, 1976).

Isen, Nygren, and Ashby (1988) also found that in a risky decision

situation where real loss was possibie (subjects were gambling with their

credit hour for participating in the experiment), positive affect, in

comparison with a control state, was associated with an increased tendency

to avoid losses. in that study a procedure based on a modification of

Davidson, Suppes, and Siegel (1956), was used which allowed Isen et al. to

specificall- isolate potential effects of positive affect on the subjective

utilities associated with winning and losing outcomes. Both control and

affect subjects (affect was induced by presenting subjects with a small

gift) were asked to make choices between pairs of simple 50-50 gambies in

such a way that an indifference point could be found between one fixed two-

outcome and one variable two-outcome gamble in each of eight pairs. In

this way individual utility functions we.re constructed for subjects in both

groups. The average utility curves were computed for the two groups and

were found to diverge significantly in the losses end :here the affect

subjects showed a steeper curve indicating a greater degree of loss-

aversion. However, the curves were not significantly different in the

gains end. These divergent utility functions indicated that a positive

affective state accentuates an aversion to choosing riskier options as

possible loss increases, by. altering the perceived disutility associated

with losses or negative outcomes, but appears to have little effect cn

positive utilities.
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However, it is important to note that only utilities were measured in

this study and probabilities were not allowed to change. In fact, the

probabilities could not be changed in order that the utility estimation

procedure could be done. It is quite possible, then, that affect may

influence probabilities associated with the positive and negative outcomes

as well as the utilities for losses.

This hypothesis has been indirectly supported in a recent study by

Arkes et al. (1988). In one experiment where a meaningful loss was non-

existent, affect subjects exhibited relatively more risk-prone behavior

then compared to controls, even when risk was high, and this difference was

accentuated as the probability of winning increased. In a second

experiment dealing with insurance buying behavior where subjects were

forced to focus on potential loss, positive affect subjects exhibited a

greater risk-aversion tendency than did controls, and this difference was

also magnified as the probability of the occurrence of the loss increased.

How might both risk-seeking and risk-averse behavior within the same

individual, and cautious optimism in general. be described in the framework

of a single cognitive processing model of affect and decision making?

Kahneman and Tversky (1979, 1981) have proposed constructs in a model

underlying their prospect theory that may partially account for some of

these effects. In the model, iahneman and Tversky- (1979, 1981) suggest

that alternatives or prospects are actually evaluated in a manner similar

to that suggested by SEU theory where the alternative with the highest

value (utility) is chosen. The critical difference is that whereas in SEU

theory the utility of each outcome is multiplied by a subjective estimate of

its probability- and these expected utilities are summed acrcss outcomes, in

prospect theory the values are multiplied by decision weights which are not
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probabilities, but are monotonic with them. Unlike probabilities, the sum

of the decision weights for complementary events with probabilities p and

1-p are not bounded and will not necessarily add to one but will generally

be less than one.

It is this decision weight function that is important to explaining

the influence of positive affect on decision making. We suggest that

positive affect results in cautious optimism because probability estimation

and outcome weighting are independent processes that are uniquely

influenced by affect. We know that probability estimation is subject to a

number of cognitive biases. Probability estimates, even for simple

commonly used phrases, have been found to be highly variable both between

and within subjects (Wallsten, Budescu, Rapoport, Zwick, & Forsyth, 1986),

they are generally overestimated for very low values and underestimated for

high values (cf. Kahneman, Slovic, & Tversky, 1982), and they are generally

overestimated for negative outcomes relative to positive ones (Nygren &

isen, 1985). We propose that positive affect also alters these est-irates

to produce optimism in such a way that probabilities associated with "good"

or positive outcomes are increasingly overestimated and probabilities

associated ith "bad" or negative outcomes are increasingly underestimated.

Hence, when asked to make judgments that are framed strictly in terms of

probability estimates and not choices, we would expect an individual 'n a

positive affective state to exhibit optimism about the likelihood of the

relevant events.

On the other hand, we propose, as suggested by i hneman and Tversh-y

,)79), that in real choice situations where loss is possible, the

probability estimates are additionally weighted (not necessarily linearly)

to reflect the individual's predisposition toward risk-seeking or risk-
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aversion behavior. Positive affect modifies the weighting functions in the

following way. First, as argued above, there is strong evidence to suggest

that positive affect causes decision makers to be particularly sensitive to

potential loss. Consequently, not only is there a modification of the

losses end of the utility function itself (Isen et al., 1988), but also the

weights associated with losing outcomes are magnified relative to those

associated with positive outcomes. Hence, even though affect may raise

one's expectations that a good outcome will occur and lower one's

expectations that a bad outcome will occur (optimism), his or her choice

behavior may still reflect risk-aversion or loss-aversion because the

overweighting of the negative outcomes in the choice situation due to the

affective stat? change will have more than compensated for the

overestimation of good and underestimation of bad outcomes in forming an

overall evaluation of the choice alternative.

The present studs was designed to test this hypothesis by

independently examining the influence of positive affect on probability

estimation and decision weight formation within the same individuals. We

designed the study to show that the cautious optimism phenomenon could be

easily demonstrated and explained by positive affect induction.

Specifically, we designed one betting task where real loss t:as possible and

probabilities were explicitly stated, and hence, the estimation process was

elLninated. We proposed that in this betting task positive affect would

induce cautious behavior relative to that shown by control subjects by

differentially altering the weights of the probabilities for good and bad

jutcomes to reflect greater risk and/or loss-aversion. We then designed a

second probability estimation task, where gambling was not involved, to

test our prediction that the same positive-affect subjects would exhibit
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the hypothesized greater optimism relative to control subjects in their

probability estimates.

Method

Subjects.

Subjects were 109 undergraduates from The Ohio State University who

were fulfilling a requirement for an introductory psychology course. These

subjects were randomly assigned to one of two conditions, Positive Affect

(n = 51) or No Affect (n = 58).

Procedure.

All subjects were seated in individual cubicles in front of a CRT

controlled by a Data General Nova 3 computer. All stimulus presentations

and responses were made on the CRT. Subjects were informed that the

experiment consisted of two parts -- an estimation task and a gambling

task. Subjects were required to make probability estimates for tweive

different three-outcome gambles with commonly used probability phrases and

to make actual gambling decisions about a comparable set of eleven three-

outcome gambles where probabilities were explicitly stated as decimal

values.

Affect Manipulation. Affect was induced in this study by presenting

one group of subjects with a small bag of candy at the time that each was

seated in the booth with the computer terminal. Subjects were told that

the gift was "just a small token of appreciation for their willingness to

volunteer for this study." The receipt of such a gift has been used in a

number of affect studies and has been shown through different manipulation

cnecks to be a successful positive affect inducer (c.f., isen & Patrick.

1983; Arkes et al., 1988).
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All subjects were then asked to do the two different short tasks, a

betting task and a probability estimation task. Because affect induction

of this type is known to be temporary (usually lasting about one-half to

one hour), the two tasks were counterbalanced, so that approximately one-

half of the subjects in each group did either the gambling or the

estimation task first. This allowed us to examine whether the task

presented second, regardless of which type, was less influenced by the

affect manipulation than when it was presented first.

Betting Task. In the betting task, each subject was presented with a

different random ordering of the eleven three-outcome gambles presented in

Table 3.1. These gambles were all zero ex-pected value gambles in which the

ratio of probability- of witning to losing (and consequently the ratio of

amount to lose to amount to win) were either Low P.;/P (.20, .30, .40, .50),

Medium Pi/P (.80, 1.00, 1.25), or High P/P (2.00, 2.50, 3.33, 5.00).

In order to make the gambling situations realistic, subjects were

told upon entering the experiment that they w,;ere going to do some gambling,

but not for money. They were informed that although they could not gamble

for money, the experimenter had special permission to allow them to gamble

with something else that was valuable to them -- their credit hour for

participating. In actuality, the experiment was programmed so as to insure

that no subject would lose his or her credit.

Subjects were told that they were going to play eleven three-outcome

gambles in which they could either win, lose, or break even on points.

Forty points represented their participation in the experiment. If they

finished the gambling task with more than their 40 points, they would "win"

two credit hours for participating rather than the customary one. if they

finished with between one and 39 points (i.e., if they still had any points
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Table 3.1

Mean Bets for Gambles Used in the Betting Task

PROB WIN BREAK EVEN LOSE AFFECT CONTROL
RATIO PTS (PR) PIS (PR) PTS (PR) VAR PW/P MEAN STD MEAN STD

Low Pw/PL 20 (.10) 0 (.40) -4 (.50) 48 .20 .72 ( .74) 1.00 ( .89)
13 (.15) 0 (.35) -4 (.50) 33 .30 .51 ( .62) .72 ( .86)
10 (.20) 0 (.30) -4 (.50) 28 .40 .66 (.73) .96 ( .89)
8 (.25) 0 (.25) -4 (.50) 24 .50 .68 ( .66) .80 ( .74)

Med Pi/P, 5 (.40) 0 (.10) -4 (.50) 18 .80 .70 ( .78) .89 (.79)
4 (.15) 0 (.10) -4 (.45) 14 1.00 .77 ( .70) 1.11 ( .84)
4 (.50) 0 (.10) -5 (.40) 18 1.25 .87 ( .77) 1.04 ( .82)

High P./P- 4 (.50) 0 (.25) -8 (.25) 24 2.00 1.00 (.98) 1.37 (1.20)
4 (.50) 0 (.30) -10 (.20) 28 2.50 1.15 .78) 1.52 (1.02)
4 (.50) 0 (.35) -13 (.15) 33 3.33 1.06 ( .87) 1.20 ( .96)
4 (.50) 0 (.10) -20 (.10) 18 5.00 1.23 ( .73) 1.37 ( .78)

Nean .85 1.09

Note 1: All but Gambles 2 and 10 have zero expected value; these two gambles
have EV = -. 05 and +.05 respectively, because the number of points were rounded
from -12.5 and +12.5 to -13 and +13. The gambles have been grouped into "High",
"Medium", and "Low" on the basis of the ratio of Probability of Winning to
Probability of Losing.

Note 2: Higher numbers indicate a greater willingness to bet for bigger
outcomes. A mean of 1.00 would indicate that, on average, the outcomes of the
gambles were left alone. Standard deviations for each gamble are in
parentheses.
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left) they would "break even" and receive their normal credit hour. If

they lost all of their points, however, they would lose their normal

credit hour and would have to participate in an additional experiment

for their course requirement. At this point all subjects were given the

opportunity to withdraw from the study with one credit hour and without

any penalty. A total of four subjects chose to do so and were

thoroughly debriefed as to the nature of the study. All other subje(tq

were debriefed as to the necessity of this manipulation and mild

deception at the completion of the experiment.

The subjects' task each time was to decide for each gamble whether

to play it as it was presented to double the outcomes, to triple the

outcomes, or to not play the gamble at all. These judgnents twere

recorded as 1. 2, 3, or 0, respectively. Thus, it was still possible

for a subject to participate yet insure that she would keep the 40

points and get her one credit hour by simply responding "0" (no play)

each time. However, no subject ever chose this strategy.

We followed the procedure suggested by Davidson et al. (1956), and

told subjects that because of time constraints, all eleven of the

gambles would actually be played after all gambling decisions had been

made. Thus, subjects were not given continuing feedback as they made

their decisions. This was done to insure that it was not possible for

gambling outcomes to effect a possible shift in reference point during

the gambling task and hence, confound the affect manipulation. We did

not want the gambling results to produce possible positive or negative

.. ffect in and of themselves.

Probability Estimation Task. The second task consisted of

presenting subjects with a random ordering of twelve three-outcome
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gambles of the same form described earlier, but for which the

probabilities were actually stated in terms of comronly used phrases

rather than proportions. These twelve gambles were presented

individually but were actually formed from six pairs of gambles in which

the probability of winning phrase and the probability of losing phrase

were reversed. The same four phrases (extremely unlikely (EU), unlikely

(UN), somewhat unlikely (SU), and worse than even chance (WTE) ) were

each associated with the winning and losing outcomes three times. Each

winning/losing phrase combination was then paired with a different

probability phrase for the "breaking even" or zero outcome. This third

phrase was chosen on the basis of results from a pilot study such that

the sum of the mean ratings given to the three phrases in each gamble

was as close to 100 as possible.- These mean values were found to be

similar to those recently obtained by Wallsten et al. (1986).

The point values to win and lose in each gamble were again chosen

so that the gambles would have approximately zero expected value. An

example of one of the six reverse gamble pairs that were presented to

subjects are:

GAMBLE 1
Points Probability

+20 Extremely Unlikely
0 Worse than Even Chance

-4 Even Chance

GAMBLE 2
Points Probability

+4 Even Chance
0 Worse than Even Chance

-20 Extremely Unlikely
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Subjects were asked to evaluate each gamble by indicating what the

phrases meant to them in terms of X chances out of 100. To simplify the

task they were asked to think of a roulette wheel with 100 slots and to

decide how many of the slots would be used to represent each phrase.

The three responses on each trial were forced to add to 100; if they did

not, the computer program so informed the subjects and asked them to

revise their estimates appropriately.

Results

Betting Task. The betting data for the eleven gambles was first

examined via a 2 x 2 x (11) two-between (Group: Affect vs. Control and

Ordering of Tasks: Betting vs. Estimating first), one-within subjects

(Gambles) .kNOVA. As expected, all effects involving the ordering

variable were not significant (p > .05); for subsequent analyses, then,

the data were collapsed across this ordering factor. This non-

significant ordering effect supported our assertion that (1) the two

tasks were of short enough duration so that the affect manipulation did

not "wear off" after the first task, and (2) that performance of the

first task was sufficiently independent of the second task so as not to

confound our analyses.

The ANOVA of the betting data indicated a strong group difference

with affect subjects being less willing to bet across all gambles than

were controls (AT = .85, MCOML 7 1.09, F(1,99) = 7.27, p <.01; MSE

2.16). 3 There was also a significant main effect for Gambles (F(10,990)

= 10.10, p <.001; MSE = .56), but no Group X Gamble interaction

(F(10,990) < 1). Figure 3.1 plots the mean bet values for each of the

eleven gambles against the ratio of P,/P*. These results clearly shou:

that the probability ratios strongly influence the betting behavior,
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more so than the amount ratios. Both groups were much less likely to

gamble on low PW/PL gambles, even though the ratio of Points to Win to

Points to Lose was inversely high. Nean bet values were positively

correlated across gambles with the PW/P; ratio (r = .88 for Affect, df =

9, p < .01; and r = .70 for Control, df = 9, p < .02) but not with the

Points to Win/Points to Lose ratio or variance, although the functions

in Figure 3.1 are clearly not simple monotonic ones for either group.

There was, however, no indication of an interaction where affect

subjects were expected to be more likely to gamble relative to controls

on high Pi/P gambles. As seen in Figure 3. 1, for every one of the

eleven gambles, the mean bet value was smaller for affect subjects.

This suggests that probability weights like utility values are

inf-uenced by affect in the betting task. Whereas the likelihood of

Table 3.2

Mean Bet Values for Low, Medium, and High

PW/PL Three-Outcome Gambles

Probability Affect (n:47) No Affect (n:54)
Ratio Mean StErr Mean StErr Diff p-value

Low P-/PL 0.64 i (.07) 0.87 (.09) -0.23 p (.05'

Med Pi/Pr 0.78 (.09) 1.01 (.08) -0.23 p <.05

High P.j/PJ 1.11 (.09) 1.37 (.10) -0.26 p <.05

IHigher numbers indicate a greater willingness to bet for
bigger outcomes. A mean of 1.00 would indicate that, on
average, the outcomes of the gambles were left not changed.
Standard errors for each mean are in parentheses.

ZComparison between Low and High levels within each group

were also found to be sigmificant, p < .01 in each case.
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betting increases as the PV/PL ratio increases for both groups, the loss

of a large number of points (e.g., -20 in Gamble 11) outweighs the large

5:1 P /PL ratio enough to keep the affect subjects from betting as much

as controls. This result is summarized more clearly in Table 3.2 where

the gambles were grouped into Low, Medium, and High PW/P, categories.

The differences between the two groups were significant for all three of

these categories (p < .05). Probability Estimation Task. Data from

the twelve gambles in the estimation task were first summarized for each

subject. Average values for the three independent estimates given by

each subject to the phrases "extremely unlikely", "unlikely", "somewhat

unlikely", and "worse than even chance" were obtained separately for

these phrases when they were associated with winning and losing. T7hese

data were then submitted to an initial 2 x 2 x (4 x 2) two-between

subjects (Group: Affect vs. Control, and Ordering of Tasks: Betting vs.

Estimating first) two-within subjects (Phrases, and Context: Win vs.

Lose) ANOVA. As expected, an initial analysis of all effects associated

with the Order variable were not significant (p >.10) and these data

were then collapsed in subsequent analyses.

We hypothesized that the resulting 2 x (4 x 2) ANOVA would yield

no overall Group main effect. It did not ( MA = 24.53, MMW L =

24.31, F(1,95) < 1), but a significant overall Context main effect .'vN

= 25.49, 4 = 23.36, F(1,95) = 15.66, p <.001; MSE 56.82) and a Group

by Context interaction (F(1,95) = 5.31, p ( .05; MSE Z 56.82) were

found. The overall Group main effect was not significant because, as

expected, the overestimation of probability phrases associated with the

positive outcomes by affect subjects were offset by their

underestimation of the probability phrases for the negative outcomes,
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resulting in no difference between the overall means for affect and

control subjects. It is important to recognize, however, that because

the gambles were three-outcome gambles, this offsetting tendency was not

constrained to be so. The estimates for the "zero-outcome" phrases

could have changed as well. They did not. Across all five phrases that

were associated with the zero-outcome in the gambles (likely (L), better

than even chance (WTE), even chance (EC), worse than even chance

(WTE), and somewhat unlikely (SU)) none of the mean differences were

significant when compared between the two groups (p > .10 in each

case). This result implies as Kahneman and Tversky (1979) and others

have suggested that zero-outcomes (i.e., status quo) are essentially

ignored. Hence, it is not surprising that their corresponding

probabilities should not be influenced by positive affect.

Table 3.3

Mean Ratings of Probability Phrases When Phrases

Are Associated With Winning and With Losing

POSITIVE AFFECT (n=48) NO AFFECT (n=49)

Probability Winning Losing Winning Losing
Phrase Ratings Ratings Ratings Ratings

E-xtremely Unlikely 11.97 9.32 p <.0131 10.52 10.95 ns
Unlikely 24.64 21.03 p <.013 22.04 20.66 ns
Somewhat Unlikely 32.26 28.27 p <.013 30.01 29.09 ns
Worse Than Even 36.05 32.74 p <.013 36.46 34,76 ns

1 The eight comparisons (four Win vs. Lose for each group) are based on

a Bonferroni test with the family-wise error rate set at .10. This
actually sets each per-comparison test at an alpha of .0125.
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The means in Table 3.3 show the critical Group by Context

interaction in detail. For each of the four phrases, affect subjects

estimated the probability values associated with each phrase as being

higher when they were associated with the winning context as opposed to

the losing context. For the control subjects these differences were not

significant. Figure 3.2 shows these means graphically and illustrates

their differences when compared with mean estimates obtained for the

phrases in a simple non-gambling or win/lose context. That is, the

means in Table 3.3 were compared with those obtained in from a pilot

study of 107 undergraduates w:ho w, ere presented with the same phrases in

a non-gambling context and simply asked to interpret them in terms of X

Chances out of 100. Figrures 3.2a and 3.2b shot that Cor both of our

groups there appears to be the typical overestimation of lot and

underestimation of moderate probabilities. However, the over- and

underestimation crossover points for the two groups are quite different.

In Figure 3.2a the curves indicate that for affect subjects when the

phrase is placed in a winning context, the crossover point is about .33;

for the losing context it is much lower, about .23. For control

subjects, the two crossover points in Figure 3.2b are much closer, about

.27 for winning and .23 for losing. It is interesting to note that it

is the winning crossover point that differs for the two groups, not the

losing crossover point. !fence, it appears that although in a real

gambling situation, positive affect more strongly biases the

overweighting of the likelihood of losing than winning, in an

estimation task it more strongly influences the overestimation of

winning as opposed to losing.
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Discussion

Positive affect has been found in a nunber of studies to produce

both risk-seeking and risk-aversion behavior. Although these results

seem at first look to be somewhat contradictory, the focus of the

present study allows us to explain the results of these studies in a

single processing model. We argue that a critical point of concern is

the distinction between the estimation process for event probabilities

associated with "good" and "bad" outcomes and the actual choice process

where weightings of the "good" and "bad" outcomes are obtained.

The results from our study pose some interesting problems for

simple bilinear models like SEU or prospect theory. The gambling data

taken with the probability estimation data illustrate cautious optimis-.

The results of the study indicate that the effect of positive affect on

subjects' betting is to decrease their willingness to bet. At the same

time their subjective estimates of the likelihoods of .irning and losing

appear to be increased and decreased, respectively by the affective

state. Any SEU-type model would have difficulty explaining how subjects

can become more risk-averse as the ratio of the probabilities of winning

to losing increase. In an SEU-type model, not only would the utili.ties

of the outcomes have to be changed to compensate for changes in the

probabilities in the betting data, but the probabilities of t'irning ana

losing would have to be differentially affected.

A more plausible explanation is to suggest that a ciear

distinction between the estimation process and the weightirng process in

gambling situations must be made. In our probability estimation task,

subjects were not gambling, they were merely indicating interpretive

estimates of probabilities for vague phrases. These estimates tended to
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exhibit the familiar cognitive bias of being somewhat inflated for low

probabilities and somewhat depressed for higher probabilities when the

probabilities were associated with a risky gambling context as opposed

to a riskless one. Positive affect not only tended to increase this

cognitive bias, but also enhanced the differentiation in the use of two

separate probabil.ity functions, one for positive or good outcomes or

contexts and one for negative or bad outcomes or contexts. Hence, we

found a feeling of optimism in our affect subjects that was exhibited by

their enhancement of subjective estimates of the probability of winning

relative to losing.

in our gambling task the subjects twere gambling for something very

important to them -- their credit hour for participating in the

exoeriment. That this gambling task was taken seriously and regarded as

being "'real" to the subjects was clear from observations that: (1) many

of the subjects deliberated over thether or not to participate and risk

the loss of their credit hour, L-ith some actually deciding not to

participate, and (2) very few subjects actually doubled or tripled the

outcomes in even the "loL- risk" gambles, a observation that one might

expect to find if subjects felt that they really "had nothing to lose."

Thus we argue that the perception of experiencing a real loss was

apparent to them. As isen et al. (1988) have suggested, this is

especially true of subjects in a positive affective state. These

subjects tend to be more risk-averse in their betting behavior, when

compared to control subjects -- a given loss seems more aversive to

someone who is feeling happy or optimistic than to a control subject.

This suggests that the gambling task is very different from the

probability estimation task. In the estimation task, subjects were
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providing estimates about probabilities. Affect subjects were

relatively more optimistic about these judgments. In the betting task,

where a real loss was possible, affect subjects appeared to be more

sensitive to this loss. In our betting task, then, what were important,

as suggested in Kahneman and Tversky's (1979) prospect model, were not

the subjective probabilities per se, but rather the weights or

importance values that individuals associated with these probabilities.

If we interpret what is going on in the choice process, as Kahneman and

Tversky (1979) do, in terms of decision weights rather than

probabilities, then the risk-averse behavior of our subjects fits nicely

with results of previous affect studies. Affect subjects, being more

sensitive to potential loss, w.eight these losses more heavily relative

to potential gains. Hence, the obser.ation in the betting task of risk-

averse or cautious camblinc behavior is obtained. Although affect

subjects are relativel. more optimistic in their assessments of

probabilities, they are also relatively more cautious in their gaztblin.

They tend to overestimate the same probability statement when it is

associated with winning as compared to losing, but they tend to

underweight it when it is associated with winning as compared to

losing.

Thus although our results provide support for i'ahneman and

Tversky's (1979) prospect theory concept of decision weights in the

simple bilinear model, they also seem to point to the necessity of Luce

and Narens (1986) proposal of a dual-bilinear model. A dual-bilinear

model is one that allow.s for two separate and independent prcbabi it-

weighting functions, S+ and S-, one for good outcomes and one for had.

Our subjects gave different estimates to the same phrases in the same
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three-outcome gamble combinations depending on whether these phrases

were associated with winning or losing. At the same time, those

subjects who indicated a greater optimism in these judgments were more

risk-averse in their betting. This suggests the differential weighting

of the probabilities when they are associated with winning and losing

that is permitted in a dual-bilinear model.

We suggest, as Coombs and Lehner (1984) suggested in their

analysis of bilinear models, that there are two separate probability

weighting functions relevant to decision making under risk, one for good

and one for bad outcomes. 1e argue that the difference between these

two functions can be enhanced by one affective state. Further, they are

generally enhanced for probability weighting in a manner opposite of

that associated with direct probability estimation -- positive affect

positively biases estimation of the likelihood of good events and

negatively biases the estimation of bad events, buz amplifies the

weighting of bad outcomes relative to good ones in the decision process.

Thus, we explain the cautious optimist as one whc, because of some

temporarily induced positive affective state, believes in a greater

likelihood ratio of good to bad probabilities than might otherwise be

expected, but who is also distinctly aware of his or her potential loss

and consequently differentially weights potential losses relatively.

higher than equally likely potential gains, so much so that he or she

exhibits a greater risk-aversion than would normally be observed.

Further, under this model we would expect that in a situation of

no dar4er or potential loss, positive-affect subjects would think more

about positive outcomes, stimuli, and options and exhibit more risk-

seeking behavior than would normally be expected, since losses are not
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relevant and cannot be overweighted relative to gains. We did not test

this prediction in our study, but other work by Isen and her colleagues

cited here (cf. Arkes et al., 1988) strongly support it. For example,

in the Isen and Patrick (1983) study where gambling preference was

assessed in terms of amount bet in a game of roulette, and the items

being wagered were points representing the subject's credit for

participation in the experiment, it was found that persons in whom

positive affect had been induced by receipt of a small gift, bet more on

a gamble with a high probability of winning (83% chance of winning), but

significantly less on a 4ambie with a high probability of losing (17%

chance of winning), than di( a control group (Isen & Patrick, 1983).

In summary, rhe results presented here, to.ether with those

reported elsewhere (e.=., Tsen et al., 1988: X-r,. & >orera, 1988), are

'e ult Lng in a more -omplete picture of the: .nmpI,-:, roles that positive

affect, probability estimaticn, and decision weighting play in

decision-aking under risk )r uncertainty. The results of the present

study suggest a mechanism underlying that complex state of affairs. A

dual-bilinear model seems necessary to explain how persons who are

feeling happy are more likely to overestimate the probability of good

outcomes relative to bad ones, but are less likely to take risks if

their perceived losses are high.
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Footnotes

We are using the construct r-isk-seeking as it is defined in the

statistical decision theory literature; it is defined as a

preference for a gamble over a sure-thing of equal or even

slightly higher exqpected value. The construct risk-averse refers

to having a preference for a a sure-thing over a gamble of equal

or even slightly higher expected value. Loss-aversion refers to

the phenomenon in twhich individuals demonstrate a greater

disutility for a given loss than a positive utility for a

comparable gain vilue.

The six pairs of nambles and their summed .atin.s frcm ie ,i1ot

study w-ere EL-t , L, LN; 99.7), [E, BIE, SU; 38.7], tEC, EC. W-;

9-5.81, [UN, EC, SU; 101.31, [U:, IoTE, S.-TE; 97.5), [SL. St, '.STE;

101.6]. The first and third phrases uere reversed in eacn, pair" :o

create the twelve gznbles. It is criti(-ad to note that it is no',

necessary in this ztudy for each gamble to have phrases that addI

exactly to 100; it ii sufficient that each 4mble is paired with

another that reverses the rinning and losing phrases, and that the

sums be as close t) MO is possible to umae the phrase

combinations plausible.
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Due to a programming problem ;ith the multi-tasking feature of

the Data General Nova computer, the data from the second task,

though collected, were not stored on disk for several subjects.

This is the reason for there being a reduction to 101 subjects (47

affect and 54 controls) for the betting data and 97 subjects (47

affect and 48 controls) for the ratings data.
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4. PROJEC 3. A Method for Modeling Bias in a Person's

Estimates of Likelihoods of Events

It is of paramount importance in decision situations involving risk to

train individuals to transform uncertainties into subjective probability

estimates that are both accurate and unbiased. We have found that in decision

situations involving risk, people often introduce subjective bias in their

estimation of the likelihoods of events depending on whether the possible

outcomes are perceived as being "good" or "bad". Until now, however, the

successful measurement of individual differences in the magnitude of such

biases has not been attempted. In this paper tw7e il-lustrate a modification of

a procedure originally outlined by Davidson, Suppes, and Siegel (1957) to

allow for a quantitatively-based methodoiogy for simultaneously estimating an

individual's subjective utility and subjective probability functions. ne

procedure is now an interactive comrnuter-based alaorithm, DSS, that a'lows for

the measurement of biases in probability estimation by obtaining independent

measures of tswo subjective probability functions (S* and S') for -winning-

(i.e., good outcomes) and for "losing" (i.e., bad outcomes) respec tive- for

each individual, and for different experimental conditions tthin individuals.

The algorithm and some recent empirical data are described.

It is argued that, if in decision situations involving substantial risk

or potential loss, our goal is to train individuals to become exper: decision

makers, it is important to Luderstand how people subjectively evaluate and

represent uncertainties or probabilities. Decision theorists have argued for

some time that any decision anal:ysis under risk must invoive the assessmen- of

uncertainties, and that uncertainties can best be measured by subjective

probabilities that represent the decision maker's degree of belief about the
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relevant uncertain events. The decision maker must somehow transform

uncertainties into subjective probability estimates that are both accurate and

unbiased. There is, however, convincing evidence that in many complex

decision situations involving risk or uncertainty, people use heuristics that

often introduce bias in the subjective estimation of the likelihoods of events

relevant to the outcomes of a decision (Tversky and Kahnemann, 1974; Hogarth,

1981). They may judge the probability of an event by its representativeness

of a set or class of events, by its availability in memory as a relevant

example, or on the basis of an adjustment from a numerical anchor point.

Other recently published edited volumes and papers by Arkes and Hammond

(1986), Coombs and Lehner (1984), Einhorn and Hogarth (1985), Kahneman and

Tversky (1972; 1979a; 1979b; 1982), iaihneman, Slovic, and Tversky (1982), Luce

and Narens (1985), and Tversky and Eahneman (1973; 1974; 1980; 1981) reflect

this new direction in the field of judgment and decision making research.

Studies have shown that people generally do not make good probability

estimates (Kahneman, Slovic, & Tversky-, 1982; Fischoff, 1977; Slovic,

Fischoff, & Lichtenstein, 1980, 1982; Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1983). They

overestimate low and underestimate high probabilities and they ignore

base-rate information (Kahneman & Tversky, 1973; Bar-Hill, 1980); they revise

opinions too conservatively (Edwards, 1968); they indicate excessive

confidence in their judgment (Fischoff & Slovic, 1980); and they are

influenced by their affective mood state (Nygren & isen, 1985; Isen & Nygren,

1987,'.

However, only recently have systematic research efforts investigating

the cognitive mechanisms by which biases are generated been reported. For

example, Nygren and isen (I985) have shown that a positive mood state can lead

decision makers to exhibit "cautious optimism" in risky choice situations.
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They become optimistic in the sense that they tend to overestimate the

likelihood of "good" events and underestimate the likelihood of "bad" events;

but at the same time they exhibit a cautious shift toward risk-aversion in

their actual choices. Clearly, such findings on mood state are relevant to

the understanding of cognitive biases in decision making.

These findings imply the need for models that interrelate cognitive

processes and judgmental biases. Wickens (1987) has argued that without an

understanding of these biases in such a framework, it is difficult to predict

how specific decisions are being made by individuals. But, how can such

biases be quantitatively measured? Most models of decision making under risk

assume that there are four basic questions that remain the focal issues in

decision analysis. They are: (1) what are the possible courses of action? (2)

what are the outcomes associated with these courses of action? (3) what is the

utility associated with each outcome?, and (4) what is the probability

associated with each outcome? Mluch empirical research continues to focus on

Questions 1, 2, and 3, and, in particular, the measurement of utility (Einc rn

& Hogarth, 1981; Kahneman & Tversky, 1982). This paper describes a method to

take a closer look at Question 4, the role of the subjective probability

function.

MATHEMATICAL MODELS

There are two leading models of risky decision makRing upon i.ich this

research is based, subjective expected utility (SEUt) theory and Rahneman and

Tversky's (1979) prospect theory. In SEU theory the overall utility of a

course of action or "gamble" is found by taking, for each possible outcome in

the gamble, the product of the utility of the outcome multiplied by the

subjective probability associated with that outcome's occurrence, and suamming

these terms across all outcomes. The decision maker is assumed to choose the
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gamble/option with the highest overall utility. Kahneman and Tverskv's

(1979b) prospect theory proposes that the decision process is, in fact,

completed in two phases, with the potential courses of action first being

"framed" for the choice process. This framing often may constitute a

preliminary look at the outcomes, and this look sometimes results in a

simplified representation of the choice alternatives, particularly if the

alternatives are complex. Following this initial phase, the alternatives are

actually evaluated in a manner similar to that suggested by SEU theory, where

the alternative with the highest value (utility) is chosen.

Both models take the same .&eneral form, then, in that overall preference for a

course of action or gamble (G) is assumed to be a function of (1) the values

or utilities of the possible outcomes and (2) the subjective probabilities (in

SET: theory.) or decision weights (in prospect theory) associated with these

outcomes. Expressed mathematically, for a simple gamble of the form G = (x,

p; y, l-p) where one obtains outcome x with probability p or outcome v with

probability l-p, the subjective value of the gamble (G) is assumed in these

models to be

V(G) = V(x) * S(p) + V(y) I S(1-p), (4.1)

where V(x) is the utility of outcome x and s(p) is a subjective probability

that is associated with outcome, x. in prospect theory the overall value is

based on multiplying the utility of each outcome by a decision weight rather

than a probability estimate, per se. The decision weights are assumed to

increase monotonically twith objective probabilities of events, but are 1ar~er

than the objective probabilities for extremely t-nlikeiy outcomes and sm.ealer

than the objective probabilities for more likely outcomes. In prospect theory
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the decision weights for complementary events with probabilities p and 1-p

need not necessarily add to one, but will generally be less than one, a

property that Kahneman and Tversky (1979b) label as subcertainty. However,

since both models are simple bisynumetric representation, they do not allow for

a differential weighting of an event's probability in winning versus losing or

"good" versus "bad" contexts (Isen & Nygren, 1987; Nygren & Isen, 1985). That

is, the models do not allow for the possibility that a decision maker might

weight or even evaluate a probability like .2 or .8 differently, depending on

the outcome with which it is associated. To account for such findings one

needs a modification of SE" with a dual probability function. Such a model

has been formally proposed by Luce and Narens (1985). A dual bilinear model

Would allow for the measuremenz of probability bias, where "good" and 'bad"

outcomes can differentially affect subjective judgments of the same exoplicitly

stated probabilities.

THE QUAN"rITATIVE =HOD

A modification of the procedure used originally by Davidson, SuDpes, and

Siegel (1957) is now a computer-based algorithm, DSS, (cf. isen & Ny.gren,

1988) that independently measures the utility and subjective probability

functions (U and S) in Eq. .1.1 above. SpeCifically, the S function is

measured separately a two functions, S', and S', in order to assess potential

bias in judgments of the likelihoods of good (Si) and bad (S') outcomes. TO

the extent that the same function is obtained for S , and S', no dual bilinear

bias is present in a decision maker's probability estimates. To the extent

that the functions obtained for S', and S" differ, a cognitive bias exists in

the individual's probability estimation process.

The DSS procedure involves determining the indifference point in

sequences of pairs of gambles so that Eq. 4.1 can be found for each gamble;
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these equations are then equated and solved in order to first estimate the

subjective utility associated with various outcomes. This utility function is

then used in a second phase to estimate the subjective probability functions.

On each trial, an individual is presented with two two-outcome gambles and is

asked to indicate which of the two he/she prefers. The two-outcome gambles

are set up as follows: Individuals are told that in each gamble, one outcome

would be obtained if the event E occurs and the other outcome would be

obtained if the event E does not occur. The event E is never specified, but

individuals are informed that it has a true computer-generated probability of

one-half. (Data from several studies have indicated that such instructiors

produce no bias between these two alternatives of E and not E; individuals

indeed weight the two events equally.) On each trial one gamble, Gamble I,

has both outcomes fixed at specified values (e.g.. some amount of money ; the

other gamble, Gamble 2, has one fixed outcome and one that is varied. For

each of eight series of trials, the individual is asked to compare the

fixed-outcome gamble (No. I ' with. Gamble 2, which can be modified by changing

the value in the variable outcome. The decision maker's task on each trial is

simply to indicate which gamble s/he prefers. if Gambie 1. is preferred, the

variable outcome in Gamble 2 is adjusted upward by DSS to malie this gamble

more attractive; if Gamble 2 is preferred, the variable outcome in Gamble 2 is

lowered to make this gamble slightly less attractive. The amount of

adjustment made by DSS depends on whether the individual indicates that one

gamble is either slightly or strongly preferred to the other. Since events E

and not E have probabilities fixed at .5 and these events are weighted as

equivalent in probability, DSS determines subjective utilities by no-ing :f

the variabie-outcome gamble the value/amount necessary for a subject to change

his/her preference ordering between the fixed-outcome and variable-outcome
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gambles (indicating an indifference or equivalence point for that pair of

gambles). That is, DSS notes the amount that the individual assigns to the

variable outcome in Gamble 2 such that she no longer has a clear preference

for either Gamble 1 or 2.

DSS is currently set up to handle gambles with money amounts although

other attributes (e.g., points to earn prizes) have been used successfully.

One sequence of pairs of gambles we have used with DSS is presented in Table

4.1; we will use these values throughout the remainder of this paper as an

illustration. Each of the eight situations presented in Table 4.1 actually

consists, then, of a series of adjustments to Gamble 2 that lead to the

estimation of a subjective utility scale. For example, for the sequence

presented in Table 4.1, in the first situation, the individual is faced with

one gamble for which she would lose S10 with p = .5 (i.e., if E occurs) and

would lose S10 with p = .5 (if not E occurs). This, then, is a sure-loss

gamble. The alternative cgamble in the pair is described as resulting in a

loss of A dollars with p = money amount associated with A is initially

randomly set to a large negative value or to a large positive value making one

gamble initially more attractive. The individual adjusts the variable value

up or down as necessary to reach indifference between the gambles (-10, -10)

and (-A, +10). The final dollar amount associated with A is recorded for -he

individual by DSS so that this information can be used to determine other

utility values in subsequent trials.

To facilitate the estimation process, we first assIgn a utility of +1 to

+10 dollars and a utility of -1 to -10 dollars. (Because in SO, theor.y. the

subjective utility scale is unique up to an affine transformation, that is, It

is interval, we can wLthout any loss of generality assign the utilities of +1

and -1.) Then, after -A is found, we can determine the utility value
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Table 4.1
Construction Sequence for Trials I - 8

Used to Obtain Individual Utility Functions

Trial Gamble 1 Gamble 2 Subjective
Get Get Get Get Utility

1 -10 -10 - A +10 V(-A) = -
2 +10 +10 -10 + B V(+B) = + 3
3 -10 + B - A + C V(+C) : + 5
4 - A +10 - D + B V(-D) = - 5
5 - D + B - E + C V(-E) = - 7
6 - A + C - D + F V(+F) = , 7
7 - D + F - E + G V(+G) = + 9
8 - E + C - H + F V(-H) = - 9

associated with -A (w'hich notw corresponds to an empirically determined amount

of money), by substituting in the formula in -a. 4.1

S (.5] * (-1) + S'[.5] * (-1) =

S'[.5] 1 (+1) + S-[.5] * V(-A) (4.2)

naking V(-A) = -3. in a .%anner comparable to that tor Trial I in Table 4., a

value for +B can be found next by comparing the gambles (+10, +10) and (-10,

+B), .yielding the amount that is associated with a uzility of +3. These

utilities of -A and +B are then used in situations 3 through 8 to dezermine

other points on the subjective utility scale. Currently. DSS finds an

estimate for +C, -D, -E? +F, +G, and -H, which have utility value of -5, -5,
-7, +7, +9, and -9, respectively.

PROBABILITY ESTLMATION

Once these eight points on the utility function have been obtained, a

nonlinear regression analysis is done to find the best fittir utility curve

for the estimated point values. \ _..pical observed curve s shon in Fizure

4.1. Given this best fitting curve, other utility values can be estimated for

the individual. A new series of gambles, with different probability values,
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Utility Curve for Loss-Averse Subjects
P = 7.362$U + .587'USO + 066*UCUB
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Fig. 4.1. A typical observed utility function.
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are used to obtain the subjective probability functions for winning (i.e.,

"good" outcomes) and losing (i.e., "bad" outcomes). Again, in the variable

gamble. Gamble 2, one outcome is obtained if the event E (s(p) = .5) occurs

and the other outcome is obtained if the event E does not occur (also s(p)

.5). The fixed gamble is similar to those presented in the utility estimation

phase, except that now the probabilities of winning and losing are either

.2/.8, .4/.6, .6/.4, or .8/.2. The variable outcome in Gamble 2 is again

modified in a series of steps until the individual indicates that the two

gambles are equally attractive. An example of such a gamble is shown in

Figure 4.2.

Table 4.2 shows an illustrative series of eight trials used to estimate

the probability functions. Note that on two trials a subjective probability

of winning value (S) and probability of losing value (S-) is estimated for

each of the values 2., with loss of Senerality, S(.5) = .5. Equations 4.3 and

4.4 illustrate two examples of trials where S'(.8) and S'(.2) are deternined

as follows:

S,[.S] * (-1) + S'[.5] * (-1)

S[.81 * (+I) + S'[.21 * V(-A) (4.3)

S'[.5] -1) + S'[.5) * (-1) =

S[.81 * (+1) + S'[.2] * V(-A). (4.4)

If we assume that these two subjective probabilities act like objective

probabilities and add to one, then by substituting in utility values obtained

from the utility curve estimated in the first sequence of trials, then two

independent estimates of S (.8) and S'(.2) can be obtained. If we do not wish

to assume that these two subjective probabilities add to one, we can still

estimate each since we have two equations and two unknot.ns.
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GAMBLE NUMBER 12
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Fig. 4.2. An example of a variable gamble.
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Table 4.2

Construction Sequence for Trials 9 - 16 Used
to Obtain Individual Probability Functions

Gamble 1 Gamble 2
Trl Get Get Get Get

9 - D (.51 + F (.5) - A (.6) + X (.4)
10 - D (.5) + B (.5) - H (.2) + X (.8)
11 - A (.5) + C (.5) - D (.4) + X (.6)
12 - D (.5) + B (.5) - A (.8) + X (.2)
13 - E (.5) + C .5) - D (.6) + Y (.4)
14- A (.5) + C (.5) - D (.2) + Y (.8)
15 - D (.5) + B (.5) - E (.4) + Y (.6)
16 - A (.5) + C (.5) -10 (.8) + Y (.2)

In a comparable manner we can find restricted or unrestricted estimates of S"

(.8) and S'(.2) from two new equations, and for Sl(.6) and S'(.4) and S'(.6)

and S'(.4). Other probability values could also easily be estimated.

Regardless of whether a restricted or unrestricted model is fit, and

regardless of the shape of each individual's subjective utility function. the

S and S' functions should be the same if no probability bias due to a good

vs. bad context exists in an individual's data. That is, if no bias exists,

we should expect S'(.2) = S'(.2)? S'(.4) = S'(.4), S' (.6) = S'(.6). and S-(.8)

S+ (.8).

AN EMPIRICAL EXAMPLE

Subjects. Fifty-three male and female undergraduate students at The

Ohio State University volunteered to participate in this study in partial

fulfillment of the requirements of their introductory psychoiogy course. On

each trial, subjects were presented with two two-outcome gambles and %,ere

asked to indicate which of the two they preferred. in this way both

subjective utilities and subjective probabilities for .2 to .S were
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independently estimated.

Procedure. Subjects were run in groups of two or three and were

individually seated in front of a computer terminal. They were initially

instructed that they would be asked to make choices between pairs of gambles,

and after they had indicated all of their preferences, ten of the choice

situations would be randomly sampled and played. The gamble that they would

play in each pair would be randomly picked between the two gambles indicated

to be equally attractive on each trial. Each subject was given 100 points,

representing his or her credit for participating and was told that s/he would

be gambling with this credit (not money) in the randomly selected gambles.

Subjects were told that as a result of the gambling, they might either lose

their credit hour, retain it, or gain an additional credit. At this point,

all subjects were given the opportunity to withdraw from the study without

penalty. None did so.

Table 4.3

Median Estimates of Winning anosing

Probabilities: Restricted Case

Actual Prob L Prob W Diff

.200 .347 .208 .139

.400 .462 .401 .061

.600 .599 .539 .060

.800 .793 .653 .040

Median Estimates of Winning and Losing

Probabilities: Unrestricted Case

Actual Prob L Prob W Diff

.200 .312 .238 .074

.400 .469 .400 .069

.600 .567 .508 .059

.800 .815 .514 .301
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Results. Table 4.3 presents the estimated subjective probaoilities that

were obtained for .2, .4, .6, and .8 for both the winning and losing contexts.

The data labeled "restricted" represents as discussed above the average of two

estimates that are based on the restriction that the estimates for

complementary events sum to one. The data labeled "uaestricted" are based on

the estimates found when the sums are not restricted to add to one.

Regardless of which of these models is assumed, the estimates in the table

indicate that indeed across individuals a strong biasing effect exists. The

same objectively stated probability values (.2, .4, .6, and .8) when presented

to individuals, elicit consistently different subjective values or weights in

their deci-ion making process. At all four estimated levels of probability,

the estimates that were associated with winning outcomes were consistently

weighted lower than the corresponding values for losing. This represents a

very strong affective bias in the estimation and/or weighting processes fcr

subjective likelihoods.

S(MtARY

When an event has an established probability associated ;ith it. it

should be irrelevant whether that event is associated with a "good" or -bad-

outcome; the affective nature of the outcomes should not influence the

decision process. Two probability functions were estimated with different

values assigned to winning and losing events. This differential weiahtinz of

the same event suggests that there is an affective influence on the judgmental

process. Individuals make choices between alternatives oy assigning different

subjective probabilities or ;:eights to the same explicit event depending on

whether it has a positive affective component (winning) or negative affective

component (losing).

The proposed quantitative methodoIogy is important because it has the
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potential of not only quantitatively measuring this probability bias but also

of explaining how some biases in probability estimation may cause suboptimal

decisions, and how such bias can be reduced or eliminated in training decision

makers to become more "expert" judges. It is designed to lead to programmatic

research that has the ultimate application of developing training procedures

that can: (a) standardize probability estimation methods in decision making

under risk, (b) eliminate estimation biases such as over- and underestimation,

(c) reduce individual differences in probability estimation, and (d) develop a

scale for assessing a decision maker's accuracy and unbiasedness in subjective

probability estimation. Research in this area is necessary if we are to go

beyond merely describing suboptimal decision making behavior. The present

research is an attempt to begin prograj.atic research that will allow us to

predict suboptimal behavior due to biases in uncertainty estimates and to

train individuals to reduce bias in their .judgments. In particular, several

issues seems to be i.nitially relevant to continued research. First, how

strong and how generalizable is the differential weighting effect for

probabilities? Second, what factors influence the strength of this effect-

And, third, can a method like the DSS procedure coupled with the dual bilinear

model begin to allow us to predict and quantitatively measure suboptimal

decision making strategies?

The research reported here, together with that reported elsewhere (e.g.,

isen & Nygren, 1987; Nygren & Isen, 1985), are resulting in a more complete

picture of the complex role that estimation bias and affect plays in

decision-making under risk or uncertainty. Our findings suggest that the dual

bilinear model is a model worth pursuing. It has the potential to explain a

number of difficult findings in the decision making literature including the

framing effect {Kahneman & Tversky, 1979b), the differential weighting effect
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(Nygren, 1987), and the 'cautious optimists' effect (Nygren & Isen, 1985).

Finally, the DSS procedure offers a quantitative measurement procedure for

actually measuring rather that simply describing biases in the judgment and

decision making process.
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5. RECCtfENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

There were two kinds of bias observed in the reported studies and

these are psychologically very distinct. One, the overestimation vs.

underestimation phenomenon, suggests a general misrepresentation and

distortion of events that are either quite likely or quite unlikely. It

is clearly a property of decision making that is undesirable since it

can lead to suboptimal decisions. The second biasing effect that was

found, the differential weighting of the same event, is a much more

serious undesirable effect and is more interesting from a cognitive

perspective. It suggests that there is an affective influence on the

judgmental process. Individuals make choices between alternatives by

assigning different subjective probabilities or weights to the same

explicit event depending on whether iz has a positive affective

component (winning) or negative affective component (losing). The third

biasing effect is that of base rate -- individuals tend to associated a

higher likelihood with a probability statement when it is associated

with an event that has a high base rate and to associate a lower

likelihood to a probability statement wheen it is associated with a low

base rate event.

I have argued that all decision making under uncertainty

necessitates that a decision maker must somehow associate each relevant

uncertainty with a probability value. The studies presented here

indicates that humans may introduce strong affective, context, and base

rate biases in this process. Clearly, such biases may lead to

suboptimal decisions being made. Since the quality of expert judgment
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or the design of an expert system hinges on the quality of the experts'

assessments of uncertainties, further research in this area seems

critical. In particular, several issues seems to be initially relevant

to continued research:

a. How strong and how generalizable is the differential weighting

effect for probabilities that was found?

b. What factors influence the strength of this effect, and can

decision makers be trained to reduce or eliminate it?

c. In decisions that involve uncertainties, what is the best way

to assign probabilities to uncertain events so as to reduce

bias and increase concordance among expert judges (e. g.,

pilots)?

d. What expert systems development tools might prove most useful

in training individuals to become expert judges in

situations involving uncertainty?

Clearly, the demand for individuals, and in particular pilots, to

become "expert" decision makers in their work environments will only

continue to increase. One aspect of what makes a person an expert

decision maker or what is necessary in an expert system is a function of

how well probabilities can be assigned to uncertainties that are

critical components of the decision situation. It is argued here that

the results of this research suggest that the four questions cited above

constitute a necessary initial step in developing a better understanding

expert judgment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been an increasing awareness of the serious consequerees that can
occur with head and neck injuries and the effectiveness of biomechanical studies to reduce
the likelihood of these injuries. Each year, more than 140,000 Americans die from trauma.
Approximately 80,000 other Americans suffer unnecessary, but permanently disabling, in-
juries of the brain and spinal cord. Highway-related injuries have stimulated a considerable
number of studies leading to the development of crashworthy structures, restraint systems,
and helmets. The incidence of injuries during ejection from high-speed aircraft has also
generated interest in the study of trauma biomechanics for military personnel.

Information about head and neck injury and prevention is generated from several sources:
(1) studies of actual accidents involving humans; (2) experiments with human vounteers;
(3) experiments with human surrogates; and (4) accident simulations using mathematical
models. Each of these sources has its advantages and disadvantages. Since trauma victims
are rendered unconscious or dazed and since eyewitness reports are rarely complete and
often contradictory, information from accident investigations and field studies is usually
limited. Volunteers must be subjected to loads considerably below tolerance levels and
may vitiate normal responses by anticipatory action. Cadavers can be subjected to loads
beyond the onset of serious trauma but their properties may differ from that of the living
human, particularly when preservatives have been used. Animals do not exhibit the same
anatomical features as humans and the validity of scaling trauma data for the head-neck
region has not been firmly established. Poor repeatability of results from subject to sub-
ject is not uncommmon. The use of inanimate devices reduces the repeatability problems
associated with cadavers and live animals but raises questions as to biofidelity. Attempts
to improve human surrogate biofidelity are well documented. When a new manikin design
is incorporated into a crash test program, data bases are generated which describe the
geometric and inertial properties and mechanical behavior of these manikins. Compliance
tests are developed and performance evaluations are conducted to ensure uniformity of
results among different laboratories. Mathematical modeling is also an accepted tech-
nique of scientific research. It is a process in which an actual physical system, consisting
of elements with properties that interact according to certain relationships, is simplified
by making "reasonable" assumptions and idealizations to obtain a representative model.
Once validated by comparison with experimental results, mathematical models are useful,
economical, and versatile engineering tools. They can, in lieu of direct experimentation
with actual physical systems, evaluate the effects of varying parameters on the responses
of systems to a wide variety of input conditions. In particular, with validated human and
manikin data sets, laboratory tests and actual accident environments, where the head and
neck are in jeopardy, can be simulated.
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One goal of the research program at the Armstrong Aeromedical Research Labora-
tory (AAMRL) is to measure, analyze, and simulate the kinematic and dynamic head-neck
responses of existing anthropomorphic dummies in crash environments in order to develop
an improved biofidelic manikin head-neck system. To accomplish this goal, theoretical and
experimental studies were performed by Paver and Doherty1- 3 with AAMRL.

The mathematical models utilized for this research were the Head-Spine Model (HSM)
and the Articulated Total Body (ATB) Model. The Hybrid II and Hybrid III manikins
were selected as the test specimens. IISM and ATB data sets, which accurately predict
the mechanical behavior of the Hybrid II manikin head-neck structure, were developed and
validated. The Part 572 Head-Neck Compliance Test4 , of the Code of Federal Regulations,
was simulated to validate these data sets. Parametric studies were conducted to assess the
effects of variations in neck characteristics upon the predicted head-neck responses. Mod-
ifications of the ISM program source code were made in order to model the asymmetric
bending properties of the Hybrid III manikin neck in flexion and in extension. HSM data
sets were also developed for the Hybrid III head-neck structure. The effect of the occipital
condyle nodding block joint on head-neck kinematics and dynamics was investigated. The
CFR Amended Part 572 Head-Neck Compliance Test 4 was simulated to validate these
data sets.

As part of the SFRP and RIP, Paver and Doherty conducted experimental studies of
the Hybrid II, modified Hybrid II, and Hybrid III dummy head-neck assemblies and the
Part 572 and Amended Part 572 head-neck compliance tests. A test plan was written.
Initially, the standard head-neck compliance tests were to be performed to verify the
operation of the experimental setup. Tests at different impact velocities were planned to
validate data sets for mathematical models. Measurements were made of the geometric
and inertial properties of the test specimens and apparatus. Mounting plates, test fixtures,
and apparatus modifications were made. All transducers were wired; some were calibrated.
The test specimens and apparatus were assembled. The velocimeter was modified and
calibrated. Attempts were made to determine the drop heights required for the specified
impact velocities. Preliminary measurements of pendulum strike plate deceleration pulses
were made; the effects of honeycomb precrush were investigated. Several recommendations
for modifications of the experimental system were suggested.

Hopefully, the information generated by this study will help both in the understanding of
the head-neck biomechanics of existing manikins and in future manikin development efforts.
In particular, the proposed data sets will be useful to researchers modeling experiments
with these dummies. Ideally, these experiments and computer simulations will help us
understand the responses of humans in similar crash environments. It is also hoped that
the results of this research will improve the head and neck injury prediction potential
of the HSM and ATB models. The data set development and parametric studies will
serve as preliminary efforts toward the development and validation of human data sets
with accurate neck descriptions. The human data sets will be based upon the results of
viscoelastic studies of the biomechanical properties of human cadaver spines5 .
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2. DACKGROUND

2.1 Mathematical Modeling

A variety of mathematical models have been developed to predict human biodynamic
responses and injury potential in impact environments. The mathematical models utilized
for this research were the Head-Spine Model (HSM) and the Articulated Total Body (ATB)
Model. The IISM and ATB models were developed by AAMRL at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base.

2.1.1 The Head-Spine Model

The HSM is a three-dimensional matrix structural analysis computer program'. It is an
internal body structure type model, which deals with the detailed structure of various body
subsystems and predicts stresses, strains, localized deformations, and injury potential. The
human body is represented by a collection of rigid bodies connected by deformable ele-
ments. The deformable elements can be beam elements, spring elements, hydrodynamic
elements, or elastic surfaces. The rigid bodies generally represent bones (e.g., the head,
vertebrae, pelvis, and ribs); the deformable elements represent soft tissues (e.g., interver-
tebral discs, ligaments, and viscera). The program integrates the equations of motion in
time, either implicitly or explicitly. The analysis accommodates large displacements and
small strains of the rigid bodies, nonlinear stiffnesses, and viscous (percent critical) and
structural (stiffness proportional) damping forces.

The data set defines the structure to be modeled. In general, an HSM data set consists of
six types of inputs: (1) the coordinate system definitions; (2) the geometry of the nodes
and connectivity data; (3) the boundary conditions and the constraints on the motion;
(4) the inertial properties of the rigid bodies and deformable elements; and (5) the material
properties of the deformable elements. The excitation and initial conditions are defined in
the ICIF subroutine, which is linked with the code prior to execution.

2.1.2 The Articulated Total Body Model

The ATB Model is a modified version of the Calspan Crash Victim Simulator (CVS)
Model 7 - 0 which accomodates several Air Force applications11 such as encumberance
effects on crewman performance, vibration loading, and ejection from disabled aircraft
(e.g., retraction, head-canopy impacts, windblast, and parachute-opening shock). The
model is a whole-body gross-motion simulator model. The equations of motion and con-
straint are formulated from Euler's rigid body equations of motion with Lagrange-type
constraints. These equations are solved using a Vector Exponential Integrator and quater-
nions. This model differs from most other three-dimensional occupant models, which are
formulated from Lagrange's equations of motion. In most applications, the crash victim,
shown in Figure 2.1, is represented by fifteen segments and fourteen joints; the neck joints
are typically ball-and-socket types with three degrees of freedom.
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2.2 Experimental Aspects

2.2.1 Test Specimens

The Hybrid II and Hybrid III manikin head-neck assemblies were selected as the test
specimens for this study.

The Hybrid II manikin was the first GM design to have acceptable repeatability and good
durability and serviceability 12, 13 . The head is a hollow two-piece aluminum casting. It
is instrumented with a triaxial array of uniaxial accelerometers mounted at its center-of-
gravity (cg). Both the skull and rear cap are covered with a rubber skin. The neck is
a right circular cylinder constructed of butyl rubber elastomer. It is solid, except for a
small hole through the middle. Aluminum plates are molded into each end to facilitate
head-neck and neck-thorax attachment.

The Hybrid III manikin is a state-of-the-art biofidelic anthropomorphic dummy' 4 , 5 . The
head is a hollow two-piece casting of 356-T6 aluminum with a vinyl skin cover. The neck,
which consists of aluminum and asymmetric butyl rubber layers with a central steel cable,
exhibits different mechanical responses in flexion and extension. The cable provides axial
strength. A load cell and occipital condyle joint, with butyl rubber nodding blocks, connect
the head and neck. An adjustable steel bracket connects the neck and pendulum.
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2.2.2 The Part 572 Compliance Tests

All Hybrid II and III compliance test procedures and performance standards are described
in the Code of Federal Regulations 4, Title 49, Part 572 and Part 572 Amended, respec-
tively. The environmental conditions, test apparatus (geometric and inertial properties),
instrumentation requirements, and test procedures are specified.

The head-neck test consists of a pendulum drop (see Figure 2.2). At the bottom of the
pendulum's swing, the arm impacts a block of honeycomb; this produces a near square
wave pendulum deceleration pulse. The head-neck system, which is mounted to the end
of the pendulum, undergoes no impact.

Only a neck flexion test is required by Part 572. The impact velocity and acceleration
pulse at the pendulum strike plate are specified (i.e., a range for the average deceleration
level above 20g's and minimums for the slopes of the deceleration curve between 5 and
20g's). There are three ways that the head-neck response is specified: (1) head rotation
vs. time; (2) chordal displacement of the head cg vs. time; and (3) peak head acceleration
and average head acceleration above 20 g's. The chordal displacement at time t is defined
in Figure 2.3; it is the straight line distance between (1) the position of the head cg relative
to the pendulum arm at time zero (the dashed lines); and (2) the position of the head cg
relative to the pendulum arm at time t (the solid lines).

Both neck flexion and neck extension tests are required by Part 572 Amended. For these
tests, the standard specifies the maximum pendulum strike plate deceleration level and
deceleration level ranges at 10, 20, and 30 msec. The specifications for the head-neck
mounting position and the pendulum strike plate deceleration pulse and impact velocity
differ for flexion and extension. The pendulum strike plate deceleration level maximum
and impact velocity are lower for the extension test than for the flexion test. There are two
ways that the head-neck response is specified: (1) head rotation vs. time; and (2) moment
about the occipital condyles vs. time. Ranges of amplitudes and times are specified for
the peak values and ranges of times are specified for the zero crossings.
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3. THEORETICAL STUDIES

Theoretical studies were conducted of the Hybrid II and III dummy head-neck assemblies
and the Part 572 and Amended Part 572 head-neck compliance tests. Detailed anthropo-
metric and inertial test results and Part 572 and Amended Part 572 test specifications and
performance standards were analyzed to determine inputs for the HSM and ATB Models.

HSM and ATB data sets, which accurately predict the mechanical behavior of the Hybrid II
manikin head-neck struAure, were developed and validated. The Part 572 Head-Neck
Compliance Test 4 , of the Code of Federal Regulations, was simulated to validate these
data sets. Parametric studies were conducted to assess the effects of variations in neck
joint characteristics upon the predicted head-neck responses.

Modifications of the HSM program source code were made in order to model the asymmet-
ric bending properties of the Hybrid III neck in flexion and in extension. Two HSM data
sets were developed for the Hybrid III manikin head-neck structure. One data set utilized
a 1-element neck; the second data set utilized a 4-element neck. The effect of the occipital
condyle nodding block joint on head-neck kinematics and dynamics was also investigated
and modeled. Static and dynamic tests were conducted to measure the stiffness of this
joint in flexion and extension. A data set with a 1-element neck and nodding joint was
developed. The CFR Amended Part 572 Head-Neck Compliance Test 4 was simulated to
validate these data sets. Efforts to develop, tune, and validate a Hybrid III data set for
the ATB model are currently in progress.
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3.1 Head-Spine Model

3.1.1 Hybrid II Data Set Development

The coordinate system was defined so that the positive x axis was the A-P direction, the
positive y axis was the L-R direction, and the positive z axis was the S-I direction. The
pendulum arm was free to rotate about the y axis only. Since the response is measured
only from the time of impact to the time the head returns to the pre-impact position, the
end of the pendulum (i.e., the base point) does not rotate during the test. The motion of
this point was modeled as a pure translation in the x direction; no translations in the y
and z directions or rotations about the x or z axes were allowed for this point. All other
points were allowed to translate and rotate in the x-z plane.

The IISM data set was made up of two elements (Figure 3.1). A rigid body represented
the head; a spinal disc beam deformable element represented the neck. The beam element
was a Kelvin solid with linear stiffness and viscous damping. The pendulum arm was not
explicitly defined; the boundary conditions of the node at the base of the neck were made
to reflect the presence of the pendulum.

The geometric and inertial properties of the rigid body were calculated by lumping the
upper half of the neck with the head. Since the Part 572 specification requires that the
head and neck properties be defined by the SAE Recommended Practice J963, in which
the head and neck are lumped together differently, this data was inappropriate for this
simulation. Instead, data from Hubbard and McLeod 3 , where the geometric and inertial
properties of the head are described separately from those of the neck, were utilized.

A near square-wave strike plate acceleration pulse (Table 3.1) was the excitation for the
model. This pulse complied with Part 572. The initial conditions were the velocities of
the primary nodes, which were calculated from the pendulum strike plate impact velocity
specified in Part 572. These two quantities were not included in the data set itself; they
were inputs to the subroutine ICIF. This subroutine is called by the main program after
the data set is read.

The response of the model did not comply with Part 572 using these initial values; it was
necessary to increase the amplitude and decrease the period of the response. The data set
was tuned to make the ISM head-neck responses comply with the Part 572 performance
standards. Since the geometric and inertial properties of the Hybrid II head and neck are
well documented, these constants remained fixed; they were not used to tune the data
set. The material properties of the neck, however, are not well documented. The values
used initially for the bending, axial, and torsional stiffness and damping and the bending
shear parameter were estimated from a material specification abstracted from a Sierra
blueprint16 and from static test data"'2 7 . The material properties of the neck were varied
in a systematic manner to optimize the model response with Part 572 specifications.
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3.1.2 Hybrid I Simulation Results

Figures 3.2-7 show the results of the parameter tuning process. Plots labeled 572 illustrate
the final data set results. Plots labeled A illustrate the predicted responses when a higher
bending stiffness value is used; plots labeled B illustrate the predicted responses when a
lower bending stiffness value is used. Plots labeled C illustrate the predicted responses
when a higher bending damping value is used. Plots labeled D illustrate the predicted
responses when a higher shear parameter value is used. Table 3.2 shows the values used
for the selected parameters.

Listings of the final(572) input data set and relevant outputs are included in Appendix A.
The final data set predicted head rotation and peak head acceleration data which complied
with Part 572 specifications. The predicted peak chordal displacement was slightly lower
than that specified by Part 572.

It was discovered that an increase in the bending stiffness decreased both the amplitude
and the period of the head rotation (Figure 3.2) and chordal displacement (Figure 3.3).
Increasing the bending stiffness also decreased the peak head acceleration (Table 3.2). An
increase in the bending damping from 1 x 10 - 5 to 1 x 10-2% critical had no effect on the
predicted performance of the Hybrid II head-neck assembly. An increase to 1% critical,
however, lowered the amplitude and increased the period of the head rotation (Figure 3.4)
and chordal displacement (Figure 3.5). Increasing the bending damping also decreased the
peak head acceleration (Table 3.2). An increase in the bending shear parameter increased
the amplitude and delayed the head rotation (Figure 3.6), increased both the amplitude and
period of the chordal displacement (Figure 3.7), and increased the peak head acceleration
(Table 3.2). Changes in the axial and torsional stiffness and damping over several orders
of magnitude had no effect on the predicted performance of the head-neck assembly.
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Table 3.1: Acceleration Pulse Data

TIME ACCELERATION ACCELERATION-

TIME SLOPE-(sec) (g's) Wqs/sec)

0.0 0 0.
0.0025 -5 -8.
0.0175 -26 -4.
0.005 -26 0.
0.012 -22 0.
0.020 -22 0.
0.02933 -22 2.
0.0335 -5 4.
0.03475 0 2.667
0.036 0 0.
0.063 0 0.
0.068 0 0.
0.073 0 0.
0.08 0 0.
0.085 0 0.
0.09 0 0.
0.1 0 0.

Table 3.2: Variations in Bending Stiffness, Damping, and
Shear Parameter and Peak Head Acceleration Response

LABEL STIFFNESS DAMPING SHEAR PEAK HEAD
PARAMETER ACCELERATION

(dyne/cm) (% critical) ('s)

572 7.7 E+8 1E-5 to IE-2 0 23.53
A 15.4 E+8 IE-5 0 21.34
B 3.85 E+8 1E-5 0 26.50
C 7.7 E+8 IE+O 0 20.63
D 7.7 E+8 1E-5 5 27.21
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Figure 3.2: Effect of Bending Stiffness Variations on Head Rotation

Figure 3.3: Effect of Bending Stiffness Variations on Chordal Displacement
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Figure 3.4: Effect of Bending Damping Variations on Head Rotation

Figure 3.5: Effect of Bending Damping Variations on Chordal Displacement
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Figure 3.6: Effect of Bending Shear Parameter Variations on Head Rotation

Figure 3.7: Effect of Bending Shear Parameter Variations on Chordal Displacement
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3.1.3 Program Modifications Required for Hybrid III Simulations

Modifications were made in the program source code in order to model the asymmetric
bending properties of the Hybrid III manikin neck in the A-P plane. Different stiffnesses
can be input for positive and negative bending and positive and negative torsion of the
beam elements. In a similar way, different stiffnesses can be input for positive and negative
torsion of the beam elements.

3.1.4 Hybrid III Data Set Development

Figure 3.8 shows the discretization of the Hybrid III head-neck structure. The coordinate
system was defined so that the positive x, y, and z axes were the A-P, L-R, and S-I
directions, respectively. During an actual test, the pendulum arm only rotates about the
y axis. Since the response is specified from the time of impact to the time the head returns
to the pre-impact position, it was assumed that the end of the pendulum (i.e., node 1) does
not rotate. The motion of this point was modeled as a pure translation in the x direction;
no translations in the y and z directions or rotations about the x or z axes were allowed
for this point. All other points were allowed to translate and rotate in the x-z plane.

As a preliminary effort, the details of the construction of the Hybrid III neck were not
explicitly modeled. The head was modeled as a rigid body; the neck was modeled as a
single spinal disc beam deformable element (i.e., a Kelvin solid with linear stiffness and
viscous damping). The dark circles show the locations of the lumped masses of the rigid
bodies (i.e., the primary nodes). The open circles show the locations of the secondary
nodes. The dotted lines represent rigid links between the primary and secondary nodes.
The shaded bar represents the deformable element. The pendulum was not explicitly
defined. The boundary conditions at node 1 were made to reflect the presence of the
pendulum and the constraints of the experimental design.

The geometric and inertial properties of the head and neck were derived from GM design
specifications 14 . The values used initially for the bending stiffness and damping of the
neck were derived from results of a study conducted by AAMRL and Systems Research
Laboratories for the Department of Transportation 8 . Ranges for the stiffness were calcu-
lated from the measured static and dynamic stiffnesses of two Hybrid III necks. The shear
parameter and the axial and torsional stiffnesses and damping of the neck were derived
from the bending parameters and appropriate geometrical considerations.

Next, the layered aluminum/butyl rubber construction of the neck was incorporated into
the Hybrid III data set. The 1-element neck was divided into four rigid bodies connected
by beam elements. Each aluminum disc was represented by a rigid body. Each rubber disc
was represented by a beam element. Masses and moments of inertia of the rubber discs
were lumped at the head cg or the cg's of the aluminum discs. The bending stiffnesses
and shear parameters of the 4-element neck, which are length sensitive, were scaled from
values used for the 1-element neck.
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The excitation for the model, applied at node 1, was the specified pendulum strike plate
deceleration profile. The initial conditions, which were the velocities of the piimnary nodes,
were calculated from the specified pendulum strike plate impact velocity.

The original data sets were tuned to make the model responses comply with the perfor-
mance standards. Since the geometric and inertial properties of the Hybrid III head and
neck are well documented, these constants remained fixed; they were not used to tune the
data set. The material properties of the neck, however, are not well documented. The
bending properties of the neck were varied within the ranges of the experimental static
and dynamic test data. By varying these properties in a systematic manner, optimization
of the model response with the specifications was possible (Table 3.3).

Table 3.3 Hybrid III Material Properties

1-Element Neck Stiffnesses

axial: 9.000xlO dynes/em

torsional: 5.594 x 10g dyne - cm
bending: 8.000x 108 dyne - cm (flex)

3.550 x 108 dyne - cm (ext)

Other 1-Element Neck Parameters

shear parameter: 5
axial damping: 0.2%

bending damping: 0.2%

4-Element Neck Stiffnesses

axial: 875.6x 106 dynes/cm
torsional: 5.594x 109 dyne - cm
bending: 4.500x 109 dyne - cm (flex)

2.000x 109 dyne - cm (ext)

Other 4-Element Neck Parameters

shear parameter: 125
axial damping: 0.2%

bending damping: 0.2%
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3.1.5 Hybrid III Simulation Results

Figures 3.9-3.14 show the results of the parameter tuning process. Both the fiexion test and
extension tests were simulated using the 1-element and 4-element neck data sets. Listings
of the relevant input data sets and output files are included in Appendix B.

Figure 3.9 shows the model excitation and the specified pendulum strike plate velocity for
the flexion test simulation. Figure 3.10 is a plot of the head rotation vs. time. Figure 3.11
is a plot of the moment at the occipital condyles vs. time. The dashed line is the response
of the 1-element neck. The solid line is the response of the 4-element neck. Differences were
observed between the responses of the I-element and 4-element neck data sets: (1) the 4-
element neck exhibited a slightly larger peak rotation than the 1-element neck; and (2) the
1-element neck exhibited a larger peak moment. The periods of rotation and moment were
similar for both data sets.

Figure 3.12 shows the model excitation and the specified pendulum strike plate velocity
for the extension test simulation. Figure 3.13 is a plot of the head rotation vs. time.
Figure 3.14 is a plot of the moment at the occipital condyles vs. time. The dashed line is
the response of the 1-element neck. The solid line is the response of the 4-element neck.
Differences were observed between the responses of the 1-element and 4-element neck data
sets: (1) the 4-element neck exhibited a larger peak rotation than the 1-element neck; and
(2) the 4-element neck exhibited a slightly larger peak moment. The periods of rotation
and moment were slightly longer for the 4-element neck.
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3.1.6 Nodding Joint Stiffness Tests

Static and dynamic nodding joint stiffness tests were performed. The joint was mounted
horizontally for the static tests. The neck endplate was fixed and a moment arm was
attached to the top of the load cell. Moments were applied by hanging weights at the
end of the moment arm. The moment and rotation at the end of the moment arm were
measured. Small differences were observed between the flexion and extension stiffnesses.

For the dynamic tests, the joint and moment arm were mounted vertically. A weight was
rigidly attached to the end of the moment arm. Either a force was applied to the weight
or the weight was displaced and released. The moment-time histories were recorded. The
system was analyzed as a torsional pendulum (i.e., the joint stiffness was calculated from
the frequency of the vibration). Differences were observed between the static and dynamic
stiffnesses. Further studies are being conducted.

3.1.7 Nodding Joint Data Set Description

The 1-element neck data set was modified to incorporate the occipital condyle nodding
block joint into the neck description. Basically, this joint acts like a torsional spring;
the spring stiffness is due to the rubber nodding blocks within the joint. Since there is
no torsional spring element in the HSM code, the joint was represented by a suitable
modification of the beam element.

Figure 3.15 shows the geometry of the nodding joint. The physical descriptions of the
system are shown on the left; the model descriptions are shown on the right. The two
shaded horizontal links represent the joint, essentially two beams on their sides. These
beams are compliant only in torsion. As a preliminary effort, the measured static stiffnesses
were utilized for these simulations. The values were approximately one order of magnitude

larger than the bending stiffness of the 1-element neck.

3.1.8 Nodding Joint Simulation Results

Simulations were performed, using the 1-element neck with the nodding joint, and com-
pared to previous results. Figures 3.16-3.17 show the flexion response. Similar results were
obtained for the simulation of the extension test. The dashed line illustrates the response
of the 1-element neck without the nodding joint. The solid line illustrates the response
of the 1-element neck with the nodding joint. Figure 3.16 is a plot of the head rotation
vs. time. The differences, at the beginning of the simulation and at the peak rotation,
were slight. Figure 3.17 is a plot of the moment at the occipital condyles vs. time. The
occipital condyle nodding block joint had little effect on the response.
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Figure 3.15

NODDING JOINT GEOMETRY

HYBRID III I-element neck

side view with nodding joint
2

-4-- -4

I I

HYBRID III 1-element neck

rear view with nodding joint
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3.1.9 Execution Times

Execution times were considered in the evaluation of the different data sets. Table 3.4
shows the approximate CPU times required for typical simulation runs on a Microvax II.

Table 3.4 Execution Times for Typical Simulations

SIMULATION CPU TIME

1-element neck w/o joint appx. 2 min
4-element neck w/o joint appx. 2 hr

1-element neck w/ joint min. 20 hrs
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3.2 ATB Model

3.2.1 Hybrid II Data Set Development

The Hybrid II data set consisted of three segments (the pendulum, head, and neck seg-
ments) and three joints (the head-neck or HN, neck-pendulum or NP, and pendulum-vehicle
or PV joints). Ball-and-socket joints were defined between the head and neck and between
the neck and pendulum. A pin joint was defined between the pendulum and the vehicle.
The geometric and inertial properties of the segments and pendulum-vehicle joint char-
acteristics were abstracted from operational data sets at AAMRL or estimated from the
literature9 "0 '1 2 "3 . The neck joint characteristics used initally were estimated from CVS
manuals9 , 0 , operational data sets at AAMRL, Part 572 , and static test data 2 17 . The
honeycomb was defined as a contact plane.

Two types of ATB simulations were performed. The first type was a full-drop simulation,
where time zero represented the initial release of the pendulum. The second type were
simulations of only the impact phase, where time zero was the time just prior to the impact
of the pendulum against the aluminum honeycomb. Figure 3.18 shows the VIEW program
output from the full-drop simulation. The final 150 msec of the full-drop simulations
corresponded to the impact phase. The initial conditions for the impact phase simulations
were the positions and velocities of the segments, which were calculated from the Part 572
pendulum strike plate impact velocity. The specified pendulum strike plate acceleration-
time history was achieved by defining a plane-ellipsoid contact between the pendulum
and honeycomb and force-deflection characteristics for that contact. Figure 3.19 shows a
typical pendulum strike plate acceleration pulse for an impact velocity of 23.5 ft/sec.

The impact phase simulations revealed two problems with the initial definition of the
pendulum-honeycomb contact. The pendulum was defined as a segment with an attached
ellipsoid and the honeycomb was defined as a plane; plane-ellipsoid contact resulted. Since
contact forces are defined in terms of the penetration between contact surfaces and since
the strike plate was located at a distance almost equal to the major axis length of the
pendulum ellipsoid, contact was not observed at the right point in space if the dimensions
of the pendulum and honeycomb were defined correctly. Both the amount of penetration
and the contact time were low. This problem was eliminated by shifting the contact
ellipsoid attached to the pendulum so that its center coincided with the center of the
strike plate. The second problem related to the contact algorithm, which assumes that no
contact occurs and hence no forces are generated after full penetration of the pendulum
into the honeycomb. Since this algorithm is not valid for this simulation, the pendulum
thickness was increased with no change in its inertial properties. For realistic graphics, the
pendulum ellipsoid was removed from the plots and replaced by a rectangular segment in
the VIEW program input file. Figure 3.20 shows a typical VIEW program output.
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Figure 3.18: Typical VIEW Program Output
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F~aur 3.20 Typical VIE' 4 Program output
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The responses of the model did not comply with the Part 572 performance requirements
using the initial data set. The data set was tuned to make the ATB head-neck responses
comply with Part 572. Since the geometric and inertial properties of the Hybrid II head
and neck are well documented, these constants remained fixed; they were not used to tune
the data set. The values used for the joint charactistics of the neck, however, are not
well documented. Parametric studies were conducted to assess the effects of variations in
neck joint characteristics upon the predicted head-neck responses. Since the neck joint was
modeled as a ball-and-socket type, the relevant joint characteristics are: (1) flexural lin-
ear, quadratic, and cubic spring coefficients, energy dissipation coefficient, and joint stop;
(2) torsional linear, quadratic, and cubic spring coefficients, energy dissipation coefficient,
and joint stop; (3) viscous coefficient; (4) coulomb friction coefficient; (5) full friction an-
gular velocity; (6) maximum torque for a locked joint; (7) minimum torque for an unlocked
joint; (8) minimum angular velocity for a unlocked joint; and (9) impulse restitution co-
efficient. By varying these neck properties in a systematic manner, optimization of the
model response with the specifications was possible.

Joint torques consist of spring, coulomb friction, and viscous components. For the ball
joint, both flexural and torsional torques are computed. When a joint angle exceeds
the user-specified joint stop, the joint locks. The ball joint is either completely free or
completely locked. If the locking torque exceeds a prescribed level, the joint unlocks. The
user specifies the minimum torque and minimum relative angular velocity at which the
joint remains unlocked. If the locking torque or the velocity fall below these specified
levels, the joint will relock. If the joint goes from a free to a locked state or a locked to
a free state, an impulse subroutine may be called to set the relative angular velocity of
adjoining segments to zero.

Figure 3.21 shows the algorithm used to calculate the spring and joint stop restoring
torques from the spring coefficients S, thru S 4 and joint stop angle S5. A linear torque
vs. angle is prescribed until the specified joint stop angle is reached. For angles greater
than the joint stop, a quadratic and cubic restoring torque is added. If the angular motion
of the joint exceeds the specified stop, a progressively increasing restoring torque will be
applied. The algorithm used to calculate the coulomb friction torque from the magnitude
of the relative angular velocity I 1, the constant coulomb friction torque V2 , and the limit
of the linear coulomb friction torque V3 is shown in Figure 3.22. The algorithm used to
calculate the viscous torque from the relative angular velocity 12' and the linear coefficient
V1 is shown in Figure 3.23.
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3.2.2 Hybrid II Simulation Results

Figures 3.24-3.35 show the results of the parameter tuning process. Plots labeled 572
illustrate the final data set results. Plots labeled H illustrate the predicted responses when
a higher value is used for the selected parameter. Plots labeled L illustrafte the predicted
reponses when a lower value is used for the selected parameter. Table 3.5 shows the values
used for the selected parameters.

Listings of the final (572) input data set and relevant outputs are included in Appendix C.
The final data set predicted head rotation and chordal displacement data which complied
with Part 572 specifications. The predicted peak head accelerations were slightly higher
than that specified by Part 572.

It was found that an m-rease in the HN linear fiexural spring coefficient decreased the
amplitude and period of the head rotation but increased the amplitude and decreased
the period of the chordal displacement (Figures 3.24-3.25). The effects of changes in
the HN viscous and HN coulomb friction coefficients were similar (Figures 3.26-3.29).
An increase in the parameter above the 572 value decreased the amplitude of the head
rotation with little change in the chordal displacement. A decrease in the parameter below
the 572 value produced little change in the predicted responses. Increasing the NP linear
flexural spring coefficient decreased the amplitude and period of both the head rotation
and chordal displacement (Figures 3.30-3.31). The effects of changes in the NP viscous
and NP coulomb friction coefficients were similar (Figures 3.32-3.35). An increase in the
parameter decreased the amplitude but increased the period of both the head rotation
and chordal displacement. Decreasing the HN joint stop had little effect on the predicted
responses. Decreasing the NP joint stop, however, decreased the period of the head rotation
and decreased both the amplitude and period of the chordal displacement. Increases in
the energy dissipation coefficients with the smaller joint stop angles had little effect on the
predicted responses. The effects of changes in the full friction angular velocity and changes
in the torsional coefficients over several orders of magnitude were negligible. Finally,
increasing the NP linear flexural spring, viscous, or coulomb friction coefficients reluced
the predicted head accelerations by approximately 10%. Changes in all other paran-ters
over several orders of magnitude had little effect on the predicted head accelerations.
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Table 3.5: Neck Joint Characteristics

Parameter Joint L 572 H

Linear Flex. HN 7. 35. 3500.
Spring Coeff. NP 10. 20. 40.
(i n-lb/deg)

Joint Stop HN 30. 90.
(deg) NP 45. 90.

Energy Diss. HN 0.63 1.0
Coefficient NP 0.66 1.0

Viscous HN 0.0015 0.15 1.5
Coefficient NP 0.0020 0.20 0.4
(in-lb-sec/deg)

Coulomb HN 0.5 50. 500.
Friction Coeff. NP 0.125 125. 250.
(in-lb)

Full Friction HN 3. 100. 300.
Ang. Velocity NP 3. 100. 300.
(deg/sec)
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Figure 3.26
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Figure 3.28
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Figure 3.30
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Figure 3.32
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Figure 3.34
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3.2.3 Hybrid III Data Set Development

A reasonable step in extending this work was to develop a data set which represents the
Hybrid III. As a preliminary effort, the data set did not contain explicit representations
of every part of the neck. Instead, the effects of the nodding blocks, central cable, and
the layered construction of the Hybrid III neck were lumped together. The Hybrid Ill
data set consisted of three segments (the pendulum, head, and neck segments) and three
joints (the head-neck or HN, neck-pendulum or NP, and pendulum-vehicle or PV joints).
Ball-and-socket joints were defined between the head and neck and between the neck and
pendulum. A pin joint was defined between the pendulum and the vehicle. The geometric
and inertial properties of the segments and pendulum-vehicle joint characteristics were
abstracted from operational data sets at AAMRL or estimated from the literature14 1 5 .
The neck joint characteristics used initally were estimated from operational data sets at
AAMRL, Amended Part 572', and static test data from a study conducted by AAMRL
for the Department of Transportation. The honeycomb was defined as a contact plane.

Both flexion and extension tests were simulated. Simulations of the impact phase were
performed, where time zero was the time just prior to the impact of the pendulum against
the aluminum honeycomb. The initial conditions were the positions and velocities of the
segments, which were calculated from the Amended Part 572 pendulum strike plate impact
velocities. The specified acceleration-time histories were achieved by defining a plane-
ellipsoid contact between the pendulum and honeycomb and force-deflection characteristics
for that contact.

The responses of the model did not comply with the Amended Part 572 performance
requirements using the initial data set. Efforts are currently being made to tune the data
set in order to make the ATB head-neck responses comply with Part 572.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

As part of the SFRP and RIP, Paver and Doherty conducted experimental studies of
the Hybrid I, modified Hybrid II, and Hybrid III dummy head-neck assemblies and the
Part 572 and Amended Part 572 head-neck compliance tests. A test plan was written.
Initially, the standard head-neck compliance tests were to be performed to verify the
operation of the experimental setup. Tests at different impact velocities were planned to
validate data sets for mathematical models. Measurements were made of the geometric
and inertial properties of the test specimens and apparatus. Mounting plates, test fixtures,
and apparatus modifications were made. All transducers were wired; some were calibrated.
The test specimens and apparatus were assembled. The velocimeter was modified and
calibrated. Attempts were made to determine the drop heights required for the specified
impact velocities. Preliminary measurements of pendulum strike plate deceleration pulses
were made; the effects of honeycomb precrush were investigated. Several recommendations
for modifications of the experimental system were suggested.

4.1 Test Specimens

The test specimens were the head and neck assemblies of Hybrid II, modified Hybrid II,
and Hybrid Hi manikins. Noteworthy modifications of the Hybrid II include:

(1) a shorter molded neck than that specified by DOT for Part 572 dummies

(2) a Hybrid III type head-neck bracket which permits use of the six-axis load cell, nodding
blocks, and occipital condyle pin

(3) head accelerometers and an aluminum mounting plate unlike the devices supplied by
Humanoid Systems.

These modifications are significant and will probably alter tie performance of the head-
neck system. Modifications of the Hybrid III include:

(1) head accelerometers and a steel mounting plate unlike the devices supplied by Hu-
manoid Systems

(2) an occipital condyle pin replacement which permits attachment to the three-
potentiometer unit.

These modifications should not significantly alter the performance of the head-neck system.
Tests perform_ '.d with the Hybrid II exclude the neck-thorax bracket; tests performed with
the Hybrid III include the neck-thorax bracket.
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4.2 Pendulum Test Apparatus

All tests were conducted with the Humanoid Systems Model #TE-200-HIII pendulum test
apparatus at AAMRL. A release trigger mechanism, mounted to the pendulum structure,
allows repeatable release heights and release mechanics. The air brake mechanism, which
was designed to eliminate rebound of the pendulum after impact, was not utilized; other
laboratories have found that this mechanism can adversely affect the pendulum decelera-
tion. The test specimens were rigidly fixed to the pendulum with a steel pendulum-neck
mounting plate. Aluminum commercial grade honeycomb, Type ACG-3/4-1.8-0.003, pro-
duced by Hexcell, was used as the impact material.

4.3 Geometric and Inertial Properties Measurements

The inertial properties of the dummy head and neck segments were determined experimen-
tally using balsa wood holding boxes, a C & S electronic scale, a moment table, a Space
Electronics Model #KGR1000-3 Mass Properties Torsion Pendulum, a Hewlett-Packard
Model 85 microcomputer, and a Micro Control Systems perceptor three-dimensional digi-
tizer linked to the AAMRL Perkin Elmer computer. The scale was used to determine the
segment-box weight to the nearest 0.01 lbs. The moment table, which had two parallel
knife edges, was used to measure the segment-box cg location. One knife edge was placed
on the scale and the other on a fixed stand. With the scale tared to zero, the first moment
about the fixed blade edge was read directly from the scale. Then, using the known dis-
tance between the knife edges, the exact location of the cg of the segment-box combination
was calculated. The torsion pendulum was used to determine the moment of inertia of
the segment-box combination about its cg. By performing this task with the segment-box
in six different attitudes, the inertia tensor elements at the cg were determined. Next,
specified points on the segment were located in box coordinates using the perceptor. The
principal moments of inertia and the direction cosines of the respective principal axes were
determined from the tensor elements and the perceptor data. The effects of the box were
removed and the inertial properties of the segment were calculated relative to the specified
points on the segment.

The geometric and inertial properties of the pendulum were also measured. The veight
was measured on a high-capacity scale. A knife edge was used to determine the cg location.
The torsion pendulum and HP85 microcomputer were used to determine the moment of
inertia. Although the pendulum was designed using the Part 572 specifications as a model,
some differences exist. The effects of these differences were estimated to be negligible with
respect to the dynamics of the head-neck system. This matter was discussed with the
members of the SAE Dummy Users Group; it appears that the pendulum strike plate
impact velocity and deceleration pulse are the important requirements of the head-neck
pendulum compliance test.
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4.4 Pendulum Test Instrumentation

The instrumentation used in this study consists of piezoresistive accelerometers, a six-axis
load cell, a three-potentiometer device, and a velocimeter with a photocell sensor.

An Entran Devices Model #EGA-F-50D triaxial accelerometer measures the pendulum
arm deceleration. This transducer is mounted 65.25 inches from the pivot point of the
pendulum along the pendulum arm centerline.

Three single-axis accelerometers (Endevco Model #7264-200) measure the Hybrid II head
accelerations. These devices are mounted orthogonally in the head assembly on an Endevco
Model #7954 mounting block, which is attached to the accelerometer mounting plate.

Each accelerometer will be full comparison calibrated every 9 months. Before each test,
the accelerometers will be shunt calibrated by passing a standard signal for each channel
through the instrumentation system. When any device shows a deviation of more than 5%
from the standard shunt output, the device will be full comparison calibrated.

A three-potentiometer unit, manufactured by Humanoid Systems, measures head rota-
tion and displacement data in order to obtain a complete description of head motion in
the mid-sagittal plane. This unit attaches to the pendulum-neck mounting plate. The
potentiometers will be calibrated every 9 months.

A six-axis load cell (Denton Model #1716) measures forces and moments at the modified
occipital condyle pin of the Hybrid HI manikin. Prior to delivery, this transducer was
comparison calibrated by the manufacturer. Maintenance calibrations will be performed
every 9 months.

A photocell device, manufactured by Humanoid Systems, measures the pendulum velocity
just prior to impact. A velocimeter, built by SRL, counts the time between the rising
edges of two sequential photocell pulses which result from a light beam passing through a
uniformly perforated wand attached to the pendulum.

A high-speed 16mm camera will record photogrammetric data in order to document head
motion. This camera will be mounted to the facility floor suLh that an unobstructed
perpendicular side view of the head-neck assembly is obtained upon impact. Standard
photometric targets will be mounted on the head, neck, and pendulum. The zero reference
switch, strobe flash, and the light-emitting-diode TBAR display timing system in the cam-
era will be used to synchronize the photographic data with the electronic data. Each test
will be positively identifiable by appropriate numeric characters visible within the initial
camera view. A 35mm camera will be utilized to document the pre-test configurations.
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4.5 Velocimeter Modifications and Calibration

The SRL velocimeter and an ITS velocimeter were comparison calibrated using drop
angles of 50' ± 3' (manual release) and 94.5" (first hole in release mechanism). Since the
wands were positioned at different locations along the pendulum, efforts were made to
insure that the photocell beams were blocked at the same instant in time.

The photocell device of the SRL velocimeter produces a pulse when the light beam passes
through a slot in the wand. The original SRL velocimeter measured the time between the
rising and trailing edges of each photocell pulse in order to calculate velocity. This system
was modified to measure the time between the rising edges of two sequential photocell
pulses. Since the distance between sequential slots on the SRL wand is 0.375 inches, the
SRL velocity is calculated as follows:

0.375in x ft x 10 counts

VSRL = count 12in Sec

_ 31250 ftVSRL = count sec

The photocell device on the MTS velocimeter produces a pulse when the light beam is
blocked by the wand and the velocimeter measures the time between the rising and trailing
edges of the photocell pulse in order to calculate velocity. For comparison, a 0.375 inch wide
aluminum wand was constructed for the MTS velocimeter. Since the pendulum angular
velocity w was constant all along the beam at any instant in time, the velocities were scaled
as shown:

W = Y1&L 1T

tSRL rTS

where rSRL = 59.039 inches and rMTS = 56.039 inches. Thus,

VSRL - rmrs

VSRL = 1.0535 X VMTS

Ten drops were made at each angle. The results of this comparison study are summarized
in Appendix D.

Prior to these tests, the MTS velocimeter was calibrated according to manufacturer's
instructions by measuring the internal clock frequency with a scope and frequency counter
and comparing the measured results with specifications. The NITS photocell/velocimeter
system was then calibrated on a turntable at 33 rpm, 45 rpm, and 78 rpm. The lower
speeds were verified using the internal strobe; the highest speed was verified with an
external strobe. For these measurements, a 0.753 inch wide wand was utilized and the
photocell beam was positioned at a 16.75 inch radius from the center of the turntable.
The results of these measurements are summarized in Appendix D.
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The impact velocity v., at the pendulum strike plate, which is mounted r8 p = 65.25 inches
from the pivot pin, is calculated as described above:

rtp

so that

vap = 

4.6 Drop Height Determinations

Attempts were made to measure the drop heights required for the specified impact ve-
locities. The Hybrid II and HI head-neck systems were assembled and mounted on the
pendulum, released from the 1st (lowest), 4th, 8th, and 12th hole of the release mech-
anism, measured from the bottom. Velocities were calculated from the two velocimeter
counters. An increase in drop height by four holes increased the velocity by approximately
0.5 ft/sec. For the Hybrid II, an angle of approximately 112 degrees relative to the ver-
tical was required to achieve the specified impact velocity. For the Hybrid III, an angle
of approximately 117 degrees relative to the vertical was required to achieve the specified
impact velocity for the flexion test. An angle of approximately 95 degrees relative to the
vertical was required to achieve the specified impact velocity for the Hybrid III extension
test.

Basically, the release mechanism proved unstable and awkward. The need to manually lift
the pendulum to the required height was also awkward and potentially dangerous. It was
decided that a new hoist and release mechanism should be designed and built to eliminate
these problems.

4.7 Honeycomb Precrush /Pendulum Deceleration Profile Studies

Preliminary measurements of pendulum strike plate deceleration pulses were made. Since
the accelerometer outputs were connected directly to an oscilloscope, there was a consid-
erable amount of ringing in the signals with poor resolution to assess compliance with the
standard. The actual tests require signal filtering according to SAE recommended practice
J211. So, it was suggested that the required signal conditioners and filters be designed and
built by SRL. A more sophisticated digital data acquisition system was also recommended.
Attempts made to determine the effects of honeycomb precrush proved to be of neglible
value. Other possible variations to be considered in an attempt to get an acceptable ac-
celeration profile are stretching and compressing the hexcell to vary the number of cells
contacted by the honeycomb and changing the orientation of the cells.
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4.8 Pendulum Test Data Acquisition, Storage, Processing, and Analysis

Up to sixteen channels of analog data shall be collected during each test. All data chan-
nels shall conform to the SAE recommended practice J211. The pendulum deceleration
data shall be processed using an SAE Class 60 filter, the head acceleration data shall be
processed using an SAE Class 1000 filter, and the neck response data channels shall be
processed using an SAE Class 180 filter. The analog data will be stored on magnetic
tape, digitized, and processed using a data package on the PDP 11/34. A completed data
sheet, time histories of the primary response variables, and other relevant plots shall be
generated.

Photogrammetric data will be recorded using a high-speed 16mm camera. After the high-
speed films have been processed, the photogrammetric data will be digitized by the Au-
tomatic Film Reading System. Displacement-time histories of the designated photometric
targets will be generated and stored on magnetic tape or on a PDP 11/34 disk. The
pre-test configurations will be documented by still photographs.

A log will be maintained which identifies the transducer, filters, and associated electronics,
and the sensitivities, gains, pre-and post-test calibration values, and processing parameters
for each data channel. Records will also be maintained describing the model, lenses,
positions, and speed of the photogrammetric cameras, the positions of the photometric
targets mounted on the test objects, and the analysis techniques. Records of the magnetic
tapes and disks will indicate the test type, test number, and parameter identification.

4.9 Pendulum Test Procedures

Initial test procedures shall be established using, as models, existing DOT specifications
for Part 572 and Hybrid III dummy compliance testing. Hybrid II and III test procedures
and performance standards are described in the Title 49, Part 572 and Part 572 Amended,
respectively. The comprehensive evaluation of manikin head-neck responses may involve
testing in other. impact directions at various impact velocities. Some tests will be designed
to assess the effects of three-potentiometer devices, in two different mounting configura-
tions, on head-neck kinematics and dynamics.
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5. SUMMARY

Data sets of the Hybrid 11 manikin head-neck systems were developed for the ATB and
HSM Models. The Part 572 Head-Neck Pendulum Compliance Test, of the Code of Federal
Regulations, was simulated to validate these data sets. Parameterizations were performed
to assess the effects of changes in neck joint characteristics upon the model responses.

Modifications were made in the HSM program source code in order to model the asym-
metric bending properties of the Hybrid III neck in fiexion and extension. Data sets of the
Hybrid Ill manikin head-neck system were developed for the HSM Model. The Amended
Part 572 Head-Neck Pendulum Test was simulated to validate these data sets. Small
differences were observed between the responses of the 1-element and 4-element necks.
The model, which uses experimental data, proved to be a valid predictor of the manikin
head-neck kinematics and dynamics. Tests were conducted to measure the stiffness of the
occipital condyle nodding block joint in fiexion and extension. Data sets were modified to
incorporate this joint. The Pendulum Test simulations indicated that its effect on Hybrid
II manikin head-neck kinematics and dynamics is negligible.

As part of the SFRP and RIP, Paver and Doherty conducted experimental studies of
the Hybrid II, modified Hybrid H, and Hybrid III dummy head-neck assemblies and the
Part 572 and Amended Part 572 head-neck compliance tests. A test plan was written.
Initially, the standard head-neck compliance tests were to be performed to verify the
operation of the experimental setup. Tests at different impact velocities were planned to
validate data sets for mathematical models. Measurements were made of the geometric
and inertial properties of the test specimens and apparatus. Mounting plates, test fixtures,
and apparatus modifications were made. All transducers were wired; some were calibrated.
The test specimens and apparatus were assembled. The velocimeter was modified and
calibrated. Attempts were made to determine the drop heights required for the specified
impact velocities. Preliminary measurements of pendulum strike plate deceleration pulses
were made; the effects of honeycomb precrush were investigated. Several recommendations
for modifications of the experimental system were suggested.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES

The following are recommendations for future work:

(1) conduct tests to measure the stiffness and damping of a single Hybrid III neck element
in order to verify the bending parameters used for the 4-element neck of the HSM data
set.

(2) modify the HSM program source code to incorporate a true torsional element.

(3) continue tuning the proposed Hybrid H and I1" data sets by additional validation
studies. The Part 572 and Amended Part 572 pendulum tests validated the bending
parameters of the manikin head-neck structures. Next, the axial and lateral properties of
the Hybrid HI and torsional properties of the Hybrid II and II system should be studied.
Vertical acceleration or sled tests could be used to determine the neck axial stiffness and
damping. Other test modes could be utilized to derive values for the torsional stiffness
and damping of the neck.

(4) develop and validate data sets of human and other mechanical head-neck systems

(5) compare dummy responses with human volunteer and cadaver data to assess the biofi-
delity of these systems.
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ABSTRACT

An in-depth analysis of the learning behavior of the least-mean-square

(LMS) adaptive algorithm was performed. Simulation studies show that the learned

filter coefficients decay at a rate proportional to the convergence constant following

the disappearance of the underlying signal. This conflicts with the need for rapid

convergence when the signal changes as is the case for the evoked potential. Studies

involving mean-square error measurements show that significant improvements to

weight retention can be obtained by using a "gating" algorithm which updates the

weights only when the signal is present. A symmetric noncausal format for the

weights was shown to extract the initial peak of the signal with the most consistency.

After investigating several filter configurations, averaging was found to function

approximately as well as each filter when attempting to estimate the single-response

evoked potential. Yet, for the cases when detection of loss of the signal is most

crucial, the adaptive filter offers more advantages than averaging.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Adaptive filters, specifically those using the least-mean-square (LMS)

algorithm, have been studied extensively for well-behaved signals. Very few in-depth

studies have been made involving nonstationary or transient signals. Primarily this is

due to their intractable forms for analysis.

The evoked potential (EP), an electrical signal produced by the brain in

response to some effective sensory stimulus, is a transient nonstationary signal. When

recorded, these brain responses occur for a short duration, die away, and then occur

again at the next stimulus presentation. This constantly changing signal environment

makes the adaptive filter an attractive solution to EP estimation because it avoids a

long and complicated design process by designing itself. Yet at the same time the EP

presents several problems to adaptation. A nonstationary signal does not ha,'e a single

optimum set of weights (..idrow 1976). As the signal statistics change, so does the

optimum set of weights. This means that only under special circumstances can the

weights track close to the current optimum and achieve near Wiener filter results

(Widrow 1976,Gardner 1987). A second problem, the transitory nature of the signal, is

almost a greater detriment to convergence. When the signal is present only in short

duration bursts, the weights have a limited time to converge before the signal is gone.

In essence, the adaptive filter is faced with a new system when the signal stops and

only noise is present at the input. As will be shown in succeeding sections, the

weights decay away from their previous nearly-converged values toward values

corresponding to the new system's correlation statistics. This means that at least the

first portion of the signal will be lost to the converging process (Westerkamp 1987).

Studies aimed at correcting this problem by speeding up the convergence

process have been conducted by Westerkamp (Westerkamp 1987). Westerkamp's

research raised questions about the learning behavior of the LMS adaptive filter. The

purpose of this follow-up research effort vas to obtain that knowledge and then use it

to develop a modified algorithm that would optimally learn and retain the weights.

Section 11 presents a brief review of related research as found in existing

literature. Following that in section III is an intensive discussion of the signal. The
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development of the modified algorithm is closely tied to the signal characteristics and

understanding those is essential to finding an optimal solution. Section IV contains a

summary of the adaptive linear combiner and the LMS algorithm. Section V examines

the theoretical analysis of the weight deterioration behavior and Section VI presents

the derivation of the modified algorithm. Results from applying the modified

algorithm to simulated evoked potential buried in prestimulus electroencephalogram

(EEG) and actual human visual evoked potential are contained in section VII. The

final section, Section VIII, is a discussion of results.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Existing literature has provided a broad range of background material. The

following is a brief summary of these resources with pertinent observations regarding

the present research.

The visual evoked potential is buried within the on-going EEG. With a

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) reaching -6 dB, the EP is difficult to view without

processing. Based on the random nature of the background EEG, response averaging

has been traditionally used for EP estimation. Averaging assumes that the scalp-

recorded response is time-locked to the stimulus and identical in both latency and

contour from one stimulus to the next. When consecutive responses are averaged, the

spontaneous EEG will cancel as the EP is enhanced. The problems with this approach

are that several hundred responses are required to obtain one estimate and averaging

can obscure meaningful variations existing in the single-response and between

different responses.

Attempts to estimate single-response evoked potentials have centered on the

use of a priori information. One approach has been to examine pre-stimulus EEG and

create a filter that attempts to cancel any components in the post-stimulus recording

that are predictable from pre-stimulus statistics. Results from this focus on reducing

the number of responses needed for averaging to obtain a usable estimate (Krieger

1986).

Another method involved designing an optimum linear time-varying filter

based on a posteriori estimates of the correlation matrices assuming that the EEG is

zero-mean and uncorrelated with the EP. This research, conducted by Westerkamp

and Aunon (Westerkamp 1987), provides the best to-date estimates of the single-

response EP and will be used for comparison with the results of this research. In this

approach, a multielectrode structure was used. Scalp-recorded data from each

electrode were passed through a time-varying filter. A time-varying filter possesses a

different impulse response at each time instant. The filtered results from each

electrode were summed to produce the final EP estimate. This work makes the

assumption that a series of recorded responses are available for analysis and design,
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and that it is these responses which will be filtered using the final design. If responses

outside this set were passed throughout the filter, performance could deteriorate.

Also, the intense post-processing involved makes this unsuitable for real-time

applications.

The challenge is to find a way to estimate the single-response EP with a

minimum amount of a priori information so that real-time processing could take place.

This naturally leads to the use of adaptive filters. This incredibly powerful tool

designs itself, eliminating the need for extensive a priori statistical knowledge and

time-consuming design processes, and can adapt automatically as the signal changes.

Madhavan proposed using adaptive noise cancellation techniques for estimating the EP

(Madhavan 1984). In this structure, the noise in the desired channel is assumed to be

correlated with the noise in the input channel. Promising simple simulation results

were followed up with more complicated simulations involving crosstalk (Madhavan

1986). For scalp-recorded data it is not possible to record EEG at the time of the EP

that doesn't contain some signal that is correlated with the EP. This produces

crosstalk within the data recorded at the electrodes. Madhavan used a three-stage

Weighted Least Squares Lattice (WLSL) structure to cancel the effects of crosstalk and

effectively estimate the EP. In this set-up, the weights were updated when no signal

was present and held constant when the signal was present. Significant improvements

for SNR in simulated data were obtained. This implementation, however, has a high

degree of complexity which may make it unsuitable for real-time applications and has

not been tested on human data.

The LMS algorithm seems most attractive for its simplicity. In a recent

paper by Thakor (Thakor 1987), the LMS algorithm was applied to the evoked

potential signal. In this system, the final output was the result of averaging previous

outputs. As the number of averaged outputs increases, the system is subject to the

same constraints that conventional averaging carries in terms of distortion of single-

response characteristics. In a correspondence on this article, Madhavan (Madhavan

1988) points out that any averaging done before the signal is input to the channels

introduces unremovable distortions in the output. He also analyzes the application of

the multichannel adaptive signal enhancer (MASE) structure proposed by Ferrara and

Widrow (Ferrara 1981). He states the requirement that correlation must exist between
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channels but that identical signals within the channels is an uneffective filtering

method. This same structure was further investigated by Westerkamp (Westerkamp

1987). In this case, the LMS was applied to the EP using the standard transversal

filter in the MASE format. The major problem found with the LMS was that the

initial peaks of the EP were lost to the converging process. Attempts were made to

speed up the convergence rate using lattice and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) methods

that orthogonalize the data to remove the eigenvalue spread. Results continued to

show loss of signal components in the early peaks to the converging process. This

established the need to understand the learning and extinguishing behavior of the LMS

algorithm.

A follow-up research effort was proposed with two major goals:

(1) characterize the learning behavior of the LMS algorithm;

(2) create a modified algorithm capable of filtering

nonstationary and transient signals such as the EP.

As stated in the proposal for this research effort, understanding the learning

behavior encompasses various factors such as the effects of filter length and number of

reference channels in the multichannel structure, and generally quantifying the

extinguishing behavior of the weights (Westerkamp 1987). These objectives required

further pursuit of the literature. Although many papers have been written concerning

the convergence of the LMS algorithm, it is best to concentrate on those relating to

the nonstationary signal since the EP is nonstationary. The standard transversal LMS

filter in the nonstationary environment functions well for slowly-varying

nonstationarities (Widrow 1976). In fact, the LMS performs as well as the exact

least-squares for certain nonstationary problems (Widrow 1984). Gardner provided

in-depth analyses of the nonstationary problem by examining the system identification

problem (Gardner 1987). Unfortunately the EP is highly nonstationary and buried in

noise. It is not known exactly what the EP looks like since the only reference is

estimated. Obtaining statistics is not only difficult for nonstationary signals but also

memory and processor intensive. Even collecting accurate and clean data in large

quantities is difficult due to the extreme measures that must be taken to avoid

noncerebral and unwanted artifacts from appearing.
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Basic analyses of the weights as presented by Widrow and Stearns (Widrow

1985) provided a start for analyzing the learning behavior of the LMS and extracting

key ideas from available literature proved useful in designing a modified algorithm.

This modified algorithm must retain the learning of the weights so that reconvergence

of the algorithm is not required with each new response. Since one of the variable

factors in the response is latency, unwanted phase distortion must be minimized by the

filter. Noise must be effectively cancelled when the EP is not present so that the

response may be clearly viewed. The system must also operate at near real-time speed

for efficient use of the responses. Among the key ideas available from literature were

some variations on the LMS. These included a variable-step LMS (Harris 1986), a

lattice structure (Griffiths 1979,Savoji 1987), a complex LMS algorithm (Fisher 1983,

Sherwood 1986), a frequency domain algorithm (Lee 1987), and a time-sequenced

algorithm (Ferrara 1981). Each modification added its own degree of complexity to

the solution. It is necessary to keep the complexity to a minimum so that processing

can present a near real-time output. After analysis and testing, the final modified

algorithm borrowed ideas from several areas. From the WLSL came the idea of

turning learning on or off, which also borrowed from neural networks the concept of

training records to establish the weights (Rumelhart 1986). The necessity of

minimizing phase distortion lead to a noncausal form for the filter weights. Finally

previous promising work with the multichannel system suggested that it be maintained.
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3. SIGNAL ATTRIBUTES AND SIMULATION

When designing, modifying, or simply applying an algorithm to a set of

data, it is essential to understand the signal and its properties. If this understanding is

present, optimal choice of algorithm can be made, distortion of the output can be

avoided, and results can be properly evaluated. For this study, a complete analysis of

both the EEG and the EP is necessary. Several areas were researched: the auto- and

cross-correlations of the EEG, the autocorrelation function and the power spectral

density of the actual EP and a simulated EP, and the averages over many records of

the EP and EEG.

When collecting visual evoked potential data, the subject views a patterned

stimulus and electrodes attached to the scalp record the electrical response of the

brain. This recorded signal has two parts -- the evoked potential which measures the

dynamic response of the brain to the stimulus, and the EEG which represents the on-

going brain activity. The peak amplitudes and latencies in the individual EP are

highly sensitive to many factors, especially to the pattern of stimulus presentation and

the subject's visual acuity. If the stimuli are presented too quickly, the evoked

response deteriorates as successive responses overlap. Because of this problem, there

must be a suitable pause between stimulus presentations. The recorded data then

consist of short duration "bursts" of signal separated by longer periods of noise only --

the EEG. The EEG itself tends to obscure the EP such that it is usually impossible

for the eye to discern. The evoked potential can be a complicated series of peaks.

however, a rather simple response is obtained for visual stimuli. An appropriate

checkerboard pattern stimulus produces a large amplitude response (Eason 1970). It is

that response which will be examined here. This lower checkerboard stimulus

produces a response with a positive peak approximately 85 msec after the stimulus, a

negative valley approximately 100 msec after the stimulus and a positive peak with a

185 msec latency. The total duration of the signal is approximately 300 msec. The

peak amplitudes and latencies of these components vary, however, from one response

to the next (Brazier 1964). Shown in Figure 1 is the average of 100 responses with all

peaks labeled. Each data record contains 375 points which were obtained at a

sampling frequency of 250 Hz. The stimulus was presented at sampling point 125.
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Ep data were collected from five human subjects during a checkerboard

flash experiment. The data from two of those subjects (one female and one male)

were analyzed in this study. The subjects were seated comfortably in a soundproofed

and electromagnetically shielded booth. The booth was dimly lit with direct current Is

to eliminate 60 cycle interference within the booth. The subjects viewed a CONRAC

video monitor from a distance of 1.5 m. The video display subtended 11.5
0

(horizontal) by 8.5 (vertical) of visual angle. The experiment timing was controlled

by a microprocessor system which triggered the analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion

and the stimulus presentation. A Grass pattern generator produced checkerboard

patterns with check size 18 min (256 checks in a full display) which appeared on the

CONRAC monitor. The stimulus parameters were chosen in an attempt to elicit

maximal amplitudes in the average EP's (Eason 1970). Prior to the experiment, the

intensity of the visual display was measured and adjusted to 6 ft • lamberts for both

the stimulus on and blank screens. This was to ensure that no flash response would

contaminate the pattern response due to changes in the intensity. Beckman Ag/AgCl

EEG electrodes were applied with conductive paste to scalp locations Pz and Cz

according to the International Federation "10-20" system (Jasper 1958), of which the

Pz data will be examined here. Monopolar recordings were made at each electrode

with reference to electrically linked mastoids. The forehead was used to ground the

subject. An eye channel (EOG) was included to monitor eye blink artifact. Electrode

impedances were measured before the experiment and were found to be below 10 k f.

It has been previously assumed that the EEG is uncorrelated from one

response to the next. This assumption is necessary for the proper functioning of the

LMS algorithm. If some correlation did exist then the algorithm would find it and the

evoked potential estimate would be distorted. Time domain techniques were used to

estimate the autocorrelation function and cross-correlation functions of the EEG. As

seen in Figure 2(a), the data are uncorrelated after about 15 samples and the EEG has

a variance or noise power of about 40. Figure 3(a) shows the Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT) of the windowed autocorrelation function estimate. This is the power spectral

density of the EEG.

It is only possible to obtain quantitative measures of the performance of a

filter if the desired output is exactly known. If that signal is defined, the filter output
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can be compared to the ideal output and statistics can be collected. For this research

the evoked potential was simulated with a series of raised cosines with random peaks

and latencies. This method of simulation is not physiologically accurate but does

provide a relatively simple and clean signal for analysis. Generation was done

utilizing a program developed by Aunon and McGillem (McGillem 1985) for their

investigations into the visual evoked potential. The peaks and latencies have a zero-

mean unit-variance Gaussian distribution centered around entered values for mean and

variance. The means and variances used to simulate the evoked potential were

estimated from latency-corrected average (McGillem 1985). These values are shown in

Table I and the values computed from the generated signals are shown in Table 2. A

few typical simulated responses are shown in Figure 4.

While visually this appears to approximate the form of the average signal

shown in Figure 1, it is also important that they share similar autocorrelation functions

as well as power spectral densities since for testing, this signal will be buried within

the prestimulus EEG. The removal of noise that overlaps in frequencies with the

desired signal is one of the difficulties the filter must attempt to overcome. To assure

this time-domain techniques were used to estimate the autocorrelation function of

both the simulated EP and the actual averaged EP. The results are shown in Figure

2(b). The FFT was used to achieve the power spectral densities of these two signals

and can be seen in Figure 3(b). The actual EP can be seen to have a slightly different

magnitude in its power spectrum than that in the simulated EP. The simulated EP has

a power spectrum that overlaps completely the frequency range of the actual EP

spectrum although differences exist in amplitude.

For testing purposes, the simulated EP was added to the 125 points of

prestimulus EEG that is at the beginning of each data record. Having actual EEG as

the noise for the simulation was considered to present a more accurate representation

of the actual situation rather than using a generated noise such as white noise. The

drawback to this decision is that only 125 points of noise were available. This means

that the simulated EP must have a shorter duration than the actual signal in order to

have proportionate durations of noise before and after the signal is present. These

noise portions are essential since the filter will be noncausal. When generating the

first signal output point, one-half of the weights will be on prestimulus EEG and
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one-half will be on the signal. Because of this, at least one-half the maximum

number of filter weights of EEG data points must be present before the simulated EP

begins. For the data generated here, the earliest simulated EP begins at point 31. The

maximum filter length tested was 65 due to these same data constrictions.
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Figure 1. Average of 100 Human Visual Evoked Potential Responses Collected nt

Electrode Pz (Lower Checkerboard Stimulus).
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Figure 2. (a) Estimate of the Autocorrelation Function of the EEG from 125 Points of

Prestimulus Data, (b) Estimate of the Autocorrelation Function of the

Averaged Human EP and the Averaged Simulated EP.
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Figure 3. (a) Estimate of the Power Spectral Density of the EEG from the

Autocorrelation Function of Figure 2a, (b) Estimate of (lie Power Spectral
Density of the Averaged Human EP and the Average Simulated El' from the

Autocorrelation Function of Figure 2b.
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Peak Latency(ms) Latency Amplitude( p V)

St.Dev.(ms)

1 74.14 7.41 6.28

2 111.60 6.65 -13.07

3 146.87 8.99 3.1!

4 170.00 7.81 -2.22

5 202.95 11.32 8.42

TABLE 1. Latency Corrected Averaging Values Used for Simulating the EP.

Peak Latency(ms) Latency Amplitude( ju V)
St.Dev.(ms)

1 75.06 6.94 6.45

2 111.52 6.28 -13.16

3 145.50 9.07 3.20

4 169.55 6.78 -2.34

5 202.33 10.37 8.59

TABLE 2. Computed Mean and Variance Values from Simulated EP.
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Figure 4. Examples of the First Five Simulated EP Responses.
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4. THE LMS ALGORITHM AND FILTER STRUCTURE

The adaptive linear combiner as seen in Figure 5 is the basic form for the

implementation of the LMS algorithm. This simple structure, known as a tapped delay

line, derives the output signal from a weighted sum of the input signals. For this

application, the input signals are the last L+I samples of the same signal, where L+l is

the number of filter weights. The inputs at the kth sampling instant can be denoted

by the vector

T

Xk= ( x k,xk-I,...,xkL) (l)

where T denotes the vector transpose and boldface denotes a vector quantity. The

filter weights can be represented in a similar vector,

T
W k ( wOk,w Ik..W Lk) (2)

The output sample y k is computed as

T T

YkW k X k = X k Wk  (3)

The primary channel contains the signal d k known as the desired response.

Within this channel is an underlying signal correlated in some way to the input in the

secondary channel, X k. The adaptive filter will use this correlation to estimate that

underlying signal. The error signal is the difference between the desired response and

the filtered output,

6 k = dk- Yk (4)

The LMS algorithm performs as the name implies -- it attempts to

minimize the mean square error (MSE). As shown this error is represented by

equation (4) and can be written using (3) as

T T
ek-= d k - Wk Xk= dk - Xk Wk. (5)

Assuming that the weights are fixed at some value and computing an expression for
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this mean square error,

2 2 T T T
ek=d -W XIW-2dX (

The expected value of this expression, assuming e k, dk , and X k are all statistically

stationary, is

2 2 T T T

E[ ek E[dk] - W E[ XkXk] W - 2E[ dkXk IW . (7)

T T
The matrices E[ XX k and E( d IX k ] are commonly defined as R and P . The matrix

R is the autocorrelation matrix of the input and P is the cross- correlation matrix

between the input and the desired. Now,

2 2 T
E[ ek =E[ d k -WRW - 2 PW. (8)

The mean square error is a quadratic function of the weights. For a two-

weight case, plotting the MSE as a function of the weights would produce a three-

dimensional parabola. The minimum MSE would be the bottom of the "bowl" and

steepest descent gradient search techniques, from which the LMS is derived, attempt

to find this bottom. As the weights converge, the gradient estimate would move down

the bowl toward a zero value for the gradient. At that point the weights reach their

optimum value and mean square error is minimized. For the highly nonstationary

case, the optimum weight values change, causing the shape of the bowl to change as

well as move around in the error space. It is desirable to have the algorithm track

close to the bottom of the bowl as it moves. In this way, the LMS could stay close to

the optimum weights in a way the fixed Wiener filter cannot. For nonstationary

inputs, the Wiener filter still attempts to provide an optimum solution. Estimates of

R and P can be made for nonstationary data. Computing

W=R P (9)

where the * indicates the optimal value, then yields the optimum filter impulse

response. For the EP+EEG, this solution is a bandpass filter and an estimate of the

Wiener filter impulse response using R and P estimated from the averaged EP of

Figure I and 100 records of prestimulus EEG is shown in Figure 6(a). The filter sees
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the signal as moving around within a band of frequencies and decides that the best it

can do is to pass that band as seen in Figure 6(b). Unfortunately, as already shown,

the frequencies of the EP overlap those of the EEG and a great deal of noise would

still make it through the filter.
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Figure 5. Adaptive Linear Combiner Structure.
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Figure 6. (n) OltimnI Wienr Filcr Impulse Response Computed from I".SIi0iiiiic of It

and P, (b) Frequency Domain Representation of the Wiener Filter Estimate.
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5. WEIGHT DETERIORATION

The adaptive filter iteratively reaches an optimum set of weights by
estimating the gradient and following it down the error surface toward a solution.

Steepest descent methods of gradient estimation define the error surface as
2

f= E[e]. (10)

The LMS algorithm estimates this value as

2

k (1I)

Recalling the definition of the gradient (Widrow 1985),

2( e & k / o )$ 0( k / (9 1 )

k= 2 ck  -2 k (12)
2 

C&k/W L) (ak/aw L)

Substitution yields a noisy gradient estimate of the form

t'= -2e x (13)

and a corresponding weight update equation of

WVk+= Wk+ 2 pkXk (14)

where p is the convergence constant.

A simple case would be an input that is signal plus noise and a desired that
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is another instance of the signal such that the signals in the two channels are

correlated and noise exists only in the input channel. For simplicity, assume that the

noise is white noise with a power denoted by 0 .

If the system is running as desired, after some time the weights will

converge to an optimum value called W* . At this point let the two signals be turned

off. The weight behavior can be traced as follows:

W k1= W k+ 2eX k (15)

Examine the expected value of these weights:

E[ Wk+] E[ Wk] + 2 ;s E[ CkXk] , (16)

but using (4)

E[ W[k E[ Wk + 2ju E[ (dk- yk) Xk] (17a)

= E[ Wk + 2
I E dkXk- YkXk]. (17b)

As stated, the desired channel signal is now uncorrelated to the input channel signal

and allows the above equation to be written as

E[ W E[ Wk]- 2p E[ ykXk] (18a)

=E[ Wk 1 2p E[ XkXk W k (18b)

Assume that the weights and the input are uncorrelated.

T

E[ WkI Ef Wk] - 2 ;A E[ XkXk ] E[ Wk] (19)

T
But E[ X k x k I is the autocorrelation matrix R .Substituting and regrouping yields:

E( W k = ( I - 2 pR )E[ W] , (20)

and extending this another point gives
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2E[ Wk+2]= (I- 21AR ) E[ Wk.,]=(I - 214R ) E[ W,]. (21)

In general,

Ef Wk~n =(I- 2R E[ Wk] . (22)

Assume the time instant k is the last appearance of the signal before it is

turned off. If the system has converged, then at k:

kW* (23)

and for samples beyond that occurring at k,

E[w W =W *(-2R) I (24)

where the p subscript on the weight vector indicates the optimal set of weights as

pertaining to the previous system when the signal was present. Suppose the system

had just one weight. Recalling that R is the autocorrelation matrix of the input and

the input is white noise then
n

E[ wkl w w*(I - 2 1A ) (25)

This shows an exponential decay of the weight toward zero. The rate of that decay is

dependent on the power in the noise and the convergence constant. If both numbers

are << 1, the weights will deteriorate very slowly. As either the noise power or A

increases, the decay rate increases. An example of the weight trace behavior for a

two weight case is shown in Figure 7. In this example, the white noise has a power of

0.01 and 1A is 0.05. The signal to be detected is turned off at point sample 600 and

turned back on at sample point 1100. When the signal disappears, the weights head

toward a value of zero and must reconverge when the signal reappears. Both weights

were initially zero for this test.

Does this apply to the evoked potential? When the EP is not present, the

desired channel does contain a signal, the EEG. Now assuming that the EEG in the

desired is uncorrelated with the EEG in the input produces the following. Rewriting

equation (11)
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T
W k.1 3Wk+ 2& X k (dk - XkWk) (26a)

T
Wk +2 /dkXk - 2pXkXkWk. (26b)

But taking the expected value causes the 2 Md k Xk term to become zero and the results

are the same. This says that learning is lost for those periods between stimulus

response. If those periods were considered by the algorithm to not exist then the filter

would have better retention of the learning.
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Figure 7. Weight Trace Behavior for Two-Weight Case. Sinusoid in White Noise for

600 Points and Disappearance of Sinusoid for 500 Points. Repeat Cycle.
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6. THE MODIFIED ALGORITHM

The following subsections discuss the development of the modified algorithm

and the choise of critical parameters.

6.1 BASIC ALTERATIONS

The basic requirements for the modified algorithm were as follows:

(1) Retain learning of the weights

(2) Make a 'good' estimate with as few records as possible (near

real time).

(3) Minimize distortion of the EP

(4) Baseline cancellation of the EEG when the EP is not present.

Assuming that the design begins with the LMS algorithm, four levels of modification

were added. The basic structure of the filter was chosen to be the adaptive linear

combiner in the multichannel format as seen in Figure 8. Additional channels

provided several references for the filter to detect correlation and produce an output.

Summing these various outputs yields additional noise cancellation as well as

reinforcement of EP characteristics. The second level of modification is to define the

filter weights to be noncausal giving a linear-phase response for the filter. To retain

the learning of the weights, adaptation was gated with a wrap around function of the

weights for successive records. Finally, a bias weight acting as a high pass filter was

applied for those portions of the input for which it was determined that no EP would

be present. The width of the gate was based on previous knowledge of the probable

duration of the EP and data outside that window was assumed to be noise to be

cancelled with the bias weight.

The multichannel structure was recently investigated in relation to the EP

by Westerkamp (Westerkamp 1987). This research recommended use of the

Multichannel Adaptive Signal Enhancer developed by Widrow and Ferrara in 1981.

As previously stated, this same structure was recently evaluated in terms of the EP by

Madhavan (Madhavan 1988) and stressed that proper usage requires the signals in the
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channels to be correlated but not identical. The structure consists of several separate

finite impulse response filters. The output of each of these filters is then summed to

form the final output of the system. Each filter finds the correlation between its input

signal and the signal in the primary channel, where the noise in each channel is

assumed to be uncorrelated with the noise in every other channel. To achieve this, the

current record is placed in the primary channel and the secondary channels contain

previous records. Before a new response is read into the desired channel, the current

data is all shifted down in the structure. This brings the previous desired response

into the first of the secondary channels. The EP is highly correlated from response to

response even though the actual shape may differ in amplitude and latency. When

these various channel outputs are summed, any random noise from the EEG that may

have made it through the filter is further reduced in the averaging process.

Reducing distortion is essential to preserve variations in latency of the

response peaks. With phase distorted at the output, amplitude can also be affected if

output components are delayed to other frequencies. A noncausal finite-impulse

response filter will have linear-phase response. For this reason, the weights of the

LMS were forced to this response. An odd number of weights was always used to

allow one weight to be centered upon the point for which the output was being

computed. One-half of the remaining weights applied to data preceding the center

point and one-half applied to data succeeding the center point. In the same vein, the

weights in this configuration were also forced to be symmetric producing a zero-phase

response. This format would have greater applicability if the variations in peak

latency were small. The symmetric weights are updated according to the following

equation:

w.k+w W= W+ ek(Xk4+ XkJ I < I < L. (27)

The center weight, labeled w in Figure 9, is updated according to the standard LMS

weight update equation.

Gating the learning borrows ideas from neural networks. Neural networks

have to be trained before they produce a usable output. Applying several records to

the LMS and wrapping around the weight values from record to record allows the

weights to converge close to an optimum value. The weights in succeeding updates
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can still change and adapt but have a reasonable base from which to work. The gating

works by only adapting when the EP is present and taking the weight values reached

at the end of the window and using them for the previous weight value in the update

of the first point of the next response. In this way the filter appears to see a

continuous stream of evoked responses. This should prevent the extinguishing

behavior of the weights and leave the filter to tackle the still difficult problem of

tracking a highly nonstationary signal.

6.2 EEG BASELINE CANCELLATION

Because the EP signal occurs only in response to a stimulus, it is expected

that the signal will occur within a certain time window following the stimulus. If the

filter could then cancel the EEG outside this window as well as estimate a clear EP

within the window, the estimate would be easily identified. However, the LMS

weights are like any other filter -- inputing a strong spike will produce an impulse

response. Also, the frequencies of the EP overlap those found in the EEG.

Combined, these allow some signal to appear at the output expected. This leads to the

application of a bias weight.

The configuration for the bias weight is shown in Figure 10. This weight

attempts to cancel the current DC value and in the optimum sense would produce a

flat line response outside of the EP window. To better understand the bias weight

performance, it is useful to derive a transfer function.

The desired function is that of a high pass filter. For the configuration

shown, the weight is updated for each noise point with the following equation:

w bk.I = wbk- Yfnk' (28)

where y ina is the final sum of each of the outputs of the secondary channels with

the bias weight already added. Transferring this equation to the z-domain, yields 3

transfer function of the following form, with the sum of the output channels before

addition of the bias weight denoted as Y ,.,,,(Z),
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Y lina (z) z - 1
H,.b(Z) = - (29)

Y summed (z) z

This function has a zero on the real axis at one and a pole at the origin. A

plot of the transfer function and phase response of this fixed filter is shown in Figure

11. As can be seen, this is simply a high pass filter and should effectively block the

predominantly low frequencies found in the recorded biological signals due to artifacts

such as eye blinks and baseline drift. This filter is used on all simulated and actual

response filtering presented in the results section of this paper and provides excellent

baseline cancellation of the EEG.

6.3 THE CONVERGENCE CONSTANT

Although the LMS filter adaptively designs itself, certain parameters must

still be determined. Among these are the filter length, the number of channels, and

1, the adaptive feedback constant. The last of these, 1A, controls the convergence rate

of the filter weights. This rate of convergence is inversely proportional to U,; a large

value would produce the desirable trait of fast convergence. However, the

convergence constant also determines the amount of excess mean square error (MSE)

of the final solution as compared to the optimal Wiener solution. This same large ;A

would now produce a larger error at the converged solution, known as misadjustment.

As given with the derivation of the algorithm, in order to assure

convergence of the algorithm:

I!/ A > JA> 0 , (30)

where the parameter AM,, is the largest eigenvalue of the autocorrelation matrix, R

However, as previously mentioned, the goal here is to avoid the requirement of

a priori statistical information. To this end, an alternate expression of equation (30)

can be used as follows:

(I/'tr[Rl) > IA > 0 . (31)
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The trf R I is the sum of the eigenvalues of R which is also the total input power.

The parameter us could then be determined from an estimate of the input power.

There are still two other parameters to determine, filter length and number

of channels, both of which will cause the value for the total input power to change.

When comparing different combinations of these values, it is necessary to keep all

conditions the same except for the one being varied. This cannot be done if changing

the filter length necessitates a change in ju. However, it has been shown that keeping

the misadjustment, M, constant is sufficient for comparing cases (Widrow 1985). The

misadjustment for the LMS algorithm is defined as

excess MSE
M f(32)

This can also be written as

M = 14tr[R] (33)

which can be used to rewrite the expression for a stable A"

p = M/tr[R] . (34)

Keeping the misadjustment constant for all tests allows the results for different filter

structures to be equally compared. Determining the tr[ R 1, however, is not

straightforward.

The signal is nonstationary which means the average power within the signal

can vary over time. A conservative estimate for the tr[ R ] would be to multiply the

maximum expected power by the number of filter taps. This large value would yield

a relatively small IA. The value for p cannot be too small or else the weights could

not track rapid variations in amplitude and would require a large number of training

records to bring the weights up to a usable base value.

Another desired trait is to keep the algorithm simple for the user. It might

not be feasible for the user to obtain an accurate value for the maximum possible
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input power. For this reason, it was decided to keep a running estimate of the signal

power which is revised with each new data point to be adaptively filtered. The

convergence constant was then updated correspondingly for each point. The power

update equation is as follows:

2

pwr = 0.99pwr + 0.01d k  (35)

where d k is the current desired sample and pwr is the estimate for the input power to

each filter weight. This method of power estimation might at first seem contradictory

to the definition that requires an estimate of the power in the input channel rather

than the desired channel. Yet, this format offers simplicity. Instability is avoided

because the desired channel from which the update is made will be an input channel

in the next test and variations in the actual power estimate are small. Yet the system

is still able to track long term trends in the power. In this way the power value really

is a running average of the input channel power. The convergence constant is then

updated as

IA= M /[ nfl*pwr*nch ] , (36)

with nfl equal to the number of filter taps and nch equal to the number of secondary

channels. The misadjustment has been denoted by M. Although it is common

practice to set this value at 0.1, the performance of the filter is limited by this value.

Since the filter will only be presented noise+EP, the weights should be able to

approach a smaller misadjustment given enough training records.

Because the noise varies throughout such a wide range, one of the inputs

required of the user is an initial guess at the input power. If an estimate were made

from say the first point in the desired channel, a large peak or valley at this point

could seriously distort the estimate for a relatively long period of time. This entered

level is the beginning point from which future estimates will be made.

A spike such as that described above could also cause problems for the

convergence constant. This spike will artificially raise/lower the power estimate and

with the update equation having a coefficient of 0.99, its effect will take time to die

away. Conversely, if the update equation were looser to avoid this problem, as in
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2

pwr - O.8pwr + 0.2d 2 (37)

the system can become unstable for the same reason of signal variation. For this case,

it is better to have a temporary variation in convergence efficiency rather than a

potentially unstable system.
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Figure 8. Multichannel Adaptive Signal Enhancer Format.
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Figure 9. Symmetric Noncausal Weight Structure.

Wb

Figure 10. Bias Weight Configuration.
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Figure 11. High Pass Filter for EEG Cancellation Magnitude and Phase Response.
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7. RESULTS

Simulation results using an EP model and human EP results are discussed

for various implementations of the modified algorithm.

7.1 SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to determine which implementation -- noncausal, noncausal gated,

or symmetric noncausal gated -- and which configuration -- number of channels,

number of filter weights, and convergence constant -- provides the best filtering

results, performance statistics were computed using the known underlying signal for

reference. These indicators of performance were Mean-Square-Error (MSE), noise

reduction (NR), and filter bias (FB). Average mean square error was defined as the

squared and averaged sum of the difference between the filtered output and the actual

signal divided by the squared average of the actual underlying signal.

kines N

2
(I/N) F( y ,- refk ) 2

k:is i=1

MSE = (38)
k::nea N

2E (I/N) " re fk

In the above equation, 'nsa' denotes the number of the sample to start adaptation and
'nea' denotes the number of the sample to end adaptation. The noiseless signal

contained within the desired channel is represented by ref k and N is the number of

data records processed. This provides a measure of how close the output is to the

ideal result. Noise reduction of the filter is measured by computing the MSE for the

case when the input and the desired signals are both prestimulus EEG and the weights

are fixed to those values obtained in the final run of the system utilizing all records

when both signal and noise are present. These fixed weights were stored at point nea,

the end of the adaptation window. This number is then converted to dB for

evaluation purposes. The final statistic is the bias of the filter and is computed by

obtaining the MSE when both the input and the desired are noiseless signal, again
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using the fixed weights from the final run of the system. In this case, the filter

should distort the signal as little as possible.

All computations for statistics were done only within the expected EP

duration window. For the simulated data, this gate covered points 33-82. As

previously mentioned, the parameters of filter length and number of channels are two

variables that must be chosen for the filter. To get a quantitative understanding of

the effects of these factors, the mentioned statistics were collected for a wide range of

these values. The number of channels was varied from one to ten while the number

of filter weights was varied throughout the odd lengths from 35 to 65. The maximum

number of weights was determined by the limitation imposed from using prestimulus

EEG as the noise for the simulated EP. (Section III) All available records were used in

the process, meaning that in order to use ten secondary channels, 90 tests were run.

Each test produces an output estimate. When 90 tests are executed, the final output is

an estimate of the signal in the 100th record.

Using MSE as the major benchmark, the minimum value was found to

occur for the symmetric filter at 10 channels, 49 weights, a misadjustment of 0.01,

and a power update constant (PUC) of 0.99. Appendix A, tables A.I through A.9,

contain the collected results. As a measure of the effect of the running power

estimate, misadjustment was kept at 0.01 and the MSE statistics were collected for a

fixed power value. This power value was estimated from an autocorrelation estimate

of the unaveraged EP region and had a value of approximately 60. This produced

very similar statistics (table A.10), and leads to the belief that the power update

procedure is valid and has some merit since the MSE is slightly improved when the

update is used. It must be kept in mind, though, that all of the statistics presented are

estimates from a relatively small data set and as such will have their own variance.

Considering other research, specifiaclly the best to-date results as provided

by Westerkamp and Aunon (Westerkamp 1987) gives perspective on the collected

statitics. A MSE of 0.156 for the single channel time-varying filter was achieved with

a corresponding bias of 0.068 and noise reduction of -18.312 dB. Obviously none of

the tested methods come close to these values. Yet is is still useful to explore their

properties for what they yield in terms of the learning properties of the algorithm.
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One of the goals of this research effort was to explore the learning behavior

of the LMS algorithm and each implementation provides its own perspective on how

the filter learns. For this reason, it is useful to look at each in a more in-depth

manner.

7.1.1 MASE

In the MASE implementation the weights adapted across the entire record

and were wrapped around to succeeding records. The filter was presented a

prestimulus section of data in which no correlation exists between the channels and

the desired data. As previously shown the weights will tend toward zero. Following

this prestimulus section, is the EP for which the weights must quickly try to adapt to

a filter capable of extracting the signal. The final data section is again uncorrelated

noise, pulling the weights back toward zero.

This problem is obvious in the results. Using a standard case of 10

channels, 49 weights, a misadjustment of 0.01, and a PUC of 0.99, the statistics in

table A.1 show a large error in estimating the signal as compared to an excellent job

of noise reduction. This seems to indicate that the weights have adapted to values

closer to those dictated when just the EEG is in the system rather than when the EP is

present. The weights are now apparently better suited to cancelling the noise than to

estimating the signal.

Figure 12 shows the filtered output when the 100th record is in the desired

channel. As expected, the signal is essentially cancelled. Partially, this is due to the

very small convergence constant produced by having a misadjustment of 0.01. This

hinders the rapid convergence required when the signal suddenly becomes present.

Letting the convergence constant have a larger value by increasing the misadjustment

to 0.10 allows the weights to converge faster to the EP and actually manages to reduce

the MSE. This is due mainly to the fact that the weights are passing a signal and not

merely hovering around zero. An improved estimate of the underlying signal can now

be obtained as in Figure 14.

The weights for the case when the misadjustment was 0.01 are essentially
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zero. However, letting the misadjustment increase to 0.10 yields the weights shown in

Figure 13, which, as can be seen from the frequency domain representation are similar

in shape to the power spectral density. The weights shown were taken at the end of

the EP-window. This means that the weights have had the entire length of the EP to

adapt to this configuration and this is about as good as the filter will get.

7.1.2 NONCAUSAL GATED MASE

By gating the period of adaptation, the weights are not allowed to decay as

in the previous configuration. The noncausal gated MASE produced the much-

reduced MSE shown in table A.4 with a minimum of 0.47488 at 10 channels and 53

weights. This is still a high value but greatly improved from the standard MASE.

The noise reduction has decreased because the weights have now converged to a form

that is not all essentially zero. The frequency bands that the filter is now able to pass

coincide with frequencies also found within the EEG. As the EEG is filtered with the

fixed weights, noise passes through to the output. The NR for the 10-49 case is

-10.65 dB as compared to -24.48 dB for the ungated MASE. Several waveforms are

shown in Figure 15 comparing the filtered output with the actual underlying signal

contained in the desired channel for four separate records, #70, 80, 90, and 100. Part

of the goal of this research was to improve estimation of the intial peak. As can be

seen, the first peak is consistently detected, yet the waveform varies from the shape of

the desired. However, information from the desired signal shown in the plots will not

affect the weights until the next record. Referring back to the weight update equation

(14) this is obvious. Now it might be tempting to compare the current output to the

previous desired signal but in this configuration the previous desired signal is now the

input to the first of the secondary channels.

Another useful comparison is the average of the filtered responses as

compared to the average of the untouched records. For the noncausal case, this is

shown in Figure 16. Assuming the EEG noise is uncorrelated with the EP and zero-

mean, averaging should produce reliable results. Averaging the filtered signal would

then show any distortions introduced in the processing. The filter implemented here

introduces no extra distrotion in the initial peak but does attenuate the depths of the

other peaks.
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7.1.3 SYMMETRIC NONCAUSAL GATED MASE

This final configuration, symmetric noncausal gated MASE, produced a

slightly lower MSE than the unsymmetric form. The value of 0.44247 at 10-49 is still

very high if the goal of the application is to examine the slight variations in amplitude

and latency from record to record. Figure 17 shows a display of waveforms in the

same format as for the noncausal gated case. The waveforms appear slightly smoother

but offer no significant increase in peak detection. The comparison of the filtered

average with the unprocessed average gives the result in Figure 16. Again the initial

peak is, on the averavge, undistorted.

Since this case offered the lowest MSE, the weights were examined for each

of the ten channels and found to have the forms given in Figure 18. The variations

between each channel are more easily visible when viewed in the frequency domain as

in Figure 19. The filter attempts to pass the bands in which the frequencies of the EP

exist. The basic shape of the filter is similar to that shown in Figure 3(b) for the

estimate of the power spectral density of the simulated EP.

7.1.4 AVERAGING

The question still remains as to whether the LMS method has advantages

over what is currently in use. A widely used method is averaging. For comparison,

the tne channels structure was used to average ten records at a time. No weights were

applied excpet for the high pass filter in the regions outside the EP window. The data

in all the channels were averaged to procduce the current estimate. This method

produced statistics shown in Appendix A, tables A.1I through A.13. Overall, the

performance statistics for the symmetric noncausal gated form are better than those

for averaging. However, when viewing a selection of the filtered waveforms, the eye

seems to see these as better estimates of the signal than previously presented results

(Figure 20). It is a difficult case to argue in favor of the additional processing the

adaptive filter requires.
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Figure 13. Weight Trace Comparison, (a) f = 0.01, Time Domain, (b) At - 0.01,

Freouency Domain, (c) At = 0.10, Time Domain, (d) M = 0.10, Frequenvcy
Domain.
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Figure 16. Comparison of Averages, Solid Line - Average of Filter Outputs. Dashed

Line - Average of Unprocessed Simulated EP.
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7.2 HUMAN DATA

7.2.1 SYMMETRIC GATED NONCAUSAL MASE

Similar tests were performed using actual human visual evoked potential

data. Looking at the optimum case of symmetric noncausal gated filter 10-49,

misadjustment 0.01, and PUC 0.99, produced the filtered waveforms given in Figure

21 for records #70, 80, 90, 100. The waveforms don't appear to be greatly distorted

in shape, yet comparison of the averages in Figure 22 shows a significant decrease in

peak amplitudes. For this reason, the same configuration was used across a range of

convergence constants to determine its effect. Figures 23 and 24 show the output and

averages as misadjustment varies from 0.01 to 0.10 for 90 tests. As misadjustment

increases, the distortion apparent in the average comparison decreases and noise in the

estimate increases. The best tradeoff between noise and distortion appears to occur for

a misadjustment of 0.05. For comparison, records number 70, 80, and 90 now have

the estimates shown in Figure 25. The noise has visibly increased in each case as have

the peak amplitudes.

Again it is useful to examine the weights. For the range of misadjustment

given, 0.01 to 0.10, the weights of the first secondary channel along with their

frequency domain representation are shown in Figure 26. Essentially this illustrates

the effect of increasing the convergence constant. As this value increases, the filter

tends toward the shape of the EP power spectral density (Figure 27), yet more noise

from the EEG also passes through the filter. If the misadjustment of 0.01 case had

more records with which to adapt, woi ' that small p eventually produce the best

filter? It is hard to determine without additional data available.

7.2.2 NONCAUSAL GATED MASE

The idea behind using a noncausal filter was to improve alignment of the

peaks before the output signals were summed. Looking at a sample of the records,

Figure 28, it appears that the filter is attempting to accomplish this objective. Yet

with the noncausal filter, unwanted spikes may get into the estimate. If the portion of

the filter overlapping into just EEG happens to encounter a region of large sudden
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amplitude, regardless of the weight values, some of that voltage will appear in the

output for the current point. This is a danger not present for averaging since only

those points within the window will effect the estimate.

As misadjustment is increased, the noncausal filter appears to lose the signal

characteristics to the point where it is simply passing the signal as is and letting the

channel summation cancel the noise (Figures 29 and 30). This can be seen in Figure **

where the small misadjustment values pull up the initial peak and larger values let the

waveform pass with little change in shape. In contrast, the symmetric filter tended to

get unstable when the misadjustment reached the higher values. This comparison

seems to imply that choice of misadjustment and therefore convergence constant is

very dependent on implementation and configuration.

Figure 31 contains the time-domain weights for the noncausal filter as

misadjustment increased from 0.01 to 0.10 for channel #1. For comparison the Fast

Fourier Transforms of those weights are shown in Figure 32. As the misadjustment

increases the passed band of frequencies expands and the power content at those

frequencies smooths out to a more uniform value -- losing the shape of the power

spectral density of the EP.

7.2.3 MASE

From Figure 33, the MASE format appears to perform essentially a low pass

filter operation. This accounts for the apparent minimal distortion of the peaks in

Figure # but does not provide a clear estimate of the individual response.

7.2.4 AVERAGING

Averaging, as in the simulated EP case, appears to be more accurate in

detecting the heights of the peaks. At the same time, the signals do not appear as

clear as for the filtered case. The peaks are there to be seen if the observer is

familiar with the data (Figure 34). Any oberservations beyond the subjective are

difficult to make.
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It is useful to compare the averages of all the filtered outputs with the

average of the untouched data. In Figure 22, it can be seen that the noncausal and

symmetric filters, with a misadjustment of 0.01 introduce distortion above that

attached to simple averaging. In referring back to Figures # and #, when the

misadjustment has a value of 0.05, the distortions on the average were minimized.

Again this points out the application-specific nature of the filtering methods. If the

desire is to reduce distortion on the average, a higher misadjustment is required.

Minimizing the mean square error produces a distorted signal in the average. Overall,

inconsistencies between the results for the simulated data and the human data may

lead to re-evaluation of the methods for simulation.
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Figure 22. Comparison of Averages, Solid Line - Average of Filter Outputs, Dish~ed

Line - Average of Unprocessed Human EP.
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7.3 SPECIAL CASE

In a recent correspondence by Madhavan (Madhavan,1987), it was stated

that if the signals are the same in all the channels of the multichannel structure, the

result at the output is a distortion of the signal above that produced by simple

averaging. The filter configurations presented here have different but correlated

signals in all of the channels, yet they perform essentially on the level of averaging.

In part his could be due to the fact that the signal's nonstationarities vary so rapidly

that the filter cannot detect the various differences within the channels and attempts to

average them. However, examinations of the weights has shown that this is not quite

the case.

Within the subject of how the filter learns is what happens if the signal

suddenly disappears. How soon could that be detected? To examine this case,

simulated EP plus EEG was presented to the filter for 50 records and the EEG was

presented for the remaining 50 records. For averaging the results are given in Figure

35. Corresponding tests for the symmetric noncausal gated form are shown in Figure

36. It is again hard to determine the better case. The human eye tends to see a signal

in the smoother output even when none is present for the sole reason that it is

smooth. The choppy noise in the averaging may have a greater amplitude but be

construed sooner as loss of signal due to the randomness. For interest, the by-record

squared error was computed when the signal was present and results are contained in

Table 3 for the averaging and Table 4 for the symmetric noncausal gated MASE.

When just EEG was present in the desired channel, noise reduction was computed.

Statistically the filter appears to give better results.

Neither situation appears to present a quick and accurate result. No

sigificant change was expected in the output when the first just-noise record entered

the desired channel because all of the secondary channels contained EP and the

affected weights would not be applied until the next record. Again this is not

promising. If the application did not require an exact estimation of the signal but

rather desired a general feel for the integrity of the signal, as in monitoring the

deterioration of the EP due to some outside factor, then a larger misadjustnient could

be tolerated. Increasing the misadjustment will increase the convergence constant and
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allow for quicker convergence to a changed desired signal. For this reason, the same

tests as above were run for the symmetric noncausal gated filter with a misadjustment

of 0.10. This produced the series of plots in Figure 37 and the by-point MSE/NR in

Table 5. Two things are immediately obvious, the signal estimation is worse and the

apparent loss of signal is more easily detected. This is finally a case to argue for use

of the LMS.
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AVERAGING

Run # MSE/NR Run # MSE/NR Run # MSE/NR

21 0.52682 44 0.45093 67 -10.06864

22 0.71769 45 0.60700 68 -6.59960

23 0.58854 46 0.63068 69 -3.91606

24 1.04170 47 0.54053 70 -13.32461

25 0.77030 48 0.59380 71 -8.44514

26 0.60413 49 0.59104 72 -12.04266

27 0.73491 50 1 03080 73 -8.36099

28 1.21102 51 1.83705 74 -3.49368

29 1.07186 52 -6.04286 75 -8.99705

30 0.73051 53 -8.05640 76 -7.94157

31 0.75709 54 0.19395 77 -10.85638

32 1.01893 55 -2.52206 78 -12.57829

33 1.71072 56 -8.53705 79 -5.04555

34 1.56205 57 -10.53634 80 -2.71478

35 1.05381 58 -7.62157 81 -7.14302

36 1.16949 59 -6.56419 82 -4.82081

37 0.65790 60 -10.31386 83 -6.7860

38 1.17555 61 -9.79256 84 -7.66760

39 0.90897 62 -11.82333 85 -3.74411

40 0.47410 63 -7.36623 86 -6.14336

41 0.63096 64 -7.18891 87 -6.72137

42 0.68391 65 -8.05051 88 -9.58566

43 0.37815 66 -10.05289 89 -6.16756

90 -13.03666

TABLE 3. By-Point MSE/NR for Signal Disappearance shown in Figure 35.
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SYMMETRIC FORMAT At = 0.01

Run # MSE/NR Run # MSE/NR Run # MSE/NR

21 0.49542 44 0.23765 67 -12.46205

22 0.19640 45 0.47488 68 -10.46952

23 0.22110 46 0.39202 69 -4.40554

24 0.44540 47 0.23519 70 -18.08762

25 0.29544 48 0.30844 71 -18.15525

26 0.22390 49 0.32752 72 -20.57792

27 0.28457 50 0.51936 73 -14.70378

28 0.62526 51 -0.67428 74 -9.71301

29 0.48534 52 -9.42541 75 -17.86863

30 0.26035 53 -10.83104 76 -11.68523

31 0.39180 54 -2.35974 77 -16.28502

32 0.47158 55 -6.97167 78 -21.69371

33 0.81439 56 -12.84527 79 -10.11691

34 0.66488 57 -10.97223 80 -6.11197

35 0.50787 58 -11.65540 81 -12.44602

36 0.66424 59 -14.31330 82 -10.11445

37 0.31237 60 -11.19173 83 -12.45706

38 0.50925 61 -14.91491 84 -14.20138

39 0.47246 62 -10.97873 85 -7.63046

40 0.21267 63 -15.72426 86 -16.00113

41 0.34385 64 -9.84952 87 -17.87591

42 0.33044 65 -12.78507 88 -17.42786

43 0.18267 66 -15.31941 89 -10.64988

90 -21.53238

TABLE 4. By-Point MSE/NR for Signal Disappearance shown in Figure 36.
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SYMMETRIC FORMAT Al 0.10

Run # MSE/NR Run # MSE/NR Run # MSE/NR

21 0.46814 44 0.68768 67 -6,65331

22 0.51775 45 0.95580 68 -1.30609

23 0.69693 46 0.82880 69 0,58324

24 1.59086 47 0.41513 70 -7.46701

25 0.60456 48 0.73361 71 -4,89845

26 0.53123 49 0.55809 72 -9.86911

27 0.95805 50 1.06656 73 -8.01972

28 1.54112 51 1.67637 74 -4,76887

29 0.76251 52 -7.34047 75 -9.79245

30 0.52245 53 -10.65088 76 -2.42404

31 0.96291 54 -5.10979 77 -8,47380

32 1.23263 55 -4.72802 78 -8.20130

33 1.41015 56 -8.27822 79 -2,47149

34 0.85198 57 -3.38952 80 2,50257

35 0.62148 58 -13.71996 81 -4.54602

36 1.20008 59 -6.96977 82 -3.15440

37 0.22843 60 -4.60890 83 -4.98670

38 0.62473 61 -12.09960 84 -9.78133

39 0.92252 62 -4.25799 85 -4,59840

40 0.25769 63 -6.57282 86 -6,97511

41 0.80354 64 -2.94769 87 -8.39828

42 0.70133 65 -10,04713 88 -11.50206

43 0.92012 66 -6.49417 89 1.13765

90 -13.53428

TABLE 5. By-Point MSE/NR for Signal Disappearance shown in Figure 37.
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8. SUMMARY

Investigations into the learning behavior of the LMS algorithm were

presented along with attempts to modify this behavior in order to improve weight

retention and signal estimation. The weights were shown to decay toward zero when

only uncorrelated noise is present in the filter channels. The rate of decay is

dependent on the noise power within the channels. Gating the LMS learning and

wrapping around the weight values to successive records was shown to be an effective

means of counteracting the loss of learning and improving estimation of the initial EP

peak.

Of the various filter configurations tested, the symmetric noncausal gated

MASE was shown to offer the best performance, which did not visually exceed the

performance of simple averaging. This is due to the limitations in the LMS for highly

nonstationary situations. With the time for adaptation available for the EP, the

weights do not have sufficient time for close convergence. If a relatively large number

of records were to be available for training of the filte., then a time-squenced

application would be reccomended as a method that might exceed the performance of

averaging.

In the case where the filter operates to detect the presence of an EP, the

LMS holds prompise. In the simple tests presented here, the filter gives clear visual

indication of the peak loss sooner than averaging. Further research needs to be

undertaken to determine if relaible statistical indication could be obtained.
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Abstract

This study adopts as a fundamental orientation the view that hypertext nay'
eventually bring about a paradigm shift in text delivery and in human information
processing. However, paradigm shifts do not occur overnight; they arc evolutionary
rather than revolutionary. Because of the considerable commitment of Wcstcrn
knowledge and culture to the written word and linear text, it seems likely that
successful hypcrtext systems will -- at least in the beginning -- electronically emulate
many of the strategies a sophisticate reader uses in dealing with hardcopy. The
demonstration software for this project modeled the functionality an intclligcnt
reader would bring to the paper text.

Theoreticians of hypertext have promoted the concept as an enhancement for reading
through and learning a complex body of knowledge and for capturing ideas
spontaneously created by the mind during the reading process. A rich body of
literature is growing up around the theory of hypertext, and trade publications are
beginning to extol the potential of hypcrtext. Additionally, hypertext has recently
been used in read-only systems intended for more utilitarian purposes, such as the
Symbolics Document Examiner (which allows users of a LISP machine to navigate
easily through online system manuals) and TIES, an automated "book-on-a-stick"
which allows museum goers to browse through explanations while viewing exhibitions.

However, many questions about application are yet to be answered. For example:

o User Interface: After centuries of dealing with paper text, humans have
developed a number of tactics for quickly extracting meaning from linear
text (e.g., glancing, skimming, browsing, writing in the margins, "dog cars")
as well as retaining a sense of place (through visuo-spatial cues). Any
electronic information delivery systems must be able to duplicate this
functionality.

o Text design: Document designers have carefully examined paper dclivcry
for better ways of presenting substance, syntax, structure, and style of text
written for a specific function. Very little, however, is known about the
"rhetoric" of non-linear text. Establishing contetuality, measuring
readability, and sustaining meaning must be approach in new ways once
text is measured in terms of "chunks" rather than pages and paragraphs.

This report describes a stackware version of a portion of an aircraft maintenance
manual and considers issues of storage models, user interface, and information
retrieval methods for online text.
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1. Introduction

Onlinc documentation has matured from the early days wherc terse and often cryptic
error messages constituted the only form of online assistance. Today, there is a
growing intcrcst in electronic documentation as a means of enhancing performance,
increasing user satisfaction, and improving cost-effectiveness.

One specific research effort is the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL),
Logistics and Human Factors Division's work on a prototype online system for
aircraft maintenance. The Integrated Maintenance Information System (IMIS) concept
is to provide the technician with all logistical, operational, technical, training, and
diagnostic information for aircraft repair. The automation of Technical Orders
(maintenance manuals, troubleshooting guides, operational theory, procedures, and the
like) for weapons systems is central to IMIS research.

Ideas on how to transform paper documentation libraries to electronic support systems
vary. A relatively simple approach is to use the word processor files from the paper
documentation and run them through a reformatting program to facilitate screen
presentation. More complex approaches make use of sophisticated database
management techniques and deconstruct the paper text into a collection of fragments
embedded in a knowledge base which can then be accessed by specially designed
retrieval software.

"Hypertext" -- a model based on the assumption that human idea processing occurs
through association -- has received much attention as a framework for effective and
efficient communication of knowledge. A hypertext system uses electronic
capabilities to overcome the limitations of the linear nature of printed text. Paper
text (or flat text) provides only two-dimensions of information processing: linear and
hierarchical.

LxEAR TZIET

Figure 1: 2-D Information Processing
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A hypertext system more closely models the deep structure of human idea processing
by creating a network of nodes (modules) and links (webs), allowing for three-
dimensional navigation through a body of data. The two major elements of a
hypertcxt system are

o Modules: pools of information collected in one anthology, labelled or
typed, and electronically stored as nodes in a database.

o Webs: the pattern or links among the nodes. The links can be predefined
by the hypertext system designer or the user(s) can establish the links as
part of walking through the information domain.

.~ N

Figure 2: 3-D Information Processing

This much, almost all theoreticians and practitioners of hypertext would agree to.
However, when one considers the dimensions of application and implementation, the
company starts to part ways. The truth of the matter is that h 'ypertext is a collective
term covering different instantiations -- analogous to the term book -- whose
manifestati-., are numerous and varied.

For a parallel picture of what has happened to the notion of hypertext over its brief
forty-three year history, consider the history of the book as technology. In its earliest
form, a "book" might have been a collection of clay tablets containing cunciform, or it
might have been a bundle of notched sticks. Later versions of "books" included
papyrus rolled into scrolls and tree bark bound with leather thongs. (The English
word book is derived from the Old German word for birch.) Parchment, the f'crvor
of monks in medieval monasteries, and advancements in calligraphy and illumination
turned books into an art form. Gutenberg's serendipitous connection between the
mechanism of a wine press and the function of a signet ring produced moveable type,
and the world was on the road to the Information Age. Certainly similar variations
driven by human ingenuity, improved technical capabilities, and user demands will
determine the future of hypertext.
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Even though we are fairly close to the root of hypertext, it is already possible to see
variations developing. One method of classifying emergent hypertext applications is
to consider the cognitive activities they support.

o Reading: goal-oriented (information seeking) navigation through a large,
perhaps unstructured library of information or casual browsing through a
pool of text and graphics.

o Annotating: recording ideas dynamically generated while reading text
(including critiquing); explicating difficult passages; sorting user-produced
mnemonic aids; communicating with the library manager and/or other users.

o Collaborating: electronic conferencing and/or multiple authoring of complex
documents.

o Learning: accommodating varying learning styles, varying speeds of
ingesting materials, and personalizing structures of bodies of information.

Jeff Conklin, whose comprehensive survey of the field is a starting point for any
serious inquiry into hypertext, categorizes current hypertext systems based on their
function.

o Macro Literary Systems: a large, online library in which interdocument links
are machine supported; all reading, writing, collaboration, and criticism
take place via the hypergraph.

o Problem Exploration Tool: supports early unstructured thinking on a
problem, ii. which many disconnected ideas come to mind, such as early
authoring and outlining ("idea processors'), problem solving, and design
work.

o Information Collection and Management Tool: an extensible environment
designed to help knowledge workers gather, sort, and display the structure
of information in a particular domain; a tool for discerning patterns of
meaning in a body of data.

Yet a third categorization scheme is based on the nature of the software platform and
the design philosophy which inform the system. Software packages which look like
hypertcxt to the end user may have radically different storage models, data
structures, software design, and information retrieval mechanisms. Although not
mutually exclusive, four general categories suggest themselves:

o Static Text Based on a Word Processor Platform: Some applications -- notably
the "SuperBook" project at Bell Labs -- take "as input ordinary text in a
standard text formatting language, and automatically [convert] it into a
multi-windowed browser with rich search, navigation, annotation and
display enhancements" (Remde et al., p. 175). Such systems make heavy use
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of the paper document's table of contents for hierarchical searching and
rely on the software's intrinsic markup language for locating and
formatting the new representation.

o Notecard Metaphors or Fragmented Text Paradigms: First fully implemented
in Xerox PARC's NoteCards, this paradigm has become synonymous with
hypertext because of the commercial success of Apple Computer's
HyperCardtm software. Text, graphics, code, or data are stored on separate
"cards" (files), which are collected in aggregates called stacks. When this
fragmentation model is implemented with powerful software, aggregates
may be hierarchical structures as well as semantic networks whose
relationship is determined by the user.

o Database Management Methodology: A third category intended to overcome
the limitations of linear text displayed in an electronic format stores the
text as a document database and implements traditional information
retrieval formalisms, such as string searches, keyword recognition. and
Boolean refinements. Higher-level models of databases management
(including the entity-relationship concept developed by Chen, the idea of
aggregation and generalization propounded by Smith and Smith. and
Hammer and McLeod's semantic data model), do not depend upon static
records stored in a machine-oriented form. These models see a database as a
highly flexible, dynamic entity supporting multiple views, allowing for
object- rather than record-orientation, and encouraging inferential patterns
of processing through semantic networks. The end result of a modern-day
document database is a system whose attributes closely resemble the
functionality and flexibility of a hypergraph.

o Artificial Intelligence Research: Conjoining certain Al models with
information retrieval research has produced intriguing hybrid systems. Of
particular interest are expert systems which constitute intelligent interfaces
to a document database or to a collection of fragmented text. Several
efforts attempt to capture the expertise of search intermediaries in online
systems. More ambitious efforts integrate browsing and automated retrieval.
even to the point that the system has rudimentary models of categories of
users and can select search strategies based upon a specific situation (Fox, p.
163).

2. Project Objectives

At the time the proposal was made for this project (September 1987). interest in
hypertext was just beginning to gain momentum. Additionally, HyperCard -- the
software platform used in the project -- had been released for only two months. The
original proposal focused on general issues of task requisites and the nature of linear
text as the prime elements in a hypertext definition. As work on the project began
and as articles began to appear in the literature, it became clear that the rhetoric of
hypertext starts with the design of the software platform and ends with the screen
display for the end user.
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2.1 Background

As a Summer Faculty Research Fellow for AFOSR working with AFHRL/LRC at
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, during the Summer of 1987, I investigated hypertext as a
potential design philosophy for the IMIS project. As a background for my project, I
read numerous accounts of the hypertext philosophy and of hypertext-based systems.
The results of my study were reported in "Hypertext and the Integrated Maintenance
Information System (IMIS)," (Universal Energy Systems, Contract No. F49620-85-
COO 13).

My summer study suggests many ways in which the hypertext concept and the IMIS
concept are mutually complementary. However, working with abstracts has its
dangers: the compatibility of hypertext and IMIS may result from the fact that, as
forward-looking visions, both share the same wish-list for future information
processing systems. Only a demonstration project can uncover the elementary
problems and potentials of translating the text of aircraft maintenance manuals to
hypertext.

Funded for 267 hours of research during the period of December 1, 1987 - March 4,
1988, by the Office of Scientific Research, I designed and built a hypertext version
of a segment of a Technical Order (TO). My project had two general objectives:

o To translate the section of the Technical Order (TO) used in the CMAS II
(Computerized Maintenance Assistance System) demonstration into a
"hypertext" information delivery system and thereby provide a
demonstration of the concept of nonlinear text applied to a familiar
domain. [The specific TO used is "Technical Manual: Field Maintenance
for Radio Receiver Transmitters RT-727/APX-64(V); RT-728/APX-64(V);
RT-731/APX-64(V); RT-727A/APX-64(V); RT-728A/APX-64(V); or RT-
731A/APX-64(V) part of Transponder Set AN/APX-64(V).]

o To examine how much and what type(s) of text redesign are necessary to
transform a specific portion of a TO into a hypertext environment.

2.2 Questions of Interest

My original proposal suggested four potential areas of investigation:

o Minimal requisites: The basic elements of hypertext are nodes and links
(chunks of text threaded together, either on an ad hoc basis by the user(s)
or in predefined patterns by information designers). However, is the
presence of a database and a retrieval mechanism enough to constitute a
hypertext system? How much functionality must the system incorporate in
order to reach critical mass? Additionally, if the chunks have been
rigorously threaded in predefined webs, has the hypergraph become just
another form of sequential processing?
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o Effects of preprocessed text: Proponents of hypertext point out that the
hypergraph (or web) captures the deep structure of a body of information.
This is especially useful in situations where the information is complex or
where the relationship of its parts either is not clear or cannot be agreed
upon. However, is hypertext a useful approach when the web (or knowledge
structure) of the text has already been defined?

As an illustration, a Fully Proceduralized Job Aid (FPJA) has been
carefully designed to represent its knowledge structure (by mapping chunks
of text to a task orientation). While this threading of text may not bc
adequate for all the user's information needs (for example, those who try to
use the FPJA for reference purposes will find its tutorial approach
inhibiting), its web is appropriate for the majority of users. Few
technicians, for instance, would suggest that the procedure steps be
performed backwards -- although the degree of detail in each step and the
deletion of some steps (or conflating them with others) might be open to
individual preference.

o Variations in task environment: Hypertext helps in dealing with open-ended
problems where creativity, spontaneity, and large bodies of information are
involved, but how useful is hypertext to a task domain where
documentation is intended for cucing/prompting purposes (such as it is in
aircraft maintenance manuals)?

o Optimal time for integration: As the above questions suggest, not all
treatments of documentation as a database need result in a hypertext. The
advantages of hypertext are flexibility (especially the ability to create
individual views of a body of information) and functionality (for example,
rapid traversal through pools of data, marking text for different levels of
users, and increasing potential for knowledge synthesis and improved
representation). However, not all applications require all these features. At
what point in IMIS development does the additional functionality become a
useful dimension? At what point does the increased power offset the cost
of development and the overhead of implementation?

These questions all have ramifications for human factors and user acceptance. As
such, they are treated in segment 3.3 -- User Interface.

However, in constructing the demonstration software package, I found that the
project lent itself to an examination of a related -- but different -- set of questions
arising from the nature of the HyperCard platform.

o To what degree can the mapping of existing text onto canonical notecard
format be automated. In other words, can pre-existing texts be digitized
and deconstructed into meaningful units based on machine-supported
algorithms?
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o Once the choice of fragmented text has been made, to what extent can the
system be enhanced to incorporate abstraction methodologies used in modern
database management. For example, can aggregations be made?

o To what extent can information be filtered -- in the sense that
representations can be tailored for the individual user? Can the system
support multiple views and information retrieval through a query language
as in database management systems?

o Does the design complement current procedures in Al by mirroring patterns
of knowledge representation?

Dealing with these inquiries was more appropriate to the scope and length of the 10-
week research effort. Additionally, increased knowledge about basic design issues
provides a foundation for more informed commentary on the four, more global,
questions of the original proposal. These questions -- which in essence deal with the
data storage model used in a hypertext system and its ability to provide flexibility
and extensibility -- are considered in section 4. -- System Enhancements.

3. Project Description

Computer systems can be described from three different vantage points:

o Software: the view from inside the skin, including data structures, storage
models, language capabilities, program design, and processing mechanisms.

o System Design: the complex process of integrating features and functions
into a logical pattern which models the task or behavior being supported.

o User Interface: the front-end which facilitates access to system services and
which is predicated on a model rooted in the user's prior experience or a
prior conceptualization of the task.

3.1 Software

One of the deliverabics of the project is a test hyperweb, constructed with HyperCard
software. This commercial package has been available for a short period, thus it is
much too early to assess its impact. Indeed, most computer journalists admit that it is
difficult to pinpoint just exactly what HyperCard is --

Has anybody figurea out what HyperCard is yet? An application? System
software? A universal data standard that lets you store text, data, graphics,
sound and even logical structures in a common format that can be shared by
diverse applications? An intuitive programming tool that does to programming
languages what calculators did to log tables?

-- Johnson and Juarez, "Flash Cards," MacUser, February 1988, p. 276.
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Despite the early confusion, developers and advocates predict major impacts on all
domains of information processing -- from software engineering to educational
technology.

In brief, HyprCard consists of an authoring and a presentation or browsing system, as
well as a high-level, object-oriented programming language. The system uses the
controlling metaphor of a deck of cards. The five building blocks of HyperCard are

o Stacks: The central concept for information development. A stack is a
collection of cards, which may be interlinked. The term "stackwarc" also
conveys the idea of dynamic and modularized information processing
implicit in hypertext.

o Backgrounds: The placement of information is guided by the background.
A stack may consist of any number of cards, which may share a single
background or which may have a background specifically designed to suit
the type of information or to facilitate retrieval and processing.

o Cards: The fundamental unit of HyperCard. Cards are identified in three
ways: a unique numerical ID; the sequence number (position of the card in
the stack); a unique alphanumeric ID given to the card by the designer.

o Fields: Slots, or predefined areas on cards which hold information. Fields
may be mouse-sensitive, meaning they may initiate a command when clicked
on.

o Buttons: mouse-sensitive areas of the screen which -- when clicked on --
initiate some action. This may be movement to another card or stack,
retrieval of information stored elsewhere, or some sort of data processing --
to mention only a few possibilities.

HyperTalktm, the English-like, high-level language, provides a programming
environment suitable for novices. The language is declarative rather than procedural.
Furthermore, it has an Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) feel because programs are
built around objects, messages, message handlers, classes (backgrounds), and a
rudimentary for of inheritance.

However, the current version of HyperCard (1.2) has limitations. Notably, it does not
support windowing and the screen size remains constant across monitors. Because
HyperTalk is not a compiled language, response time for many applications is
unacceptable. Additionally, scripting is not adequately treated in the manual issued
with the software. Danny Goodman's 720 page The Comolete HyerCard Handbook --
which can be purchased as a supplement -- is comprehensive but tedious. Crucial to
this project is the limitation that HyperCard is a database management system only in
the loosest sense of the term.
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3.2 System Design

System designs are influenced by many constraints -- things such as availability of
resources, state of knowledge, and inventiveness of the researcher. This segment
discusses two conditions which influenced the demonstration software's specifications:

o the implicit and explicit logic patterns of the paper text being reworked
into a hypertext representation, and

o the information representation mandated by stackware as well as the system
functionality made possible by object-oriented programming.

From this combination of text requisites and software capabilities comes the basic
architecture of the frames making up the system.

3.2.1 Data Preparation: Knowledge Structures of TOs
Translating text into hypertext is a crucial area of concern. The written word -- as it
exists today -- has been molded to suit a paper delivery system. While in some
applications it may be feasible to construct text especially for a hypertext
representation, most implementations will only be cost-effective if documents
authored for paper can be modified for a hypertext environment (Raymond and
Tampa, p. 143). This translation process raises questions of rhetoric and knowledge
structure.

These are not trivial problems. Extracting a workable hyperweb from an existing
document can be difficult. In most cases, the author(s) are not availablc for
consultation, so answers to questions of meaning and form may have to be inferred
from the paper representation. In many cases, form does not reflect logic because the
requisites of paper and of the press exert powerful influences on document design
and text formatting. For example, the original paper Oxford English Dictionary was
restricted to a fixed number of pages by the publishing contract. Therefore, every
effort was made to conserve space -- hence the dense typesetting, extensive use of
abbreviations and symbols, and limited use of meaningful white space (Raymond and
Tompa, p. 146).

Additionally, not all texts are suitable for hypertext representation. Hypertext makes
the implicit knowledge structure of a text explicit. Although there is no rigorous
model for hypertext implementation, experience suggests that if the document is
closely interwoven through rhetorical devices, then decomposition into chunks and
links will be difficult, with lose of information and confusion of meaning a result.
For some documents, this conversion is either impossible or not desirable because it
destroys the subtle interconnection of themes, argument, metaphor, and word choice.

Paper versions of reference documents and instruction sets already have knowledge
structures that facilitate access and interpretation. Thus, they are more amenable to
deconstruction. The particular TO modeled in this project consists of different types
of information, each with its own domain-specific pattern of presentation.
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o Checkout and Analysis: A highly modularized set of procedural instructions,
presented in a step-wise fashion, interspersed with Warnings, Cautions, and
Notes, and partially enriched by graphics.

o Illustrated Parts Breakdown ((P.B.): Hierarchical graphics and alphanumeric
tables which are keyed to the graphics by callouts. The tables contain the
system's model number, a vendor-supplied part number, the federal supply
category number, a brief description, the number of parts per assembly, and
the applicable tail numbers.

o Theory: A narrative/descriptive presentation of the engineering concepts
behind the equipment's specifications and operation. This matcrial is
supplemental background for the procedural instructions in the Chcckout
and Analysis section.

o Troubleshooting Guide: Usually a tabular arrangement mapping obsc vable
symptoms to components and fault rectification procedures.

o Schematics: Visual presentation of system components -- could include such
things as wiring diagrams and logic circuits.

Although no fully specified model of how a technician uses a TO exists, conventional
wisdom suggests that Section VI, "Checkout and Analysis" is the starting point. For
the Transmitter/Receiver TO used in the study, "Checkout and Analysis" is made up
of numerically labeled headings and paragraphs -- sequenced 6-1 through 6-57 --
containing instructions for a battery of tests to determine minimum performance of
the unit. Subparagraphs (usually a single instruction) are indicated with an a through
z designator. Although there is some integration of graphics, in general the
representation is text-intensive.

After a few introductory comments, the logic structure bifurcates, with two separate
streams based on which of two standard test sets is being used (AN/UPM-137A or
AN/UPM-98A). Although there may be a dozen or more steps in each instruction for
a particular test, only three basic activities are being described: connecting cables,
setting dials and switches, and interpreting readings. After each test, procedurcs for
returning the equipment to its original configuration are given; these are essentially a
reversal of the instruction set. Figures 3 and 4 give a graphical representation or the
hierarchical structure and recursive patterns implicit in the text.
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MINIMUM PERFORMANCE TEST

AN/UPM- 137A AN UP -'- 93A

Preli m. Op. Check Interroqation PRF 7
Receiver Sensitivity Interroqation Freouency

Bandwidth & Center Freq. Interroqation Pulse Width

Trans. Frequency Pp Check

Trans. Power Receiver Sensitivity Checki

Auto Overload Control Bandwidth & Center Freq.

SLS Check fTrans. -requency Check

Standby Enable Check Transmitter Power

X:de Decodinq Check Automatic Overlad Contrc.

Mode Enable Check SLS Check

Test M ode Enable IStandby Enable Check

Clock Pulse & Frequency Mode Decoding Check

Reply Encoding Check Mode Fnable Check

I/P Enable TiesT ''ode Enable Check

Auxiliary Trigqer Check [Clock Pulse & Frequency_

Emerqency Enable Check Reply Encodinq Check

Suppression Out Check I/P Enable Check

Suppression In Check Eoeroency Enable Check

Mode 4 Decodinq Suopression Out CDeck

Mode 4 Check S uppression In Check

90-12
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MODE ENCODING CHECK. To check mode decoding Introduction --
first perform preliminary procedure con- Common to all tests
tained in paragraph 6-10, then perform the
foliowinq steps in the order given.

Steps a - f all have action verb beginning Instructions for equiptment
(a) = Tet;(b) = adjust; (c) = adjust; set-up and interpreting
(d) = set: (e) = set; (f) = set readings

NOTE Choice point --
If continuing with performance test of re- Common to all tests
ceiver-transmitter, return set-up to initial
condidition by performing steps q and h.

Steps q andh begin with action verb set; Instructions for return
return AN/UPT-137A to preliminary con- to preliminary configuration
figuration

Figure 4: Knowledge Structure of Individual Test
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3.2.2 Basic Architecture

HyperCard's basic metaphor for information management is the stack. Data is stored
on electronic cards, which can then be threaded and sorted in different ways.

Demonstration Stackware

The data arrangement in the demonstration software mirrors the hierarchical model
of the paper TO. The user enters the system at a global map (see Figure 5), which
serves as an embedded menu. For convenience, only four tests from each of the two
branches are included in the demonstration software.

Each test description has two tracks:

More -- an information-rich, graphic-intensive version intended for the novice

Less -- a sparse rendition, perhaps a tabular arrangement of connections,
settings, and readings for the expert who needs only to refresh her
memory about specific details.

Figure 6 depicts the basic architecture of the system.

While in the modularized card stacks of "Checkout and Analysis," the user can also
access appropriate modules from the other four bands of information
(Troubleshooting, Theory, I.P.B, and Schematic), either by following the pre-defined
links or by requesting a specific frame. Figure 7 conceptualizes the entire system and
its potential web.

Nomenclature

HyperCard identifies cards in three ways:

o A unique ID randomly generated for each card by the system software -- a
four digit number permanently assigned to the card

o The number representing the position of the card in the stack, which
changes with additions and deletions over time

o A designer-specified alphanumeric, whose form should convey meaning
about the stack's content or structure, or both

Because of the nature of HyperTalk, using a pattern in the designer-assigned ID tags
increases the system's functionality and expansibility. The demonstration project uses
a nomenclature modeled on the Dewey Decimal System -- a library indexing system
now almost universally supplanted by the Library of Congress System. Using this
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..... .......

Connections l-o-k- Pul se & Freq-u en cy- Check

~u~dli Tner Check
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Connections .,oc ]
Annotate Direct 2pPlacepMarkg Q ecn

n~reiIndex Hl

Figure 5: Global Map
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estd Enabe Clock Pulse Auxiliary SuAuxiliary

Figure 6: Backbone Architecture
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[7 /~%Troubleshooting Guide

Figure 7: System Architecture
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patterned signature is valuable because it echoes the knowledge structure or the
system, is open-ended and thus expansible, and has mnemonic value.

Each stack has a specific identifier of the generic form:

C 137A -SIC -M

1 2 3 4

where

position 1 is the first letter of the content area (Checkout and Analysis,
Theory, TRoubleshooting, Schematic, Illustrated Parts Breakdown),

position 2 is the test set designation,

position 3 is an abbreviation of the specific test,

position 4 is a designator for the More or Less track.

Individual cards in each stack are given the same letter as their step indicator in the
procedure sequence (e.g., step g, step h, . . . step z). Because some steps were broken
down and placed on separate cards, these indicators no longer match the paper TO
nomenclature.

The user can call a stack directly, by using its alphanumeric, and can call a specific
card by using the stack name plus an alphabetical designator (entered separately in
two dedicated dialogue boxes). Once the nomenclature system becomes familiar, the
user can intuit structure and place in the knowledge web. Even a relative novice can
guess at position in the web.

The utility of having an open-ended, expansible nomenclature was not fully exploited
in the demonstration project. However, some suggested functionality which can be
generated with very low overhead include filters which help with rapid transversal
through the web and automation of various sorting operations in individual stacks.

3.3 User Interface

Designing a coherent, consistent, and cogent user interface may be the single most
important aspect of hypertext development. Three danger areas must be addressed:

o Disorientation: freedom and flexibility create confusion unless there are
many navigational aids in the user interface.
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o Modularization: determining what constitutes a node (establishing sets and
subsets); addressing issues of style, structure, substance, syntax for
individual frames (establishing contextuality, readability, consistent
meaning).

o Cognitive Overhead: in a free-form system, the user must constantly make
mcta-lcvel judgments about the flow of ideas; even in relatively structured
systems, the user runs the risk of needing to monitor too many levels or
modes of presentation.

Figure 8 shows a typical information screen used in the demonstration software.

CHECKOUT AND ANALYS IS -- AN/UPr1-I37A

SUPPRESSION IN CHECUFli Ii!1i

a.Connect RG-62A/U cable ffromn AN/

__________________ UPm-137A sis generator

SUPPRESSOR OUT jack [1) to AN/
CD0- 0 -' APM-239A SUPPRESSION IN jack

SIS GENERATOR II
Cot IMiar Fnd I.

)'Checkow *--;;- .'f rul Schematic ~es
oThory o. b I o o,1!

Figure 8: Canonical Information Screen

Of the items on the tabs at the bottom of the card, only Index and Help need further
explanation. Index gives the user an alphabetical list of the abbreviations for
specific tests. Help contains assistance on the operation of the demonstration
software. Checkout, I.P.B., Theory, Trouble, and Schematic take the user to the
indicated band of information. More/Less is a toggle switch for selecting one of the
two tracks of presentation (lean or rich).
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Items represented by the "radio buttons" provide functionality and are modeled on the
information management strategies used in paper delivery systems. Many proponents
of hypertext overstate the case against "flat" text. They concentrate on the
inflexibility of the printed word, the sequential nature of the presentation, and the
sheer bulk of text mandated by conventional composition patterns, such as the
paragraph.

However, few documents are read from cover-to-cover in the lock-step, serial fashion
depicted by hypertext advocates. To the contrary, good documents are designed to
facilitate rapid perusal. Furthermore, the discipline of document design has
flourished over the past decade and has produced new techniques and new awareness
for meeting reader's needs in paper text.

Sophisticated readers know how to navigate through a text without savoring each
individual word. Skilled readers have a number of strategies and tactics for
extracting meaning quickly from paper documentation. Some examples of
functionality gained through training or experience include:

o Various methods of perusal -- e.g. thumbing, glancing, skimming, and
browsing.

o Individual markup techniques -- e.g. writing in the margin or on the end
papers corrections, summaries, mnemonic devices, commentary, conversion
of prose to tables and graphs, lists, cross-references, key terms, diagrams,
indexing aids.

o Placing bookmarks or "dog ears," marking trails in various manners.

o Intuiting place and content through visuo-spatial cues.

o The psychological benefit of tactile contact with paper documentation (a
form of hand-eye-brain relationship not yet fully researched).

In addition, modern methods of document design greatly increase ease-of-use,
timeliness of information, and accessibility in a paper delivery system. Design
techniques include:

o Alternatives to the paragraph as the basic unit of prose (e.g. structured
writing and information mapping, other devices for information
compression).

o Improved printing and graphics technology, including the emergent
capabilities of desktop publishing.

o Improved techniques for indexing, referencing, and branching.

o Integrated graphics which signal knowledge structure (e.g. visual table of
contents and logos as signposts).
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o Mapping presentation to user needs (e.g. task orientation versus refcrence
function).

Any electronic information delivery system must be able to -- at a very minimum --
duplicate the capabilities provided by the combination of an experienced reader and
a well-designed text. Anything less degrades the system: leaving at best. an
electronic page-turner; at worst, even less than the paper version. Furthermore, in
order to justify abandoning the conventional method and medium, an electronic
system should offer improvements, such as increased flexibility, reduction in storage,
and convenient document development/maintenance.

The remainder of the section describes and assesses the 10 features in the prototype
intended to allow the end user to more productively interact with the fragmented
textbase.

o Annotate: One of the most powerful strategies users of paper documentation
have is the ability to annotate text. These activities include such things as
writing in the margin or on the end papers; corrections; summaries;
mnemonic devices; comments; conversion of prose to graphics; lists; cross-
references; underlining key terms; marking important passages; making or
altering diagrams; and indexing. These capabilities constitute an individual
markup language which aids in the processing of information.

The prototype system supports annotation by allowing the user to create a
card at any time and enter commentary. These cards are kept in a separate
stack, called "Annotate" and draw their nomenclature (card ID) from the
card visible on the screen when the user presses the Annotate button.

o Link: Linking is the essence of hypertext. Although complete freedom in
constructing a web may be neither necessary nor desirable for automated
TOs, there is utility in allowing readers to make links:

-- Capturing associations made while reading/browsing the default

hypergraph.

-- Electronic support for checking/scanning information.

-- Individualized pathways through a familiar body of information.

A linking icon does not appear on the screen because this is a constant
function of HyperCard and not of the prototype software. The user selects
the New Button option on the Objects pop-down menu and then enters the
appropriate information in the Button Info dialogue box.

o Direct: Allows a user to go directly to a card in given stack. Since the
nomenclature has mnemonic value, an experienced technician should be able
to enter an alphanumeric and move directly to the card she wants.
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Having a tutor mode available at this point, makes the feature even more
powerful. If unsure of the card name, the user can request a listing for the
stack. This listing could be interlinked with other listings, so that a user
could thread a path through the entire system using the nomenclature
dimension.

o Scan: Skilled readers vary their rate and have many methods of perusing
text to extract meaning -- e.g., thumbing, glancing, skimming, and browsing.
The show all cards command causes a HyperCard stack to flip through the
deck, emulating a rapid browsing mode. A "speeding cards" icon is available
on all cards in the prototype. Clicking on this button activates the script; a
second click stops the scan. The exposure time of each card on the screen
can be adjusted in the script. Additionally, the programmer can specify
how many cards should be scanned.

o Map: User overload is a major human factors concern in any information
integration system. Empirical evidence supports the contention that visuo-
spatial (e.g., use of icons) representations and retrieval are easier than
symbolic (words and numbers), and the success of workplace metaphors in
commercial systems warrants considering spatial management devices.

The "map" feature gives a rudimentary iconic representation of the
knowledge structure. As such, it acts as an aid in navigation and as a
visuo-spatial system summary. The map, as delineated here, also acts as an
embedded menu.

o Back and Forward: These navigational scripts are constants in HyperCard
and provide the basic mobility of moving sequentially through the card file.

o Find: This button calls a HyperCard constant -- a string search capability.
Clicking on the find button brings up a dialog box. The user enters the
specific text between the quotation marks.

o Home: This feature is a system constant. Clicking the home button takes
the user to the highest card in the system software.

o Place Mark and GoTo Mark: Readers of paper systems are able to make
rapid comparisons of one page with another page. (This is usually
accomplished by holding the various places in the volume with one or more
fingers.) Easy comparison of data, text, or graphics in one location with
information in another node is crucial for some maintenance operations.

With this feature, the user can mark a card (by clicking on the Place %tark
button), progress to any other card in the stack, and then return to the
marked card by clicking on the GoTo Mark button. Successively clicking on
the GoTo Mark button causes the system to "flip" back and forth between the
two cards.
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o Recent: In a given information retrieval task, a reader of paper text visits
several different segments of the document. Keeping track of the trail
requires a high cognitive overhead, and is not normally something a reader
consciously stores without mechanical aids -- such as "dog-earing" or placing
bookmarks. The prototype software includes two variations on mechanical
trail-markers to help the user conceptualize a path through the
fragmentations.

Recent is a menu command in HyperCard which helps in revisiting cards
during an interactive session. As the user moves from card to card and
from stack to stack, the system keeps a "picture" log of each frame.
Selecting "Recent" on the Go pop-down menu shows up to 42 cards in
miniature.

Only one representation of a card appears, no matter how many times the
user has accessed a particular frame. Thus, the record is not a true session
log, nor are the cards necessarily represented in the sequence in which they
were opened. A second limitation of menu Recent for this application
accrues from the canonical screen design which causes all the miniature
representations to look very much alike. This can be overcome by rewriting
the primitive script for Recent so that the names of the cards appear, rather
than the image.

The demonstration software's Recent button activates a script which scans
through -- in full size -- the last ten cards visited.

4. System Enhancements

Designing and building the prototype suggested areas of improvement, some of which
could be added to the current demonstration and others of which may be beyond the
scope of HyperCard. This segment considers three generic categories where additional
features and functionality might be woven into the web. They are (a) screen display,
(b) electronic storage paradigms, and (c) smart retrieval mechanisms.

4.1 Screen Display of Text -- Graphical Interface

Even in early, static representation of text for screen display, designers recognized
that the rhetorical strategies for paper copy would not translate directly to text for
online use. Deconstructing linear prose poses even more difficulties for consistency,
contextuality, access, and mobility. Howover, storing text in small, information-rich
chunks (perhaps not more than a sentence to each module) may not have as many
disadvantages as has been suggested in the literature, provided the user interface is
enriched by visuo-spatial enhancements.

Location is one of the most difficult problems in hypertext design. Electronic
presentation of text removes most of the location cues available in paper. Adding to
the confusion, hypertext encourages the proliferation of small nodes. The result can
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create chaos for the end user. Adopting some form of visualization vastly improves
system usability.

Various frames of Figures 9 show how information from a TO can be accessed
graphically. Each element on the diagram is a mouse-sensitive button. The user
clicks on the appropriate item to call up information which appears in the scroll box.

An alternative approach to TO automation is to store text as independent nodes in a
database and to design different types of user interfaces (iconic, fisheye or distorted
view, synoptic or information map, graphic flyover, and representational graphics),
which can then be bolted on as a front end to the system based on the user's
preference.

4.2 Electronic Storage -- Object-Oriented Language Environment

Early online documentation was stored as a sequential file. Access was provided by
selecting from a menu (whose structure mirrored the document's table of contents), by
keyword search coupled with a fuzzy match algorithm, and by string search.
Additional refinements included Boolean operators and successive iterations in the
search.

While this approach is attractive for some applications and while there are some
hypertext-like systems which have adopted the method (see Remde et al.), there are
significant limitations to adaptability and functionality. On the other hand, by
storing text as "chunks" and by using an object-oriented programming environment,
the basic structure lends itself to incorporation of software advancements in semantic
networks and logic programming.

In procedural programming, code is written as procedures which operate on certain
types of data. This data is stored separately from the procedures or functions which
operate on it. In object-oriented programming (OOP), both data and source code are
stored together in packages called objects. Four other concepts are central to OOP:

o Method: the code or instructions stored within an object.

o Message: analogous to a procedure or function call -- initiated by the user
or by an event in the software environment.

o Class: groups of objects with common characteristics.

o Inheritance: objects are arranged in hierarchical order and inherit behavior
potentials (notably methods) from their ancestors.

Clearly, object-oriented programming offers enormous potential to hypertext
designers. Not only are chunks of text linked together in static webs -- thereby
providing the dimension of 3-D structure to the textbase -- but a fourth dimension (a
means for dynamic reconfiguration) is now available. In other words, the mobility
and knowledge structure of the web are augmented by chunks of text (nodes) which
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can talk to one another or trigger events in the software environment. For example,
in the demonstration software, each card is an active node capable of accepting,
processing, and emitting messages traveling through the network. Therefore, carefully
designed scripts could emulate expert systems by passing the user from node to node
in an intelligent fashion.

4.3 Retrieval Mechanisms for Text -- Smart Interfaces

Because brute force or blind search through all nodes in a database produce a
combinatorial explosion, almost all research into automated information extraction
focuses on ways to more fruitfully direct the search algorithm. Attempts to produce a
"superbook" have merged the forces of information retrieval, database management
systems, and artificial intelligence to focus on the single crucial issue of
implementation: how to provide search procedures which are accurate, complete, and
comfortable for the end user.

In general, a hyperweb allows for two very different types of retrieval activities,
depending on whether one concentrates on the nodes and their content or whether one
focuses on the arrangement of the nodes and the structure of their connecting links.

If one elects to use the node content, then techniques of modern database management
are of value. Areas of intensive research today include natural language query,
vector and probabilistic models, and the use of a "seed" (statistical profiling of a
sample which is then used as a query template).

On the other hand, if one elects to concentrate on the web, then a more graphic
approach exploiting knowledge representation techniques from Al is appropriate.
Because of its structure and connectivity, a hypergraph incorporates intelligence,
perhaps more than is possible with most current, static database storage
representations. Retrieval facilities that will squeeze as much functionality out of
the web as possible can be grafted onto the system, making a hypertext document
database a symbiotic relationship between the intelligence built into the web and the
capabilities of a smart interface. These techniques may draw from the current
research on semantic networks.

5. Hyper-Rhetoric

This segment briefly examines -- through the methodology of discourse analysis --
how an experienced reader determines patterns of meaning, form, and coherence in a
piece of prose. Based upon these observations, ways in which hypertcxt systems can
support the more subtle aspects of human text process are indicated.

Although rhetoric is a 2,000 year old discipline, only in the past two decades has
scholarly research in linguistics, psycholinguistics, and cognitive psychology given us
a rudimentary understanding of the concept Freshman Composition teachers refer to
as coherence -- or the sense of structure in a prose passage. Clearly, we do not read
sentences as separate entities nor do we simply extract meaning, on a one-for-one
baisis, from the printed word. We construct meaning. At its most encompassing level,
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this concept of form includes all the social, psychological, and environmental factors
impinging on the reading episode. However, this analysis will consider only aspects
of the text itself in deriving a model of what determines form in conventional
continuous prose.

Rhetoricians suggest that text structure is an attribute of several different signalling
devices and that a sense of overarching design is based on the total experience of
these multi-determiners. Because of this redundancy, our writing can be less than
perfect and still be understood as having a connected meaning. As elements are
either mishandled or missing , the sense of coherence erodes, until enough of thc
system has broken down that the reader loses the sense of the message.

Gregory G. Colomb and Joseph M. Williams suggest a four-layered model, "with
multiple strata contributing to the experience of coherent text structure" (p. 90). In
adapting their analysis, the present study first describes the signaling cues as they
exists in conventional prose representation and then speculates on ways in which the
fragmented text of a hypergraph can retain or simulate enough of these cues that the
logic of the prose does not disappear in the decomposition.

5.1 Lexical and Syntactical Cueing

Starting with the elements of word choice and sentence structure, this model
progresses from microanalysis to marcroanalysis.

o Functional Sentence Perspective (FSP): Sometimes called the "given-new"
contract, in its simplest definition this means that the writer front-loads the
sentence with information already referred to or information for which the
reader already has a sense of meaning. The writer then introduces
information that is newer or less familiar than the previous discourse.

o Topic Strings: The old/new pattern is important for individual sentences, as
well as for giving a sense of connectivity to aggregates of sentences.
Another attribute which weaves ideas together is the notion of topic. This
is not the grammatical idea of sentence subject, but the item which the
reader tacitly takes as the psychological subject of the sentence. The
echoing of this psychological subject across syntactical structures creates the
sense of "aboutness" which molds sentences into paragraphs.

o Lexical Strings: These are strings of related words which cue the reader
about the discourse domain and thus bring to mind a frame of reference
which minimizes the potential for ambiguity in the interpretation.

In the hypertext world, this reciprocity between "given" and "new" can take forms
other than verbal entities. In canonical types of writing (such as the formulaic
patterns used in fully proceduralized job aids), the reader can pick up contextuality
by the structure of the prose. Additionally, integrated graphics are powerful devices
for providing referential coherence. For users who have experience with the
knowledge domain, these visual cues may suffice. For novices, other more specific
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textual cues may be necessary. Already, most text-oriented displays repeat the
heading and the subheading of a unit on individual frames. More fine-grained cueing
might include a small, unobtrusive "pane" which displays a keyword or phrase
extracted from a previous frame or two.

5.2 Discourse Unit

A unit of discourse (or d-unit) is "any stretch of continuous text -- a whole text, a
section, a paragraph, even a small group of related sentences -- that functions as a
unit and whose parts are more related to each other than to those outside the d-unit"
(Colomb and Williams, p. 102). In traditional paper text, discourse units are
represented by formal devices such as indentation of paragraphs and topic or subtopic
headings. Other conventions of rhetoric contribute to the definition of a discourse
unit. Typically, a well-formed passage has an opening segment which specifically
announces what is "at issue" in the d-unit. The remainder of the unit unpacks the
issue by explaining, describing, illustrating, drawing conclusions from, or otherwise
developing the issue (Colomb and Williams, p. 103).

Hypertext fragmentation threatens to nullify many of the d-unit definitional
characteristics, which are obviously highly dependent upon contiguity. To retain
some sense of cohesion present in the paper form, hypertext presentations need to
preserve contextuality and to provide a means by which the user can see the
fragment's place in the coherent whole.

One easily implemented feature is rapid scanning, both forward and backward.
Another approach is to implement a windowing configuration so that the entire d-unit
is displayed as a scrolling background and the content of the specific node being
accessed appears in an overlay window, graphically represented as exploding out from
its original context. Yet a third technique for sustaining the logic of the d-unit while
fragmenting its elements is to present two windows on the display screen. One
window contains the text of the node. The other widow contains a dynamically
updated graphical representation of the logic structure of the unit, with the area the
user is currently viewing highlighted in some manner.

6. Project Management

The bulk of the project was accomplished from December 1, 1987 to March 4, 1988.
In addition to the Principle Investigator, six students worked on the demonstration
software. An accounting of student wage-hours and a comparison of the cost estimatc
with the final budget are given in Table I and Table 2.
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Table d: Summary of Student Assistances' Time and Wages

Name Total Time Per/Hr Total Wages

Mike Allard 15 $3.35 $ 50.25

Dale Blocher 16 3.35 53.60

Bill Jurasz 2 3.35 6.70

Christ Kuntz 38 3,35 127.30

Nelson Nissley 2 3.35 6.70

Mark Taylor 89 3.35 298.15

162 $ 542.70
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SUMMARY

Literature relating to models of proficiency true score and

measurement method effects on proficiency measures was reviewed.

Eight structural models were identified and the appropriateness

of each to the U. S. Air Force Job Performance Measurement System

(JPMS) were evaluated along several criteria. The empirical fits

of three models were tested against Jet Engine Mechanic Job

Performance Measurement (JPM) data and none were found to be

wholly adequate. Two respecified models (a first-order factor

model and a hierarchical model) were subsequently tested and a

hierarchical model appeared to provide a more defensible

structure to the data. Prototype statistical methods were also

demonstrated for estimating proficiency true score components and

controlling for measurement method effects. However, these

procedures were not successful. An attempt to assess the

generalizability of results from the Jet Engine Mechanic

Specialty to the Air Traffic Control Operator Specialty failed

due to imprecise specification of performance dimensions and/or

allocation of tasks to performance categories. Subsequent

analyses in a third Specialty, (Aerospace Ground Equipment

Mechanic) substantially confirmed findings from the Jet Engine

Mechanic Specialty. Implications of findings for modeling the

proficiency construct, the measurement of proficiency at

different levels of analysis, and the theoretical structure

underlying proficiency measures are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two primary goals of a Joint-Service Job Performance

Measurement/Enlistment Standards (JPM) Project begun in the early

1980's by the U. S. Military were to (a) develop comprehensive

job performance measurement technologies, and (b) to assess the

predictive efficiency of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude

Battery (ASVAB) as it relates to on-the-job proficiency of first-

term enlisted personnel. The U. S. Air Force (USAF) was the lead

Service in the JPM project for developing and demonstrating a

Walk-Through Performance Testing (WTPT) work sample methodology

for assessing job proficiency (Hedge & Teachout, 1986.) and for

determining the suitability of alternative surrogate proficiency

measures (e.g., self-, supervisor-, and peer-ratings of

proficiency). The USAF Job Performance Measurement System (JPMS)

was designed to include proficiency measures taken at various

levels of specificity (task, dimensional and global levels) and

from various measurement sources (Walk Through Performance

Testing, Self, Peer and Supervisory proficiency ratings). Figure

1 illustrates this cross-classification.

The JPMS includes self, peer and supervisory ratings each of

job proficiency at the task, dimensional and global levels (Hedge

& Teachout, 1986). Also included are high fidelity "hands-on"

and interview WTPT measures of proficiency (see Hedge, 1984;

Hedge & Lipscomb, 1987; Hedge & Teachout, 1986; Lipscomb, 1984).

Walk Through measures were designed to be benchmark measures of

proficiency against which alternative measurement methods are

validated (Wigdor & Green, 1986).
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The 1986 National Academy of Sciences (NAS) Committee on the

Performance of Military Personnel report on the JPM Project

(Wigdor & Green, 1986) identified several research and

development needs, including: (a) methodologies for the

assessment of overall job competency, (b) development of strong

theoretical rationale for the measurement of overall job

proficiency, (c) methodologies for deriving overall job

proficiency measures, and (d) comprehensive specification of

underlying constructs of job proficiency. Kavanagh, Borman,

Hedge and Gould (1986) also called for formal specifications of

the performance construct space that identify (a) relevant

dimensions of performance, (b) sources of measurement method

effects in job proficiency measures, and (c) measurement methods

that best assess various aspects of the total criterion space.

The purposes of the present work were to address several of

the research needs identified by Kavanagh et al. (1986) and

Wigdor and Green (1986) by (a) reviewing literature relating to

proficiency true score and measurement method effects on measures

of job proficiency, (b) deriving structural models of proficiency

true score and measurement method effects on proficiency measures

appropriate to the USAF JPM research effort, (c) determining the

empirical fit between structural models and sample data from one

Air Force Specialty (AFS), Jet Engine Mechanic (AFSC 426x2), (d)

developing prototype means for statistical control of measurement

method effects and statistical estimates of proficiency true

score components, and (e) determining the generalizability of

results to a second AFS.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Scope of the Review

Campbell (1982) and Naylor (1982) were optimistic over the

prospects for "modeling" performance. The present research

concerns structural models of proficiency true score and

measurement method effects on proficiency measures (Kavanagh et

al., 1986). In this section, literature relating to performance

modeling that was excluded from the present review is identified.

Subsequently, relevant literature is reviewed.

There are many important considerations for modeling

performance, but several of these were beyond the scope of the

present research. These included: (a) predictor models

(Ghiselli, Campbell & Zedeck, 1981) or models of causes of

performance (e.g., Schmidt, Hunter & Outerbridge, 1986), (b)

human factors models of information processing, man-machine

interface, (e.g., Alluisi & Morgan, 1976) and ability

requirements (e.g., Fleishman, 1978), (c) models of rater

cognitive processes (e.g., Borman, 1978; Cooksey & Freebody,

1985; DeCotiis & Petit, 1978; DeNisi, Cafferty & Meglino, 1984;

Feldman, 1981; Lance & Woehr, 1986; Nathan & Lord, 1983; Zedeck &

Kafry, 1977), (d) models of response sets/styles (e.g., Bentler,

Jackson & Messick, 1971; Cronbach, 1946; Givon & Shapira, 1984;

Rorer, 1965), (e) performance rating as one component of more

general organizational behavior models (e.g., Campbell, Dunnette,

Lawler & Weick, 1971; Katz & Kahn, 1978; Landy & Farr, 1980), (f)

psychophysical scaling models (e.g., Givon & Shapira, 1984;

Guilford, 1954), (g) multidimensional scaling, lens, and policy
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capturing models (e.g., Cooksey & Freebody, 1985; Einhorn &

Hogarth, 1981; Hobson & Gibson, 1983; Schmitt, Noe & Gottschalk,

1986; Slovic, Fischhoff & Lichtenstein, 1977; Zedeck & Kafry,

1977), (h) item response models of rating (e.g., Hulin, Drasgow &

Parsons, 1982), (i) models of rater training and performance

feedback (e.g., Ilgen, Fisher & Taylor, 1979; Lee, 1985; Spool,

1978), and (j) models of leadership processes concerned with the

performance appraisal process (e.g., Dienesch & Liden, 1986;

Green & Mitchell, 1979). These topics were excluded from the

present review because they (a) do not relate explicitly to

modeling of underlying performance constructs, (b) concern

performance appraisal processes, rather than the actual content

of performance measures, and/or (c) tend to include only a single

method of performance measurement.

The present review was restricted to literature relating to

statistical/structural models of performance true score and

measurement method effects on job performance measures. The

review drew largely on literature relating to assessment of

construct validity of performance measures, statistical theories

of performance rating, and statistical estimation and control of

rater bias. Relevant literature was identified from (a)

literature citations in previous reviews of the performance

measurement literature (e.g., Landy & Farr, 1980, 1983), (b)

indexing appropriate subject keywords in Psychological Abstracts,

and (c) by cross-referencing relevant literature in the Social

Science Citation Index.
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Structural Models of Performance True Score

and Measurement Method Effects

In this section, several structural models of performance

identified in the literature review are described, major

theoretical propositions of each are discussed, and important

differences in theoretical structures of performance true score

and measurement source effects are identified. Models are

arbitrarily identified by Roman numerals and each is related to a

common notational system for comparative ease. For algebraic

simplicity, models' components are expressed in standard score

form except where noted.

Model I: Multitrait-Multimethod (MTMM) Matrices: Analysis of

Variance (ANOVA) Approach

Limitations to Campbell and Fiske's (1959) "qualitative"

approach to analysis of MTMM data are now well known (Alwin,

1974; Boruch & Wolins, 1970; Browne, 1984; Kalleberg & Kluegel,

1975; Schmitt, 1978; Schmitt & Stults, 1986). An ANOVA approach

to the analysis of MTMM data, developed by Boruch and Wolins

(1970), Boruch, Larkin, Wolins and MacKinney (1970) and Kavanagh,

MacKinney and Wolins (1971) defines each observed variable, in

raw score form, to be a function of four components:

X = L. + W T + W M + E (1)ijmn m -T-i -M-j ijm

where X (in raw score form) represents the mth (m --> M)
ijm

person's score on the ith (i --> N) trait (T) measured by the
i

jth (1 --> J) method (M), 14 (the grand mean) represents a
j m

general factor that contributes to each person's score on all N
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traits measured by all J methods, Ws are weights relating trait

and method factors to observed scores, and E are nonsystematic
ijm

measurement errors. Measurement errors and trait and method

factors are defined to be independent of the general factor and

each other. ANOVA of MTMM data yields estimates of mean trait

and measurement method effects. The MTMM ANOVA model may be

written in standard score form as:

Z = WT + WM + E (2)
ijm Ti M j urm

where Z is the mth person's standardized score on the ith
ijm

trait measured by the mth method and T , M , E and the Ws are
i j ijm

defined as in Equation 1. Figure 2 illustrates an ANOVA modeling

application to the USAF Job Performance Measurement System

(JPMS). Here, Ts represent trait (dimensional proficiency)

factors, Ms represent method (measurement source) effects, and Ds

and TRs represent, respectively, dimensional and task-level pro-

ficiency measures. Task and dimension-level proficiency measures

are both assumed to reflect dimensional proficiency but at

different levels of generality. For clarity of presentation,

nonsystematic measurement error effects (E s) are not shown.
ijm

The ANOVA modeling approach defines only orthogonal dimensional

true score and general measurement method effects. Schmitt and

Stults (1986) provide an extended review and discussion of

limitations to the ANOVA MTMM approach.

Model II: MTMM Matrices: Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)

Approach

CFA has become the preferred approach to the analysis of
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MTMM data (e.g., Arora, 1982; Browne, 1984; Burnkrant & Page,

1982; Marsh & Hocevar, 1988; Schmitt & Stults, 1986; Widaman,

1985). CFA has path analysis of MTMM matrices as a special case

(e.g., Avison, 1978; Kalleberg & Kluegel, 1975; Schmitt, 1978).

CFA and ANOVA approaches to MTMM data specify identical trait and

measurement method effects. The CFA approach, however, allows

for the estimation of correlations among trait and method

factors:

RZZ = :AT:Am: I.= 1M + (3
- - -. IC

Here, R (N*J x N*J) is the MTMM correlation matrix, A :A
-zz _ T M

((N*J x (N+J)) is the partitioned matrix of observed variables'

factor loadings on trait (AT) and method (AM) factors,

contains correlations among trait ( ) and/or method factors• TT'

(4 and 0 ), and ?,(N*J x N*J, diagonal) contains unique-
.'MM . MT

nesses. Widaman (1985) presented a taxonomy of CFA parameteri-

zations of MTMM models that allow (a) no, (b) one, (c) multiple

orthogonal, or (d) multiple correlated trait and method factors.

An example of the most general of these parameterizations

extended to the JPMS is shown in Figure 3 where curved, double-

headed arrows indicate correlations among model components.

Model components are defined as in Figure 2, and again,

measurement errors are not depicted for clarity of presentation.

Both ANOVA and CFA general approaches for the analysis of

MTMM matrices but CFA is the more general analytic strategy (see

Schmitt & Stults, 1986; Widaman, 1985), and seeks to explain
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observed correlations among dimensional and task level

proficiency measures as functions of correlated trait

(dimensional) true score factors and global measurement method

factors.

Model III: Kenny and Berman's (1980) Model for Ratings

Kenny and Berman (1980) proposed the rating model:

x = A Y +E. (4)
ijkm ijk ijk im ijkm

where model components are expressed in raw score form and X
ijkm

refers to rater j's (_ --> J) rating of the mth (m --> M) ratee

on the kth (k --> K) item belonging to the ith (i -->. N) perfor-

mance dimension,,,- is the mean of rater j's ratings on all
ijk

the ith performance dimension's items across all M ratees, Pijk

is a weight relating the influence of ratee true performance

(tr ) on the ith performance dimension to X , and 6 is
im ijkm ijkm

presumed to contain measurement error. This model may be repre-

sented in standard score form as:

Z =W T + E (5)

ijkm T im ijm

Kenny and Berman (1980) assumed that performance true scores

were correlated, that is, r(T ,T ) $ 0. Rater bias (measure-
im i'm

ment source effects) was assumed to be indicated by correlated

within-source measurement errors. Specifically, E s were
ijkm

assumed to correlated if j = j' but zero if j _ '. Thus Kenny

and Berman (1980) modeled rater bias as a within-rater source of

covariation among observed ratings above and beyond covariation

due to effects of correlated ratee true scores. This model is
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shown in Figure 4.

According to this model, correlations among JPMS task and/or

dimensional proficiency ratings within a rating source are due

effects of (a) correlated dimensional true scores (Ts) and (b)

correlated within-source measurement errors (rater bias, shown as

curved, double-headed arrows connecting Es). Cross-source corre-

lations among rating items are presumed to result from effects of

correlated dimensional true scores.

Model IV: General Source Effects

A more parsimonious model of correlated within-source

measurement errors in Model III includes a specification of

general measurement source effects:

Z =WT +WM +E (5)

ijkm T-im M im ijkm

where Ws are weights relating correlated dimensional true score

(T ) and measurement source effects (M ) to standardized profi-
im im

ciency measures Z . Measurement errors (E s) in this model
ijkm ijkm

are assumed to be uncorrelated. Model IV is shown in Figure 5.

This more parsimonious model seeks to explain correlated within-

source measurement errors in Model III in terms of general

measurement source effects, often referred to as halo

effects (e.g., Prien & Liske, 1962). This model is a

special case of the general CFA MTMM Model II (Widaman's, 1985

model 3B') with 4) = MT = 0, = I in Equation 3.
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Model V: Guilford's (1954) and King, Hunter and Schmidt's (1980)

Psychometric Rating Model

King, Hunter and Schmidt (1980) proposed a modification of

Guilford's (1954) psychometric rating model that specified

measurement source, as well as overall and dimensional

proficient2" true score effects:

Z = W + W T + W M + E (6)
ijkm g m T-im M-im ijkm

Here Z refers to rater (source) i's rating of ratee m on the
ijkm

kth item belonging to the ith performance dimension, Ws are

weights relating ratings (proficiency measures) to a general

proficiency factor (. ), dimensional true scores (T ) and rater
m im

bias (source) effects (M ). Measurement errors (E ) and all
jm ijkm

other model components were assumed to be mutually orthogonal.

This model is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 shows general () and dimensional proficiency true

score (Ts), and general measurement method effects (Ms) on

global- (GRs) dimension- (Ds) and task-level (TRs) proficiency

measures. Correlations among within-source measures of

proficiency on the same performance dimension are assumed to be

due to common effects of (a) dimensional true scores (Ts) (b) the

general proficiency factor (Q) and, (c) measurement source

effects (Ms). Correlations among within-source measures of

proficiency on different performance dimensions are assumed to be

due to common effects of (a) the general proficiency factor and

(b) measurement source effects. Correlations between cross-

source proficiency measures are seen to result from common
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effects of (a) dimensional true proficiency and/or (b) the

general proficiency factor, depending on whether the measures tap

the same or different performance dimensions. Global ratings are

seen to be functions of general proficiency and measurement

source effects, and are expected to be correlated to the extent

that global ratings from different rating sources reflect the

general proficiency factor.

Model VI: An Extension of the King et al (1980) Model

King et al. (1980) alluded to the possibility of dimension-

specific measurement source effects that influence ratings above

and beyond general source effects. Dimension-specifit measure-

ment source effects have been interpreted as (a) areal rater

biases (Wherry & Bartlett, 1982) and (b) aspects of the total

criterion space assessed uniquely by particular measurement

methods (Kavanagh et al., 1986). Equation 6 may be augmented to

include these effects as:

Z = W + W T + W M + W TM + E (7)
ijkm g m T-im M--jm TM ijm ijkm

Equation 7 expresses standardized proficiency measures Z
ijkm

as a function of a general (q) and dimensional true proficiency
m

(T ) factors; and general (M ) and areal (TM ) measurement
im jm ijm

source effects. As in Model V, model components are assumed

to be uncorrelated. This model is shown in Figure 7. Again,

measurement errors (E ) are not shown for the sake of clarity.
ijkm

Model VII: Wherry's (1952) Theory of Rating

Wherry's (1952) theory of rating was summarized by Wherry

and Bartlett's (1982) equation 8e:

9e-19



z =WZ +W z +W z +Wz +
XR T T BRA BRA BRO BRO I I

w z + W z + w z (8)
EA EA EP EP ER ER

Here, Z is the rating response, Ws are weights relating
XR

the rating response to (dimensional) ratee true performance

scores (Z ), areal (dimensional) rater biases (Z ), overall
T BRA

rater biases (Z ), opportunity bias (Z) and nonsystematic
BRO I

errors in: (a) ratee performance (Z ), (b) rater perceptions of
EA

ratee behavior (Z ), and (c) rater recall of ratee behavior
EP

(Z ). Since all error components were assumed to be
ER

nonsystematic (Wherry & Bartlett, 1982, p. 559), they may be

represented as a single aggregate source of nonsystematic error.

Also, since the present research was not concerned with

opportunity bias effects, Equation 8 may be rewritten:

Z = W T + W M + W TM + E (9)-ijk -T-ima M jm -TM--i jm -ijkmn

Here, Z , T , M , and E are defined as in equation
ijkm im jm ijkm

8, and TM s are defined as areal rater biases. Measurement
urm

errors E are assumed to be mutually uncorrelated, and
ijkm

uncorrelated with other model components. Dimensional true

scores (T s) are assumed to be mutually correlated, but
im

uncorrelated with M s and TM s. Overall biases (M s) are
jm ijm jm

assumed to be correlated (to allow for the possibility of "shared

halo" effects) but orthogonal to the T s and the TM s. The
im ijm

TM s are assumed to be correlated when i = ii (i.e. shared
ijm

intersource biases in rating the same trait) but orthogonal when

i # i', and orthogonal to the T s and M s.
im jm
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Figure 8 shows several distinctive features of this

performance rating model. First, there is no explicit

consideration of general proficiency effects. Instead, the

weaker assumption of correlated dimensional true score effects is

opted for. Second, as in model VI, multiple measurement source

effects are considered orthogonal within measurement sources, and

measurement source effects are considered to be orthogonal to

dimensional true score effects. However, unlike the models

above, overall rater biases (measurement source effects) are

assumed to be correlated as are same-dimension areal biases.

These assumptions lead to the specification of correlated method

variance effects (Widaman, 1985), which may be interpreted as

cross-source shared implicit theories of the structure of

performance (Lance & Lautenschlager, 1987), or common frames of

reference among measurement sources (Kavanagh et al., 1986).

Model VIII: A Hierarchical Model

Hulin (1982) suggested that performance, as well as human

abilities (Thorndike, 1985) may be organized hierarchically.

According to this notion, global proficiency and measurement

source effects influence observed measures indirectly through

more specific components. That is, a hierarchical model seeks

to explain correlations among dimensional true score and areal

measurement source effects in terms of their common dependency on

more global proficiency and measurement source effects:
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z = W T + TM + E (10a)
ijkm Tim irm ijkmn

T = W q + d (10b)
im g m T

TM = W M + d (10c)
ijm M-im TM

Here, dimensional true scores (T ) and areal measurement source
im

effects (TM.) are presumed to affect dimensionally specific
urm

proficiency measures (Z ) directly. The T s are assumed to
ijkm Im

be correlated due to their (imperfect) common dependency on a

second-order general proficiency factor (Q). Similarly the
m

TM s are assumed to be correlated within a single measurement
im

source due to their common dependency on more global measurement

source effects (M s). The d s and d s are residual variables
jm T TM

and contain variance unaccounted for by q and the M s,
m 3m

respectively. To the extent that measurement sources share

common frames of reference, the M s may also be correlated
im

across sources.

Figure 9 illustrates Model VIII, where Ds, TRs and GRs

represent, respectively, dimensional, task and global proficiency

measures. Dimension-specific proficiency measures are viewed as

direct functions of dimensional true scores and areal measurement

source effects, and as being affected indirectly by general

proficiency and source factors. Overall proficiency is specified

explicitly as a general proficiency factor (q) and, along with

general measurement source effects (Ms) are assumed to have

direct effects on global proficiency ratings. Correlations among

dimensional true scores and areal measurement source effects are

assumed to be accounted for by common effects of the general
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proficiency factor and general measurement source effects,

respectively.

Appropriateness of Structural Models for the USAF JPMS

In this section, several criteria are suggested for

determining the appropriateness of structural Models I - VIII

for describing relations among job proficiency measures in the

USAF JPMS. Figure 10 summarizes these criteria and the extent to

which Models I - VIII satisfy each.

Criterion 1: Does the model specify dimensional true score

effects? Job performance criteria have long been considered to

be multidimensional (Brogden & Taylor, 1950; DeNisi et al., 1984;

Ghiselli, 1956; James, 1973; Schmidt & Kaplan, 1971). The JPMS

reflects this concern with the collection of proficiency measures

at various levels of measurement specificity (Hedge & Teachout,

1986). Job performance dimensions are considered to represent

conceptually distinct clusters of job tasks or duties. Thus,

dimensional proficiency measures should reflect general

proficiency on each job performance dimension as well on

constituent tasks. All models partition at least some of the

total true proficiency space into dimensional true score effects.

This desirable feature of each model supports the specification

of separate dimensional true score and measurement method

effects.

Criterion 2: Does the model specify performance dimension-

specific measurement source effects? Wherry (1952) referred to

dimension-specific measurement source effects as areal rater

biases, or dimensional judgments based on performance non-
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relevant factors (Wherry & Bartlett, 1982).

On the other hand, Kavanagh et al (1986) suggested that

these effects might also be interpreted as aspects of the total

criterion space that are assessed uniquely by particular

measurement sources. This implies that certain measurement

sources assess certain aspects of performance more effectively

than do other sources. Others (e.g., Holzbach, 1978; Kane &

Lawler, 1978; Klimoski & London, 1974; Mabe & West, 1982; Steel

& Ovalle, 1984; Thornton, 1980; Zammuto, London & Rowland, 1982)

have also suggested that raters occupying different

organizational positions (e.g., incunbents, peers, supervisors)

view ratee performance from different frames of reference.

Specification of dimension-specific measurement source effects

allows a test of the hypothesis that some measurement methods

assess certain aspects of the total criterion space more effec-

tively than do other measurement methods. Thus this criterion

would seem to be an important one in determining the

appropriateness of structural models for the JPMS.

Only Models VI through VIII specify dimension-specific

measurement source effec '. MTMM approaches (Models I and II) and

Model IV restrict specification of measurement source effects to

the global level (however, see Marsh & Hocevar's [1988) recent

development), and Kenny and Berman's (1980) model (Model III)

addresses measurement method effects only from the standpoint of

correlated measurement errors.

Criterion 3: Does the model explicitly consider the overall

true performance construct? This is an important criterion for
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at least two reasons. First, from a pragmatic standpoint,

overall performance measures may be necessary for purposes such

as test validation, and promotion and retention decisions.

Direct measurement of overall performance would obviate concerns

over the appropriateness of aggregating specific criterion

elements (e.g., Schmidt & Kaplan, 1971). Second, from a theo-

retical standpoint, the overall true performance construct

(Cooper, 1981; Hulin, 1982; Lance & Woehr, 1986) is achieving the

status of general ability (Thorndike, 1985) as a broad explana-

tory construct in the study of work behavior. Thus, a model

appropriate to the JPMS should specify general proficiency

effects. Models V, VI and VIII explicitly consider a general

proficiency factor. Other models (except MTMM-ANOVA, Model I)

consider general proficiency only implicitly in terms of

correlated dimensional true scores.

Criterion 4: Does the model explicitly consider overall

measurement source effects? Global measurement source effects

have been interpreted to indicate halo in ratings (Holzbach,

1978; Landy, Vance, Barnes-Farrell & Steele, 1980; Prien & Liske

1962; Wherry, 1952; Wherry & Bartlett, 1982). Others (e.g.,

Bingham, 1939; Cooper, 1981; Feldman, 1981; Kozlowski, Hirsch &

Chao, 1986; Lance & Woehr, 1986), on the other hand, have

provided compelling arguments for interpreting at least some

portion of general within-source effects as representing a

performance-based general impression, or "valid halo." Cross-

source differences in ratings may reflect differences in overall

frames of reference (Holzbach, 1978; Kane & Lawler, 1978;
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Klimoski & London, 1974; Mabe & West, 1982). Thus, it is

important that general within-source measurement effects be

separable from cross-source and dimensionally specific

measurement source effects. All models, except Model III,

specify general measurement source effects.

Criterion 5: Does the model consider the possible

hierarchical structure of performance? This question concerns

(a) whether the model incorporates overall, as well as,

dimensional true proficiency and measurement source effects, and

(b) whether dimensionally specific true score and measurement

method effects are viewed explicitly-to be dependent on more

global true proficiency and measurement method factors. The USAF

JMPS reflects a hierarchical conception of performance.

Consequently, a useful structural model of performance would

allow an assessment of the extent to which hierarchical relations

are actually represented among proficiency measures.

Model VIII meets both requirements for a hierarchical

structure of performance, while Model VI meets only the first.

Model VI specifies overall proficiency and measurement method

effects on proficiency measures that are direct, and separate

from dimension-specific method and true score effects. Model

VIII, on the other hand, proposes that overall proficiency and

measurement method effects on proficiency measures are indirect,

and are mediated by dimension-specific effects. In this case,

dimension-specific effects are presumed to be subsumed by overall

effects.
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Criterion 6: To what extent is the model derived from

theory? The concern here is not over statistical theory, but the

extent to which Models I - VII were derived from substantive

performance theory. Data-driven models usually provide closer

initial approximations to sample data than do theoretically

derived models. Data-driven models, however, may be sample-bound

(James, Mulaik & Brett, 1982; Judd, Jessor & Donovan, 1986;

Mosier, 1951), while theoretically-based models may lead to more

generalizable findings and broader explanantory power. To some

extent all of the models described above are derived from

theories of performance. The MTMM models (Models I and II)

represent well developed, general data analytic strategies in the

assessment of convergent and discriminant validity of performance

measures (Schmitt & Stults, 1986; Widaman, 1985). However,

Models I and II have little to say about the theoretical

structure of the performance construct. Models III and IV are

based on the classical test theory notion of true and error

scores (Lord & Novick, 1968) and are intended to account for

sources of systematic errors in performance measures, but the

sources of the constant errors remain undefined. Models V and VI

are rooted in Guilford's (1954) psychometric model for rating

data and Model VIII derives from theoretical notions of ability

hierarchies (Hulin, 1982; Thorndike, 1985). Model VII is most

firmly rooted in theory, namely Wherry's (1952) theory of the

rating process. Model VII was derived from Wherry's (1952)

explicit mathematical representation of ratee true performance

and rater bias effects in performance ratings.
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Conclusions. A review of literature relating to structural

models of proficiency true score and measurement method effects

on proficiency measures identified several plausible models.

However, the focus of the empirical research described below was

limited to Models VI, VII, and VIII. Empirical analyses were

limited to these models because, among the plausible models

considered (a) they were most firmly rooted in performance

theory, (b) they made competing specifications of the underlying

structure of the total criterion space, (c) they most closely

parallel the design of the JPMS, and (d) they contained simpler,

perhaps more parsimonious models as special cases.
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III. INITIAL EMPIRICAL TESTS OF MODELS VI - VIII:

ANALYSES OF JET ENGINE MECHANIC (AFSC 426x2) JPM DATA

Method

Rationale and procedures for collection of the Jet Engine

Mechanic JPMS sample data are described in detail elsewhere

(Hedge, 1984; Hedge & Teachout, 1986). Measures adapted from the

Jet Engine Mechanic (JEM) data base for the present research were

self, supervisory and peer ratings each of (a) task-level tech-

nical proficiency, (b) dimension-level technical proficiency, (c)

global-level task and interpersonal proficiency, and (d) several

Air Force-wide factors relating primarily to interpersonal profi-

ciency. WTPT measures of task-level technical proficiency were

also used in the present research.

Simplified representations of models derived from King et

al. (1980) (Model VI), Wherry and Bartlett (1982) (Model VII),

and a third, hierarchical model (Model VIII) of proficiency true

score and measurement method effects, are shown in Figures 11

through 13. These representations are simplified in the sense

that (a) only two of the four measurement sources studied (self,

supervisor, peer and WTPT) are shown (arbitrarily, self and

supervisory ratings), (b) only two of the three technical

proficiency dimensions studied (Completion of Forms (COF),

Removal/Replacement of Engine Components, and Inspect Engine) are

shown, and (c) only an illustrative subset of the measures

actually used in this study are shown. In Figures 11 through 13

(a) encircled elements represent latent proficiency and/or

measurement method factors, (b) elements in boxes are observed
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proficiency measures, (c) single-headed arrows indicate hypothe-

sized effects from factors to observed variables and/or other

factors, and (d) curved, double-headed arrows indicate correla-

tions.

Measures

Dimensional Proficiency

Technical proficiency. Three JEM technical proficiency

dimensions were chosen for study (Completion of Forms [COF],

Removal and Replacement of Engine Components [RREC], and Inspect

Engine [IE]). These three dimensions were chosen (a) to limit

the scope of data analytic requirements and (b) because the JEM

JPMS contained common WTPT and rating measures of proficiency on

these dimensions. Self, supervisor and peer rating measures

included for each dimension were: (a) Completion of Forms -

dimensional-level COF rating, and proficiency rating on JEM task

134 (T134), (b) Removal and Replacement of Engine Components -

dimensional-level RREC rating and proficiency ratings on JEM

tasks T347, T351, T353, T360 and T363, (c) Inspect Engine -

dimensional-level IE rating and proficiency ratings on JEM tasks

T301 and T302. WTPT measures were: (a) COF - the Hands-on

measure of task T134 proficiency, (b) RREC - Hands-on measures of

proficiency on tasks T347, T353, T360 and T363, and an Interview

measure of task 351 proficiency, and (c) IE - Hands-on measures

of proficiency on tasks T301 and T302. Task descriptions are

shown in Table 1.

Interpersonal proficiency. Measures of interpersonal profi-

ciency dimensions were self, supervisor and peer Air Force-wide
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Table 1

Descriptions of Tasks Included in Jet Engine Mechanic
(AFSC 426x2) Analyses

Dimension Task # Task Description

Completion of Forms 134 Completes AFTO Forms 349
(Maintenance Data Collection
Record), AFTO Forms 350 (Reparable
Item Processing Tag), and AFTO
Forms 781A (Maintenance
Discrepancy and Work Document).

Remove/Replace 347 Installs starters.
Engine Components:

351 Installs engine constant speed.
drives (CSD).

353 Installs engine forward top anti-
icing ducts.

360 Installs engine exhaust gas
temperature thermocouple harness.

363 Installs engine ignition exciter
boxes.

Inspect Engine: 301 Inspects engine plumbing.

302 Inspects 3000 series trailers for
serviceability.
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ratings of (a) Initiative/Effort (INTEF), (b) Knowledge

of/Adherance to Regulations/Orders (REG ORD), (c) Integrity

(INTEG), (d) Leadership (LSHIP), (e) Military Appearance (MIL

AP), (f) Self Development (S DEV), and (g) Self Control (S CNT).

Global Proficiency

Global technical proficiency measures were self, supervisor

and peer ratings of (a) Global Technical Proficiency (GL TECH),

and (b) Air Force-wide rating of Technical Knowledge/Skill (TECH

KN). Global Interpersonal Proficiency (GL INTP) self, supervisor

and peer ratings were used to indicate general interpersonal

proficiency.

Summary. A total of 71 JEM proficiency measures were

included in this research - self, supervisor and peer ratings

each on two global proficiency scales, three dimensional profi-

ciency scales, eight task proficiency scales and eight Air Force-

wide rating scales. WTPT scores on eight JEM tasks were also

included. Figure 14 summarizes the measures adapted from the JEM

JPMS data base.

Procedures

A 71 x 71 matrix of correlations among the variables listed

above and in Figure 14 was constructed using the SAS CORR

procedure (SAS Institute, 1985). Missing data were deleted

listwise yielding a matrix based on a working sample of n=175.

The 71 x 71 correlation matrix was then input to the LISREL-

VI computer program (Jdreskog & Sbrbom, 1984) for Full

Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) confirmatory first- and

second-order factor analysis (Long, 1983a, 1983b) estimation of
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parameters in models illustrated in Figures 11, 12 and 13.

Results from factor analyses (e.g., nonsignificant factor

loadings, goodness-of-fit indices, estimates of correlations

among factors) were used to derive respecified (trimmed) models.

Parameters in respecified models were then estimated, again using

first- and second-order factor analysis application of the LISREL

program.

Next, regression estimated factor scores (Mulaik, 1972) were

computed for respecified factors using the SAS MATRIX procedure

(SAS Institute, 1985b). These were treated as estimates of

scores on the underlying factors. Residualized observed

variables, with estimates of measurement method effects theoreti-

cally removed (Lance & Lautenschlager, 1987) were also computed.

Finally, composites of observed scores, regression estimated

factor scores, and observed scores corrected for measurement

method effects were correlated with measures of several factors

theoretically related to proficiency. These were measues of job

experience (Months on Engine [MOE)), aptitude (ASVAB Mechanical

Aptitude Index [MECH-AI]), success in training (Technical School

grade) and situational constraints on performance (a composite of

self-ratings of the availability of tools and equipment, clarity

and availability of technical manuals and other written

materials). It was hypothesized that (a) composites of true

proficiency factor score estimates and (b) composites of observed

variables corrected for estimated measurement method effects,

would exhibit stronger correlations with variables theoretically

related to proficiency, than would composites of observed
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proficiency scores.

Results

Confirmatory First- and Second-Order Factor Analyses: Initial

Specifications

Models derived from King et al. (1980) and Wherry and

Bartlett (1982) (Models VI and VII in Figures 11 and 12,

respectively) were tested using first-order confirmatory factor

analysis (Jbreskog & Sdrbom, 1984). The hierarchical model

(Model VIII, shown in Figure 13) was tested using confirmatory

second-order factor analysis. Many of the same first-order

factor loadings were specified by all three models. Table 2

shows the pattern of fixed and free elements in the factor

pattern matrix (LISREL's lambda-X matrix) used to test the model

derived from King et al. (1980), so as to provide an overall

perspective on the elements that were estimated. Factors were

hypothesized to be mutually orthogonal in this model. The model

derived from Wherry and Bartlett (1982) proposed nonzero

correlations (a) among general source factors, (b) among

dimensional technical proficiency and interpersonal proficiency

factors, (c) between within-source technical proficiency factors

and same-source interpersonal proficiency factors, and (d)

between same-dimension, within-source technical proficiency

factors, but corresponding to different sources. Table 3 shows

this pattern.

Due to the many similarities between first-order factor

pattern loadings proposed by the hierarchical model and the

patterns proposed by the models derived from King et al. (1980)
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and Wherry and Bartlett (1982), it is not shown. However, (a)

patterns of manifest variables (indicants') loadings on second-

order factors, and (b) patterns of first-order factors' loadings

on the second-order factors are shown in Tables 4 and 5,

respectively. Nonzero second-order factor correlations were

proposed (a) between Global Technical and Interpersonal

Proficiency factors, and (b) among global source factors.

LISREL's automatic starting values option (which produces

two-stage least squares [2SLS] initial parameter estimates) was

chosen, since there were no prior estimates that might have been

thought to be closer to full information maximum likelihood

(FIML) estimates than 2SLS estimates. A maximum of 60 minutes

CPU time was allocated for each analysis.

The FIML solution for the hierarchical model converged

within four iterations, but contained many estimates that lay

outside admissible parameter space (e.g., negative error

variances, standardized parameter estimates larger in absolute

value than 1.00). The initial 2SLS solution also contained many

"improper" estimates.

"Reasonable" 2SLS estimates were obtained both for models

derived from King et al. (1980) and Wherry and Bartlett (1982).

However, in neither case did the FIML solution converge within 67

iterations or within the 60 CPU minutes allocated for the

problems. Initial 2SLS estimates, however, pointed to several

sources of model confirmation, and to some sources of potential

model misspecification.

Variables' loadings on the Global Technical Proficiency and
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Table 6

Global Technical and Interpersonal Proficiency 2SLS Factor Loadings:

Model Derived Prom King et al. (1980) for APSC 426x2

Factor: Global Tech. Prof. Global Intp. Prof.

Source: Self Super Peer WTPT Self Super Peer WTPT

Variable:

GLTECH .188 .268 .369 -- 0 0 0 --

GL INTP 0 0 0 -- .051 .109 '.079 --

COP -.025 .083 -.041 -- 0 0 0 --

RREC .428 .579 .454 -- 0 0 0 --

IR .030 .258 -.020 -- 0 0 0 --

T134 -.094 -.084 .016 .000 0 0 0 0

T301 -.047 .126 -.009 .037 0 0 0 0

T347 -.316 -.156 -.094 .134 0 0 0 0

T302 -.203 -.241 .145 -.131 0 0 0 0

T353 -.088 -.180 -.111 -.406 0 0 0 0

T351 .110 -.182 -.052 -.056 0 0 0 0

T360 -.003 -.083 -.227 .321 0 0 0 0

T363 -.036 .005 .161 -.401 0 0 0 0

TECH KN .291 .265 .291 -- 0 0 0 --

INT EP 0 0 0 -- .102 .031 -.035 --

REG ORD 0 0 0 -- .149 -.000 .031 --

INTEG 0 0 0 -- -.096 -.056 -.085 --

LSHIP 0 0 0 -- -.124 -.049 .081 --

MIL AP 0 0 0 -- -.028 .174 .040 --

S DIS 0 0 0 -- .073 .170 .061 --

S CNT 0 0 0 -- .121 -.088 .017 --
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Global Interpersonal Proficiency factors hypothesized by the King

et al. (1980) model tended to be small and inconsistent. These

are shown in Table 6. Columns for the two proficiency factors in

Table 6 are "collapsed" for interpretive ease. That is, these

loadings actually formed only one column for each factor in the

original factor pattern matrix. These results lent little

support for hypotheses of direct global technical and

interpersonal proficiency effects on proficiency measures.

However, they are consistent with prior research that has found

only marginal convergence between measurement sources in evalua-

ting performance (e.g., Holzbach, 1978; Prien & Liske, 1962).

All other hypothesized patterns of factor loadings were the

same for the King et al. (1980) and Wherry and Bartlett (1982)

models, and 2SLS factor pattern estimates were similar in the two

solutions. Table 7 shows factor loadings (from the solution for

Wherry and Bartlett (1982] model) for the inter-source

dimensional technical proficiency factors (e.g., "Completion of

Forms", and "Inspect Engine" in Figure 12). Columns from the

original factor pattern matrix are again "collapsed" for

interpretive ease. Most factor loadings were small and

nonsignificant. These results provide little support for the

inter-source dimensional technical proficiency true score factors

hypothesized by the hierarchical model, and the models derived

from King et al. (1980) and Wherry and Bartlett (1982).

There was, however, reasonably strong support for global

measurement source effects. 2SLS estimates of variables'

loadings on these factors (again from the solution for the model
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Table 8

Global Source 2SLS Factor Loadings: Model Derived From

Wherry and Bartlett (1982) for AFSC 426x2

Source Factor: Self Supervisor Peer WTPT

Variable:

GL TECH .845 .876 .913

GL INTP .346 .585 .422

COF .473 .617 .568 --

RREC .698 .797 .711 --

IE .544 .715 .703 --

T134 .464 .487 .613 .161

T301 .566 .688 .640 .091

T347 .426 .698 .566 .200

T302 .283 .518 .550 -.119

T353 .478 .705 .523 .181

T351 .545 .627 .475 .437

T360 .513 .691 .529 -.196

T363 .426 .599 .527 .553

TECH KN .986 .913 .919 --

INT EF .305 .616 .237

REG ORD .168 .550 .133

INTEG .074 .551 .257

LSHIP .615 .763 .449

MIL AP .148 .405 .110

S DIS .354 .533 .128

S CNT .293 .566 .344
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derived from Wherry & Bartlett [19821) are shown in Table 8.

Here, columns correspond exactly to columns in the original

factor pattern matrix but rows of fixed-zero elements are trun-

cated to facilitate interpretation. Variables' loadings on

global measurement source factors tended to be quite large for

self, supervisor, and peer rating sources, but not for the WTPT

measurement source. These results strongly support global self,

supervisor and peer measurement source effects on proficiency

measures, but support for a global WTPT source factor was weak.

There was also strong support for within-source dimensional

proficiency effects, for example, Self-COF, Self-Inspect Engine

and Self-Interper. factors in Figure 12. Table 9 shows estimates

for variables' loadings on these factors, again from the solution

for the model derived from Wherry and Bartlett (1982). Here

again, columns correspond exactly to columns in the original

factor pattern matrix but rows of zero-restricted elements have

been omitted for interpretive ease. Factor loadings were

generally high and in the expected direction.

Finally, there was mixed support for the -vittern of factor

correlations hypothesized by the model derived from Wherry and

Bartlett (1982). 2SLS estimates of factor correlations (elements

in LISREL's phi matrix) are shown in Table 10. Rating source

factors were positively intercorrelated but essentially ortho-

gonal tc the WTPT source factor. Inter-source technical profi-

ciency factors (COF, RREC and IE) were essentially orthogonal,

and uncorrelated with interpersonal proficiency factors. Inter-

personal proficiency factors were positively correlated an were
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also positively correlated with same-source technical proficiency

factors. Finally, correlations between same-dimension source-

specific technical proficiency factors (analogous to correlations

among trait-method interaction effects in MTMM analysis) tended

to be small to negligble. These findings, along with findings

that indicated lack of support for inter-source dimensional

technical proficiency factors, suggested little convergence among

measurement sources in assessing common aspects of the technical

proficiency criterion space.

Model Respecifications

Results from initial model tests suggested several

misspecifications in the models derived from King et al. (1980)

and Wherry and Bartlett (1982), and indirectly, the hierarchical

model. Among these were: (a) hypothesized direct global

technical and interpersonal proficiency effects on proficiency

measures were disconfirmed (see Table 6), (b) hypothesized inter-

source technical proficiency effects on proficiency measures were

disconfirmed (see Table 7), (c) factors were neither orthogonal,

as hypothesized by the model derived from King et al. (1980), nor

did factor correlations conform precisely to the pattern

hypothesized by the model derived from Wherry and Bartlett

(1982).

These findings guided respecification of two models shown in

Figures 15 and 16. Figure 15 represents many aspects of the models

derived from King et al. (1980) and Wherry and Bartlett (1982),

but with (a) global technical and interpersonal proficiency

factors absent, (b) inter-source technical proficiency factors
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absent, and (c) several correlations among specific factors hypo-

thesized to be non-zero. These factor correlations were esti-

mated to assess potential convergence (a) among interpersonal

proficiency factors, (b) between same-dimension within-source

technical proficiency factors, and (c) between measurement source

factors.

Figure 16 shows a respecified hierarchical model. Results

above did not support the specification of inter-source

dimensional technical proficiency factors. Second-order global

technical and interpersonal proficiency factors were retained.on

a theoretical basis to account for correlations among- specific

proficiency factors. Figure 16 shows specifications of (a) task-

and dimension-level technical proficiency measures' loadings on

source-specific technical proficiency first-order factors, (b)

Air Force-wide ratings' loadings on source-specific interpersonal

proficiency first-order factors, (c) global technical proficiency

and interpersonal proficiency ratings' loadings on general

technical and interpersonal proficiency second-order factors, and

(d) first-order technical and interpersonal proficiency factors'

loadings on the second-order technical and interpersonal

proficiency factors.

Tests of Respecified Models

Parameters in the respecified first-order factor model

(Figure 15) and the respecified hierarchical model (Figure 16),

were estimated using the LISREL-VI program, and allowing a

maximum of 90 minutes CPU time. FIML estimates for the respeci-

fied hierarchical model converged in 82 iterations and within 81
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minutes CPU computing time. All but one of the standardized FIML

parameter estimates were within admissible parameter space. The

respecified first-order factor model converged in 72 iterations

and in just over 68 minutes CPU computing time. However, several

FIML parameter estimates for the respecified first-order model

were "improper." 2SLS estimates for parameters in the first-

order model were reasonable, however, and were used for further

analyses.

Only the hierarchical model converged in "proper" FIML

estimates, so comparable goodness-of-fit statistics were not

directly calculable between it and the first-order factor model.

However, approximations to Jbreskog and Sdrbom's (1984) goodness-

of-fit index (GFI) were calculated for both models using 2SLS

estimates. The SAS MATRIX procedure (SAS Institute, 1985b) was

used to calculate the reproduced correlation matrix from 2SLS

estimates in the first-order model:

AeA' + e6(11)

and the hierarchical model: .1 I
A/\ + e A'--(12)

----- -- Y - X--X

Approximate GFIs were computed as:

-1

tr( , - 1)

GFI = 1 - - - -- (13)
tr( -iS)2
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where "tr" indicates the trace of a matrix, S is the sample

matrix of correlations among observed variables, and I is an

identity matrix dimensioned as S and . GFIs for the respeci-

fied first-order and hierarchical models were .435 and .818,

respectively. These are low by Bentler and Bonett's (1980)

standards. However, when evaluated against a chi-square to

degrees-of-freedom ratio standard (Hoelter, 1983), the hierarchi-

cal model (3890.69/2098 = 1.85) appeared to fit the data well.

(This ratio was not calculable for the first-order factor model

since the solution converged in improper estimates). This dis-

crepancy reflects the fact that a very parsimonious (highly

overidentified) hierarchical model was very effective, but imper-

fect, in accounting for interrelationships among observed

variables. The first-order model, while also highly overidenti-

fied, was less effective in accounting for observed relations.

Since (a) only the respecified hierarchical model resulted in a

convergent FIML solution containing "proper" estimates, and (b)

2SLS hierarchical model parameter estimates reproduced relations

among observed variables more effectively than first-order factor

model parameter estimates, the hierarchical model was accepted as

a more defensible representation of the latent structure underlying

relations among observed proficiency measures. Standardized FIML

estimates of first- and second-order factor loadings, and corre-

lations among second-order factors are shown in Tables 11 - 14.

Table 11 shows variables' standardized loadings on the

first-order factors. Columns in Table 11 correspond exactly to

columns in the actual factor pattern matrix, but many rows of
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zero-restricted elements have been deleted toward clarity of

presentation. Nearly all factor loadings are high, corroborating

evidence above that supported strong effects of within-source

dimensional proficiency factors.

Table 12 shows the actual factor pattern matrix of

variables' (indicants') loadings on the second-order factors.

Strong loadings on each of the Measurement Method factors

indicate strong measurement source effects on global ratings.

Self global ratings of Technical Proficiency and Technical

Knowledge were larger than Supervisory or Peer ratings. This.

indicates that self ratings may be the most appropriate source

from which obtain to global assessments of incumbent technical

proficiency. On the other hand, Supervisory and Peer ratings of

global Interpersonal Proficiency had larger loadings on the

Global Interpersonal Proficiency factor than did the Self rating,

indicating that Supervisors and Peers might best assess

Interpersonal Effectiveness.

First-order factors' loadings on the second-order factors,

shown in Table 13, show strong Global Method factors' effects on

respective within-source proficiency factors. Somewhat weaker

Global Interpersonal Proficiency factor effects on within-source

Interproficiency factors suggest only a moderate degree of

convergence among sources. The magnitudes of within-source

Technical Proficiency factors' loadings on the General Technical

Proficiency factor were va-ied. However, relatively higher

loadings on the WTPT and Self within-source proficiency factors

suggested some convergence between sources in assessing overall
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Table 14

FIML Estimates of Correlations Among Second-Order Factors: Hierarchical Model

for AFSC 426x2

Factor: 1 2 3 4 5

1. Global Tech Prof. 1.000

2. Global Intp. Prof. .365 1.000

3. Global Method-Self 0 0 1.000

4. Global Method-Super. 0 0 .320 1.000

5. Global Method-Peer 0 0 .257 .524 1.000
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technical proficiency.

Finally, Table 14 shows FIML estimates of correlations among

the second-order factors. Source and global proficiency factors

were restricted to be orthogonal. Rating source factors were

moderately intercorrelated, suggesting some shared perspective on

evaluation of proficiency. The moderate correlation between

global proficiency factors suggests the presence of distinct, but

related general abilities.

Summary. Tests of the respecified (trimmed) hierarchical

model, and the models derived from King et al. (1980) and Wherry

and Bartlett (1982) lent more support to a hierarchical structure

of proficiency. Compared to the respecified first-order factor

model, the hierarchical model (a) converged in more reasonable

structural model parameter estimates, and (b) more effectively

reproduced observed correlations among proficiency measures.

These results support Hulin's (1982) contention that performance

factors, like ability factors (Thorndike, 1985), may be

hierarchically arranged. They also support an assumption

underlying the design of the Air Force Job Performance

Measurement System, namely that proficiency may be

operationalized at multiple levels of generality/specificity.

Statistical Estimation of Proficiency True Scores

and Control of Measurement Method Effects

Brogden and Taylor (1950) described several sources of

criterion bias. Using a classical test theory analogy, observed

proficiency score variance may be seen as consisting of (a)

variance due to differences in individuals' true proficiencies,
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(b) variance due to systematic factors unrelated to true profi-

ciency (bias), and (c) nonsystematic error variance. Theore-

tically, the ultimate criterion construct is better represented

to the extent that proficiency measures reflect variance source

(a), and not sources (b) and (c). It may also be expected that

proficiency measures containing substantial true score variance

would exhibit higher correlations with measures of factors theo-

retically related to proficiency, compared to more fallible

measures. This hypothesis was addressed by comparing correla-

tions of (a) regression estimates of scores on proficiency

factors, (b) proficiency scores corrected for measurement source

effects, and (c) observed proficiency scores, with measures of

(a) job experience, (b) aptitude, (c) success in training, and

(d) situational constraints on performance.

Using estimates of parameters in the respecified hierar-

chical model, regression estimated factor scores (Kim & Mueller,

1978; Mulaik, 1972) on the second-order factors (global

proficiency and measurement source factors) were computed, using

the SAS MATRIX procedure (SAS Institute, 1985b) as:

x R A (P (14)

W-XX *X--

where f (175 x 5) contains estimated scores on the five second-

order factors each for 175 airmen, X (175 x 9) contains 175

observations each on the nine manifest indicators of the

factors, R (9 x 9) contains correlations among the Xs, A is
."XX 'X

the second-order factor pattern matrix (Table 12), and contains

estimates of correlations among the 5s (Table 14). Scores for
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the first-order factors were computed as:

=Y R A r 4) + 1) (15)

where ' (175 x 15) contains estimates of scores on the 15 first-

order factors, Y (175 x 58) contains observations on the manifest

indicators of the I s, R (58 x 58) contains correlations among

Ys, r (15 x 5) contains estimates of first-order factors'

loadings on second-order factors (Table 13), and'+ (15 x 15)

contains residual variances from the second-order factor

solution.

Estimates of observed variables' scores, corrected for

measurement source effects were computed as:

X = X - X R A A A (16)do 4& " *,XX * X (M) -m * M

for manifest indicators of second-order factors, and:

Y = Y - Y R A (r * (' + k) A' (17)
. A, "YY Y - m m -m " Y

for manifest indicators of first-order factors where X (175 x 9)

and Y (175 x 58) contain estimates of scores on manifest indica-

tors with measurement source effects removed, A (9 x 3) and
0-X(m)

r (15 x 3) are portions of A and defined above with columns
V-m f X
corresponding to measurement sources and * (3 x 3) contains

correlations among measurement source factors.

Derived Global Technical Proficiency Measures. General

technical proficiency true scores were approximated by regression

estimated scores on the Global Technical Proficiency factor. An

observed score composite was also computed by summing over scores
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on manifest indicators of the Global Technical Proficiency factor

(i.e., Self-, Supervisor- and Peer ratings of Global Technical

Proficiency and Technical Knowledge). A composite of observed

scores corrected for measurement source effects, was also

computed by summing over residualized scores on manifest

indicators created as shown in Equation 16.

Derived Dimensional Technical Proficiency Composites.

Composites of dimensional proficiency true score estimates were

computed, for each measurement source, by summing over dimen-

sional ("Completion of Forms", "Remove/Replace Engine Compo-

nents", and "Inspect Engine") factor score estimates. Observed

score composites were computed by summing scores on manifest

indicators of dimensional proficiency factors. Composites of

observed scores corrected for measurement source effects (created

from Equation 17) were similarly computed.

Tables 15 - 18 compare these criterion measures' correla-

tions with measures of (a) experience - Months on Engine, (b)

aptitude - ASVAB Mechanical Aptitude Index, (c) success in

training - Technical School Grade, and (d) situational

constraints - a composite of self-ratings on three items indica-

ting the extent to which: technical manuals and other written

materials are (i) clear and (ii) available, and (iii) tools and

equipment are available.

As expected, correlations between experience and (a) global

proficiency true score estimates, and (b) scores corrected for

measurement effects, were larger than the correlation between

experience and a global proficiency composite of observed scores
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Table 15

Correlations Between Months-on-Engine and Technical Proficiency Measures

Observed Score
Composite

True Score Corrected For Observed Score
Estimates Msmt. Method Composite

Global Proficiency *393** .428** .348**

Dimensional Proficiency
Source:

Self .045 .407** .401**

Supervisor .079 .270** .337**

Peer .077 .030 .211**

WTPT .173* .243** .237**

*< .05, **2 < .01, n - 175
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Table 16

Correlations Between ASVAB Mechanical Aptitude Index and

Technical Proficiency Measures

Observed Score
Composite

True Score Corrected For Observed Score
Estimates Msmt. Method Composite

Global Proficiency .037 .070 .150

Dimensional Proficiency
Source:

Self .058 .058 .090

Supervisor .158* -.010 .175*

Peer .081 -.070 .016

WTPT .090 .047 .098
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Table 17

Correlations Between Technical School Grade and Technical Proficiency Measure

Observed Score
Composite

True Score Corrected For Observed Score
Estimates Msmt. Method Composite

Global Proficiency .037 .079 .153

Dimensional Proficiency
Source:

Self -.038 .136 .054

Supervisor -.007 .159* .137

Peer .066 .006 .125

WTPT .080 .176 .188*
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Table 18

Correlations Between Situational Constraint Composite and Technical

Proficiency Measures

Observed Score
Composite

True Score Corrected For Observed Score
Estimates Msmt. Method Composite

Global Proficiency -.082 .090 -.081

Dimensional Proficiency
Source:

Self .105 -.096 .033

Supervisor .048 -.045 -.002

Peer .095 -.076 .050

WTPT -.003 -.042 .032
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However, correcting for measurement method in dimensional profi-

ciency composites effects had little effect, or an attenuating

effect, on correlations with MOE (see Table 15). Dimensional

proficiency true score estimates' correlations with MOE were

uniformly smaller than observed score counterparts, and most were

nonsignificant. These results were, of course, counter to

hypotheses. Two possible interpretations of these findings are

that dimensional proficiency true score estimates reflect (a)

specific proficiencies that are not related to a global predictor

such as MOE (b) or areal biases (Wherry & Bartlett, 1982) that in

fact do not relate to true proficiency.

Tables 16 through 18 show further that neither (a) correc-

ting observed scores for measurement source effects, nor (b)

using proficiency true score estimates in lieu of observed score

counterparts, had any consistent effect on correlations between

proficiency measures and measures of other factors theoretically

related to performance. In fact, derived scores' correlations

with factors theoretically related to performance were often

lower in absolute value than correlations with uncorrected profi-

ciency scores. These results were counter to hypotheses and

suggest that neither statistical estimation of latent proficiency

true scores, nor statistical correction for measurement method

effects had the expected beneficial effects of disattenuating

correlations with other factors theoretically related to job

proficiency.
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Discussion

None of the models tested received unequivocal empirical

support as they were initially specified. Many of the models'

major propositions were supported, but one key source of

disconfirmation concerned inter-source proficiency factors.

The specification of inter-source proficiency factors reflects

the hypothesis that different measurement sources converge in

representing incumbent proficiency on multiple performance

dimensions and this hypothesis received little support.

Evidence favored a hierarchical conceptualization of the.

underlying structure of performance, over alternative' models that

considered only first-order performance factors. Support was

obtained for the hypothesis that within-source proficiency

effects are mutually dependent on higher-order global technical

and interpersonal proficiency factors. These dependencies were,

however, imperfect. This is consistent with the notion that

proficiency measures obtained from different measurement sources

are, in part, capturing common aspects of the total criterion

space, but at the same time reflect different proficiency

effects. These findings also support assumptions underlying the

design of the JPMS: (a) that proficiency may be operationalized

at different levels of specificity/generality, and (b) different

measurement sources may provide distinct and complementary

assessments of airman performance.

Strong measurement source effects were identified. This

supported hypotheses proposed earlier (e.g., King et al., 1980;

Wherry & Bartlet, 1982) that observed performance measures
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reflect substantial influences of the measurement methods.

Prototype procedures for (a) statistical control of

measurement method effects, and (b) estimation of proficiency

true scores, appeared to be ineffective. These procedures were

derived under the rationale that correlations between job

proficiency and other factors theoretically related to

proficiency might be attenuated because of either (a) measurement

unreliability, and/or (b) contamination by extraneous measure

method effects. Thus, it was expected that correlations between

proficiency true score estimates and measures of other factors

theoretically related to performance would be disattenuated,

relative to correlations based on observed measures of

proficiency. Results were largely inconsistent with this

expectation.

Summary. Analyses of JEM (426x2) JPMS data supported a

hierarchical structure of job proficiency in which dimensional

proficiency is dependent, in part, on more global technical

proficiency, interpersonal proficiency, and measurement source

factors. The next phase of this research examined the generality

of these findings and the efficacy of statistical correction

procedures in a second AFS.

IV. GENERALIZABILITY OF FINDINGS: EXTENSION TO AIR

TRAFFIC CONTROL OPERATOR (AFS 272x0) JPM DATA

The primary objectives of this research phase were to

determine the generalizability of research findings from the Jet

Engine Mechanic AFS (AFSC 426x2) in a second AFS. The Air

Traffic Control Operator (ATC) AFS was chosen because (a) of the
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timing of JPMS data collection for the ATC AFS, (b) of the

operational importance of effective performance in this AFS, (c)

the ATC AFS represented a different ASVAB selector area

(General), and (d) of the relatively large JPMS sample size (191

airmen).

Specific researcv plans were to assess the goodness-of-fits

of the respecified first-order factor model (derived from King,

et al., 1980 and Wherry & Bartlett, 1982) and the respecified

hierarchical model investigated in the Jet Engine Mechanic (JEM)

sample. While the first-order factor model had not received .

strong support in the JEM sample, its tenability was 'addressed in

the ATC sample to determine whether its lack of fit might have

been due to characteristics peculiar to the JEM sample. The

tenability of the hierarchical model was investigated in the ATC

sample to determine its transportability to a second AFS. The

final goal of this research phase was to replicate the

statistical correction procedures effected in the JEM sample and

to determine the generalizability of these results to a second

AFS.

Measures

Dimensional Proficiency

Technical Proficiency. Tasks in the ATC JPMS were examined

to identify those tasks (a) which were commonly performed by

incumbents both in the control tower and radar, (b) clearly

represented performance dimensions defined for the ATC JPMS.

Tasks and performance dimensions which were subsequently chosen

for the present analyses are listed in Table 19. Self,
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Table 19

Descriptions of Tasks Included in AIR Traffic Control Operator

(272x0) Analyses

Dimension Task # Task Description

Coordination: 274 Issue or transmit enroute
clearances using FAA procedures.

320 Relay Meanconing, Intrusion,
Jamming, & Interference (MIJI)
information.

293 Perform interfacility
communications.

Controlling Aircraft: 253 Direct aircraft to alternate
airports.

260 Initiate emergency assistance
procedures.

366 Provide traffic advisories to VFR
aircraft.

278 Issue weather advisories.

Administration: 172 Annotate flight progress strip.
(FAA Form 7230-8)

318 Relay information from flight
information publications (FLIP).

319 Relay information from runway
visual range (RVR) readings.
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supervisor, and peer rating measures included for each of three

performance dimensions were (a) Coordination (COORD) -

dimensional-level COORD rating, and proficiency ratings on tasks

274, 320, and 293, (b) Controlling Aircraft (CNTRL) -

dimensional-level CNTRL rating, and proficiency ratings on tasks

253, 260, 366, and 278, and (c) Administration (ADMIN) -

dimensional-level ADMIN rating, and ratings on tasks 172, 318,

and 319. WTPT measures included were Hands-on measures of

proficiency on tasks 274, 293, 366, 278, 172, 318, and 319, and

Interview measures of proficiency on tasks 320, 253, and 260..

Interpersonal proficiency. As for the JEM analytes,

interpersonal proficiency measures included self, supervisory,

and peer ratings of (a) Initiative/Effort (INTEF), (b) Knowledge

of/Adherance to Regulations/Orders (RGORD), (c) Integrity

(INTEG), (d) Leadership (LSHIP), (e) Military Appearance (MIL

AP), (f) Self Development (S DEV), and (g) Self Control (S CNT).

Global Proficiency.

Global technical proficiency measures included self,

supervisory, and peer ratings of (a) Global Technical Proficiency

(GL TECH), and (b) Air Force-wide ratings of Technical

Knowledge/Skill (TECH KN). Global Interpersonal Proficiency (GL

INT) self, supervisor, and peer ratings were used to indicate

general interpersonal proficiency.

Summary. A total of 79 ATC proficiency measures were

included in this research phase - self, supervisor, and peer

ratings each on two global proficiency scales, three dimensional

proficiency scales, ten task proficiency scales, and eight Air
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Force-wide scales, along with WTPT proficiency scores on ten

tasks.

Procedures

A 79 x 79 matrix of correlations among proficiency measures

was obtained as optional output from the SPSS-X FACTOR procedure.

Missing data were deleted listwise leaving a correlation matrix

based on 191 observations.

The correlation matrix was input to the LISREL-VI computer

program for confirmatory first- and second-order FIML factor

analysis. Two models initially fit to the data were a first-

order factor model similar to the respecified model for the JEM

sample shown in Figure 15, and a second-order, hierarchical model

similar to the model shown in Figure 16. TSLS initial estimates

were sought for FIML final estimates and a maximum of 60 minutes

CPU time was allocated for each analysis.

Results

Neither of the models initially specified for the ATC JPMS

converged in a proper solution within the allocated CPU time.

Only TSLS initial estimates were obtained for the hierarchical

model and many of the parameter estimates were "improper" (i.e.,

negative error variances, correlations larger in absolute value

than 1.00). FIML estimates were obtained for the first-order

factor model but many of its estimates too, were "improper."

Several alternative specifications were attempted (for example,

estimating separate factor models for each measurement source)

but these too resulted in nonconvergent solutions and improper
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parameter estimates. Together, these results indicated that

neither the factor structure proposed by the revised first-order

model nor the second-order hierarchical model was consistent with

the actual ATC JPMS data structure. That is, these results

suggested the presence of significant model misspecifications.

A final estimation strategy was attempted which some

literature indicates is less sensitive to model misspefications.

This strategy suggested by Burt (1973, 1976) and Anderson and

Gerbing (1982) is a limited information approach in which (a)

separate single-factor models are estimated first (e.g.,

"Coordination" assessed by self ratings, or "Controlling

Aircraft" assessed by the WTPT) to estimate relations between

manifest variables and the underlying, latent variables, (b) in a

second step, factor loadings are fixed to values estimated from

the single-factor analyses and correlations among the factors

(latent variables) are estimated, and (c) in a third step,

hypothesized causal relations among the latent variables

(factors, if any), are estimated from factor correlations.

However, even this estimation strategy produced many improper

estimates, suggesting (a) severe model misspecifications and (b)

that neither of the revised models were consistent with the ATC

JMPS data.

A final exploratory principal components (PCA) analysis was

conducted to determine potential sources of model

misspecifications. Correlations among task proficiency scores

were analyzed separately for each measurement method (WTPT scores

and self, supervisor, and peer ratings). Since three performance
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dimensions were purportedly represented by the tasks selected for

this research phase, three components were retained in each

analysis. Retained components were rotated to a direct OBLIMIN

criterion (Jennrich & Sampson, 1966) to (a) preserve possible

correlations among performance dimensions, and (b) achieve as

simple a factor structure as possible (Kim & Mueller, 1978).

Direct OBLIMIN-rotated factor pattern loadings and component

correlations are shown in Table 20. Shown next to each task

number are acronymns for the performance dimension to which each

task purportedly belongs. Tasks purportedly representing the

same performance dimension did not Cluster with one another on

the same principal component. These results pointed to one

likely source of specification error which prevented confirmatory

factor analyses (CFAs) from converging in proper solutions. One

critical assumption for CFA is that manifest indicators are

correctly assigned to the underlying factor or latent variable

that they represent (Long, 1983b). Violation of this assumption

can result in misattribution of relations among latent variables

and the types of nonconvergent solutions encountered in the

present research phase. Thus the exploratory principal

components analysis suggested the following potential problems in

the ATC JPMS: (a) inappropriate allocation of ATC tasks to

performance dimensions, (b) insufficiently concrete and/or

distinct definition of the performance dimensions, (c)

potentially overlapping performance dimensions, and (d)

consequently, potential allocation of tasks to multiple

performance categories.
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Table 20

Air Traffic Control operator Direct OBLIMIN Exploratory Principal

Components Analysis Results

Principal Component Component
Correlations

Source Task(Dimension) I II III I II III

Self 320(COORD) .850 .089 -.159 1.00
Rating 319(ADMIN) .811 .018 .053 -.66 1.00

274(COORD) .739 -.190 .446 -.19 .10 1.00
318(ADMIN) .734 -.132 .010
253(CNTRL) .693 -.128 -.205

293(COORD) -.088 -.963 -.082
172(ADMIN) -.044 -.886 .166
366(CNTRL) .186 -.764 -.118
278(CNTrRL) .235 -.676 -.117

260(CNTRL) .362 -.328 -.587

Supervisor 293(COORD) 1.000 -.087 .023 1.00
Rating 278(CNTRL) .780 -.046 .219 .75 1.00

366(CNTRL) .674 .127 .212 .80 .63 1.00
260(CNTRL) .672 .325 -.019
318(ADMIN) .594 .460 -.086

319(ADMIN) -.033 .922 .084
320(COORD) .172 .637 .200
253(CNTRL) .291 .484 .257

274(COORD) .034 .035 .915
172(ADMIN) .229 .247 .533

Peer
Rating (OBLIMIN rotation failed to converge)

WTPT 320(COORD) .750 -.232 .106 1.00
366(CNTRL) .616 .102 -.107 .29 1.00
318(ADMIN) .585 .171 -.246 .16 .13 1.00
260(CNTRL) .510 .183 .148

293(COORD) -.154 .778 -.041
253(CNTRL) .021 .689 .010
274(COORD) .2C'33 .577 .074
172(ADMIN) .249 .461 .287

319(ADMIN) -.192 .091 .855
278(CNTRL) .482 -.017 .573
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In summary, an unambiguous mapping of ATC tasks into

performance dimensions precluded confirmatory analysis using the

ATC JPMS data. Optionally, confirmatory analyses could have

proceeded using reformulated performance dimensions inferred from

the exploratory principal components analysis. However, this

approach would have been inconsistent with (a) the general

programatic approach to confirmatory analysis (James et al.,

1982), and (b) the design of the ATC JPMS itself. Also, there

was no assurance that the likelihood of achieving substantively

meaningful convergent solutions would have increased by using.

performance dimensions redefined on the basis of exploratory

analysis. Rather, JPM data from a third AFS were obtained for

assessment of the generalizability of results from analyses based

on the JEM JPM data.

V. GENERALIZABILITY OF FINDINGS: EXTENSION TO AEROSPACE

GROUND EQUIPMENT MECHANIC (AFSC 423x5) JPM DATA

The primary objectives of this research phase were the same

as those intended for the Air Traffic Control Operator JPM data,

namely to determine the generalizability of research findings

from the Jet Engine Mechanic AFS (AFSC 426x2) in a second AFS.

The Aerospace Ground Equipment Mechanic (AGE) Specialty was

chosen primarily because (a) of the timing of JPMS data

collection for the AGE AFS, and (b) performance dimensions for

the AGE AFS appeared to more distinctly defined and clearly

distinguishable than for other AFSs in the overall JPM data base.

As intended for the ATC Specialty, specific research plans

for the AGE Specialty were to assess the goodness-of-fits of the
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respecified first-order factor model (derived from King, et al.,

1980 and Wherry & Bartlett, 1982) and the respecified

hierarchical factor model investigated in the Jet Engine Mechanic

(JEM) sample, and to replicate the statistical correction

procedures effected in the JEM sample.

Measures

Dimensional Proficiency

Technical Proficiency. Tasks in the AGE JPMS were examined

to identify those tasks (a) which were assessed by hands-on

measures in the WTPT, and (b) clearly classifiable into

appropriate performance dimensions. A pilot study was conducted

by an AFHRL/ID scientist (Mr. T. M. Donnelly) at Chanute AFB in

which subject matter experts (SMEs) classified tasks into

performance dimensions defined for the AGE JPMS. Using a

criterion of 80% agreement, all of the tasks assessed by hands-on

measures in the AGE WTPT were unambiguously classified into

respective performance dimensions with the exception of task #421

- "Remove or install hydraulic lines or fittings." Tasks and

performance dimensions which were subsequently chosen for the

present analyses are listed in Table 21. Self, supervisor, and

peer rating measures included for each of three performance

dimensions were (a) General AGE Maintenance (GENM) - dimensional-

level GENM rating, and proficiency ratings on tasks 300 and 264,

(b) AGE Electronic System Maintenance (ELEC) - dimensional-level

ELEC rating, and proficiency ratings on tasks 209, 215, and 238,

and (c) AGE Pick-up, Delivery and Service Functions (PDSF) -

dimensional-level PDSF rating, and ratings on tasks 549, 155, and
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Table 21

Descriptions of Tasks Included in Areospace Ground Equipment

Mechanic (423x5) Analyses

Dimension Task # Task Description
------------------------------------------------------------
General AGE 300 Remove or install fuel lines or
Maintenance (GENM): fittings.

264 Isolate engine, motor, or
generator mechanical malfunctions.

AGE Electronic System 209 Measure resistance of AGE
Maintenance (ELEC): electrical circuits.

215 Perform AGE electrical system
operational checks.

238 Splice electrical system wiring.

AGE Pick-up, Delivery 549 Inspect vehicles for safety of
and Service Functions operation.
(PDSF):

155 Perform load bank service
inspections.

154 Perform generator service
inspections.
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154. WTPT measures included were Hands-on measures of

proficiency on tasks 300, 264, 209, 215, 238, 549, 155, and 154.

Interpersonal proficiency. As for the JEM and ATC analyses,

interpersonal proficiency measures included self, supervisory,

and peer ratings of (a) Initiative/Effort (INTEF), (b) Knowledge

of/Adherance to Regulations/Orders (RGORD), (c) Integrity

(INTEG), (d) Leadership (LSHIP), (e) Military Appearance (MIL

AP), (f) Self Development (S DEV), and (g) Self Control (S CNT).

Global Proficiency.

Global technical proficiency measures included self,

supervisory, and peer ratings of (a) Global Technical. Proficiency

(GL TECH), and (b) Air Force-wide ratings of Technical

Knowledge/Skill (TECH KN). Global Interpersonal Proficiency (GL

INT) self, supervisor, and peer ratings were used to indicate

general interpersonal proficiency.

Summary. A total of 71 AGE proficiency measures were

included in this research phase - self, supervisor, and peer

ratings each on two global proficiency scales, three dimensional

proficiency scales, eight task proficiency scales, and eight Air

Force-wide scales, along with WTPT proficiency scores on eight

tasks.

Procedures

A 71 x 71 matrix of correlations among proficiency measures

was obtained from the SPSS-X FACTOR procedure. Missing data were

deleted listwise leaving a correlation matrix based on 211

observations. This correlation matrix was input to the LISREL-VI

computer program for confirmatory first- and second-order FIML
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factor analysis. As in the ATC analyses, a first-order factor

model similar to the respecified model derived from analysis of

the JEM JPM data and a second-order, hierarchical model similar

to the respecified model for the JEM sample were fit to the data.

Simplified versions of these models are shown in Figures 17 and

18. These models are simplified in the senses that (a) only two

measurement sources are shown (arbitrarily, self and supervisor

rating sources), (b) only two of the three performance dimensions

actually studied are shown, and (c) only a subset of the rating

measures actually studied is shown. Starting values of 0.4 were

specified in the LISREL-VI program to obtain TSLS initial

estimates and FIML final estimates for model parameters. A

maximum of 30 minutes CPU time was allocated for each analysis.

Results

The respecified first-order model failed to converge a in

proper solution after 76 iterations for TSLS and FIML estimates,

and within the maximum allowed CPU time. A further respecified

(less restrictive) first-order model in which correlations among

all factors (latent variables) were freely estimated parameters

also failed to converge in a proper solution after a total of 72

iterations and within the allowed CPU time. These results

parallel those from analysis of the JEM JPMS data in suggesting

that respecified first-order factor model based on King et al.'s

(1980) and Wherry and Bartlett's (1982) models were not

consistent with the data. Consequently, additional analyses were

directed toward assessing the generalizability of earlier

findings relating to a second-order, hierarchical model of
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proficiency.

The respecified hierarchical model (a simplified version of

which is shown in Figure 18) converged in FIML estimates in 52

iterations. All parameter estimates were "proper" with the

exception of one residual variance estimate which was negative

but not significatly different from zero. The model's overall

Chi-square statistic (Chi-square [2374] = 3921.84, p < .0001) and

the overall Goodness-of-Fit statistic provided by the LISREL-VI

program indicated that the model could be rejected both on

statistical and practical grounds. However, an Chi-

square/degrees-of-freedom ratio of 1-65 indicated that the fit of

the model per parameter estimated was strong. Three other fit

indices discussed by Marsh, Balla, and McDonald (1988): (a) the

root mean square of the elements in the matrix of residuals from

fitting the model to the sample correlation matrix (RMSR = .061),

(b) the Tucker-Lewis (1973) reliability index (TLI = .890), and
2 2

(c) Marsh et al.'s (1988) 1 /12 index (r /12 = .893), also

indicated that the model was successful in accounting for a

substantial proportion of covariation among the observed

measures. Thus, the respecified model was regarded as a useful

explanation for relations among proficiency measures.

Proficiency measures' loadings on the first-order

proficiency factors are shown in Table 22. With very few

exceptions, proficiency measures had strong and significant

loadings on respective first-order factors representing technical

and interpersonal proficiency assessed by alternative measurement

sources. These results corroborate earlier findings in the Jet
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Engine Mechanic (JEM) JPMS data.

Table 23 shows global technical and interpersonal

proficiency measures' loadings on the second-order technical

proficiency, interpersonal proficiency, and measurement method

factors. Consistent with findings from the JEM Specialty, strong

measurement method effects were found for self, supervisor, and

peer rating measures for the AGE Specialty. Also consistent with

earlier findings were results indicating that supervisor and peer

ratings were stronger indicators of the global interpersonal

proficiency factor (second column of loadings in Table 23). The

patterns of technical proficiency ratings' loadings on the global

technical proficiency factor differed somewhat between the JEM

results and the AGE results: self technical profieciency ratings

loaded most highly in the JEM JPMS data, whereas loadings were

more homogeneous in the AGE results (see Table 12 vs. Table 23).

Generally, however, patterns of global rating items' loadings

were consistent between the JEM and AGE JPMS data sets.

First-order factors' loadings on the second-order factors

are shown in Table 24. These results too, were generally

consistent with earlier findings from the JEM JPMS data: (a)

strong global method effects contributed to covariances among the

first-order factors, (b) first-order interpersonal proficiency

factors' loadings on the global, second-order factor were

somewhat larger for the peer and supervisor first-order

interpersonal proficiency factors, and (c) loadings of the first-

order technical proficiency factors on the global, second-order

technical proficiency factor were varied. As might be expected,
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loadings on the global technical proficiency factor tended to be

higher for the more technically-oriented performance dimensions

(General AGE Maintenance [GENMI, and Electronic System

Maintenance [ELEC]) regardless of the measurement source. This

pattern of loadings supports the inference that the first global

factor does reflect general technical proficiency.

Finally, Table 25 shows correlations among the global,

second-order factors. These results diverge from earlier

findings on the JEM Specialty in that correlations were

substantially higher between (a) the global technical and

interpersonal proficiency factors, and (b) the global- self rating

method factor and the supervisor and peer rating method factors.

Thus, general technical proficiency and general interpersonal

proficiency appeared to be more closely related in the AGE

Specialty than in the Jet Engine Mechanic Specialty, and Self-

Method effects were more highly related to Supervisor and Peer

Method effects.

Statistical Estimation of Proficiency True Scores and Control of

Measurement Method Effects.

The purpose of this research step was to replicate results

obtained from the JEM JPMS data in which measures of factors

theoretically related to proficiency (experience, aptitude,

success in training, and situational constraints on performance)

were correlated with (a) observed proficiency score composites,

(b) composites of regression estimated scores on proficiency true

score factors, and (c) composites of proficiency scores corrected

for measurement source effects. The general hypothesis tested
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Table 25

FIML Estimates of Correlations Among Second-Order Factors: Hierarchical Model

for AFSC 423x5

Factor: 1 2 3 4 5

1. Global Tech Prof. 1.000

2. Global Intp. Prof. .702 1.000

3. Global Method-Self 0 0 1.000

4. Global Method-Super. 0 0 .612 1.000

5. Global Method-Peer 0 0 .501 .499 1.000
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was that measures of factors theoretically related to job

proficiency would correlate more strongly with either (a)

estimates of scores on underlying true score factors, or (b)

observed proficiency score composites corrected statistically for

measurement method effects, than with composites of observed

proficiency measures. Results for the Jet Engine Mechanic

Specialty had disconfirmed this hypothesis.

The SAS MATRIX procedure was used to obtain regression

estimated scores on the first- and second-order factors in the

AGE hierarchical model using Equations 14 and 15. However, the

SAS MATRIX procedure indicated that the matrix of correlations

among the manifest indicators of the latent endogenous variables

(R in Equations 15 and 17) was singular. Consequently, neitherAyy

estimated first-order factor scores, nor task or dimensional

scores corrected for measurement effects could be computed.

However, factor score estimates were obtained for the second-

order factors.

General technical proficiency true scores were estimated

from factor scores on the global second-order technical

proficiency factor (from Equation 14). Observed score composites

representing general technical proficiency were also formed by

summing self, supervisor, and peer global technical proficiency

ratings, and Air Force-wide ratings of Technical Skill/Knowledge.

Finally, composites of these variables were also computed but

correcting statistically for measurement method effects (from

Equation 16).

Table 26 shows the correlations between the three derived
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general technical proficiency measures and measures of (a) job

experience (Months in AGE Shop), (b) Aptitude (ASVAB Mechanical

Aptitude Area Index), (c) Final Rating in Technical Training, and

(d) a Situational Constraint composite (a sum of self ratings on

three items indicating the extent to which tools and equipment

are available, and technical manuals and other written materials

are clear and available). Results paralleled those from the Jet

Engine Mechanic Specialty: statistical estimation of true score

components or correction for measurement method effects actually

had attenuating effects on the estimated relation between general

technical proficiency and other factors theoretically related to

proficiency. These results were again counter to original

hypotheses.

Discussion

Results from analysis of AGE JPMS data corroborated earlier

findings from the Jet Engine Mechanic Specialty: (a) a

hierarchical structure of proficiency and measurement source

effects, rather than a first-order model, appeared to be the more

defensible representation of the actual structure of the JPMS,

(b) hypothesized within-source dimensional proficiency effects

received strong support, (c) second-order general technical

proficiency, interpersonal proficiency, and measurement method

effects were also supported, (d) general technical proficiency

and interpersonal proficiency factors were positively correlated,

(e) measurement source effects were also positively correlated,

and (f) statistical procedures for estimating true proficiency

scores and scores corrected for measurement source effects met
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Table 26

Correlations Between Alternative Global Technical Proficiency Measures and

Factors Theoretically Related to Performance

Observed Score
True Score Composite
Estimate Corrected For Observed Score
Composite Msmt. Method Composite

Job Experience
(Months in AGE Shop) .084 .159* .249**

ASVAB MECH-AI .065 .106 .211**

Final Tech School Grade .370** .686** .905**

Situational Constraint
Composite .065 .022 .003

*P < .05; **] < .01
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with little of their intended success.

VI. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Three of the primary goals of this research were to (a)

identify theoretical models of job proficiency and measurement

source effects on proficiency measures, (b) assess the empirical

goodness-of-fit of one or more of these models in one USAF JPMS

data set, and (c) determine the generalizability of results to a

second AFS. Eight plausible models were identified from a review

of relevant literature and among those tested in the present

research, a hierarchical model provided the most defensible

representation of job proficiency and measurement source

relations in the Jet Engine Mechanic (JEM) and Aerospace Ground

Equipment Mechanic (AGE) JPM data sets. These results should be

viewed as corroborative of the general design of the USAF JPMS.

The USAF JPMS reflects a hierarchical structure of performance in

the sense that data are collected from several measurement

sources and at several levels of measurement specificity,

including the task, dimensional, and global level. Yet to be

resolved, however, are questions relating to (a) the relationship

between proficiency at various levels of analysis, and (b)

determinants of proficiency at different levels of analysis.

The question of the relationship between proficiency at

different levels of analysis relates to more general literature

on cross-level and mulit-level research (Lance, Hedge, & Alley,

in press; Mossholder & Bedeian, 1983; Rousseau, 1985). The

present research implicitly modeled relations between proficiency

at different levels of analysis in the form of a "top-down"
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relationship (Diener, 1984) in which proficiency at more global

levels of analysis determine proficiency at more micro levels.

This is consistent with literature relating to hierarchical

models of intelligence (Thorndike, 1985), and performance (e.g.,

Hulin, 1982), and dispositional models of attitudes (e.g., Lance,

Lautenschlager, Sloan, & Varca, in press; Staw & Ross, 1985;

Watson & Clark, 1984). The general idea here is that proficiency

at more specific job activities are dependent on levels of more

general job proficiency.

However, Lance & Woehr (1986) also considered other

plausible relations between proficiency at micro and macro levels

of analysis. For example, they also considered a "bottom-up"

conception in which proficiency at more micro levels of analysis

determines, rather than results from, proficiency at more macro

levels of analysis. The idea here is that overall job

proficiency is some function of proficiency at specific job

elements.

While interesting in its own right, relationships between

proficiency at different levels of analysis are also important

from an operational perspective, and for determining appropriate

means for assessing overall job proficiency (Wigdor & Green,

1986). Operationally, proficiency measures at different levels

of analysis are required for different purposes. For example,

task proficiency measures are appropriate for assessing training

outcomes, dimensional proficiency measures are appropriate for

assessing training needs, and global proficiency measures are

appropriate for allocating merit raises and determining the
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predictive efficiency of cognitive ability measures. One key

operational problem concerns forming appropriate linkages among

proficiency measures at different levels of analysis. For

example, if a link is established between cognitive ability and

general job proficiency, and similarly, a link is established

between a number of training interventions and proficiency on

several job tasks, how should aptitude requirement/training time

tradeoffs be appropriately weighed in terms of their overal.

effect on proficiency payoff to the Air Force? Future conceptual

and empirical work is needed to address questions such as these.

From the standpoint of the JPM*project, the question of how

to appropriately assess overall job proficiency remains an

important issue, and one whose resolution may be contingent on

the theoretical structure of proficiency that is accepted. For

example, if a "bottom-up" structure of proficiency is adopted,

then overall job proficiency is only appropriately assessed by

generating internally hetergeneous composite measures of

proficiency on specific job elements (e.g., tasks). Assessments

of overall job proficiency using global measures (e.g., global

technical proficiency ratings) would overlook the contributions

of proficiency on specific job elements to overall effectiveness.

If, on the other hand, a "top-down" structure is adopted, then

overall job proficiency would only be appropriately assessed

using direct, global measures of overall proficiency.

Assessments of overall proficiency using aggregates of specific

proficiency measures would confound the measurement of overall

proficiency with the more micro outcomes (i.e., proficiency on
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specific tasks) of general job proficiency. While the present

research supported a hierarchical model based implicitly on a

"top-down" structure of proficiency, additional research should

also determine the empirical plausibility of alternative corss-

level relations between proficiency at different levels of theory

and analysis.

Distinguishing between proficiency at different levels of

analysis is also important for identifying determinants of

proficiency because proficiency at different levels of analysis

may have different determinants. Performance determinants

themselves may also be operationalized at different levels of

analysis. For example, Lance, Hedge, and Alley (in press) found

that specific task experience was a more potent predictor of task

proficiency than was global job experience. Task proficiency may

be most strongly affected by specific training interventions and

experience in performing the task. Proficiency at the level of

the performance dimension may more strongly reflect interests in,

or preferences for, performing certain clusters of job duties

over others, and general job proficiency may more strongly

reflect the contributions of general aptitudes or prior

educational attainment. Research on these questions could also

have operational implications for, for example, prioritizing

training interventions for those (clusters of) tasks which have

the most severe consequences for ineffective performance. In

summary, support in the present study for a hierarchical

structure of proficiency and measurement source effects has

implications for (a) the measurement of performance at multiple
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levels of analysis, (b) linking performance across multiple

levels of analysis, and (c) identifying different sets of

determinants of proficiency considered at different levels of

analysis.

A second general finding from the present research concerns

the extent of convergence among different measurement sources in

representing job proficiency. Much of the theoretical work on

performance measurement has based on the fundamental assumptions

that (a) a (set of) performance true score(s) exists, (b)

measures of performance obtained from different measurement

sources reflect identical performance true scores, but different

measurement source effects and nonsystematic factors, and (c)

inter-source performance measures converge to the extent that

they reflect performance true scores (e.g., Guilford, 1954, Kenny

& Berman, 1980; King et al., 1980; Schmitt, Noe & Gottschalk,

1986; Wherry & Bartlett, 1982). Consequently, this literature

suggests that measures of performance obtained from different

sources will corrlelate highly to the extent that the measures

reflect performance true score variance and not systematic

biases. Under this logic, the present research demonstrated

significant lack of convergence among measurement sources in

finding little support for (a) first-order general technical

proficiency or interpersonal proficiency factors, or (b) first-

order cross-source dimensional technical proficiency factors.

Kavanagh et al. (1986) suggested an alternative view. They

argued that different measurement sources may tap different

aspects of the total criterion space. In effect, performance
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measures obtained from different measurement sources may reflect

the influences of different true scores. This conception is

consistent with recent literature relating to ecological

perspectives on social perception (e.g., Funder, 1987; McArthur &

Baron, 1983). From this perspective, measures obtained from

different sources may be equally valid, but at the same time

inter-source agreement may be low. Results from the present

study are consistent with this idea. Reliable within-source

effects were found for assessments of technical and interpersonal

proficiency, but inter-source agreement was moderate.

One of the key implications of this interpretation is that

multiple measurement sources are necessary for a more complete

representation of the total criterion construct space. Results

for the hierarchical model tested here in the JEM and AGE samples

support the idea that proficiency is multidimensional by finding

reliable, and well defined first-order source-specific

dimensional proficiency factors. Many of these first-order

factors also had significant loadings on more general second-

order technical and interpersonal proficiency factors. This

indicates that some aspects of proficiency that are assessed by

each of several measurement sources relate to proficiency at a

more global level, but that also some aspects of proficiency are

assessed more or less uniquely by specific measurement sources.

In particular, some measurement sources may be more appropriate

for assessing general technical and/or interpersonal proficiency

than others. For example, peer first-order technical proficiency

factors did not tend to have high loadings on a second-order
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general technical proficiency factor in either the JEM or AGE

samples, while WTPT, supervisor, and self first-order technical

proficiency factors' loadings were higher. On the other hand,

supervisor and peer first-order interpersonal proficiency factors

tended to have higher loadings on a second-order general

interpersonal proficiency factos in both samples (see Tables 13

and 24). Thus WTPT measures, and supervisor and self ratings may

be more effective in representing general technical proficiency,

while peer and supervisor ratings may more appropriately assess

general interpersonal effectiveness.

A third general finding from the present research was of

strong measurement method effects for self, supervisor, and peer

rating sources. Large general, within-source factors are

commonly interpreted as reflecting halo (Landy, Vance, Barnes-

Farrell, & Steele, 1980). Other interpretations emphasize "true

halo" effects or differing frames of reference for evaluating

performance (Bingham, 1939; Lance, Woehr, & Fisicaro, 1989;

McArthur & Baron, 1983). It was not possible to distinguish

among between interpretations from the present results. The fact

that cross-source general and dimensional proficiency factors

(indicating inter-source agreement) were not supported makes

distinguishing among these interpretations particularly

difficult. In this case, general within-source factors may

represent source-specific (a) halo, or (b) assessments of

different aspects of general true proficiency.

Recent literature relating to ecological perspectives on

social perception is consistent with the latter interpretation.
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From this perspective, social perceivers construct different

frames of reference concerning a social object as a function of

their goals for interacting with the social object. From an

organizational standpoint, this means that different true scores

may exist depending on the organizational perspective taken by

the rater. Self ratings, for example, may represent incumbents'

judgments of their own abilities to perform their job

successfully and, to a lesser extent, the actual outcomes of

their job behaviors. Supervisor judgments, on the other hand,

may be based more on the results of incumbent behaviors and

perceptions of motivation and loyalty to the supervisor. Peer

ratings may reflect incumbent collegiality, willingness to assist

others, or incumbent status in the workgroup as determined by

tenure, expert power, or the power to administer social rewards.

Viewed this way, correlations among measurement method factors

represent an alternative assessment of convergence among

measurement sources. Correlations in Tables 14 and 25 indicate

that convergence among measurement sources assessed in this

manner is moderate to substantial, especially between peers and

supervisors.

Finally, prototype procedures for estimating scores on

underlying proficiency true score factors and for correcting

observed proficiency measures for measurement method effects

(bias) were unsuccessful. There may be several reasons why.

First, it may be the case that job experience, aptitude,

success in training and situational constraints truly do not

relate to incumbent job proficiency. This is counterintuitive,
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but proficiency may be determined primarily by factors such as

motivation, work group norms, or the quality and amount of on-

the-job training.

A second, more plausible, explanation concerns the ambiguity

with which proficiency true scores and measurement method bias

effects were identified. The ambiguity of interpreting general

within-source factors as indicating halo or method bias was

indicated above. Similarly, within-source dimensional pro-

ficiency factors may represent aspects of the criterion true

score space or they may indicate "areal biases" (Wherry &

Bartlett, 1982). In the absence of "pure" true score and bias

measures, either interpretation remains plausible. The

statistical correction procedures proposed here are based on the

assumption that proficiency true score effects and method bias

effects have been correctly identified. To the extent that this

assumption has not been met, the statistical correction

procedures attempted here are inappropriate.

A third possibility relates to the homogeneity-heterogeneity

of the general proficiency measures derived in the statistical

estimation process. Estimates for general proficiency true

scores reported in Tables 15 - 18 and 26 are, theoretically,

estimates of values on underlying unidimensional constructs.

Similarly, general technical proficiency composites corrected for

measurement method effects should have a lower underlying

dimensionality as a result of having "purged" the composite of

variance attributable to the three rating source effect factors.

If proficiency is multiply determined, then it might be expected
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that factors that are theoretically related to proficiency would

correlate more highly with heterogeneous, multifaceted

proficiency measures, than with measures reflecting a lower

dimensionality. This hypothesis should receive further research

attention.

In summary, support for a hierarchical conception of

proficiency and measurement method effects on proficiency

measures supports the design of the USAF JPMS to assess

proficiency from multiple perspectives (measurement sources),

including more objective perspectives such as through the WTPT

methodology. Counter to some earlier performance measurement

literature, substantial inter-source agreement on the measurement

of proficiency was not supported. Instead, results indicated

that either (a) proficiency measures obtained from different

measurement sources contain substantial amounts of source-

specific bias, or that (b) different measurement sources assess

somewhat different aspects of the total criterion construct

space. Recent performance measurement and social cognition

literature supports the latter interpretation. This conclusion

argues for the importance of continued collection of performance-

related information from multiple measurement sources for both

research and operational uses.

Future research should also attempt to specify theoretically

and demonstrate empirically linkages between proficiency at

various levels of analysis. Work in this area may help to

clarify some of the questions concerning the potential

substitutability of alternative criterion measures for the high
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fidelity WTPT measures. For example, supervisor global technical

proficiency judgments might be readily substitutable, and even

preferable, for certain purposes such as test validation, while

suitable substitutes may simply not be available for other

purposes (e.g., assessment of proficiency on tasks that are

critical for effective job performance).

The present research suggests that there is still much to be

learned about the latent structure underlying criterion measures.

For the present, however, a hierarchical structure in which

alternative measurement sources converge moderately in assessing

performance seems useful.
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Comparison of Supervisor's and Incumbent's Estimates

of SD

y
A major problem in manpower and personnel research within

the military community involves transferring basic research

findings to operational settings. Hunter and Schmidt (1963)

state that one reason that such a difficulty exists is that

scientists communicate in a somewhat "arcane" language that

managers find difficult to thoroughly understand. Hunter and

Schmidt suggest that in order for this communication process to

be improved, scientists should translate their terms into those

with economic implications, which in turn would be more

meaningful to managers.

Matthews and Sewell (1987) recently reviewed attempts to

quantify the results of manpower and personnel research in

economic terms and to assess how relevant these attempts are to

military personnel research programs. This literature review

revealed that the developments in tnis domain most germane to

the military have occured in the field of "utility analysis."

Since 1979, there has been a substantial amount of research

in utility analysis. While basic utility models have existed for

some time (e.g., Cronbach & Gleser, 1965), practical methods for

estimating key parameter values were developed only within the

past decade (Schmidt, Hunter, McKenzie, & Muldrow, 1979). The

basic formulas have been extended to include vectors for economic

variables (Boudreau, 1983a), employee flow (Boucreau, 1963b),

recruitng practices (Boudreau & Rynes, 1985), effects of rejected

offers (Murphy, 1986), and extentions for evaluating the utility

of selection tests to post-selection organizational interventions
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(Landy, Farr, & Jacobs, 1962; Schmidt, Hunter, & Pearlman, 1982).

The most important developments in utility analysis pertain

to methods for estimating the standard deviation of job

performance in dollars and cents terms. This variable is a key

one in utility models, and is symbolized by SD Schmidt et al.

y
(1979) proposed a way of estimating this variable based on

obtaining expert judgments of the dollars and cents worth of

workers at the 50th, 15th, and 85th percentiles of performance.

If job performance is normally distributed, then by subtracting

the estimates of the 50th percentile from the 85th, and the 15th

from the 50th, then an estimate of SD is obtained. A number of

y
subsequent studies examined the validity of this approach (e.g.,

Burke & Frederick, 1986; Weekley, Frank, O'Connor, & Peters,

1985), and have found it to be farily accurate in the populations

studied, although some psychometric questions do persist.

Additionally, Hunter and Schmidt (1983) report that estimates of

SD tend to fall near 40 percent of the mean annual salary for

y
the job incumbents, a technique referred to aS the "salary

percentage technique," (Eaton, Wing, & Mitchell, 1985).

The Schmidt et al. (1979) method for estimating SD relies

y
on obtaining estimates from supervisors concerning the value to

the organization of the incumbents. In order to obtain an

accurate estimate, a relatively large sample of supervisors is

required. For example, Weekley et al. (1965) examined a sample

of 196 supervisors employed by a national convenience store.

Because of the large number of supervisors required to obtain

these estimates, applying utility analysis methods in small
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organizations could be difficult due to there being an

insufficient number of supervisors to provide performance

estimates. This could limit the applicability of this technology

to relatively large organizations.

A solution to this limitation exists if one could obtain the

required estimates from the incumbents themselves. Conceptually,

one could question whether or not incumbents have a sufficiently

broad view or understanding of their contributions to the

organization as a whole to provide the basis for accurate

judgments. On the other hand, as Tuttle, Wilkinson, and Matthews

(1985) have argued, no one knows their job as well as the workers

themselves. Perhaps they are indeed in a good position - perhaps

even the best position - to make such estimates of worth. This

issue may be tested empirically, by obtaining estimates of value

of workers from both supervisors and incumbents from the same

organization, and comparing these estimates.

The purpose of the present study was to make just such a

comparison. Estimates of the dollar value to the organization of

workers at the 50th, 15th, and 85th percentiles of performance

were obtained from a sample of supervisors and job incumbents.

No basis exists for an a 2riori prediction of the outcome of the

study, but the implications of the outcome are clear. If

supervisors and incumbents were found to make similar estimates,

then future utility analysis studies could be conducted in

smaller organization, which lack the number of supervisors needed

to make accurate estimates, but which have sufficient numbers of

incumbents. Indeed, data from supervisors and incumbents could

be pooled to allow for a sufficently large sample to accurately
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estimate utility parameters.

Method

Subjects. The subjects used in the current study were task

scientists and their supervisors from a government human

resources research laboratory. Eightteen incumbents were

included in the sample. Their average age was 39.6, 16 were

male, and two were female. Their average job tenure was 9.8

years. Their GS ratings ranged from GS-11 to GS 13. Thirtteen

supervisors were studied. Their average age was 42.2, 10 were

males, and three were females. Their average tenure in the

organization was 14 years, and they had been supervisors for an

average of 6.5 years. Their grade ranged from GS/GM 13 to GS/GM

14.

Materials. Each respondent was asked three questions.

These were modeled after the questions used by Schmidt et al.

(1979), and required the supervisors and incumbents to provide

estimates of the dollars and cents worth of a "task scientist-

who performed at the 50th, 15th, or 85th percentile. A copy of

the questionnaire is included in Appendix A. In addition, the

subjects were asked their age, gender, time of service in the

organization and (for supervisors) how long they had been in a

supervisory position.

Procedure. A master list of the personnel assigned to the

target organization, the manpower and personnel research division

of a military research organization, was obtained and task

scientists and their supervisors were identified. All such

personnel assigned to the division were surveyed. The researcher
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made personal contact with each subject, explained that he was

conducting a project designed to develop ways of quantifying the

performance of workers in economic terms, reviewed the

questionnaire with the subject, and left it with her/him to

complete. The researcher would only explain the questions as

posed, and provided no guidance to the respondents about how to

make their judgments. That is, each respondent, after examining

the questionnaire, independently generated a response using

her/his own personal metric.

The day following the distribution of the questionnaires,

the completed forms were gathered and collated. Three

respondents were away from the organization at the time of the

initial survery. Copies of the questionnaire were left with

their supervisors for them to complete when they returned. All

three completed the questionnaire and mailed them to the

researcher.

Results

The main findings from the study are shown in Figure 1,

which shows the mean dollar estimates given by supervisors and

incumbents for workers at the 15th, 50th, and 85th performance

percentiles. Supervisors (X s26,962) and incumbents (X =

s24,670) gave similar estimates for the dollar value of the 15th

percentile workers (t=1.02; df= 29; 2 - .05). The estimates of

the value of 50th percentile workers were less similar, with

supervisors (X = $75,923) providing a larger estimate than

incumbents (7 = $65,511). The difference between estimates given

by incumbents and supervisors for 50th percentile workers was

signficant (t=2.88; df=29; p <.05). Finally, the greatest
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disparity between value estimates of incumbents and supervisors

was for workers at the 85th percentile. Supervisors provided a

mean estimate of $278,150 for these superior workers, while

the mean estimates of the incumbents was $160,878. This

difference was also significant (t=16.58; df=29; 2 <.05).

Estimates of SD can be obtained by subtracting the mean

y
estimates given for the 50th percentile from those of the 85th

percentile, and those of the 15th from the 50th. Such estimates

for both supervisors and incumbents are given in Table 1. These

data suggest that estimates of SD based on subtracting the 15th

y
percentile from the 50th are similar for both supervisors and

incumbents. However, estimates derived from subtracting the 50tn

from the 85th percentile are quite disparate, with supervisors

providing a much larger estimates than incumbents. These

estimates suggest that performance, as estimated by the dollar

value of workers, is not distributed symmetrically around the

mean (i.e., the 50th percentile).

Because of the apparent asymmetrical nature of these

estimates, it could be argued that the mean does not provide the

most accurate estimate of central tendency. Accordingly, median

values for estimates by supervisors and incumbents of workers at

the three performance percentiles were obtained. These medians

are shown in Figure 2. The median values given are substantially

less than corresponding mean values. For example, the median

estimate of workers at the 85th percentile given by supervisors

was s95,000, compared to a mean estimate of s276,150. Also,

while there appears to be some difference netween median
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estimates of supervisors and incumbents, especially for workers

at the 15th and 85th percentiles, analysis by Mann-Whitney U test

indicates that none of median estimates given differed

significantly. (See Table 2 for summary of Mann-Whitney U test

analysis.)

Discussion

The interpretation of the results of the current study

depend on whether or not a parametric analysis is viewed as

appropriate for these data. If it is felt that the assumptions

required by the t test are met, then it may be concluded that

supervisors and incumbents do not render similar judgments of the

worth of workers (except at the 15th percentile), with

supervisors providing significantly and substantially higher

estimates of the dollar value of average and superior workers.

If this is true, then it would it would likely be argued to

accept the estimates of supervisors as being more valid, since

they should have a more comprehensive picture of the role of

workers in the organization as a whole and should be in a better

position to compare the output of workers of different

performance levels.

However, if it is felt that the assumptions required of

parametric analysis are not met, then it woula be concluded that

supervisors and incumbents provide similar estimates of the value

of workers at the performance levels tested. This would allow

researchers to view estimates of incumbents with greater

credibility, and make utility analysis more amenable to

application to smaller organizations which lack the number of

supervisors needed to provide accurate SD estimates.

y
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If the parametric analysis is accepted, what can be made of

the SD estimates obtained by the two groups? Hunter and Schmidt

y
(1983) reported that most estimates of SD obtained using their

y
procedure fall within a range of 40 to 70 percent of the mean

salary of the job incumbents. This approach is known as the

"Salary Percentage Technique," and provides a basis for

evaluating the estimates obtained in the current study.

Informatin on the actual salary of the incumbent sample in the

present study was not obtained. However, their average GS rating

was approximately a mid-level GS-11. The pay for this grade is

S32,700 per year. Using the salary percentage technique, then,

yields an expected value of SD of $13,080 to %22,890. Both of

y
these values are substantially less than than SD estimates

y
obtained by either the supervisors or incumbents in the current

study. This disparity may be a reflection of the skewed nature

of the distribution of performance estimates. Alternatively, the

larger estimates obtained in the current study may be related to

the nature of the job performed by these incumbents. Previous

published studies of SD , with one exception (Eaton et al.,
Y

1985), have all examined workers from private enterprise and most

have been blue-collar workers. Additionally, other researchers

(e..g., Weekley et al, 1965) report that the salary percentage

technique yields estimates of SD that are substantially less

y
than those obtained by the original Schmidt et al. (I;79)

procedure.

Further research comparing estimates of supervisors ano

incumbents is needed. The population of workers sampled in the
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current study were highly educated (most with Masters degrees,

many with doctorates) specialists in behavioral sciences. The

current sample of incumbents had considerable experience at their

jobs. Moreover, the job of task scientist is multifaceted and

often involves regular interaction with supervisors on the

planning and execution of research projects and related tasks.

It may be that somewhat different results would be obtained if

the sample used consisted of workers with less diverse jobs who

were also less educated.

It may also be the case that the methods used in this study

are not the most accurate way of generating the desired

estimates. Tuttle et al. (1985) described a procedure based on

group dynamics principles used to develop productivity indexes

for organizations. This method could also be used to generate

SD estimates. In the standard Schmidt et al. (1979) procedure,

y
respondents produce their estimates independently, and

performance estimates are obtained by calculating group averages.

A more structured approach using groups of supervisors and

incumbents, utilizing methods described by Tuttle et al. might

provide even more accurate estimates.
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Table 1

Estimates of SD Based on Supervisor's and

y
Incumbent's Data

85th - 50th 50th - 15th

Supervisors $202,227 $48,961

Incumbents $95,367 $40,841
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Table 2

Results of Mann-Whitney U test analysis

U n n P
1 2

15th 114 13 18 .05
Percentile

50th 120.5 13 18 .05
Percentile

65th 87.5 13 18 .o5
Percentile
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ABSTRACT

Fourier Descriptors (FDs) have been used by investigators in computer

pattern to discriminate and/or identify planar shapes. These descriptors provide

for both the analysis and synthesis of closed curves by obtaining Fourier

coefficients of chain-encoded contours. Discrimination thresholds were obtained

for FD stimuli for shape in a manner similar to contrast sensitivity functions

for grating stimuli. Adaptation to a specific FD harmonic frequency produced

a selective decrease in sensitivity (i.e., increase in threshold) for the

adapting frequency and closely related harmonic frequencies. These results

suggest that FDs are an important and promising tool for research on human form

perception.
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THE ROLE OF FOURIER DESCRIPTORS FOR SHAPE

IN VISUAL FORM PERCEPTION

INTRODUCTION

During the Summer of 1987 1 participated in the Summer Faculty Research

program at the Human Resources Laboratory at Williams AFB. Exploratory research

was initiated that suggested that Fourier Descriptors (FDs) for shape were a

promising avenue for investigating human form perception (Uhlarik, 1989). Using

the classical psychophysical method of constant stimuli visual discrimination

thresholds were obtained for FD stimuli in a manner analogous to contrast

sensitivity functions (CSFs) that have been obtained for one-dimensional sine

wave grating stimuli (cf., Ginsburg, 1984; Cornsweet, 1970). Furthermore, the

initial research suggested that adaptation to a specific FD harmonic frequency

(viz., the sixth) produced a selective threshold elevation for the adapting

frequency and closely related even harmonic frequencies.

The RIP research extended the Summer Faculty research and attempted to

determine the extent to which FDs for planar shape provide a relevant dimension

by which the human visual system processes form. FDs represent transforms of

boundary curvature that are popular in comuter pattern recognition because they

are relatively easy to program and are backed by the well-developed Fourier

mathematical theory (Pavlidis, 1980). These descriptors provide for both the

analysis and synthesis of closed curves by obtaining Fourier coefficients of

chain-encoded contours. Using this approach a curve is represented

parametrically as a function of arc length by the accummulated change in the

direction of the curve from the starting point. This function is expanded in

a Fourier series and the coefficients are arranged in the amplitude/phase angle

form (cf. Kuhl and Giardina, 1982; Zahn and Roskies, 1972). Thus any two-
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dimensional shape is fully described by its set of FDs; the low frequency terms

provide the global properties of the shape and the addition of higher frequency

terms fill in more and more local detail.

There is physiological evidence suggesting that neurons in striate cortex

of infrahumans are selective for stimuli of specific boundary curvature

(Schwartz, Desimone, Albright, and Gross, 1983). If features like FDs are

involved in the coding of shape in the human visual system they might exhibit

selective adaptation. The purpose of the present study was first to determine

amplitude discrimination threshold functions for FD stimuli in a manner similar

to those obtained for contrast sensitivity in the spatial frequency domain

(Davidson, 1968), and second then determine if these thresholds for harmonic

frequency can be selectively elevated using the adaptation paradigm in a manner

similar to threshold elevation for spatial frequency (cf., Blakemore and

Campbell, 1969).

The follow-on research was designed in part to remedy some procedural and

methodological limitations of the preliminary research. For example there were

some technical difficulties with "aliasing" when the FD images were presented

on the computer display. This was alleviated by doubling both the image size

and viewing distance. The net effect of this modification was that the displayed

images had greater resolution and the visual angle subtended by the images

remained the same. The second area of improvement has to do with the

psychophysical method. The method of constant stimuli is very reliable and not

prone to influence from bias factors. Thus, it was an ideal choice for the

initial research. Once the basic parameters of the phenomenon were established

the follow-on research utilized a more efficient modification of this method in

order to facillitate data collection.

In addition to these methodological improvements, the purpose of the
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follow-on research was to extend the preliminary findings. Specifically, it was

designed:

1.) to replicate the basic threshold function;

2.) to determine if the selective adaptation effects occurred for other

harmonic frequencies;

3.) to determine if the initial differences between the odd and even

harmonic maintained (i.e., does adaptation to even harmonics influence

only even harmonics and adaptation to odd harmonics influence only

odd harmonics).

METHOD

Stimuli and Design

Stimulus patterns were generated using an algorithm developed by Kuhl and

Giardina (1982). Using an arbitrarily chosen closed contour as a source (shown

in Figure '.A), this shape was chain-encoded in order to obtain Fourier

coefficients. Figure lB shows the chain code link labels which approximates the

continuous contour by a sequence of piecewise linear fits (cf., Freeman, 1974).

The Fourier series representation is appropriate for the chain code because the

code repeats on successive traversals of the contour, and each term in the

Fourier expansion is a descriptor associated with a particular frequency (defined

in units of cycles/perimeter), amplitude (defined as a square root of the sum

of the squared coefficients), and relative phase angle which can be manipulated

orthogonally. The resulting FDs are invariant with rotation, dialation, and

translation of the source contour, but lose no information about the shape of

the contour (Kuhl and Giardina, 1982).

Using a modified version of the psychophysical method of constant stimuli,

observers were required to judge which of two FD shapes was the fundmental

frequency. The fundamental was consider the standard in the method of constant
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stimuli and was presented on every trial. This first-order harmonic was always

an ellipse and was always assoicated with a fixed amplitude which determined its

size. This ellipse shared only the most global shape and size of the source

shape shown in Figure IA. Comparison figures consisted of the sum (Fourier

synthesis) of the fundamental and another higher-order harmonic frequency that

could be varied in FD amplitude. As the amplitude of the higher-order component

increased it became more discriminable in that features emerged that made it less

like the elliptical shape of the standard.

A trial consisted of presenting a pair of high amplitude adapting stimuli

for a period of 2 s, followed by a noise screen for 1 s, and then the target

stimuli. The target stimuli consisted of simultaneous presentation of the

standard and comparison for 150 ms which were followed by the noise screen. On

any given trial the standard (ellipse) could be either the leftward or rightward

side of the pair, and the observer's task was to choose the side of the standard.

The discrimination threshold for a given frequency was defined as that amplitude

associated with the observer making the correct determination 50% of the time.

Eleven different higher-order, harmonic frequencies (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

9, 10, 11, & 12) were used for the comparison figures, and each comparison figure

could be associated with each of eight different harmonLc amplitudes (.05, .10,

.15, .20, .25, .30, .35, &.40). Figure 2 illustrates examples of some of the

harmonic frequencies used for comparison stimuli; this figure shows each

frequency at three different levels of harmonic amplitude.

Four different frequencies (1, 3, 5, 8,) were used for the adapting

stimuli. For a given adaptation frequency, the adapting stimuli were always art

identical pair of shapes. When the adapting frequency was the first harmonic

the pair were both ellipses identical to the standard target figure. It was

presumed that using the fundamental frequency for adapting stimuli would noL
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exert any systematic effects of discrimination of the higher-order harmonic

frequencies. To the extent that this fundamental adaptation condition replicates

the basic threshold functions from previous research using no adaptation stimuli

(Uhlarik, 1989), it can provide a baseline against which the effects of selective

adaptation to higher order harmonic frequencies can be compared. When the third,

fifth or eighth harmonics was used for adaptation, the figures were well above

the discrimination threshold in that the adapting stimuli were composed of the

fourier synthesis of the fundamental and a higher-order harmonic frequency with

an amplitude of 1.5 which was almost four times that of the highest amplitude

comparison stimulus.

The harmonic frequencies of the adapting and comparison stimuli were

constant for each block of 80 trials. Within each block, the amplitude of

higher-order harmonic component of the comparison figure varied so that each of

the eight levels of amplitude (.05, .10, .15, .20, .25, .30, .35, .40) was

presented ten times. Within each block the presentation order of these

amplitudes was random as was whether the standard was the left or right side of

the target pair.

The stimuli were generated and displayed on an IBM-AT style computer using

an Orchid Turbo PGA graphic system with horizontal resolution of 640 pixels and

a vertical resolution of 480 pixels. The stimuli were displayed on a NEC

Multisync monitor (model #JC-1501VMA). A small fixation cross was located in

the center of the display. The standard and comparison figures were filled

closed contours that were centered about a point .75 deg to the left and right

of fixation; each figure subtended .75 deg visual angle. On half of the trials

the standard figure was on the left side of each pair, and on the other half it

was on the right.
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Procedure

The observer viewed the display binocularly in a darkened room from a

distance of 3.0 m after dard adapting for 10 min. The observers were instructed

to fixate a small cross in the center of the screen and not to make gross eye

movements until a trial was completed. A tone signaled the start of a trial.

After the presentation of the stimuli the observer indicated the side of the

standard by pressing one of two button switches. Auditory feedback indicated

whether the choice was correct or incorrect.

The noise screen consisting of a random dot pattern (50% of the pixels

illuminated) was always present on the display, except during presentation of

target and adapting stimuli. The purpose of the noise screen was to eliminate

persistence of target and adapting stimuli and to reduce contour masking. The

space average luminance of the noise screen was 0.2 log ft lamberts; the

luminance of the adapting and target figures was 0.62 log ft lamberts.

Four male observers participated in the experiment. One had emtropic

vision and the others had vision corrected to at least 20/30 for the viewing

conditions involved in the experiment.

RESULTS

In any given block of 80 trials the higher-order component of the

comparison could be one of eight different FD amplitudes (viz., .05, .10, .15,

.20, .25, .30, .35, or .40) and each amplitude was presented tre times. The

amplitude discrimination threshold was defined as that FD amplitude that allowed

the standard to be correctly choosed 50% of the time. Figure 3 shows these

amplitude discrimination thresholds for harmonic frequencies 2 thru 12 averaged

over observers. Note that the vertical axes are reversed so that the resulting

functions represent relative sensitivity rather than thresholds per se. The

dashed curves in each of the three panels represent the baseline conditions in
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which the pair of adapting stimuli consisted of fundamental (or first order)

harmonics and was based on data from all five observers. The relatively smooth

and flat shape of these functions indicated that the fundamental did not

selectively reduce sensitivity (i.e., elevate threshold) at any of the higher

order harmonics, these functions are similar to the basic threshold functions

involving no adapting stimuli found in the preliminary research (Uhlarik, 1989).

On the other hand, adaptation to the thiid harmonic (solid curve in upper panel

of Figure 3) produced a decrease in sensitivity for discrimination of the third

harmonic and to a lesser extent the fifth harmonic. Similarly, adaptation to

the fifth (solid curve in middle panel) and eight harmonics (solid curve in

lower panel) produced analogous selective depressions in discrimination

sensitivity. In both of these two latter cases there was also a marked

depression in sensitivity for discrimination of the third harmonic. The

"adaptating harmonic 3" curve was based on data from two observers and the other

two adapting conditions were based on data from three observers. Thus, the

dashed curves in Figure 3 are conceptually similar to contrast sensitivity

functions (CSFs) that have been obtained for sine wave grating stimuli in the

spatial domain, and the selective depression in sensitivity due to adaptation

to a specific higher order harmonic is similar to CSF adaptation studies where

spatial frequency rather than harmonic frequency is the independent variable

(cf. , Blakemore and Campbell, 1969). In both cases it is presumed that selective

adaptation produces a temporary loss of sensitivity of those visual neurons

responsible for processing particular parameters of the adapting stimulus.

Figure 4 replots the data in Figure 3 in terms of mean threshold increase.

For each harmonic frequency this was obtained by subtracting the baseline

condition in which the adapting stimuli consisted of fundamental harmonics

(dashed curved in Figure 3) from the adaptation conditions involving higher order
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harmonics (solid curves in Figure 3). Figure 4 shows that for all three adapting

frequencies there was marked increases in discrimination thresholds for the

harmonic frequency of the adapting stimuli. In the case of "adapting harmonic

3" this effect spread to the adjacent odd harmonic (i.e., the fifth), and for

"adapting harmonic 5" the effect was manifested for the third harmonic. In the

case of "adapting harmonic 8" there were small peaks for the sixth and tenth

harmonics. Inexplicitedly, however, this latter condition also manifested a

large effect at the third harmonic. In fact, all three panels in Figure 4 show

large systematic elevations in thresholds for discriminations involving the third

harmonic regardless of the adapting harmonic. At the present time it is not

clear why this should occur.

DISCUSSION

The results of the present research suggests that FDs are an important tool

for research on human form perception. A persistent problem in the study of form

perception and pattern recognition has been the lack of a complete and reliable

measure of the physical stimulus. Voluminous research has addressed this issue

but reviews indicate that this fundamental issue has never been resolved (e.g.,

Triesman, 1987; Brown and Owen, 1965; Michels and Zusne, 1965). Fourier

descriptors have the potential to provide such a metric because they are powerful

and efficient algorithm for representing and classifying shapes. These results

also suggest that to the extent that the adaptation paradigm provides an

indication of neural coding, the finding that prolonged exposure to a specific

harmonic frequency elevates threshold in the region of that frequency suggests

the processing of form in the human visual system may involve the decomposition

of shape into FDs related to boundary curvature.

In addition to having important implications regarding the afore mentioned

basic research issues in human visual perception, examining the role of FD
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stimuli in form perception has direct relevance to the USAF in terms of potential

for evaluating display systems. A major problem with creating performance

related metrics for visual displays has been the lack of "analytic throughput"

(Ginsburg, 1983). In this context analytic throughput refers to the ability to

specify target information in the same language used to specify system

capability, visual processes, and performance metrics. As in the case for

contrast sensitivity, FDs for shape have promise because of their potential to

create unified performance-based metrics for evaluating display systems.

Further research is needed to determine the extent to which the present

findings generalize to other viewing conditions (target duration, retinal

location, etc.) and when other more complex source figures are used to generate

the FD stimuli. It would also be important to explore the basis of the

systematic and pervasive effects of adaptation on perception of the third

harmonic frequency.
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De p ar tme t/Pr oj c t No. : 0210507-414
Project Description: Comprehensibility of Technical Text
Project Director: Dr. Dor i.s J. Walker-Dal house

INTRODUCTI ON

The fol lowing document is being submi tted as. a final

report. The delay in the submission of the final report

for AFOSR Contract No. F49620-85-C-0013/SB5851-03O,,.,

Subcontract number S-760-MG-080 i s due to difficulties

resul ting from my deci sion to leave Jackson State Uni,..ers i t-:.

,.JSU) before the end of the December 31, 1.7,87 granting

per iod.

After deciding to lave JSI in Jul-. 1 7' -  for emplo.ment

at Moorhead State Un iversi t::y (MSU> a request vas made to

Universal Energ-v S.-stems (UES) by Dr. James A. Hefner, at mr:,.

request, transfer the balance of the grant to MSU. I

recei,ed a cop>x of Dr. Hefner"s letter, but never rece ived

an., official notification from UES relative to an.- Action

being tak:en tow.ard the transfer request.

After numerous calls to both JSU and UES to

inquire about the status of Dr. Hefner-'s request, I wias

told that a. no cost time extension ci 1culd be yiven v..hil, the

reque-.t for tran.ser, bein considered. I was=q howeer

unable to pay for data analysi-s, consultant -services, and

prep_.re the data for di.ssemination due to the lack of .cce.-.s

to grant funds. Although Jackson State was notified b-. UES

that the tr.a;ns-fer of the gr.ant had been Approved ,:.vhich I

learned about through telephone coorespondence ',ith UES



personnel') in a letter dated June 17, 1':88, the. did n:,t

respond to verbal and a wr i tten requests from me concern i n

the procedures for expending funds.. Through the ass.is.tance

of UES personnel, I did receive a purchase order from JSU on

November 18, 1988 to handle billing until December :--1

1988. In spite of the fact that the Air Force extension

gi en verbal l" amounted to a -,wear., in actual i ty, I O n r:.n

g ,en unds to compl etec data anal xsis and consul tat ion for

approximatel ::. forty-three da.ys. The bre,.'it:. of this. report

r.ef lects the ex::tent of data anal::'sis that was permi tted

during the time +r-ame allowed.

PROCEDURES

,u b.j e c t .

Si ::.'t 6CL.0) B.tuden t.- from two ri i troduc tor:ry c, 1tputer

science caI .se at ,Jackson State Un i ver. i t::. were used as

=ub.jec ts. Data ga ther ing was done in tvo sess i ns week

apart. On1:ly/ thirty-si ::.:: (36) students sho(ed for the second

data gatherin sessior, thus comp 1 t -ta ... as. c ,-1 ected

from 36 of the 60 students. Thirt'.-four (34) of the or igina_.1

.-.ample ,ere males.- and twent>'-1Y--.ix (26) were females.. 0f the

subj ec ts for wh i ch comp lete data as a. able n ne teen 1,F";

t.oere femal e ind s.eventeen ( 17) were mal e.s. A , ota l of

ei ght teen (18) subjects were cortai ned in the group that

received the original passage ,control group) arid c i gh t tee n

n the group that recei..ed the rewr itten passage

experiment al group).
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Me thods

The principal investi..e.. iator met .4 ith both classes o

students enrolled in the introductory computer science

classes and explained the purpose of the study. The clas=.es.

were taucht by different instructors, one male and one

fema!e. Dur ing the first data gathering session

sub.iects were given two cloze passages selected from

a U- A i r Force techn i ca l tra i r i n'g manual for i nform.atin

systems programming training.

Dur i ng the second data gather i nig ses.-i on, one half of the

subj ec ts i n each cl ass w.,.ere g i y.en en,..e 1 opes con ta i n i no :-k

p.=.s.acg whose con tent deal t wi th general purpos.e reci sters.,

This passage l as designated as the or i ginl text passage

because t '.'.as taken v.erbat im from a Un i ted States. A r. Force

informati on sxstems training manual .

The cther- half of the subjec ts were gi ,en a re.r i t ten

k..,ers ion of the original passage in which an attempt was made

to s impl ifx- the vocabul ar, and sentence structure. (See

Appendi A) . The intent was to pro,i de the reader wi th

back r n ,-nd i n format i on abou t the top i c ther- e bx-v redc'i c i ng the

amount of irn format i on to be retr i e-ed from I ong-term memor.

fh e u'.iec t s w,..ere i ns tr uc ted to read the p as-age and upon

,om leti on to replace the passacie in the ene lope. After the

.s -. g.ge '.as r-ep I ced i n the enje I op e they '. er e as.k ed t c

r esrond to a comprehension test byx- i denti f:&i no statements;..

r epresent i ng "o d"( er:nbat i m -s.ta.-,tements from the ,r I gi n aI

p s sa ge or par- phrases ther- eof .) or "new i nfor-mat i on
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(information completely false or sl ightlyx altered in

mean i ng.)

Phase 2 of the study which was to invol ve the

students in recalling, in writing, the main points contained

in the passages , was. not completed due to problems

encountered in scheduling another data collection session

prior to final exams.

Instumentat ion

Two cloze tests were constructed from the text of a

USAF traininQ manual for information systems personnel.

Every fifth word was deleted from passages of approximatel,

two hundred and fifty words in length. The first and last

sentences were left intact. Students were qgiven the

passages and asked to fill in the mi.ssing words. Onl :" exact

replacements were accepted as correct in determining reading

levels. The followino criteria were applied in ascertainino

reading levels and designating readers as "good", "a.verae" ,

or "poor" reader (Wacca, Vacca & Gove, 1?7):

Accuracy in word Reading Leuel
repl acement

Above 60 Independent

40 - :0 % In.str. uct ion a

Be I o. 40 " Frustrat i on

A third passage pertaining to centr-al hardware

reoi sters w..as selected from a different USAF information
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systems training manual for propositional anal>sis. Dr.

Benita Gordon"s services were used in analyxzing the number

of propositions found in the passage on general purpose

regi .ster s.

A sentence verification test MRoyer, Ha.ting.s & Hook,

1979: consisting of fourteen t (14) statements was cons tructed

as a measure of comprehension of the original and re-written

passages. Test sentences were designated as containinj

Hold" informatton original statements or paraphrases of

original statements contained in the text, or "new"

information, distracting statements or ones in which a

meaning change occurred. See Appendix B for a copy of thi5

test.

Results

The results of the two cloze tests are in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about here

It reveals that the passage used in c loze test 1 was on the

instructional reading level for subjects receiving the

verbatim passage (41.27) and those receivi ng the rewri tten

passage '47.6) The passage used in the second ,loze test

represented the frustration leei for both groups., :30.3S .nd

29 respectively.

Based upon the follo'wing cut-off scores specified bY

.acca , .acca &. Gove, 1987; above 60% comprehension -

independent (above a.erage readers who car read material

ithout assistance) ; 40% - 60" comprehension - instructional
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(average readers who will find the material challenging if

given some form of guidance in reading), and belo,. 40X

comprehension - frustration (poor readers who need

considerable guidance to understand the material or easier

material) the students. were classified as "9" (good

readers) , "a" (average readers) and "p" (poor readers). The

scores on the first cloze test shot four subjects as crood

readers, eightteen (18) as average readers, and fourteen

14) as poor readers. Cl oze test 2 shows the major i t;.. :f

subj ec ts as poor reader s (28) with eight as average and none

as good readers. The average of both cloze test scores.

shows no good readers, eightteen (18) average, and

eightteen (18) poor readers. Because of the greater

apparent difficulty of passage two, passage one wa-s used as

the basis for determining the subjects' reading level. This

permitted the placement of subjects in all three reading

categor i es.

On the basis of cloze test one data, four of the

subjects in the original passage group were classified

as good readers and one subject in the rewritten passage

group. Seven subjects in the original passage group and

twelve subjects in the rewritten passage group were

classified as average readers, and eight subjects in the

original passage group and five in the rewr i tten passage

group ,,)ere classified as poor readers.

Table 2 s-howis the mean comprehension scores for good,

average., and poor readers based on the sentence ,,er-ification
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test which was administered after exposure to their

respective passage.

Insert Table 2 about here

No meaningful comparisons can be made between

the two groups of subjects cl assi f ied as good readers

because the rewritten passage group had only one

subject in that category. Since there vas or' lv one subiect

in the good readers category of the experimental group, and

three in the good readers category of the control '4roup, the

subjectd in the good and average readers groups were

combined and an analysis of variance was performed on the

data. No significant main or interaction effects were

found. Hotwever, average readers. did slightly better with

the rewritten passage than with the original passage., 74.3",.

and . , respectively:,.. Poor readers also did better .i th

the rewritten passage than with the original passage, 75.6%

and 71.4% respectively. (.ee Table 3)

Insert Table 3 about here

Although great caution is advised in drawing

conclusions from nonsignificant data, it would seem that the

poorer the subjects. reading abil ity, the better the-." did

..ith the rewri tten passage. These findings seem to be

consi, tent with general findings that poor readers are

deficient in metacognitive skills which allow the reader. to

employ strategies during reading that facilitate
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understanding of the text. Consequently, assistance or

instruction is needed in using or understanding textual

aids, text organization, wri tino st-yle, and/or vocabulary:.

Discussion

The present study at temp ted to answer the fol lot i n

quest i ons:

1. Will the reading comprehension of good readers
-differ significantly from that of averaage or poor readers
after reading an original version of a technical passage
taken from a US Air Force Information Systems training
manual in one of four select training areas7

2. Will the reading comprehension of good readers
differ significantly from that of average or poor readers
after reading a rewritten technical passage. The rewritten
passage will be simplified based on information obtained
from the Kinstch and van dijk model of comprehension.

The proposed research was initiated to provide data

to achieve the following objectives:

1. To investigate the comprehensibility and
theoretical text cohesion of Air Force techr ical training
manual s.

4. To rewr. i te techn i cal text by attempt i ng to reduce
the number of text propositions, and determining the
subsequent comprehension levels of good, average, and
poor readers on a test of comprehension using the sentence
ver ification technique (SYT).

3. To suggest instructional strategi es for improving
the comprehensi bi 1 i ty of techn ical prose.

It is possible that the sample size and

inaccessibili ty of the subjects for further testing may have

been responsible for the inability to find significant

differences between the groups before any definitiv.e

conclusions can be drawn. Additional passages should be
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.Anal Yzed, re.'r itten and admini stered to a 1 arger sample

of subjects. Although no significant differences were

found, the differences noted were in favor of the group

receiving the reiritten passage.

It is also possible that if other techn iques such

as word frequency count (American Heritage word frequenc:y

list), discourse pointers, ensuring passage cohesiveness by

employing strongly connected propositions, are employed to

enhance text comprehensib I Sty of the rewritten pass.e.

sirgnif i cant differences may be observed between the groups.

(Zakaluk & Samuels. 1988). Other techniques that have been

reported to foster understarding and comprehension of

technical passages that could be used in a repl ication of

this study are the use of graphic aids such as tables.,

charts, and diagrams to elucidate main points and teaching

readers to use semantic webs (Johnson, 1987), a graphic aid

.hich consists of the following aspects:

1 . a core - question which serves as the focal
part of the web.

2. web strands - subordinate or secondary ideas
associated or related to each web strand.

3. strand supports - the details, inferences, and
generalizations associated or related to each
w.keb strand.

4. strand ties - connections made by students betw.,een

and among strands.

Structured overv i ews, another. graphic arrangement to sho,,w

connections betw..'een terms, have been found to be effective

in guiding interactions with text. Repeated readings of

narrative/ story type text has been found to affect
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comprehension.(Taylor et. al, 1985; O'Shea et al., 19'85)

Guided repeated readings of text for unspecified number of

times in which readers are encouraged to read for specific

purposes or to mentally answer questions about information

expected to be answered in the content is an additional

strategy worthy of consideration for improving text

comprehensibility.

Other suggested strategies for promoting the

comprehension of technical text include a wriiten preview.,

or advance organizer, of ideas covered in a segment of

technical text and in which clearly stated links are made

between prior knowledge or experiences and the content of

the text.

Finally, it is also possible that no significant

differences were observed between the groups because the

material in the USAF technical manual used was so well

written that it was difficult to make the rewritten passage

easier to understand.
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Table I Cloze Tests Results & Reading Status

Technical Passage Rewritten Passage

Ss# C1 RS C2 RS Average RS C1 RS C2 RS Average RS
Cl oze CI ,oze

01 48 A 40 A 44 A 30 P 24 P 27 P
02 2: P 34 P 31 P 48 A 28 P S8 P
03 28 P 60 A 44 A 60 A 20 P 40
04 29 P 24 P 26 ,5 P 58 A 24 P 41 A

05 56 A 30 P 43 A 42 A 30 P 36 P
0, 32 P 18 P 25 P 60 A 42 A 51 F

0? 48 A 34 P 41 A 52 A 4 P 43 A
08 52 A 36 P 44 A 34 P 24 P 29
09 52 A 32 P 42 A 58 A 40 A 49
010 62 G 44 A 53 A 52 A 28 P 40 A
011 24 P 16 P 20 P 34 P 20 P 27 P
012 22 P 12 P 17 P 62 G 40 A 51 A
013 64 G 44 A 54 A 36 P 34 P 35 P
014 16 P 08 P 12 P 54 A 34 P 44 A
015 42 A 14 P 28 P 48 A 20 P 34 P
016 48 A 46 A 47 A 54 A 26 P 40 A
017 30 P 14 P 22 P 42 A 24 P 33 P
018 62 G 40 P 51 A 34 P 30 P 32 p

Mean 41.27 30.33 35.80 47.6 29.0 38.33

C:* • ' Test f-" PS: Reader Status.

C2: Cloze Test Two G: Good Reader
A: Average Reader

P: Poor Reader
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Table 2 Results o+ Sentence Y eriication Test
Reading Status & Treatment

Reading Abil ity AF Original Passage* Rewr i tten
Passage+

Good 010 64' 012 -7?5%
0 13 86,
018 13'"

Mean ,1%

Aver age

017 0 2
05 7 , 0:-
07 71> 0479

015 78% 0 4%
016 43. 05 64%

0 1 0l 6; 1'
014 ,4",.

Mean 73.3/:' 015 71-
016 781:

017 647

4 :

Poor

02 79% 01
03 57% 0:: 93%
0 4 64. Oil 7 1
06 57% 013 57%
0 I1 9I .- ' 018 78.
012 71%
014 64%
017 75,> .6

r'e an 77 1 4%

* Passage en t I tied "GenerAl Purpose Regi s ter;s" t .ken from
Information Systems Progr amming Special ist Manual , AFSC
491 52, Vol . 2, Exten=ion Cour-se Inst i tu te, Air Univer. i t:
+ Rewritten ,,er-e ion of the original passage
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Table 3 Anal:ysis o+ t)ar iance

Source of Variation Sum of DF Near F Sigr nIf
Squares Square of F

Main Effects 45.204 2 2,2 .1-32 .877
P .- s Q 4.3, 7 1 4 .36 7 .0-,t .8.4
Rab i I 35.176 1 17,5 .1 - t h .653

inter•actions 58.802 1 58.802 . 344 5*9tc
p.Bts SgQRabil 58.802 1 58.802 .344 .5,2

Expi a ,ined 104.006 3 34 0 . : .- , 4

Residual 5476."744 171 .148

Tota l 5580.749 35 15 5.450
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GENERAL PURPOSE REGISTERS

There are 16 hardware registers located in the central processing

unit of the IBM System/360. These are known as the general purpose

registers (GPRs), as opposed to the floating-point registers. The

GPRs are used in fixed-point arithmetic operations, addressing, data

movement, and as intermediate storage areas. Because these registers

are hardware devices, all operations between these registers or between

registers and the arithmetic unit are approximately four times faster

than similar operations in main memory. The registers are numbered 0

through 15, or 0 through F in HEX notation. For normal use in addressing,

arithmetic operations, etc., you will use registers 1 through 12.

Registers 0, 13, 14, and 15 are used for special applications and by

the operating system. Figure 1-3 shows the layout of information in

the GPRs. Each register holds 32 bits of information. Note that the

bits are numbered 0 through 31, where the 0 bit is also the sign bit.

The 0 bit is called the high-order position of the register, and bit

31 is the low-order position of the register. Of course, 32 bits can

also be represented as a 8 hexadecimal digits. The largest positive

value that can be represented in a register is 231 - 1, and the smallest

31negative value is -2 At this point, there is one rule that you

should keep in mind when programming in assembler language on a machine

with hardware registers: use the registers whenever possible. This

is the most efficient method of programming because you gain speed

and save core storage space.
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GENERAL PURPOSE REGISTERS

The IBM 360 is one type of computer hardward system.

It contains 16 hardware registers known as general purpose

registers (GPRs) in its central processing unit (CPU). The

GPRs are used for many operations. Because they are

used in fixed-point arithmetic operations, addressing

and data movement, they are different from floating point
,

registers. GPRs are hardware devices. This means all

operations between these registers and between registers

and the arithmetic unit located in the central processing

unit are fast. They are about four times faster than

operators like them in main memory.

Registers are numbered 0 through 15 or 0 through

F in hexadecimal (HEX) notation. A hexidecimal digit

is made up of four bits and can range from zero (0) to

15 (F).

Addressing or performing arithmetic operations ar,'

normal operations for the computer. Register 1 through

12 are used for normal operations. Registers 0, 13, 14

and 15 are used for special uses and by the operat-

ing system. A diagram would help you to understand the

information found in the GPRs. Thirty-two (32) bits

(smallest pieces) of information are held in the registers

of all computers. Positive and negative values can be

shown in a register. The largest positive value is 231-1

and the smallest negative value is -231•

Practice helps when using assembler language to

program the IBM System 360 or any computer with hardware

*(where the computer must keep track of the point in each numerical value
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registers Assembler language is the most productive way

of programming for two reasons. It lets you gain speed

and save space in core storage, or internal unit made

of magnetic cores.
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COMPREHENSION CHECK 1

Old New 1. Every computer has a input output unit containing 16
hardware devices.

Old New 2. General purpose registers (GPRs) are hardware internal
computer components that can store data and accept data
rapidly in the IBM 360.

Old New 3. GPR's differ from floating-point registers in the
arithmetic operations which they perform.

Old New 4. The Central Processing Unit of the IBM 360 has 16
hardware register.

Old New 5. GPR's peforms operations between them or between registers
and arithmetic unit slower than similar operations in
main memory because they are hardware devices.

Old New 6. General Purpose Registers are used in fixed-point arithmetic
operations, addressing, data movement, and as intermediate
storage areas.

Old New 7. A hexidecimal digit is made up of four bits of information.

Old New 8. For addressing, arithmetic operations, and data movement,
registers 0, 13, 14, 15 should be used.

Old New 9. Thirty-two bits are equivalent to 4 hexadecimal digits.

Old New 10. Thirty-one (31) is the high-order position of the register
while 0 is the low-order position of the register.

Ol Nw ii 31 Iad-31
Old New 11. 2 -_ and -2 are the largest positive and smallest

negative values found in a register.

Old New 12. The 0 register and the three highest registers are used
randomly by the programmer when compared to the other
registers.

Old New 13. Registers are numbered 0 through 15, or 0 tnrough F in HEX
notation.

Old New 14. Gaining speed and saving core storage space are -.dvantages
which result from using assembler language f:r programming
on a machine with hardware rcgisters.

Name: SS#:

Test No:-
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Preliminary Note: This research required an achromatizing lens that
corrects for the chromatic aberration of the eye. It was delayed
because the company making the lens (Applied Physics Laboratory)
encountered technical problems. They were finally solved and the
lens was delivered. The work reported here is the summary to date
that was made possible by the mini-grant that allowed us to buy the
lens and conduct the research.

The research is concerned with the problem of lightness constancy.
In keeping with Beck's (1972) definition, I define lightness
constancy as the invariance of color perception which occurs with
changes in the intensity of the illumination. Historically, there
are two theoretical approaches to the problem of lightness
constancy. The first approach suggests that a constant perception
of color is subserved by sensory mechanisms which encode luminance
ratios for adjacent regions across the visual field. This
theoretical approach has been most clearly articulated by Wallach's
(1948) ratio principle. The second theoretical position follows
from Helmholtz's notion of "discounting the illumination". From a
mechanistic point of view, this approach is perhaps best
represented by Helson's adaptation level theory (Helson, 1943) and
by current computational approaches in which the goal of the system
is to disentangle illumination from reflectance information (e.g.,
Horn, 1974). More cognitive approaches to this kind of explanation
are suggested by Beck's attempt to isolate cues used to identify
the illuminant (Beck, 1961).

Early psychophysical studies took a predominantly sensory approach
to the problem of constancy. Wallach (1948) showed that when the
luminance ratio between a test region and it's surrounding field
was held constant, matches to a comparison stimulus were invariant.
Although several other studies also suggested a contrast
explanation of constancy (Horeman, 1963; Heinemann, 1955;
Leibowitz, et al., 1955; Fry and Alpern, 1953), several studies
showed an independence between contrast effects and the tendency
toward constancy (Jameson and Hurvich, 1961; Heinemann, 1955;
Stevens and Stevens, 1960; Oyama, 1962; Kozaki, 1963). Jameson and
Hurvich (1961), using a relatively complex stimulus, found
diverging functions under ratio conditions; darker test regions
became blacker as the luminance increased, lighter regions appeared
whiter, and grey test regions on grey backgrounds tended to remain
perceptually constant with increases in luminance. Although well-
referenced, this study has been criticized for its small luminance
range (Jacobsen and Gilchrist, preprint) and for its lack of
reproducibility (Flock and Noguchi, 1970). However, due to
variations in experimental conditions, these studies have been
difficult to evaluate in relation to one another. The experimental
conditions include variations in matching techniques, stimulus
configurations, background luminance conditions, contrast and
luminance ranges and instructions to the observers. Several of
these studies have used binocular matching paradigms, thus
introducing changes in adaptation level caused by shifting from
standard to comparison stimuli. Heinemann's (1955) data suggest
the importance of stimulus luminance and contrast range. His
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results support both Wallach's ratio principle and Jameson and
Hurvich's diverging functions, depending upon the luminance level
and degree of contrast of the stimuli. In relation to
instructions, few of these experiments distinguish between
lightness and brightness. Consequently, subjects may have matched
according to either a dim to bright or a black to white dimension.
Two recent studies (Arend and Reeves, 1986; Jacobsen and Gilchrist,
1988) emphasize this potential confound. Arend and Reeves (1986)
report constancy for lightness in both center/surround and mondrian
conditions, for brightness in mondrian conditions, and a failure of
brightness constancy given a center/surround stimulus
configuration. Jacobsen and Gilchrist found constancy for a black
to white dimension but not for brightness.

Although these two studies suggest that achromatic stimuli vary
along two interacting dimensions, they are inconclusive in relation
to constancy. Arend and Reeves (1986) minimally describe the
stimulus conditions for their lightness and brightness measures, do
not determine the contrast relations in their mondrian conditions,
and yet conclude that contrast relations have no effect on (color)
constancy. Rather, they seem to suggest that constancy is a result
of a cognitive or adaptive process serving to discount the
illumination. In an effort to replicate Jameson and Hurvich
(1961), Jacobsen and Gilchrist produced constant judgments of
achromatic colors across a six log unit illumination range.
However, it is not clear that they approached the contrast range
used by Jameson and Hurvich, precluding the conditions within which
Jameson and Hurvich showed a decrease in brightness with an
increase in illumination.

The experiments I have complete thus far have identified simplified
conditions under which constancy occurs. The second set of
experiments will be a series of parametric studies to further
identify the conditions underlying invariant achromatic color
perception. Stimulus duration, adaptation level and higher
contrast conditions will be independent variables. The conditions
of the final experiment follow from a model of retinal encoding of
luminance differences; it will measure constancy as a function of
stimulus asynchrony.

The First Series:

The infitial experiments were concerned with distinguishing between
adaptation level and contrast explanations of constancy and
included a reassessment of the conditions under which constancy
occurs. In each experiment, stimuli consisted of a center/surround
region presented in Maxwellian view. Eleven different contrast
ratios were presented at six different luminance levels, producing
66 stimuli. The luminance varied across slightly more than 2.5 log
units and the contrast ratios between center and surrounds varied
between .08 (high contrast) and .90 (low contrast). Two reverse
contrast conditions, in which the luminance of the center was
higher than that of the surround, were also used. This is
illustrated in Figure 1.
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Experiment 1:

In the first experiment, each trial was presented for 300 msecs and
subjects were asked to judge the percent blackness (along a
dimension varying from white to black) of the center, test region.
The average results from three subjects is shown in Figure 2. The
results show constant judgements of blackness in the extreme low
and high contrast conditions. However, in the mid-contrast range,
subjects produced U-shaped functions in which judged blackness was
high at low and high luminance levels and relatively low in the
mid-luminance range. This is especially apparent for the 0.37
contrast ratio.

The observed constancy under the high and low contrast conditions
is in keeping with a simple contrast explanation. In the highest
contrast conditions, the induction from the surround to the center
is so great as to produce a ceiling effect of nearly 100%
blackness. In the low and reverse contrast conditions, the lack of
contrast from the inducing field precludes the perception of
blackness. Our results under these conditions are consistent with
Wallach's ratio principle and are in contradiction to Jameson and
Hurvich (1q61).

On the other hand, the U-shaped functions apparent in the mid-
contrast conditions are in disagreement with both Wallach's results
and those of Jameson and Hurvich. Both of these studies used
prolonged viewing conditions and we wondered if our results
reflected the nature of transient responses. Secondly, the 300
msec and random presentation of stimuli precluded adaptation to the
overall luminance level of the stimuli. The following two
experiments were designed to address these possibilities.

Experiment 2:

The second experiment was an early attempt to test for interactions
between adaptation level and perceived blackness. An adapting
field was on at all times except immediately before (400 msecs),
during (300 msecs) and immediately after (approx. 1500 msecs)
presentation of the stimulus. Six different adapting fields were
used, varying in 0.6 log unit steps across 3 log units. A contrast
ratio of .37 was intermixed with distractors. This ratio was
chosen because it showed the greatest departure from constancy in
Experiment 1. At each adaptation level, our results showed an
increase in perceived blackness as a function of increasing
luminance. This suggests that adaptation level cannot account for
the U-shaped function observed in Experiment 1.

Experiment 3:

The identical stimuli were presented in this experiment as in
Experiment 1, however, we increased the stimulus duration and
presented the stimuli in ascending order according to luminance
level. The stimulus duration was 7 seconds, and the ratios were
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presented in random order within a particular luminance condition.
This allowed the subjects to adapt, to some extent, to the
luminance level of the particular stimulus. The results from this
experiment are shown in Figure 3. These data represent the average
from 3 subjects. The functions represent the best-fitting straight
lines for each contrast ratio, and demonstrate a high degree of
constancy in all conditions. Thus, for simplified stimuli, the
conditions which produce a constant judgment are constant luminance
ratios between adjacent regions and sustained viewing conditions.
This suggests that adaptation to the overall luminance is required
for constant judgments.

In this case, the results are consistent with Wallach's ratio
principle, and in contradiction to Jameson and Hurvich's diverging
functions. This may reflect a problem stated earlier, namely, that
it is unclear as to whether subjects were judging lightness or
brightness in the earlier studies. The following experiment was
intended to differentiate between these two hypothetical dimensions
of achromatic stimuli.

Experiment 4:

The stimuli were identical to those used in the previous experiment
and were presented for 7 secs. However, in this experiment
subjects were asked to judge the brightness of the test region,
relative to a standard stimulus shown at the beginning of each
block of trials. We anticipated increases in brightness with
increases in luminance, despite constant ratios. The results are
shown in Figure 4.

As expected, the conditions in which the test region was higher in
luminance than the surround show the highest degree of constancy.
Most notably, the test regions for these ratios increase in
brightness with increases in overall luminance. These are the
conditions in which induction onto the test region is negligible,
or non-existent, and in which our lightness experiment produced
flat functions.

At the other extreme, the stimuli with the highest contrast ratios
show approximate constancy, indicating that the induction, as
before, is large enough to override the perception of overall
changes in luminance. Another way to look at this is to suggest
that induction favors a mode of perceiving surfaces or reflectance.
In this case, perception in the surface mode implies black, grey or
white. However, without contrast induction, and at the higher end
of the luminance range, a region may appear luminous and brightness
may be the most salient dimension. If brightness is the perceptual
analogue of illumination, we would expect to see a breakdown of
constancy under these conditions. Presumably, this explains
Jameson and Hurvich's increasing function for the two higher
luminance test patches used in their study.
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The Second Series:

This series will attempt to more thoroughly define the parameters
and conditions that produce a constant blackness judgment across
changes in the overall luminance. In three experiments, the
independent variables will be stimulus duration, adaptation level
and increased contrast ratio. In the first case, a block of trials
will consist of stimuli with a contrast ratio of .37 and
distractors across three luminance levels, spanning a 2.5 log unit
range. In the second case, stimuli will be preceded by an adapting
field, as before, however, the stimulus duration will be that of
our sustained condition above (about 7 secs). The final experiment
in this set will be an extension of Experiment 3. Stimuli with
greater contrast ratios will be defined in an attempt to replicate
Jameson and Hurvich's finding that dim test regions decrease in
brightness as overall luminance increases.

Testing a Model:

The final experiment will be designed to test a model currently
being discussed. The model is an attempt to account for the
differing results found in Experiments 1 and 3. In the first case,
transient stimuli produced U-shaped functions whereas in the
sustained condition (Experiment 3), the identical contrast ratios
produced invariant judgments of blackness. The model emphasizes
lateral interactions and is based on two fundamental assumptions.
First, it assumes that increases in stimulus intensity decrease the
response latency of both receptor potentials and lateral inhibitory
interactions. Secondly, the model assumes that at higher stimulus
intensities, response duration is increased. Both of these
assumptions are well-supported by physiological studies showing
response characteristics of receptors (Fain and Dowling, 1973) and
horizontal cells (Dowling and Ripps, 1971). A third assumption is
that the latency (as a function of intensity) for signals prior to
lateral interactions is different from the latency of cells
mediating lateral activity.

The fundamental principle of our model is based on the response
asynchrony produced by adjacent regions of differing intensity. At
low luminance levels, the combined response latencies of receptors
encoding the surround region and lateral interactions is equivalent
to the response latency of the receptor potentials corresponding to
the dim center region. In this case, the signals are effectively
synchronous and maximal cancellation, or inhibition of the center
signal, may occur. On the other hand, under mid-luminance
conditions, the combined latencies of the surround and lateral
signals are not equivalent to the signal latency from the center
region. Tf this is the case, a portion of the center signal is not
inhibited by lateral activity, producing a stronger white signal.
In the high luminance conditions, the latencies of the surround
signals and lateral activity "catch up" to the center signal.
Again, maximal cancellation occurs, and the stimulus appears
blacker.
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The assumption of different time constants for the latency curves
describing direct and lateral signals is the most questionable part
of the model. In order to test the possibility that signal
asynchronies mediate the variation in perceived blackness as a
function of luminance changes and short stimulus durations, the
last experiment will stagger the onset time of the center and
surround regions. We predict that at low and high luminance
levels, a stimulus asynchrony will produce a decrease in perceived
blackness. Theoretically, this would be a consequence of less
synchrony between signals, and thus, less cancellation from the
surround, or inhibitory field. Alternatively, stimulus
asynchronies (within bounds) in the mid-luminance range will show
an increase in perceived blackness, indicating greater cancellation
from the surround. The details of this experiment are yet to be
determined.
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STIMULUS CONDITIONS
MAXWELLIAN VIEW

...... TEST REGION:

varied between
1.5 & 4.2 log trolands
in six steps

SURROUND REGION:
varied over CONTRAST RATIOS:
10 luminance levels .08
within each .20
TEST luminance level .25
producing , 30

.37

.50

.75

.90
1.10
1.40
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ABSTRACT

Fifteen bioassays were conducted under two different

environmental conditions and in three soil types to assess the

toxicity of JP-4 aviation fuel soil residues to sorghum (Sorghum

vulgare), bean (Phaseolus vulgaris), oat (Avena sativa),

cucumber (Cucumis sativus), wheat (Triticum aestivum), corn (Zea

mays), and soybeans (Glycine maximus). Wet shoot weight and

shoot length was stimulated in most plants grown in soils

contaminated with less than 2 ppmw and was inhibited in soils

receiving between 2,000 and 300,000 ppmw of JP-4. Growth

patterns were similar for most plants in all soils and conditions

studied. An ED-50 was exp.rimentally determined to be between

20,000 and 200,000 ppmw for most plant groups regardless of soil

type or conditions employed. Four of these bioassays indicated

that by 90 days after contamination, the concentration of JP-4

residue in commercial potting soil had diminished to a level

equivalent to less than 20 ppmw.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

JP-4 aviation fuel is the primary fuel used in aircraft of the

United States Air Force and is composed of a complex mixture of

about 300 aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbon compounds varying in

length up to C16. Jettisoning of fuels, aircraft crashes, and

fueling operations may effect a release of aviation fuels into

the environment thus effecting some degree of ecological pertur-

bation. It has been reported by Clewell (1980) and Bishop (1983)

that upon release, those fuel components on the lower boiling

light end, C8 and below, tend to evaporate leaving the heavier C9

- C16 compounds as residues. The phytotoxicity of these residues

in soil is the focus of this study.

Previous studies have reported the toxicity and mutagenicity of

jet fuels to dogs, monkeys, mice, rats, and humans (Kinkead, 1974

and Kapp, 1979 and Knave, 1979). Still others have addressed the

impact of these fuels on aquatic ecosystems (Jenkins, 1977 and

Doane, 1980 and Bombick, 1982). In contrast, there has been

limited research conducted on the effects of aviation fuels on

terrestrial ecosystems although these effects are certainly just

as important. One study has indicated that JP-4 soil residues

are substantially less problematic than previously thought
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and at low concentrations (.002-2 ppmw) even stimulate growth

in some plants (Brown, 1987).

This study was sponsored by the United States Air Force Office of

Scientific Research through Universal Energy Systems, Inc. in

order to continue the work begun during the summer of 1987 com-

paring new results with those already obtained and to study the

effects of JP-4 soil residues on additional plant species and

soil types.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

1. A continued literature search for information pertinent

to the project.

2. To continue the study begun during the summer of 1987

comparing new results with those already obtained.

3. To study the effects of JP-4 soil residues on

additional plant species.

4. To study the longevity of JP-4 residues in soil.

5. To study the effect of other soil types on JP-4 residue

action.
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III. MATERIALS AND METHODS:

In bioassays 1-3 (Figures 1-6), commercial topsoil (Southland)

was air dried and sieved through a number 7 U. S. Standard Sieve

then adjusted to a pH between 6.5 and 7.5. One thousand gram

samples of this soil were placed in large plastic bags and con-

taminated with 0, 0.002, 0.02, 0.2, 2, 20, 200, 2000, 20000, and

200000 ppmw of JP-4 aviation fuel dissolved in a methyl alcohol

carrier by slowly dripping the contaminant solution into a de-

pression in the surface of each sample. These samples were

ventilated for 24 hours to allow evaporation of the carrier and

the volatile components of the fuel then thoroughly mixed by

closing and inverting each bag 25 times (Lavy, 1986). One hun-

dred and twenty-five gram aliquots of each sample were trans-

ferred to a series of labeled, plastic pots and watered to field

capacity.

Seeds of corn (Zea mays, var. Funk's 4765), wheat (Triticum

daestivum, var. Florida 302), and bean (Phaseolus vulgaris, var.

Improved) were pregerminated for 24 hours to provide seeds with

uniform radicle lengths. Five similar sized, pregerminated seeds
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were planted in each of four cups per concentration per species

so that the surface of each seed was level with the soil surface.

These pots were then placed in a greenhouse for 14 days during

which the temperature varied from 22 degrees C. at night to 28

degrees C. for the 14 hour days. Each cup was watered daily to

field capacity and the relative humidity was allowed to vary

between 60 and 90 percent.

In bioassays 4-7, the same procedure was employed except the

plants were grown in Biotronette Mark III environmental chambers

in which the temperature varied from 18 degrees C. at night to 25

degrees C. during the 14 hour day at full illumination. Also the

contaminated soils were ventilated for 90 days before being

transferred to pots for planting. In bioassay 4 (Figures 7 & 8),

bean (Phaseolus vulgaris, var. Improved) was the test species and

data obtained in this series was compared to that of a replicate

series in bioassay 5 (Figures 9 & 10). Bioassay 6 (Figures 11 &

12), used corn (Zea mays, var. Funk's 4765) as the test species

and data obtained was compared with that from a replicate series

in bioassay 7 (Figures 13 & 14).

In bioassays 8 and 9 (Figures 15 - 18), clay-loam soil was
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contaminated 24 hours prior to planting with pregerminated seeds

of soybean (Glycine maximus var. Davis) and sorghum (Sorghum

vulgare var. Fox 525) respectively. These plants were grown in

Biotronette Mark III chambers under the conditions described

above. Bioassays 10 and 11 (Figures 19 - 22) employed the same

procedures except the pregerminated seeds were planted in sand-

loam soil.

In bioassays 12 - 15 (Figures 23 - 30), commercial potting soil

was contaminated with 0, 50000, 100000, 150000, 200000, 250000,

and 300000 ppmw of JP-4, ventilated for 24 hours, and planted

with pregerminated seeds of soybean (Glycine maximus var. Davis),

wheat (Triticum aestivum var. Florida 302), oat (Avena sativa

var. Bob), and cucumber (Cucumis sativus var. Poinsett 76) re-

spectively. These plants were grown in the Biotronette Mark III

chambers as outlined above.

In each series, the above ground plant shoots were harvested on

the 14th day of growth. Fresh shoot weights (wet weights) and

shoot lengths (soil surface to the apex of the leaf providing

the longest measure) were determined and recorded. These data

are summarized in Tables 1 - 5 and Figures 1 - 30.
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Data from all assays were analyzed for means, standard devia-

tions, standard errors, and confidence limits using Analysis of

Variance (ANOVA, p<0.01).

IV. Results and Discussion:

In bioassays 1 - 3 in which corn, bean and wheat were planted in

soils contaminated with 0 - 200,000 ppmw of JP-4, plant growth

(shoot length and wet shoot weight) was generally stimulated by

concentrations up to 2 ppmw and inhibited by concentrations that

exceeded 20 ppmw. An ED-50 was experimentally indicated between

20,000 and 200,000 ppmw. These data are summarized in Table 1

and in Figures 1 - 6 and confirm the results of the work begun

during the summer of 1987 (Brown, 1987) at Brooks Air Force Base,

Texas.

In bioassays 4 - 7, soil was contaminated with 0 - 200,000 ppmw

of JP-4 then ventilated for 90 days before being planted. In #4

in which bean was the test organism, results indicate that growth

is unaffected in soil originally contaminated with up to 2,000

ppmw and only slightly inhibited in samples contaminated with up

to 200,000 ppmw. These results were confirmed in bioassay 5. In

bioassay 6, corn growth was stimulated in soils originally treat-

ed with up to 20,000 ppmw and no inhibition was observed even at
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the highest levels of JP-4 contamination. Bioassay 7 confirmed

these findings. These results indicate that by 90 days after

treatment with up to 200,000 ppmw of JP-4, only an amount equiva-

lent to less than 20 ppmw remains. Table 2 and Figures 7 - 14

summarize these data.

In bioassays 8 and 9, clay-loam soil was combined with 0 -

200,000 ppmw of JP-4, ventilated for 24 hours, then planted with

pregerminated soybean and sorghum seeds. At no concentration was

stimulation of growth observed but growth was generally dimin-

ished in those samples grown in soil contaminated with 2,000 -

200,000 ppmw. In bioassays 10 and 11, similar results were

obtained when soybean and sorghum were planted in sand-loam soil

treated in the same fashion. In each series, an ED-50 is indi-

cated between 20,000 and 200,000 ppmw. These results are pre-

sented in Tables 3 and 4 and in Figures 15 - 22.

In a final series of assays (12 - 15), an attempt was made to

more precisely determine an ED-50 for JP-4 residues in soil. For

some reason, the results of these were inconclusive as shown in

Table 5 and in Figures 23 - 30.

Fresh shoot weight and shoot length dose-response curves were
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remarkably complimentary in all tests involving similarly treated

soils. Mortality was not considered a factor due to nearly 95%

survivorship even at the higher concentrations.

Throughout the study, only fresh shoot weight and shoot length

were measured and recorded; but in each series, root growth was

observed. It was evident that as the concentration of JP-4

increased above 200 ppmw, root growth diminished until at 20,000

- 200,000 ppmw root growth was practically nonexistent. It is

suggested that any shoot growth occurring at these higher concen-

trations is due to cotyledon nourishment and when that nourish-

ment is depleted the plants will die. It is suggested that more

accurate assessment of plant growth would result from 30 - 60 day

bioassays.

Although inclusion of field studies of the effect of JP-4 soil

residues were originally planned, interference by departmental

personal resulted in their omission. Such studies should be

conducted.

V. Recommendations:

As is typical of scientific investigations, this study has raised

more questions than it has answered. Although these 14-day
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bioassays indicate a relatively low toxicity for JP-4 soil resi-

dues, longer assay times could change this assessment. The

following suggestions are presented for consideration:

a. A new series of assays based on 30 or 60 day growth

periods or even to maturity should be conducted. These

studies would test growth after cotyledon depletion and

could also test crop productivity.

b. In order to study the stimulatory effects of very low

levels of JP-4 contamination, bioassays that include

growth periods to maturity should be initiated.

c. Field studies should be devised to determine the

effects of JP-4 under natural conditions in various

types and using numerous test species.

d. Long term studies to assess JP-4 persistence in natural

soils should be conducted.
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Table 1. Summary of results in bioassays 1 - 3 in which commercial potting $oil
was contaminated with 0, .002, .02, .2, 2, 20, 200, 2000, 20000, and
200000 ppm, of JP-4 and them after 24 hours of ventilation was
planted.

t!oassay Plant Parameter Range of Range of Rance of
studied of study stiulaton$ inhibition$ IMPSO

I Corn wI$ .002-2 200-200,000 20,000-200,000
Is.002-2 200-200,000 Undetermined

2 Bean IV 2 20-200,000 20,000-200,000
1 .002-2 20-200,000 20,000-200,000

3 wheat IV .002 200-200,000 lear 200,000
1 lose 20-200,000 Undetervined

Table 2. Suumary of results is bioassays 4 - 7 in which commercial potting soil
was contaminated with 0, .002. .02, .2, 2, 20, 200, 2000, 20000, and
200000 ppm, of JP4 and then after 90 days of ventilation was planted.

Biossamy Plait Parameter Range of Rage of Range of
studied of atudT stimuilation* Ishibitiong ID-5S

4 Beal "in lone 2,000-200,000 Undetermined
Is* lost 200,000 Undetermised

5 Beanll 2 20,000-200,000 Undetermined
I lone 2,000-200,000 Undetermined

6 Cora v 2-20,000 lose Undetermined
1 20-20,000 lone Undetermined

7 Cornav 2-20,000 Rone Undetermined
1 2-2,000 Nose Undetermined

S- Parts per million by weight (ppmw).
St - w et weight of plant shoot and 1 shoot length.
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Table 3. Summary of results in bioassays S - 9 in thick clay loan Boil gas
contaminated with 0, 2, 20, 200, 2000, 20000, and 200000 ppmw of JP-4
and then after 24 hours of ventilation was plaited.

Mialsay plant Parameter Range of Range of Range of
studied of study stimulations inhibition$ ID-508

8 Soybean wus$ gone 2,000-200,000 20,000-200,000
it* lone 20,000-200,000 20,000-200,000

9 Sorghum ww Role 2,000-200,000 20,000-200,000
1 lone 2,000-200,000 20,000-200,000

Table 4. Summary of results is bioassays 10 -11 in which sand loam soil was
contaminated with 0, 2, 20, 200, 2000, 20000, and 200000 ppmw of JP-4
them after 24 hours of Yentilation was plaited.

Bioassay Plant Parameter Iange of Range of Range of
studied of study Atimulationt inhibitions 111-50*

10 Soybean UOs lone 20,000-200,000 20,000-200,000
1W 2 2,000-200,000 20,000-200,000

11 Sorghum Rn one 2,000-200,000 20,000-200,000
1 lone 2,000-200,000 20,000-200,000

s - Parts per million by weight Wigm).
tt - wv: et weight of plat shoot and 1 shoot length.
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Table 5. Summary of results in bioassays 12 - 15 ia which commercial potting soil
wscontaminated with 0, 50000, 100000, 150000, 200000, 250,000 and

300,000 ppm of JP-4 ties after 24 hours of ventilation was planted.

Bioassay Plant Parameter 1a21e of Bause of Range of
studWe of study atizalat Inhibition$ ID-503

12 Soybean IVUs lose 50,000-300,000 Undetervined
1*4 lose 50,000-300,000 Undetermined

13 Rhest VV tle 50,000-300,000 Dndetervined
1 lhne 50,000-300,000 Undetermined

14 oat mulone 50,000-300,000 lear 200,000
1 lone 50,000-300,000 lear 300,000

15 Cucumber mu hone 50,000-300,000 Near 200,000
1 lose 50,000-300,000 Near 250,000

I- Parts per million by weight (ppn).
2- Mu w et Ieight Of Plant shoot and I :shoot length.
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ANI M-PACT STUDY FOR THE CONTRACTING OUT OF IN-HOUSE ANALYTICAL SERVICES AT THE

USAF OCCUPATIONAL & ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH LABORATORY- BROOKS AFB, TEXAS

by
Don E. Deal

ABSTRACT

A study was performed, the key elements of which are outlined in this report, to assess the

feasibility of acquiring a small group of contract personnel on-site at the USAF-OEHL to assist in the

processing of various sample analyses requests, and to estimate the cost-savings (if any) of such an

action and its effects on sample turn-around times. Projections suggest that osts can be reduced

significantly and turn-around times improved with the addition of a small number of contract

chemists and lab technicians. Specifically, through the approach described herein, a projected cost

savings of approximately $652,000 in the single year of focus in this analysis, is expected.
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1. INTRODUCTION:

The USAF/OEHL at 5rooks AF, Texas is that central body in the Air Force Sy 'ems Command wnose

responsibilties are concerned with environmental health and occupational saiety. The laboratory's

activities reoresent a wide range of duties, including evaluation of procedures and hazards, review of

standaras and legislation and comprehensive analysis of air, water, soil, and biological samples and

industrial materials. It is this last activity which represents the focus of the laboratory's operations

ana wnch employs the efforts of a numoer of civil servant and military chemists, technicians and

supervisors in the Analytical Services Division.

Over the past several years the laboratory has witnessed a substantial growth in the number of

sample analysis requests received per year. This growth is comprised of a steady increase in the

demand for traditional analytical services plus a widening in scope of services requested. During

most of this period it has been difficult to acuire new personnel to handle the increased workload

owing to hiring freezes and staffing limitations (in both civil and military quarters). While the

OEHL has added workspace, purchased new equipment, and initiated a modernization program ---

the result of which has been an observable increase in productivity --- the manpower shortage has

had a major impact. Transshipment of samples to contract laos for analysis reached record levels

last year; and sample turn-around times, though showing evidence of improvement in some areas,

still exceed nominal guidelines by a significant margin.

Given the staffing restrictions noted above, addition of on-site personnel via contract labor

apoears to be a viable option for improving operating performance. A significant advantage to be

consioered in evaluating this possibility is the fact that contract personnel numoers may be varied

according to need; this flexibility does not now exist with government employees to any major

degree. This study, then, has been undertaken to ascertain what areas of the laDoratory most require

additional support and what number of persons might be appropriate at present; these

determinations are made with reoard to their impact on cost and receipt to check-out times,

I. BACKGROUND: PRESENT STATE OF OPERATIONS

To assess trends in and the present state of analysis operations, a variety of sampte processing

statistics (for both in-house samples and tranSsnipments to contrct laos) were collected ano

reviewed for a 46-month period from May 1984 through February 1988. Tabie 1below snows the

annual figures for total sample receiots over this 4 years of history; ourna this period the numoer

of samole analysis reouesis increased by I C .4
1 for an average per annum growth rate of 4.91.
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TABLE 1 SAMPLE RECEIPTS(MARCH 84 - FEBRUARY 88)
• 2 Mnth Pe-'OC Tote! Samles q.ece1vec Grw coo.."-3e o 3w.2

Mar 87 -Feb 88 64,259 1362 1
Mar 86 - FeD 87 82 ,89 3957 .
Mar 85 - Feb 86 78,940 5940 (est.) 8.1 (est.)
Mar 84 - Feo 85 73,000 (est.)

The plot on the following page depicts month-by-month sample receipt totals and numbers retained

in-house and transshipped for the period. Trend lines superimposed suggest that of the growth in

samples received, about 45% are assigned to contract laooratories and 55% analyzed on-site.

Service time guidelines call for a nominal 10 days turn-around for sample analyses. Growth in the

workload while work force levels have remained essentlally constant has made this target

unachievable under current conditions; a more realistic goal of about 15-17 days seems more

appropriate with present volumes. A review of the previous 46 month's data for in-house

processing does show that a 15-day average turn-around time for all samples has been realized

about 1/2 the time (Figure 2); adding transshipped samples, whose check-in to check-out durations

are more lengthy, we see that a I 7-oay or better turn-around has been achieved approximately

40% of the time (Figure 3).

Returning to the in-house processing times in Figure 2, we might take special note of trends curing

selected periods in the 46 months. From month; I to 25 (May 84 through May 86) an upward trend

in average sample turn-around times is observed; probable reasons for this positive slope are the

rather large growth in samples received over this period plus disruptive effects felt from lab

expansion efforts (e.g., relocation of various stations, change-out of equipment, etc.). From June 86

through May 87 (months 26 to 35) the trend is fairly flat. In the final period, starting from April

87, turn-around times are somewhat erratic; however, we should note that several values are

among the shortest receipt to check-out times recorded in the 46 months.

From our cursory review of the anove data we have some suggestion that there may have occurred an

improvement in service times during the last year of history. Additional evidence for oans in

roductIvity is Indicated when we analyze information reflecting analyses recuestec per sample and
analyses performed Der day. Figure 4 disolays a dual plot of these parameter values for the same

May 84 to February 88 time frame. UD through month 30 the average number of analyses recueste

per sampe was aproximateiy 3.25 (bottom curve); sifce that point analyses oer sample "as seen

cli,,oning anc ,s now r,. ,,no aout 4.0-4.25. Turning to analyses erformed per cay in-house ( too
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curve;, we note that nrougr month 34 the average numoer performeo Der oav was around 825.

However, since tnen a marke increase in the anal)ses completed per day has occurred and nas

averaoeo about 1 025 over the final 12 months, indicating a 24, increase in capacity (the low value

posted for Feoruary 88 is attributable to the small number of samples received in that final monti).

Despite the observed growth in the numoer of samples received and numoer of analyses requested
per sample, during about the last year of the historical period there Is some evidence that average
turn-around times may be improving, though still exceeding desirable service time upper bounds.

The reason for this improvement is the recent substantial increase in the number of analyses that

can be peformed in a work ay; this increase, in turn, seems to coincide with the completion of lab

expansion efforts and various equipment upgrades.

III. AREAS TARGETED FOR ADDITION OF CONTRACT PERSONNEL

In determining what sections in the Analytical Services Division might be candidates for personnel
additions, we focused on two objectives: ( 1 ) reducing turn-around times in those lab areas where

times appeared excessive, and (2) reduction of proportion of samples transshipped, thereby cutting
sample processing costs.

Data was collected and compiled for the various sample cooes and indices computed which could be
used to compare need for increased work force among the several lab sections. Chief among these
indicators were the following:
(I) Average Turn-Around Time - a weighted average (weighted by number of samples) of in-house

and contract lab turn-Around times
(2) Backlog in months of Work - in-house + contract lab backloos as of February 88 divided by the

average number of samples completed per month over the latest I -year period
(3) Ratio of Average Turn-Around Times to Holding Times - for each sample type there is a holding

time; analysis of the sample must be completed within this period to avoid sample deterioration.

(4) Ratio of Samples Completed on Contract to Samples Completed In-House
(5) Volume of Samples Comoleted on Contract

Appencix A contains a sres of graphs which list values Dy sample coce for the inoicators utilie

in reviewing and assessing section need. With this information a orioritization matrix was oroouced
wmcn udisoiaved for each code a ranking in every inoex category. From this, a preliminary group of

seC-:cr" was :.nosen for ccnsiceratlon in receivino aOditionai contract workers. At ,his omrn a
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TABLE 3: SAMPLE CODE GROWTH ESTIMATES

Sampie GrouP Prcent Growthi Annuai Gr'wt, . Pate
Over 1,9 Monts

Group I 11.0% 6.8%
Group 2 6.1 3.8
Group 3 1.8 1.1
HF 0.0 0.0
HK 0.1 Ol
MK 9.0 5.5
All Above 5.8 3.6

In order to attain any real cost savings while bringing in additional work staff, it will be necesarv to

reduce the proportion of samples transshipped to contract laboratories below current levels in these

areas. We have assumed, however, that some fraction of samples in each code group will still need to

be contracted out for analysis due perhaps to special testing requirements or temporary backlog

problems. Table 4 lists most recent data for proportions transshipped along with target values for

the future period of focus. These goals were discussed and deemed reasonable in talks with ASD

section supervisors.

TABLE 4: HISTORICAL AND TARGET PERCENTAGES FOR PROPORTION OF SAMPLES TRANSSHIPPED

Sample Code Group Past Percent TransshiD~ed Future Percenl Transsninped
Group 1 4,5% 1.0%
Group 2 14.0 5.0
Group 3 14.9 5.0
HF 34.0 20.0
HK 23.7 15.0
MK 45,4 30.0

Workload capacities for use in base year projections were determined from per-person sample

analysis capabilities in the final year of the historical period. For example, if during the time frame

Marco 87 - February 88 two persons averaged completion of 100 samples per month, then three

persons could i.,,erage 150 samples per month. Reductions in average sample turn-around times

were computed analacously --- i.e., on a proportion basis --- with the assumption that present

service tLimes are a result of backlogs rather than lengthy analytical procedures. Thus, in the

example apove, if samoies received increased by 50% at the same time that one worker is acceu, no

cnange in tne averne turn-around time would be expecte.
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A final piece of information reuared in the computation of net change in costs was current cnarges

for contract analyses. As one mignt imagine, charges vary from sample type to sample tyoe, so tnat

it was necessary to estimate costs for each individual sample cooe. These estimates are given in the

taole below. Shipping charges in the amount of $3.50 per sample snould be acoed to obtain total

average estimatea cost.

TABLE 5: AVERAGE ANALYSIS COSTS FOR SAMPLES TRANSSHIPPED

SamOle Code Average Cost Der Samole
NA,PA $ 70
NB,ND,NE,PB,PD,PE 40
NCPC 90
NG,PG 160
ST,PT,NT 250
NH,PH 175
HF 100
HK,,MK 125

V. STUDY RESULTS

Detailed calculations as outlined in the previous section were carried out, yielding the results

summarized in Table 6. Projected staffing in the sections listed were set at levels as determined by

sample growth projections and need to reduce average service times. Turn-around times are

averages for all samples (weighted average in-house and transshipped). Estimated cost savings are

transshipment savings only --- that is, samples processed in-house that woulo otherwise nave been

contracted out times average contract analysis costs; increased employee salaries and other

ooerational costs are balanced against these sayings in computations which follow the tabular

summary.

TABLE 6: RESULTS SUMMARY - PROJECTED STAFFING, SERVICE TIME REDUCTIONS &
TRANSSHIPMENT COST SAVINGS

CODE EXISTING PROJECTED TURN-AROUND COST SAVINGS
STAFF STAFF TIME (DAYS) ($1,000'S)

CURRENT PROJECTED

Group 1 6 8 11.3-14.7 9.6-13.0 146
Grouc? 4 6 6.0-28.4 6.4- 19.9 338
Grouo 3 6 26.2-29.7 16.9- 18.9 74

F ,., 2.5 24.0 1 69
HK-2 18., 14.7
MK i 2 19.3 15.1 299
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Reductions in sample service times through addition of contract workers averades aooroximateiv

20% for the groups oisoiayed in Taoie 6, and total transsnipment savincs for all groups sums to

$1 ,199,000, Increased ooerational costs as a result of adding personnel must now be estimated to

arrive at pro)ected net cost savings. Turning our attention first to increased salary expenditures, we

note that bench personnel levels have been stepped up to 27.5 workers, up from 17.5 persons

previously. Division managerial personnel judged that the composition of this increase should be two

chemists and eight lab technicians, whose salaries we have estimated at $35,000 and $25,000

respectively. Heading up this contingent of contract staff will be a contract supervisor at a salary of

$42,500, bringing annual contract salary totals to $312,500. Employee benefits (e.g., insurance,

retirement, etc.) were projected to be 40% of salaries or $125,000; and to cover increased

overhead and contractor profits, a figure of 35% of annual salaries ($109,375 w 1,- We

therefore arrive at a total of about $547,000 in increased operational costs as a result of employing

on-site contract personnel, suggesting a net savings of $ 1, 99,000 - $547,000 = $652,000 for

this one year period alone.

V1. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis performed herein is based on "normal" case assumptions. Computations snow that for

samples previously projected for transshipment which could, instead, be processed in-house with

on-site contract labor suport, analysis costs run, on average, about $62 per sample versus aoout

$ 135 per sample when transshipped. A "worst" case scenario analysis was also performed based on

significant workload increases in the PT and PH sample code groups resulting from ramifications of

the Safe Drinking Water Act, and data for this case indicate even larger savings (see Appendix 8).

The positive results arrived at in this analysis surely lend support to testing of this strategy. We

are convinced that need is real and are optimistic that performance will further improve with their

use. However, if the growth projected in the various sample classes is not realized, the flexibility

retained by OEHL regarding utilization of contract services permits their release. Thus, there

appears to be little risk in employing a contract contingent, if only for a "trial" period.

Given recent trends in the budgeting for services derived from contract laboratories, we note in a
final worc that ,t remains to study the problem of transshipment assignment control. Whereas in the

past nuageting levels permitted freer use of analytical services througn transsnipment, present

uncertainties unaerscore the need for tools and procedures througn wnlch assignments are made. We

snali aacress soe.,, ic oroomems and suggest solution directions in a forthcoming wnite-paper.
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APPENDIX A: INDICATOR GRAPHS

As explained in Section IV of this report, data was collected and compiled from which various

indices were computed for each sample code. These indices reviewed together aided the determination

of which codes most required added personnel support in handling present and projected workloads,

The graphs which follow display indicator values computed for the final I -year period of historical

data (March 87 - February 88).
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APPENDIX B: SAFE DRINKING WATER I CT ANALYSIS

Analysis results presented earlier in the body of this report were positd on the assumption of

normal growth in samples received over the period of time considered in this study. As an addendum

we offer here a brief estimate of the impact of growth resulting from increased requests under the

Safe Drinking Water Act.

This legislation could translate into tremendous increases (on the order of 350%) in the number of

samples received under particular potable water codes as shown below in data representing

projected estimates of new receipts in this category:

1989- 8400 (PT) 1990- 14,300 (PT &PHI 1991 - 10,400 (PH)

Since we have focused on the 12 months ending September 90 for purposes of this study, the

numbers above were broken down Eno re-figured for this period and apportioned between the two

codes listed above (PT & PH). Norr inal case increases were then repiaced by these new values. These

changes affected earlier computations for sample code Groups 2 & 3, so that new calculations were

carried out with the following results:

CODE GROUP EXISTING PROJECTED TURN-AROUND COST SAVINGS
STAFF STAFF TIME (DAYS) ($1,0001S)

CURRENT PROJECTED

Group 2 4 11 6.0-28.4 7.7- 14.5 1,888
Group 3 3 13 26.2-29.7 18.9-20.5 409

Adding these adjusted savings figures to previous savings for groups unaffected by the act (Table 6),

we comoute a total transsnioment savings of $3,105,000. This figure certainly seems incredibie,

but note that approximately 60% of this value derives from savings in Group 2 wherein some 6300

samples whicn would nave otherwise been contracted out at around $275 per sample are now

earmarked for processing in-house. Note, also, that in our analysis before, only 10 aditional bench

personnel were recuired; in the present case 22 are needed as follows: 6 chemists, 16 laD

technicians. We snould reoister here our concern recarding space limitations and the difficulties in

accomocating this numoer of aoditonal workers in the event that this scenario proves accurate.

Increased annual salary figures now total $652,500, and benefits, increased overneac, and

conractor rofits come to $489,375. Net savings accrue to aoproximately $ .963,000.
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ABSTRACT

EFFECTS OF METAL MUTAGENS ON THE SYNTHESIS AND
ACCUMULATION OF MACROMOLECULES

KIAH EDWARDS

Cellular and Molecular Biology, Department of Biology,
Texas Southern University
Houston, Texas 77004

In an effort to further elucidate the profound effects of environmental
pollutants on biological systems, this study was undertaken to determine the
effects of metal ions on the rate of synthesis and accumulation of total RNA
using rabbit uterine DNA as a template. Eight of the metals (cadmium, cesium,
cobalt, copper, lead, mercury, selenium and silver) accentuated the initiation
of RNA synthesis at concentrations that inhibited overall RNA synthesis.
These data indicate that metal mutagens and carcinogens not only decrease the
fidelity of DNA replication but also exert their effects at the level of RNA
initiation and total RINA synthesis. Additional findings indicate the
inhibitory effects of cadmium and beryllium on the synthesis of specific
protein in rabbit uterine.
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INTRODUCTION

Some metals have been shown to react with electron donor sites on nucleic

acids and alter the synthesis of gene products, cause base substitution and

point mutations and promote carcinoma and/or tumorous growth. Others such as

lead, cadmium and copper have been implicated in the stimulation of RNA

synthesis (1), inhibition of DNA synthesis (2), misincorportation of bases

during DNA replication (3) and superinducing the synthesis of specific

proteins while suppressing others (4). Earlier data (5) have indicated that

potassium is essential for the transcription of T4 phage DNA and is believed

to enhance +he activity of the RNA polymerase by promoting the activity of

sigma factor and the premature release of elongated RNA chains. Despite this

very dramatic effect of metals on DNA synthesis and RNA synthesis few studies

have been conducted on the in vivo effects of metals on uterine tissues. In

an attempt to study the effects of lead, cadmium and other metals on the

synthesis of uterine proteins, the activities of several species of

macromolecules critical to the synthesis of proteins were studied, both in

vivo and in vitro. Blastokinin, a protein that is found in the uterine fluid

of mammals and serves as biochemical marker for the progesterone-mediated

stimulation of uterine endometrium during early pregnancy in rabbits, was a

specific protein studied (6). Blastokinin has been indicated to have a

profound effect on the growth of rabbit blastocysts in ,itro and in vivo.

Because of the abundance of blastokinin in rabbits, its hormone dependent

synthesis and the fidelity of its regulation, both replication and

transcription, the synthesis of this protein could serve as an outstanding

indicator of mutagenic and carcinogenic environmental contaminants, such as

metals. An attempt was made to correlate the in vitro data with the in vivo

findings. The results presented in this paper indicated that the heavy metals
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inhibited the overall synthesis of RNA, while stimulating the initiation of

RNA synthesis and suppressed the accumulation of blastokinin and total

proteins in the uterine secretions. The data indicated, also, that metals

required for nucleic acid synthesis, suppress the activity when used in

varying concentrations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Endometrial Flushings

Young, sexually-mature New Zealand White rabbits were obtained from a

commercial supplier and maintained under laboratory conditions at least seven

days prior to use. Estrous does/or those at progressive stages of pregnancy,

were killed by cervical dislocation. The uteri were rapidly excised, washed

with chilled saline and cut open along the mesometrial surface. The exposed

endometrium was scraped from the surface with a scalpel blade, and the tissue

used for extraction. Total time of recovery was usually less than two minutes

at 4 0C.

Extraction and Fractionation of DNA

DNA was extracted from tissue (uterine endometrium before and during

pregnancy), following the phenol method of Kirby (7). In some preparations

the chloroform-isoamyl alcohol method was used to determine if specific DNA;s

are selectively lost during deproteinization with phenol (8). Homogenized

tissues were resuspended in 0.15M NaCl, 0.015M sodium citrate, pH 7.0 (SSC)

and lysed by adding sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS) (Final concentration 0.4%) to

the mixture and stirring for 15-20 minutes. The lysate was extracted twice at

room temperature with an equal volume of phenol preequilibrated with SSC and

centrifuged at 20,000 xg for one hour. The aqueous supernatant was dialyzed,
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overnight, against SSC at 4 0C on a magnetic stirrer. Thereafter, it was

subjected to sequential digestion first with ribonuclease Ti (Grade III:

Sigma Chemical Co.) at a final concentration of 300 g/ml for 2 hr at 37°C

with 50 g/ml pancreatic RNase (Calbiochem) for I hr at 37 0C and finally with

200 g/ml pronase (Calbiochem) for 2 hr at 400C in 2 x SSC. After two more

SLS-phenol extractions, 2 volumes of 05% ethanol were added, the DNA collected

by winding, redissolved in 0.1 x SSC, dialyzed and stored at 40C.

These procedures yielded DNA of about 300 million daltons, as determined

by analytical band sedimentation (9) from previous extractions. The T4 DNA

was a gift from Dr. Errol Archibald, Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia.

In vitro Synthesis of RNA

The experiments to determine the effects of metal mutagens on the

synthesis of RNA were carried out using rabbit uterine DNA as a template.

Each metal (cadmium, lead, silver, cesium, etc.) was tested at a minimum of

six different concentrations, 0.1-2mM, for effects on overall RNA synthesis.

The effects of the metals was monitored by the incorporation of 3H-ANP,

32P-ATP and 3 2p-GMP into RNA. The reaction mixture (0.2ml) for measuring the

overall rate of RNA synthesis consisted of 10ml Tris (pH 8.1); 20mM-mercapto-

ethanol; 10mM mgCl2, 3H-ATP, GTP, CTP, and UTP at 0.25 mM each; 10 g rabbit

DNA and 10 g RNA polymerase. Background counts were determined with reaction

mixtures devoid of enzymes or DNA. The overall determination of incorporation

was assayed on filters with the Beckman LS 800 system and plotted, the percent

incorporation of 3H-AN? versus the concentration of metal. The enzymes and

RNA precursors were obtained from New England Nuclear, Boston.
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In vivo Sysnthesis of RNA

In order to study in vivo protein we injected a saline (0.85%) suspension

of the metal into the lumen of one uterine horn and for the control, the

saline carrier alone into the other horn. The uterine fluids were harvested

on day five of pregnancy and the protein content analyzed by cellulose

chromatography and the Lowry method. The endometrium from each uterus was

scraped and the total RNA, protein and DNA determined. These data compliment

the levels of blastokinin found in the uterine cavity.

Column Chromatogranhy

Blastokinin was separated from other proteins in uterine flushing using

column chromotography. Approximately 2 ml of sample were loaded onto a 1 x

20cm column of Sephadex G-200 and 0.1 ml fractions collected at 100 C. The

samples were monitored at 750 nm. The amount of blastokinin per milligram of

total protein was determined using the Lowry method (10) and pooled fractions

were further characterized using Sephadex 6B.

Determination of Proteins and Nucleic Acids

To determine the amount of protein in uterine flushings, 0.2 ml of sample

was mixed with the Lowry reagent and the absorbance read in the Gilford 250

Spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 250nm, using Bovine Serum Albumen (BSA)

as a standard. RNA and DNA were determined using the modified Resorcinol and

Diphenylamine Assays (11) respectively.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In vitro Procedures

The experiments to determine the effects of metals on the synthesis of

RNA, using rabbit uterine DNA as a template, were monitored by the

incorporation of 3H-adenosine monophosphate into acid precipitable molecules.

Each heavy metal (cadmium, lead, mercury, silver, cobalt and cesium) was

tested at a minimum of six different concentrations, 0.1-2.0mM for effects on

total RNA synthesis and the rate of initiation. The overall synthesis of

total RNA was inhibited by all six of the metals and the order of greater

inhibition for each of the metals was: Ag +>Hg ++>Pb ++>Cs +>Cd ++> and Co+ + and

occurred in the same order with either template (Fig. 1 and Table 1). The

inhibitory effects were apparent with increasing concentrations of metals and

in some instances precipitates were observed in the reaction vessels,

especially silver and mercury. Table I and Figure 1 clearly indicates the

effects of increasing concentrations of metals on RNA synthesis to a maximum

of total inhibition. These concentrations exceed the trace amounts found in

the food chain and water of most humans.

The effects of metals in the rate of RNA initiation was measured in vitro

by the incorporation of 32P-Adenosine and 32P-Guanosine Triphosphate

because both of these nucleotides are incorporated at the 5' ends of newly

synthesized RNA polymers and guanosine residues spccifically in the cap of

heterogeneous RNA. Some of the radiolabel in the RNA polymer represents the

+poly (A ) tails found at the 3' end of messenger RNA molecules and hnRNA. At

the concentrations of metals that inhibited total RNA synthesis, stimulation

32 3of RNA transcription was evident by the incorporation of -2P-ATP and PGTP.

The rate of initiation was greater with 32P-ATP than with 32 P-GTP a
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concentrations of metals which produced 50-60% overall RNA inhibition. These

effects were evident with both DNA templates (Tables 1 and 2). The effects of

several metals that are not considered to be mutagenic or carcinogenic were

examined under similar conditions using both DNA templates (Fig. 2). The

-H-ng 4+ +
concentration of each metals (Mn4+ , Mg , Li , K ) was greater than the heavy

metals and at concentrations that inhibited total RNA synthesis by 50-60%,

there was no evidence of stimulation of initiation (Table 1 and Fig 1). The

incorporation of 3 2P-ATP and 3 2P-GTP into RNA decreased and a more pronounced

effect was observed on the incorporation of 32P-ATP (Tables I and 2). The

results also indicate that concentrations of metals that inhibited total RNA

synthesis by 5-10% also caused decreased chain initiation. These results

clearly indicate that the effects on the incorporation of 32P-ATP were greater

than on 32PGTP incorporation during the initiation of RNA transcription and

that metal mutagens promote RNA initiation at new sites on the DNA template

while light metals used in this study do not. The order of inhibition of

these metals on RNA synthesis may be explained by the affinity of the metal

for the pyrimidine and purine bases of the template. Density gradient data

have shown that heavy metals, such as lead, silver, cesium and mercury bind to

the nitrogenous bases and accentuate changes in the buoyant density. This

study further suggests that alterations in gene expression may be caused by

heavy metals binding to the DNA template and affording new sites for the

initiation of RNA transcription and producing RNA chains out of sequence

and/or activating foreign genes that have been incorporated into the genome.

These data lend additional support to the role of metals in cominc cancer.

To determine if heavy metals would affect the transcription of proteins

in vivo, we examined the effects of cadmium chloride, a carcinogen and

teratogen, on the synthesis of a specific uterine protein, blasLokinin.
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TABLE 1

EFFECTS OF METAL CHLORIDES ON RNA SYNTHESIS, USING RABBIT DNA AS TEMPLATE

PERCENT INCORPORATION

Metal Concentration 3 32 32

Chloride (MM) H-AMP - P-ATP P-GTP

Control Saline 100.0 100.0 100.0

HgCl 2  0.10 44.6 150.0 138.6

AgCl2  0.10 43.8 148.0 133.4

CdCl 2  0.33 50.0 186.4 130.1

PbCl2  0.10 45.0 160.0 140.0

CoCl 2  0.75 44.0 319.0 160.0

CsCl 0.15 40.0 142.0 161.0

MgCl2  38.0 54.0 68.0 70.0

MnCl2  5.0 50.0

BeCI 0.05 40.2 47.5 83.2

The effects of heavy metal salts on total RNA synthesis and the
initiation of RNA 3transcription. Total RNA synthesis was measured by the
incorporatio52of H-ATP while initiation was monitored by the amount ofradioactive P-ATP and P-GTP.
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TABLE 2

EFFECTS OF METAL CHLORIDES ON RNA SYNTHESIS, USING T4 DNA AS A TEMPLATE

PERCENT INCORPORATION

Metal Concentration 3 -32 32
Chloride (mM) H-AMP P-ATP P-GTP

Control Saline 100.00 100.00 100.0

HgCl2  0.10 44.00 148.21 133.20

AgCI2  0.10 43.80 145.00 121.10

CdCl2  0.33 48.40 160.20 127.11

PbCI2  0.10 62.0 134.00 118.20

CoCl 2  0.75 46.21 230.04 141.00

CsCl 0.15

MgCl2  38.0 40.10 43.10 60.00

MnCI 2  5.0 43.01 49.50 72.30

BeCl 0.05 40.20 47.0 85.2

The effects of heavy metal salts on total RNA synthesis and the
initiation of RNA 3transcription. Total RNA synthesis was measured by the
incorporatio92 of H-ATP while initiation was monitored by the amount of
radioactive P-ATP and P-GTP.
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Sexually mature New Zealand White rabbits were mated and sacrificed at

progressive stages of pregnancy. The uteri were flushed with chilled

phosphate buffer, excised and cut along the mesometrial surface. The uterine

flushings were chromatographed and analyzed. The data indicate that four

major classes of proteins are present in the uterine flushings of 5-day

pregnant rabbits. The four major peaks represent high molecular weight

proteins, hemoglobin, albumin and blastokinin. In the 5-day control,

blastokinin represents 54% of the total protein in uterine flushings.

However, when animals are injected with cadmium chloride, at levels that

inhibit total RNA synthesis in vitro by 50%, there is a decrease (7%) in the

amount of total protein in 5-day flushings as well as a decrease (38%) in the

amount of blastokinin (Table 3).

When beryllium chloride was injected into the uterine horns of pregnant

does a remarkable increase in total protein accumulation was observed. This

level of protein accumulated in the uterine cavity remained high from day-5

through day eight. However, a significant difference in observation was

observed in the accumulation of blastokinin. The level of blastokinin in 5

day pregnant does was only 38% of the total protein as compared to control

animals that represented 54.26% of the total protein (Table 3). These

observations with beryllium and cadmium clearly indicate a significant

accumulation of blastokinin and may represent the suppression of specific

genes by these metals, via premature termination or other mechanisms.
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TABLE 3

EFFECTS OF METALS ON THE SYNTHESIS OF UTERINE PROTEINS

Stage Total Protein (m&) Blastokinin*
of (% Ttl. Prot.)

Pregnancy (Days) Ctrl. CdCl 2 BeC Ctrl. CdCl 2  BeCi

Estrus 2.26 2.26 2.30 --.. .

3 2.35 2.33 2.36 19.60 .--

4 2.40 2.46 2.40 38.45 -- 39.2

5 2.41 2.26 2.40 54.26 33.6 35.1

6 2.42 2.30 2.40 37.00 33.0 31.0

7 2.40 2.41 2.40 -- 30.9 31.2

8 2.37 2.40 2.40 10.21 -- --

9 2.12 2.10 7.93 ....

10 2.10 2.10 -.

*Expressed as percent of Total uterine protein.

The effects of cadmium and beryllium on the synthesis of uterine
proteins. The RNA and DNA determinations are expressed as micrograms per
milligramof protein. Cadmium was used at 50 ppm, 100 ppm and 0.33 mM;
however, the table indicates the effects at 0.33 mM; Beryllium was used at
0.05 mM.
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FIGURE 1

The effect of increased concentrations of heavy metal salts on the

synthesis of RNA 0-------0 AgCl 2, x- x PbCl 2, .- . CsCl, []- CdCI 2,

0 -) G CoCl2. The incorporation of 3H-ATP is used as the measure of

synthesis.

FIGURE 2

The effect of non-mutagenic or carcinogenic metal salts on total RNA

synthesis using rabbit DNA as template.

TABLE I and 2

The effects of heavy metal salts on total RNA synthesis and the

initiation of RNA transcription. Total RNA synthesis was measured by the

incorporation of 3H-ATP while initiation was monitored by the amount of

radioactive 32p-ATP or 32P-GTP.

TABLE 3

The effects of cadmium and berylluim on the synthesis of uterine

proteins. The RNA and DNA determinations are expressed as micrograms per

milligram of protein. Cadmium was used at 50 ppm, 100 ppm and 0.33 mM;

however, the table indicates the effects at 0.33 mM.
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These findings may reflect a stimulation of RNA transcription and an

increase in the premature termination of the RNA chains, even though the

concentration is higher than the amounts normally found in human (14). From

these findings, it is apparent that further studies are required to establish

the effects of metals on the in vivo synthesis of RNA and proteins in

eukaryotic systems. However, the effects of lead and cadmium have been

reviewed thoroughly in the laboratory mouse (12, 13, 14) and humans (15) and

it is known to be transferred across the placenta in pregnancy in humans (15),

in the rat (16) guinea pig (17) and the mouse. Previous studies have clearly

demonstrated the deposition of lead in the bone and indicate that it may

affect the synthesis of macromolecules (proteins, etc.) and affect the

developing embryos in pregnant mothers (18, 19). Our data confirm earlier

findings in that the expression of specific proteins is suppressed.
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Devtlopment of a Rapid and Sens:t~v- Assay h'roceoure tor the

beection of the Protozoar. T-araF2te Giardia lamblia

in Drinking Eater 5urprles

by

Ralph Z. Rascat:

ABSTRACT

Procedures for concentration and detection of the proto:oan parasite

Giardia lamblia were developed. Membrane filtration was used for

concentration of the cysts fror. water supplies and an immunoassay was

developed for the detection of cysts. Testing of the membrane filtration

procedure for concentration of cysts was undertaken using water samples

deliberately seeded with known amounts of Giardia cysts. It was found that

filters with a pore size of 3 um were more efficient (80-90% recovery) than

filters with a pore size of 5 um (j 45% recovery). Although the larger pore

filters could process slightly larger samples before filter clogging

occurred the difference in sample size did not fully compensate for the

decreased recovery efficiency. A sensitivity coefficient was defined which

allows direct comparisons of procedures with different sample processing

capacities and different recovery efficiemcies. A comparison of the membrane

filtration method developed under the auspices of this grant indicates that

the sensitivity of the procedure is equal to that of the standard EPA

recommended procedure for finished water supplies. When testing raw water

stpplies the membrane filtration procedure is somewhat less sensitive but is

within the range of sensitivities of the EPA procedure. Processzng with the

membrane filtration procedure is more convenient. The immunofluorescence

assay is faster and less subjectivc than phase contrast microscopy and is

less stressful to the technician when examining samples containing many

obiects of the same approximate size and shape as Giardia lamblia cysts.
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INTRODU:TION

GLardia lambl:a is a fLaaelated protozoai. responsiLlt for the

gastrointestinal disorder known as giardiasis (see ref : for review). The

organism has a two-stage life cycle. In the cyst stage, a dormant stage, the

organism is encased in a relatively touch covering which provides resistance

to environmental degradatior. and to stomach acid. When .noested :he oroanisr

survives in the stomach and is excystte in the smal. intestine wnerf- tiie

conditions are no longer acidic. The organiss, then enters into the

reproductive vegetative stage (trophozoite stage). Humans infected wiuh

Giardia can either be asymptomat:c or maj develop acute or chronic symptoms,

including diarrhea, abdominal distention, nausea, flatulence, belching,

anorexia, vomiting, fatigue, and/or abdominal cramps. As the orcanIsmf pass

through the small intestine into the large intestine they are again encysted

and the cysts are shed in the feces.

Waterborne transmission of giardiasis was suggested in 1946 when an

outbreak in Tokyo was traced to sewage contamination of a water supply.

Documentation of waterborne transmission was obtained in Aspen, Colorado in

1965 when cysts were detected in the water supply during an outbreak. Since

the time of the Aspen outbreak over 80 outbreaks affecting more than 25,000

persons have been reported in the U.S. alone. Most outbreaks are relatively

small, affectina <200 persons, but several of the outbreaks have been quite

large. Cysts were recovered from the water supplies in only some of the

outbreaks. In others the causative agent of the disease was determined by

examining fecal specimens from patients showing symptoms of gastroenterl:is

while the waterborne etiology of the disease was suggested from

epidemiological data only. In two of the largest outbreaks (Rome, NY, )4800

cases, )104 of the population; Berlin, NE, )1000 cases, )40% of the

population) multiple cysts were detected in raw and treated water. 7n
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berlin, NH contamination resulted tron Doint leakages and troL a poor desigL

which allowed filtered and unfiltered water tc nxi, thus bypassing the

filter system. In fact, most of thL outbreaks nave been associated with the

use of surface water without filtration or with inadequate filtratioL. Many

have occurred in New England, tht Roc:y Mountair. states and the ac:fic

states where the untreated water quality is often considered good enougl.

that many water supplies are not fItered but are only chlorinated or are

filtered without coagulation pretreatment. This may not be adequate for the

removal of Giardia, even though it is adequate for many other pathogens,

because G:ardia cysts are relatively resistant to chlorination and because

filtration without coagulation has been shown to be ineffective for removal

of the cysts (1). In the plains states there have been fewer outbreaks;

possibly because the water quality is so poor that both filtration (with

coagulation) and chlorination must be used and therefore Giardia is

effectively removed (2-4).

Detection of Giardia in water sup;lies suspected of being contaninated

by the organism has been hampered by the lack of a concentration/detecticn

procedure with sufficient sensitivity to detect low levels of conta=inatior..

For any detection method to be useful it must be able to process large

samples of water and concentrate Giardia cysts so that they may be

identified. It has been estimated that raw sewage should contain between

9,600 and 240,000 cysts per liter assuming average per capita water

consumption and an incidence of infection of 1-25%. Calculation of cyst

levels in drinking water supplies will depend, therefore on the degree of

raw sewage contamination of that supply. They should however, be

considerably lower than the concentration in the raw sewage (5). Where

contamination of the water supply is from some source other than raw sewage
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leakaot, the level of cysts iat the water cannot be pred:cted but right be

txpected to be even lower. A number cf methods have beer, used tc concentrate

cysts in order to detect possible contamination by G:ard:a lamhb-a.

The most commonly used method for concentration of Giardia cyst is the

nlethod devtloped by the EnvironmeJta; Protection Aoency EFA and whtcl i

wid ly accepted as the standard method (6). Briefly, large samples of water

can be f-'tered through a cartridge filter of wound orlon yarn. A water

meter is connected downstrean. from the filter and connections art made with

standard garden hose fittings. The requisite volume of water (100 gal) is

passed through the filter and the filter is then shipped on ice to the

laboratory. The filter fibers are cut and are then homogenized in a blender

to extract the cysts. The extract is then subjected to flocculation and/or

screening to further concentrate the cysts. The advantages of this method

are portability, ease of use in the field, and the ability to process large

water samples. The disadvantages include a complex processing procedure for

extraction of the cysts from the orlon yarn fibers and a relatively low

efficiency of cyst recovery in the absence of floccula:ion (Mean = 6.3%;

Range = 3-15%) with an additional 1 log loss of recovery occurring if

flocculation is used.

An alternative procedure is to use thin, flat microporous membranes to

trap the particulates fror the water. These particulates can then be easily

eluted from the filter by a simple washing and agitation procedure. Recently

Wallis and Bucbanan-Mappin (7) reported the use of 5 um Nucleopore membranes

(110mm diameter) to concentrate and detect cysts in untreated stream water

which had been seeded with Giardia cysts in known amounts. After filtration

the membrane was rinsed with small amounts of water (total = 80 ml). The

cysts were then concentrated further by centrifugation and detected by

microscopic examination. Using this method (MF) samples of 100-200 liters
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c5-5C gal; were processed. Cyst recovery ii, d.fferen: tr:._: indicated that

the mear. recovery was 71% with a rangt of 5E-64k at optimur pressure.

However, the recovery efficiency for thts metriod har nct ye: beer, deterr..ned

for raw water sources of poor quality (2-10 !.7U) with higl. coiictntrazion. of

agat and protozoa present.

Once water samples have beer, co:,centrated they must bt accurat 2y

assessed for the presence of Giardia cysts. Several methods are available

for detecting the presence of the cysts. Some methods are time-consuming and

require highly shilled technic:ans while others are rapid and rely on an

objective endpoint rather than tnh judgment cf the technician. The most

common method for the detection of Giardia cysts in processed fecal or water

samples is examination of stained preparations using a microscope equipped

with phase contrast optics (5). After appropriate concentration procedures,

samples are transferred to a microscope slide or hemacytometer and stained

with dilute Lugol's Iodine. The preparation is then scanned under the

microscope for the presence of objects with the correct size and shape.

Since many different objects which may be present in the sample can have the

correct size and shape, objects meeting these criteria must be closely

examined for the presence of characteristic identifying internal structures

(two to four nuclei, axonemes, and/or median bodies). This method is time

consuming and fatiguing both because of the low numbers cf cysts found and

because of the poor visual contrast between the Giardia cysts and other

contaminants of similar size and shape. This problem is even more acute in

water samples with high algal and protozoan growth. The fewer the number of

cysts present the longer it will take to scan enough of the sample to obtain

accurate results. Negative samples could take as long as 20-134 hours for

examination of the entire sample. Furthermore. this method requires a highly
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otiects since the internal structures are not alwavs reailv discernblc.

Alternatively imunofluorescence methodr have been ap 2Ied to the

detection of various aquatic microorganisms depos:ted or. membrane filters

(E). -he .. ter is reacted with specific aitiboLt: .r t:.',-c - crga.isi..

These antibodies are coupled tc a fluorescent dye. 'h , iictdEn, ul:raviolet

irradiation (UV) is used those microorganisms bound by the conjugated

antibodies can be located by their bright green fluorescence in contrast to

a dark background. Judith Sauch (9) reported the usc of th:s method for the

detection of Giard:a cst- cx. merbrane filters. Conftrmatlon of the identity

of fluorescing oblects was obtained by switching to phase contrast optics

and discerning the existence of the appropriate internal structures. In a

comparison of this method with the simple phase contrast microscopy

described earlier it was found that for comparable sample sizes the

combination method was 28 times faster (9). The method can be complicated

however, by the presence of non-specific fluorescence. Furthermore, although

faster than simple phase contrast nicroscopy it still takes some time to

scan an entire sample. Although this would not be necessary with water

samples contaminated with a high concentration of cysts, it would be

necessary for low level contamination or for negative samples (10,11).

S?ErIF:C AuIMS

The goal of this investigator was to develop a procedure for the

concentration, detection and identification of Giardia cysts that is

convenient to process, reliable, sensitive, and which can readily

distinguish Giardia cysts from among the many organisms which might be

present in some raw water supplies. Ultimately, this procedure will be used

to assess the occurence of this organism in water supplies for U.S. Air

Force Bases and to assess the abilt.v of various water treatment procedures
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tc rtmuvt tlii crga.i.sz fror -,a,, watt.,:, crae: :c urcontar.i:nateo.

!:nished water fcr dlstributlon and consur.;tor.. Mempranf fi::ration waE

sElected aE. the method for concentratioi. cf the ,yss becaust of tL: ease c.

processing and the hiah recovery efficiencies. The prolier of sample s:z:

!c: turbid waters b hr discussed latez. lmnuijcfuorescticr wa :Icosez. as

the detection method because t c:ver aTj easily d.szernki. endpoint whicl,

car be observed at low maanitication U00x - 200*:." wi.le phase contrast

identification requires more interpretive s]:i2 or, the part of the

microscopist and alsc requires higher magncrication (400: - i,000x) tnus

necessitating a longer period of time to examine the spez:rei..

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Preparation of Antiserun

Cysts of Giardia lamb!ia obtained from Dr. Fran): V. Schaeffer, ::7- of

the the Health Effects Research Laboratory at the Environmental Protection

Agency in Cincinnatti, Ohio were used to stimulate production of specific

antibodies for use in the detection assay. Three New ealand hite(Z)

rabbits were injected in the thigh muscle of the right hind leg with ala-

emulsion containing 2.5 million cysts suspended in 0.5 ml distilled water

mixed with an equal volume of Freund's complete adjuvant. One month later

the rabbits were hyperimmunized with the same dose of cysts in incomplete

Freund's adjuvant. The rabtits were then bled 2, 4, and 6 weeks after the

second injection. The sera collected were pooled and stored at -70 C. An

indirect immunofluorescence is used for dectection of G:ardia cysts.

Concentrated samples are reacted with the rabbit-anti-Giardia antibodies

(RaG). This mixture is then washed free of unbound antibody and reacted with

goat-anti-rabbit-immunoglobulin antibodies which have been conjugated with

tbe fluorescent dye, fluorescein-isothiocvanate (GaR-TT) obtained from

Sigma Chemical Company (St. Louis. :! no cysts are present in the sample
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l'" c! tht Ra,: v. . be wasiwd from th sarT't ar,! ,-trt:crc th Ga -F:T:

wij] not be aLle to bind and will also bt washed away. ThLs nc fluorescent

objects wil: be seen when the sample iE observed. howevir :! -ysts are

present the ka' will be bound to them and not washed away. Substquently, tht

GaF-r:T ,vi: ti.Ld tco ti,- cvst-FaG comrT, e: aid w'":: fuc:esc, : broh: r

when illuminated with UV light.

t~ncr.~at~n.. '.t. bE ?emhrane r2 t rat:vr,

ini:.a. investigatior. focused on measuring the recovery eff.clency and

the maxynun sample s:ze which could be processed with various membrane

filter poror:t:es usinc seeded water samples of different turbidity 1evLJs.

These results could then be compared to published results using the EP.-

developed cartridge filter procedure in order tc determine the relative

sensitivities of the two methods. The initial experiments were done before

the RaG had been prepared and recovery efficiencies were determined by

phase-contrast microscopy (PC?) on iodine stained samples. Later experiments

were done using the immunofluorescence-phase contrast combination (!F?). In

experiments where both procedures were used the results were simi.lar.

Typically, cysts were seeded into water samples (2.5 - 25 gal) and filtered

through the designated filter (Millipore Corp; 142 mm diameter). The filters

were washed and acitated with approximately 80 mi distilled water. The cysts

(and other particulates) were them sedimented by centrifugation and

resuspended ir a small volume ((= 1.0 ml). Aliquots (0.01 - 0.. ml) were

then examined by either PC? or IFPC microscopy and the number of cysts

recovered was determined. Table I shows the results of an experiment in

which 5 cal of finished water (0.I NTU) were seeded with 1,000,000 Giardia

cysts. The sample was divided in half and one half was processed through a

filter with a 5 uz pore size. The other half was processed throuch a filter
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Vit. .- ur port s.Ze. Cyst rtcovre:'y wa! 4 .ONt v*) the ' uz f ste: ar.c

90.JA whcr the 3 ur, filter was used. Viier. the !iltratt tror the S ur f-Ite:-

was subsequently processed through a - ur. fIltc: rc Egn.fican: numbers c.

cysts were recovered from the latter filtLr. This indicated that the

unrecovered cysts from the 5 un fite" d-d ri- pas! throual. *hc ' : !

rather were wedned into the pores of th, f"7te: and were not cluted by th)

agitation/wash procedure. On the other hand wher, the 3 u. fi..ter was used

the cysts remained at the surface of the filter (could not readily become

trapped within tht pores) and therefore were more easily elutec.

:t was necessary however, to determine if the increased recovery

efficiency obtained with the 3 u; filters was negatively counterbalanced by

a decrease in the maximum sample volume which can be processed through the

filter. Table 2 gives the results obtained with several different water

sources which were processed through both 5 um and 3 un filters. For

finished water neither filter had reached capacity even when as much as 25

gallons were processed. For all of the other water sources tested the

ma:iimu volume which could be processed through the 3 um filter was 1E-22%

less than the maximum volume which could be processed through the 5 ur.

filter. Therefore, an increase in the sensitivity of the procedure is

obtained by using 3 um filters since the capacity is only reduced by <= Z2%

while the recovery efficiency is increased 2-fold. ;"l subsequent

experiments are done using 3 um filters.

3. Comparison of Immunofluorescence and Phase Contrast icrosccr

In order to test the utility of the membrzne filtration - IFP

procedure it was necessary to measure the recovery efficienc, from seeded

raw water samples. Table 3 presents the results of one such experiment.

Giardia cysts were analyzed by both PCY and 1FPC to compare the two

detection/identification methods. The numbers of cysts detected in replicate
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saies waf conslstently lower whe. the :TFC' procourE was sd. howeve: tli

percentage recovery measured by e:ther mittod waE apprc::imattly tht sami

(!'- : .I: IFPC - 80.3%). Furthermore, since thtse rav water samples

conta:ned r-'.l2ons of algae and protozoa (SODict Z".a. tc iard:a ir. s;ze

ayd shapL' the iTZ procedure (a' =3: La nwf:asa:c:.. :as nuc1. taster ane

les: stra:r. cL the eyes since tht f2ucrescen! $iard'a stood out it bright

contrast to the dull background of the cther crcanismr. Z.ctchec:h-ng c:

selected fluorescing objects by sw:tching tc phase-contrast optics and

hicher macniication (400x) indicated that a12 of the fluorescing ozjects of

the appropriate size and shape were G:ard-a cystc. :n contrast, for thc M,

procedure the sample had to be scanned entirely at 400x magnification and

each object of the appropriate si:ze and shape had to be closely examined for

the characteristic internal structures. This proved to be more time-

consuming and tedious and led to periodic eyestrain.

4. Comparison of Membrane Filtration and M', Procedures

If this procedure is to be useful for monitoring Giardia occurrence in

various water supplies and in monitoring the efficiency of water treatment

facilities at removing these parasites the procedure needs to be sensitive

enough to detect cysts which may be present at low concentration. The

current standard for comparison is the recommended EPA procedure. Various

characteristics of the EPA and MF procedures are compared in Table 4. The

values for the EPA procedure are taken from the published literature (1).

Both procedures are convenient for sampling. The filtration apparatus for

each of the methods is compact and can be easily shipped to the appropriate

site for sampling. A pump or a pressurized water source can be used to push

the requisite volume through the filter. Once the filter has been returned

to the laboratory the elution of the trapped cysts is a ruch more time-
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co:.su.i.c and tedious procesi fc.- Er ; t;:A .:a:. !o.,~' ~.c. c

thi former the fibers of the ...t . rtradat trst bE cut. horopen:ec. and

agitated ii; rtlatively large vciumer of d2i- water and th, cysts must

the be concentrated by coagulation and/or screrlnC onto flat nylon

m ribraner, once more eluted by acitatior,, and "liv . conctrtratLd , a

small volume by centrifugatioi,. :r, contrast the cyst. car, bL t3uted fror. the

membrane filters by agitatior. vit. z rziat:vF!Ij snall volume of distulled

water (80 ml) and concentrated to a very snial2 vco2ume by a sincie

centrifugation step. Recovery effac:enc:es Zrf e:xremeSY var:able wt.th the

ErA procedure but are selcdo higher than :5%. IrL contrast, thL reccv~r"

efficiencies for the MF procedure are routinely 80-90k. However, the

sensitivity of any procedure is not dependent solely upon the recovery

efficiency but is also greatly influenced by the volume of the water sample

which is processed. I have defined a sensitivity coefficient (S:) which can

be used to compensate for the variability in both recovery efficiency and

sample volume. This sensitivity coefficient is defined as the multiplicative

product: % recovery x volume processed. This coefficient more accurately

describes the sensitivity of a given procedure and therefore the probahility

of detecting contaminating Giardia cysts in a given sample. For example, if

by one procedure the k recovery were 80% and the maximur volume which could

be processed were 10 gallons then SC = BOO. If by a different procedure the

% recovery were only 8% but the maximum volume which could be processed was

100 gallons then the SC would still be 800. Therefore, the probability of

detecting contaminated cysts would be the same with either method. As shown

in Table 4, for the EPA procedure the SC has a wide rance (30-1,500)

depending upon the recovery efficiency obtained. The sample size is held

constant at 100 gallons since this is the recommended sample size. There is

little, if any, difference between raw and finished water with this
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p:ocec-rt. 7Tr MF procvdurt is a- !ear: as stL:it*- ar tro E. proctdurt

for finished water samples. A 2. C&glon sample q:veL a sens:tivi=t

coefficaen* (2,000-2,265) which as somewhat richer thai. thr upper leve for

t1,r E7; procedure. Furthermore, rirc th:e raximu sarplte vclurr.E wch nay be

;rocec:S could be substant=la:a h:ch :L.r. ZS ooi. tht senc:t::v.:

coe!fic:enzt coule bi even greater. However, the maior drawbac): for the MY

prccedurt ir in the analyr:r c! rav water sources. in thr casi the qual:iy

of the partacular sample (turb:dty; C CD) cal- greatly reoucr trie max:mu.

volume which can be processed. Even with the increased recovery efficiency

of this method this reduced capacity produces serns.t:::tj coaff:c:.er.:s :i.

the range from 200-775. While greater than the lower limits of the EP;

procedure it is lower than the upper limits. Therefore, for raw water

samples the probability of detecting contaminating Ciardia cysts cannot yet

be said to be as high with the YF procedure as with the EPA procedure. The

use of multiple parallel filters or the use of a serial prefilter to remove

large particulates (pore size )= 40 um) should improve the maximum volume

which can be processed by the 1F procedure. It remains to be seen however,

what effect this will have on the recovery efficiency and, therefore, on the

sensitivity coefficient.

SUTIARY

In summary, it has been suggested that the failure to identify Giardia

lamblia in drinking water supplies is due, in large part, to the lack of a

sensitive assay system for detecting the presence of the organism. In order

to accurately assess the presence of this organism in water supplies where

outbreaks have occurred it is necessary to employ a concentration and

detection procedure which will conveniently and rapidly process (with high

sensitivi:y) water samples such that the organism can be detected even when
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prsEi,: L: .c corctntr a I.r.. Furthermort t 1. 'LL ::.;Qc~CtC~ c, --.a rd:at.

:ncrcasinq it is desiratXl tc havt a,. assay '.:r,. :. scn!:t:;v ai~c

convenient enough tc be used or, a routlnt bat-,! I, r.o-, tor *hE ttftieli.y

with which water treatment facilities remove the craar.sr du-ii;7 tht

procussing of raw wat r sources to Trcduci a . d":W.ixlh wa'e, su;;.

OnLy in this way can standardr for thi remova' cf tY, ,.CFn:st, ht 'at:on a l]v

developed and can coml2iance with thost standards b mon:tored.

:n this report 1 have described the development and prelir.inary testin;

cf a method for dete:unq Gard:z cyrts ir. water samples vhtch is ccnveniln:

to use, convenient to procecs, and which is at least as sen:z::ve for

detectina cysts in finished water sa.;les as the more awkward but current>y

accepted standard procedure. 1Vith some modifications the procedure may also

become as sensitive for raw water samples. Even without these modifications

the procedure as described is within the ran.e cf sensitivities available

with the standard EPA procedure. This procedure can be used for monitoring

water supplies for the occurrence of GCardia :a=1_-a in water supplies at

U.S. Air Force bases.
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TABLE
a

F.ecovery c.f Giardia cysts fror ant F-iatrr

SuP F-itEr un. Filter

Cysts Applied 500,0CN rOC,000

~ ~Z5 ZN~i l.OOC4S2,OQC,

k Recovery cf Cysts 4.0

a) 1,000,000 Giardia cysts were suspended in 5 gallons cf finished
water (0.18 NTU). 2.5 aallons were filtered through a Millipore
filter (142 mm diameter) with a nominal pore size of 5 ur. The
remaining 2.5 gallons were filtered through a similar sized filter
with a nominal pore size of 3 um. Particulate material was washed
from the filters into 80 ml of distilled water and concentrated by
centrifuqation (1,000 x g7 15 min). The final resuspended volume
was 1.0 ml.

b) A 100 ul aliquot of each sample was mixed with 10 ul of Lugol's
Iodine and cysts were counted in a hemacytometer using phase-
contrast optics to identify Giardia cysts from other particulates
in the concentrated sample.
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TABLE :

ha :irmur Vclumes of Various Wate: arv.LtE Wnich Zc.i. bt

Filttered Through M!cropo.rcu ?tembranes

:arr T'urbid:v C02 Z.: Yeauz IC1
TU mc u. u,

Finished Water

Diluted Raw: Sewage E.0 3C.0."

4f.T.7C .... .. i .

Reservoir 1.? 3. C.. £ 5 19.1

Raw Water 3.0 9.5 4.2 3.5 16.7

.39 11.3 2i .9 0

a) COD - Chemical Oxygen Demand -- a measurement of the amount of
organic material in a water sample

b) The % Reduction of the maximum sample volume which could be
processed thrcugh a 3 um filter compared to a S um filter

c) Maximur. capacity was not reached for either filter

d) Reservoir located at Makah AFS, Makah, Washington

e) Raw Water taken from the Marietta-Cobb County Water Authority
Treatment Facility
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TABLE

Recovery of Giardia Cysts fro. Seedn Eat Ua:er o.C TU, Sa nles

FO: IFPC

t Cysts xpjlic 72?.00: U,00

t Cysts Recovered E31,00C 550,00(

% Recovery of Cysts 81.E 80.3

a Giardia cysts were suspended ir 3.5 qailonL of raw water fro.
the Marietta-Cobb County Water Authority Treatment Facilitv
and filtered through a 3 um filter. Particulate matter was
eluted from the filter by agitation and concentrateL to 1.C
ml by centrifugation.

b) PCM - Phase Contrast Microscopy -- For determination of cysts
a 10 ul sample of either the original seed stock of Giardia
cysts or the concentrated material was mixed with 10 ul of
dilute (1:10) Lugol's Iodine on a microscope slide. A
coverslip was applied and the sample was examined by phase-
contrast microscopy at 400x magnification. Counts were made
in 20 representative fields and these numbers were used to
calculate the # cysts in each sample.

c) FPC - Immunofluorescence Phase Contrast -- For determination
of cysts a 10 ul sample of either the original seed stock of
Giardia cysts or the concentrated material was pipetted onto
a microscope slide. The sample was air-dried and briefly heat
fixed. RaG (1:40 dilution) was applied and the slides
incubated in, a humidified chamber for 30 min @ 37 C. Excess
antibody was removed by washing with phosphate buffered
saline (PBS) and GaR-FITC (1:20 dilution) was added. The
sample was again incubated in a humidified chamber for 30 min
@ 37 C. Excess antibody was again removed by washing with
PBS. A coverslip was applied and the sample was examined by
epifluorescence optics at 200x magnification. Counts were
made in 10 representative fields and these numbers were used
to calculate the W cysts in each sample.
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; Comparison cf the EPA and ! nrEhodr cf G:arda. Dtezt:ca

EPA (published; MF (measured)
Chara:ter Istic Raw or FinishLed Uat= Finished 'WatEi Rav Wate!

ha". Sarl Vcl kal; I0 1 O.C -

or. venient ampling ycC s ",

Convenient Processing nc yes

Recovery (Rance 0.3 - I[.( -6.C - 90.C gC. -
d

fnr:tzav Coetficaent 3C - , 500 2000 - 2,2E5 ZO-

a' 100 gallons is the sample size recommended by the EPA procedure

I In several experiments with finished water the process was terminated
after 25 gallons had been filtered. However, in none of the
experiments had the filter capacity been exceeded at that sample
volume.

c) The volume which may be filtered is dependent upon the quality of the
particular water sample being tested.

d) Sensitivity Coefficient = % Recovery x Sample Volume -- This
represents a way of comparing the sensitivity of detection between two
different procedures with different recovery efficiencies and
different processed sample volumes.
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The purpose of this study was to determine the

limitations to work of personnel performing heavy work

at 210C while wearing the U.S. military chemical

defense ensemble (CDE). Male volunteers (N=17) wearing

the CDE performed an arm and leg work task yielding a

time-weighted energy consumption rate of 450W, under

environmental conditions of 210C and 65-70% relative

humidity. Each work bout was continued until one of

the following limits: volitional fatigue, rectal

temperature of 390 C, or heat storage (S) of 140Wh.

(Each termination of work marked completion of a

cycle.) Subjects then rested to an S of zero or less,

then repeated work until refusal to restart work after

rest. Over a total of 37 work cycles, subjects

terminated only two work cycles for S, with the

remainder almost equally divided between fatigue and

high rectal temperature. Intersubject variability was

high for work and rest times, S, heat loss, and sweat

production. USAF Reg. 355-8, which provides guidance

for CDE use, appears to be overly conservative

regarding estimated work tolerance under study

conditions.

Phillip A. Bishop is assistant professor and director

of the Human Performance Laboratory, University of

Alabama
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Key Words: Protective Clothing, Response to Heat, Heat

storage, Rate of Heat Storage, Variability of Response
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The presence of physical, biological, or chemical

hazards necessitates the use of protective clothing.

Current designs of some protective clothing, such as

the U.S. military chemical defense ensemble (CDE)

result in high insulation and low permeability

characteristics. The combination of high insulation

and low permeability creates a situation in which the

body's heat dissipative capacity is severely

restricted, resulting in thermal storage consequent to

work at even mild environmental temperatures. Thermal

storage results in elevated core temperatures which

also pose a health hazard which is additional to that

of any environmental hazard. To facilitate the optimum

management of personnel for maximal work productivity,

attempts have been made to predict maximal safe work

times. One such prediction has been attempted by the

U.S. Air Force in Regulation 355-8.

Predictions of human performance are very

difficult because a number of variables must be

incorporated into a prediction model, and some of these

variables interact. Some of the key variables include

body size, work rate, environmental temperature,

radiant load, humidity, and wind speed. The management

and prediction problems are further complicated because

of possible individual differences in size, work rate,

work capacity, initial core temperature, body specific
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heat, and hour to hour variations in environmental

conditions and work requirements.

Bell & Walters (1969) for example studied the

physiological responses of 31 subjects to various hot,

humid conditions. Times to "imminent collapse" were

quite variable with the maximum tolerance time being

anywhere from 1.8 to 2.7 times as great as the minimum

tolerance time. The mildest environment tested was

37.5/33.9 0 C (dry/wet bulb) with a mean tolerance time

of 87 + 20 min. The authors were unable to derive

satisfactory predictions of imminent collapse.

The purpose of this study was to determine the

limitations to work of personnel performing tasks

requiring an energy output rate of 450 W in mild (210 C)

conditions while wearing the CDE.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects: Subjects for this study were 17 male

volunteers. All subjects provided written informed

consent. Subjects were selected for participation

based upon age, physical fitness, and health criteria.

They were unacclimatized and selected to provide a

range of cardiorespiratory fitness levels. Subjects

were paid for participation with a bonus awarded based

upon the duration of their work performance. Subject

physical characteristics are displayed in Table 1.
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Procedures: Subjects were first advised of the nature

of the experiment and then given a physical examination

and EKG. They then performed a maximal graded

incremented treadmill run to volitional fatigue.

Maximal oxygen uptake (V02 ) was measured using a

Sensormedics metabolic measurement cart. Criteria for

attainment of maximal V02 were heart rate within 10

beats of age-predicted maximum and respiratory quotient

greater then 1.0. Subjects also donned a U.S. military

chemical defense ensemble (CDE) including rubber gloves

and protective over-boots. Subjects practiced the work

protocol which consisted of walking at 3 mph at a grade

that elicited an energy output rate of approximately

490W (V02 of about 1.4 liters per minute). They also

lifted a 14.5 kg weight bar from a table using a

flexing-extending motion (biceps curl) at a rate which

elicited approximately 315W (V02 0.9 liters per

minute). Environmental conditions were maintained

within one degree of 210 C, and relative humidity was

maintained between 65-70%. All data was collected in

April through June when mean environmental temperatures

were close to experimental temperatures.

Measurements: Rectal temperature (Tre) was measured

from a thermister inserted approximately 8 cm beyond

the rectal sphincter. Chest, forearm, thigh and calf
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skin temperatures were measured with surface

thermisters. Temperatures were automatically measured

each minute with a computerized system (Columbus

Instruments, Isothermex). Water intake was measured

and pre and post nude and totally clothed body weights

were measured with a calibrated beam balance scale.

Heart rate was measured via direct connection to a

Quinton EKG or Narcobiosystem physiograph.

To help motivate subjects, they were paid on a

graduated scale beginning at $5.00 per hour, with a one

dollar pay raise for each hour of the test completed.

Work Test: Walks of 15 minutes were followed by 5

minutes of arm work in an effort to simulate a generic

work task. Subjects wore the complete CDE including MK

17 chemical protective masks for the work test. They

were allowed water ad libitum and continued work until

one of the following criteria was reached: heart rate

greater than 185 bpm, volitional fatigue, Tre greater

than 390 C, or heat storage (S) of 140 Wh (120 kcal).

For the purposes of this study, reaching a termination

criterion marked the end of a work "cycle." After

reaching a criterion limit subjects were seated and

allowed to cool to an S of zero or less relative to the

initial S before any work was begun. Initiation of

another work cycle marked the end of the previous rest
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"cycle." After recovery, subjects repeated the routine

until one of the aforementioned limits was reached

again and then allowed to recover in the same manner.

Subjects continued the work-rest sequence until they

were unwilling to restart work at the end of a rest

cycle or until total experiment time, including subject

preparation, reached eight hours.

Data Analysis: Mean skin temperatures (Msk) were

calculated using the formula of Burton (1935). Heat

storage was calculated using the formula .98 (0.2 X

Msk(°C)+0.8 Tre(°C)) x body weight (Kg) (Shapiro et

al., 1982). Test-retest reliability was evaluated with

intraclass correlations and dependent t-tests. An

alpha level of 0.05 was used for all statistical tests.

RESULTS

Mean (± sd) work V02 shown in Table 1 represents

35 (±5.1) percent of maximal work capacity and is

equivalent to an energy production rate of 450 W. Mean

work time for the first work cycle was 108 (±44.1) min

with 8 subjects stopping work due to elevated Tre

(390C), 7 stopping because of fatigue, and only 2

stopped due to cumulative S of 140 Wh (120 Kcal). No

subjects were stopped on any test due to high heart

rate. Mean S for the first cycle was 105 (±25.7) Wh,
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yielding a mean rate of S of 73 (±41.2) W. Mean rest

time to a mean net S of -9 (±17.5) Wh [i.e. total heat

loss of 114 (± 28.6) Wh] was 61 (±23.7) min. Mean rate

of heat loss for the first rest cycle was 125 (± 31.8)

W.

Fifteen subjects did at least one additional work-

rest cycle (cycle 2). Mean work time for the second

cycle was 78 (±31.8) min which produced a mean S of 87

(±42.0) Wh. On the second work cycle, seven subjects

had to stop due to high Tre, and eight stopped because

of fatigue and none were limited by S. Mean recovery

time to -7 (±19.6) Whr was 51 (±26.9) min. Mean rates

of S (N=15) and heat loss (N=12) for the second work

and rest cycles were 71 (±39.1) W and 134 (±43.6) W,

respectively.

Only four subjects did three full work-rest

cycles. Mean work time for the third work cycle was 59

(± 33.1) min with a resulting net S of 59 (± 44.9) Wh

(relative to start). One subject terminated work

because of high Tre, one because of fatigue and two

subjects were able to continue work to the eight-hour

experiment time limit. The two subjects who terminated

work because of Tre or fatigue took 52 (±2.1) min to

recover to -2 Wh (relative to start).

Mean total work time for all subjects was 190 +

(62.5) min and mean total rest time was 111 (±50.2)
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min. One of the two subjects who's work was terminated

due to test time limits was able to accomplish 336 min

of work with only 57 min of rest and the other

accomplished 314 min of work on 125 min of rest. In

contrast one subject accomplished only 67 min of work.

After 72 min of rest, he was unwilling to restart

another work cycle. One particularly noteworthy

subject reached a Tre of 390C in only 35 min of the

first work cycle and took 59 min to recover. He

actually completed four work cycles and averaged 34 min

per work cycle and averaged 51 min of recovery per rest

cycle.

In total, 37 work cycles were completed. Of those

only 2 were limited by S of 140 Wh, both cases occuring

on the first work cycle at 95 and 67 min. Calculatable

data for obtaining intermediate S levels were obtained

for twelve subjects who stored 93 Wh of heat in a mean

of 78 (±35) min in the first cycle. Five observations

of S of 93 Wh were obtained in the second cycle, with

mean time to 93 Wh of 48 (±13) min. Only one subject

provided usable data at the third work cycle, requiring

45 min to store 93 Wh of the 37 work cycles, 18

provided usable data for 93 Wh calculations; on 8

cycles, subjects never reached 93 Wh; and insufficient

usable data occurred in 11 cycles. Data loss was

chiefly a result of electrode displacement or failure.
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Mean sweat production rate for 15 subjects was

10.3 (± 3.2) ml/min. Mean sweat loss for these

subjects was 5.2 (± 1.5) ml/min. Because some

unquantifiable small drippage occurred, all of this

loss could not be attributable to evaporation.

Correlations of key variables are shown in Table

2. Complete correlational analysis for all variables

results in an unwieldly matrix. Table 2 contains

practically all the significant correlations.

Results of the test-retest reliability

determination are included in Appendix A. In brief,

measures of work and rest times and S showed generally

high degrees of repeatability, however, heat loss

repeatability was lower.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to determine the

limitations to work of personnel performing heavy work

(requiring energy production rate of 450 W) in mild

(210 C) environmental conditions in the CDE. It was

anticipated that the chief limitation to work would be

S of 140 Wh. This assumption was based upon USAF

Regulation (USAFR) 355-8 (1987) and the theoretical

research upon which that regulation is based (Hinch,

1982). In USAFR 355-8, for the protective clothing

conditions of this study, (MOPP4), for heavy work rates
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(1.3 1/min oxygen uptake of 450W), the projected time

to S of 93 Wh (safe level) at 70% humidity is 0.7 hours

and 1.1 hours to S of 140 Wh ("maximum") (Hinch, 1982).

The safe level is suggested to be "quite uncomfortable"

but safe, whereas the maximum S level, it is suggested,

will "produce some casualties", but will not render

most workers unable to function. Surprisingly, our

subjects, albeit somewhat more fit than the USAF

population, were on the first work cycle able to work

for 1.8 hours (163% of projected time to S of 140 Wh)

with an S of only 105 Wh (75% of 140 Wh). Similarly,

93 Wh (safe level) was reached in 1.3 hours (186% F

time projected by Reg. 355). Although the influence of

fitness on tolerance is unclear, the correlations

between first cycle work time and absolute V02 , V02

relative to body weight, work V02 , and work V02 as a

percentage of max V02 , were all insignificant with the

highest r being .38 (p = .15). Reasons for quitting

the first work cycle were essentially equally divided

between high Tre and fatigue, but only two subjects

were able to reach 140 Wh before termination for other

reasons.

It could be argued that Reg. 355 is overly

conservative to protect workers as much as possible.

If this is intentional, it is suspect in terms of both

safety and efficiency. With regards to safety, one
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subject reached a Tre of 390C in only 0.6 hours or 83%

of the time projected for the "safe" level. A field

study by Joy and Goldman (1968) observed that under

study conditions, casualties rose precipitously when

Tre rose above 38.5 0 C. For our longer work durations

(relative to Reg. 355 projections), no casualties

occurred, although in some cases, subjects were "quite

uncomfortable". Under these particular environmental

conditions, fatigue was as important a variable as Tre

or S.

On the second work bout, work time was reduced to

1.3 hour (0.5 hour reduction from first cycle). Again,

Tre and fatigue each accounted for about one-half of

the terminations, but no subject was able to reach S of

140 Wh. Two subjects were unable to go beyond the

first cycle whereas two other subjects were still able

to continue when their experiments were stopped due to

eight total hours of experiment time. The loss of

subjects after the second cycle, prohibits further

meaningful evaluation.

In many cases during rest cycles, subjects' mean

skin temperatures fell below their initial pre-exercise

skin temperatures. This was attributed to the time lag

between donning the protective suit and the onset of

sweating. During a rest cycle evaporative heat losses

plus other heat losses must have exceeded the rate of
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heat delivery to the skin, causing skin temperatures to

fall. This observation bears further study in that

optimizing the blood flow - sweat evaporation matchup

is essential in optimizing body cooling. Proppe (1981)

demonstrated in baboons that skin temperature exerted a

strong influence on mean iliac blood flow and iliac

vascular conductance.

The sweat production rate observed (10.3 + 3.2

ml/min) was lower than that of unclothed subjects in

warmer temperatures (380 C) and similar humidity who

were working at 100W (Alber-Wallersrom & Holmer, 1985).

Mean sweat rate for that study was 19.2 (± 7.7) g/min.

Of note is the large variability of their six subjects

and also the subjects of the present study.

One of the key findings of this study is the large

inter-subject variability in all physiological

responses which is consistent with the observations of

others. Mar'yanovich, Balandin, Bekuzarov and Lapikov

(1984) observed that individual responses to heat and

work were independent of physical work capacity or

sweat production and were quite variable. Likewise,

Wyndham et al. (1970) citing three previous studies,

observed that for a given oxygen consumption rate,

there were large interindividual differences in the

ultimate steady-state body temperature. They also

pointed out that the rank order of subjects did not
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change in differing environmental conditions. They

observed in their own data a noteworthy spread of

rectal temperature in response to exercise at each of

two different absolute oxygen consumption rates,

despite the homogeneity of their subjects in body

weight. These authors also suggest that V02 relative

to surface area might be the best predictors of work

tolerance in the heat. In the present study, V02

relative to surface area did not correlate

significantly with any of the work response variables.

Large intersubject variabilities in response to

work in heat has also been reported in other studies

(Bell, Crowder and Walters, 1971; Craig, Garren,

Frankel and Blevins, 1954; Vogt et al., 1983;

Krajewski, Kamon, Avellini, 1979). These observations

of large intersubject variability in response to work

in heat storage conditions suggests that a priori group

predictions would be difficult.

The prediction of recovery times (heat loss rates)

is also difficult. The estimated rest time to recover

from a maximum body S (140 Wh) according to Reg 355-8

is 1.2 hours. Although the subjects in this study only

reached, on the average, 75% of that S, mean recovery

time was still 1.0 hr. (83% of estimated). Total heat

loss was 115 Wh (81% of 140). Although this is good

correspondence, the large variability (±24 min)
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suggests that close adherence to the regulation might

not be practical. It should also be kept in mind that

the heat loss rate is not linear. During the second

rest cycle, recovery time fell to 0.9 (±0.45) hr (71%

of 1.2 hr.). Heat loss during the second rest cycle

was lower also, reflecting the fact that less heat was

stored the second work cycle. This is verified in that

the rate of heat loss in the first and second rest

cycles were similar, 125 (±32) Wh and 134 (± 43) Wh,

respectively.

As an alternative to a priori group prediction

models of response to work in protective clothing a

simpler and more accurate approach might be to attempt

to model individual performance based upon responses to

a single work cycle. This alternative would require

that some simple measurable observations be made

empirically. These responses would then be employed in

a simple model which would predict individual total

work tolerance. Individual work tolerance for a range

of similar, reasonable environment conditions might be

predictable. The observations of Wyndam et al. (1970)

discussed earlier, would support this approach.

Additionally, the high test-retest correlations suggest

the usefulness of such predictions. The utility of

this procedure awaits further testing and would

undeniably have some disadvantages. Since the military
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and some industries already keep some performance

records, the record-keeping requirements might not be

impractical. Should prediction methods prove

inadequate, individual monitoring of Tre or other

variables might provide a viable alternative.

Because of speculation that maximal oxygen uptake

or aerobic fitness might be a key variable in

determining response to these conditions, further

analyses were conducted. Subjects were divided into

one group consisting of the six subjects with lowest

maximal VO2 "s and a second group of six subjects with

the highest VO21s. Mean maximal V02 was 3.2 (±3.1)

1/min and 4.2 (±.41) I/min for the low and high fit

groups, respectively. These respective means were 1.4

standard deviations (of the total group) apart.

Although mean work time for the low fit group was 32

min lower than that of the high fit group (means of 98

(±44) min vs. 130 (±43) min], the variability was

sufficient that the ANOVA F was only 1.63 (df = 1,10)

and p = .23, indicating that a group difference was not

detected. Tests of total work time and total rest time

yielded similar results. Given the correlations shown

in Table 2, these findings are not surprising.

Apparently, aerobic fitness only influences physical

endurance and not overall tolerance of these

conditions. This was substantiated in that 5 of the 6
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low-fit subjects terminated their first cycle because

of fatigue, whereas, 5 of 6 high-fit terminated because

of Tre or S.

The correlation matrix (Table 2) suggests that the

rate of first cycle S is a good predictor of total work

time, as is first cycle work time. Sweat production

rate and first cycle rest time also correlate

moderately with total work time. Likewise, total rest

time is highly correlated with first and second cycle

rest times and also with first cycle work time. It

appears that first cycle responses might be predictive

of overall response to these conditions, but that is

not clear, because, in the present study, the first

cycle work and rest times dominate total work and rest

times. Further research is need to determine the true

relationships among these variables.

Austin and Lansing (1986) found a weak but

positive relationship between heat tolerance and

surface area to weight ratio, in a computer simulation.

This ratio did not correlate significantly with any

performance variable except one, time to 93 Wh on the

second work cycle (r=.99, N=5).

It could be argued that the present study is a

conservative estimate of performance, that is, it

underestimates work times because subjects were not

acclimatized. Acclimatization training was not
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employed in the protocol for two reasons. Primarily,

one of the key populations to which results are

intended to be generalized is the U.S. Air Force.

Depending upon the state of chemical defense training,

the time of year, and the local climate, these

populations may not be acclimatized. Secondly, the

variability in response to a set acclimatization

program may have introduced even more intersubject

variability. The results of this study should then be

viewed as conservative relative to comparisons with

acclimatized workers who are habituated to protective

clothing and their particular work tasks. The lower

fitness of AF personnel would suggest that fatigue

might be a greater limitation than S or Tre.

In summary, USAF Reg. 355-8 was found to be a

conservative predictor of mean performance time. Work

cycle times were limited by Tre and fatigue rather than

S of 140 Wh. Intersubject variability was so high as

to suggest that the use of a single work cycle time for

all workers is inappropriate. Predictions of

individual performance for personnel wearing protective

clothing based upon representative individual responses

should be explored as an alternative to group

prediction. The importance of fatigue as a limitation

to performance rather than S should also be examined.
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Table 1. MEAN (+ SD) SUBJECTS PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
(N=17).

Age HT WT VO MAX* VO 2 MAX* Work V0 2
(yrs) (cm) (kg) (17min) (ml/min.kg) (1/min)

24.7 180.5 78.8 3.7 47.6 1.30
(4.1) (6.1) (8.3) (0.5) (8.1) (.02)

*(N=16) one subject failed to meet criteria for maximal
oxygen uptake
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TEST-RETEST MEASUREMENT RELIABILITY OF
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO HEAVY WORK

IN PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
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Joe F. Smith
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Although test-retest measurement reliability is
essential to generalizability of research results,
there have been no published reports of reliability
determination of physiological response to work in
protective clothing. Seven male volunteers, on two
separate occasions, wore protective clothing while
performing two work bouts with each work bout
followed by a rest period. Measurements of work and
rest durations and heat storage and loss were made
for each work and rest bout. For analysis, data
order was counter balanced. Intraclass correlations
were generally high (R =.71 to .98) for all
measures except rate of hat loss. The p values for
dependent t-tests were >.05 for all test-retest
results except total work time. The reliability of
these measures was acceptable.

INTRODUCTION
Fundamental to all measurement is the concept that the

variable of intent is stable in the absence of external
influences. If a measurement yields essentially the same
numbers with repeated measurements, we logically assume that
subsequent generalizations about that measurement will be
accurate. Conversely, the absence of measurement
repeatability (reliability) makes generalizations about that
measurement invalid. For some common ergonomic measurements
the test-retest measurement reliability has been well
established. However, the reliability of physiological
response to work in protective clothing is not well
established.

The purpose of this study was to determine the measurement
reliability of certain physiological variables associated with
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prolonged work while wearing the U.S. military chemical
defense ensemble (CDE).

METHODS
Subjects

Subjects for this study were seven male volunteers from
whom informed consent was obtained. Subjects were paid on a
graduated scale for the initial test, beginning at $5.00 per
hour. A one dollar per hour pay raise was provided for each
additional hour worked. On the retest, subjects were paid at
the rate of $7.00 per hour. The mean (±sd) subject physical
characteristics are given in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Physical characteristics of Subjects and Energy
Costs. Means (±sd); N=7.

AGE HT WT VO VO WORK PCTOF
MAi MAU V0 MAX

(YRS) (CM) (KG) (1/min) (nl/kg) (i/min) (%)

25.0 181.2 81.0 3.9 48.4 1.31 33.6
(3.8) (5.6) (8.7) (0.5) (7.1) (0.0) (4.1)

Work Task
The work task for all subjects was a 15 minute treadmill

walk followed by 5 minutes of elbow flexion and extension
(biceps curls) performed in a standing position with 14.5 Kg of
weight. Treadmill speed was 1.34 m/s (3.0 mph). Treadmill
grade and biceps curling rate was determined through
experimentation to provide a time-weighted energy production
rate of approximately 450 W. Subjects also performed a
maximal oxygen uptake test from which energy production
percentages were calculated. Environmental temperature was
maintained within 10C of 210C for work and test and relative
humidity was 65-700 C. Water was supplied ad libitum.

Subjects worked continuously until one of three criteria
was met: rectal temperature (Tre) at 390C or volitional
fatigue, or heat storage of 140 W.h. Termination of work by
any of these criteria marked the end of the first work
"cycle". Subjects were then seated and allowed to recover to
a heat storage of zero or less relative to their heat storage
level at the initiation of the first work cycle. After
recovery, subjects then restarted the work under the same
conditions as before. Restart of work (or refusal to restart
work in one case) marked the end of that rest "cycle". Two
work-rest cycles were completed on the initial test.

After at least one week, subjects were retested under the
same conditions. All subjects completed two complete
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work-rest cycles except one subject who refused to complete
more than one work-rest cycle on the retest.

Clothing
The U.S. Armed Forces chemical defense ensemble (CDE) was

worn for all tests except the VO maximum determination. The
suit consisted of a MK17 chemicil protective mask, charcoal
impregnated jacket and trousers and rubber gloves and over
boots. A military cotton fatigue shirt and trousers and
cotton gloves were worn underneath the suit. Footwear of the
subject's choice was worn underneath the boots. The total
outfit insulation value was clo=2.55 and im/clo=0.28.

Measurements
Rectal temperature was measured with a thermister

positioned approximately eight cm beyond the rectal sphincter.
Chest, forearm, thigh, and calf skin temperatures were
measured with surface thermisters. All temperatures were
recorded each minute with a computerized system (Isothermex,
Columbus Instrument). Mean skin temperature was calculated
using Burton's equation (1934).

Pre and post nude and clothed body weights were measured on
calibrated beam balance scales. Heat Storage (S) and loss
values were calculated using the method of Shapiro, et al.,
(1982). Water intake was measured. Heart rate was measured
with a direct wire system. Maximal oxygen uptake and the
oxygen costs of the work task were measured with a metabolic
measurement cart (Sensormedics). Because the first test
session was part of a longer experiment, the work-rest cycling
was continued. Consequently sweat production and sweat loss
data could not be compared between test and retest.

Data Analysis
Intraclass correlation coefficients were used to assess

reliability. This correlation coefficient is appropriate in a
univariate, repeated measures analysis (Baumgartner & Jackson,
1982). It was computed from mean squares generated by the
General Linear Models procedure of the Statistical Analysis
System. To reduce ordering influence, one half of the data
was input in reversed order. That is, for four subjects,
selected randomly, the actual retest was entered as if it were
the first test. The focus of the research question as on
test-retest reliability independent of the influence of
habituation.

As a further indirect test of reliability, a dependent
t-test was conducted on the differences between the means for
variables on the test and retest. Also, rates of heat storage
were calculated and tested for reliability.

RESULTS
In Table 2 below, mean (sd), work and rest times, heat

exchanges and rate of heat exchange are shown for both
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conditions, along with intraclass correlation coefficients
(Rxx) and p values for paired t-tests.

Table 2. Mean (sd), work (wk) and rest (rst) times, (tm) heat
storage (S) and loss storage (s) and loss, intraclass
correlation coefficients (Rxx) and p values for paired
t-tests. (N=7).

Test Retest Rxx p

1st WK cycle tm (min) 125(33) 139(41) .90 .18
1st cycle S (W.h) 107(26) 108(36) .79 .92
Ist Rst cycle tm (min) 55(32) 62(28) .98 .12
1st Rst ht loss (W.h)* 127(25) 110(43) .85 .62
2nd WK cycle tm (min)* 83(27) 98(37) .88 .14
2nd cycle S (W.h)* 117(32) 86(52) .96 .07
2nd Rst cycle tm (min)* 52(30) 49(28) .97 .46
2nd Rst ht loss (W.h)***126(40) 101(58) - -

Total WK tm (min) 201(46) 222(49) .96 .03
Total Rst tm (min) 100(64) 124(55) .99 .52
1st cycle ; (W) 56.4(26) 54(31) .93 .72
1st cycle ht

loss rate (W)** 132(26) 109(20) .19 .06
2nd cycle ; (W)* 76(20) 50(20) .71 .07
2nd cycle ht

loss rate (W)*** 136(48) 139(20) - -

*(N=6) **(N=5) ***(N=3) Rxx and p not computed.

CONCLUSIONS
The primary focus of this research was to determine the

measurement reliability of certain physiological variables
associated with prolonged work in protective clothing. As can
be seen in Table 2, corrE'ation coefficients were, for the
most part, high. Although this sample was homogeneous on
size, age, and fitness relative to the population of potential
users of protective equipment (men and women of all ages in
the U.S. military, for example), the intersubject variability
for all measures was large. Large intersubject variability
has also been reported by others (Mar'yanovich et al., 1984).
In that the heterogeneity of the sample positively influences
the magnitude of correlation coefficients, the sample used in
this study may underestimate the true population test-retest
correlations.

The low correlation obtained for rate of heat loss during
the 2nd rest cycle is difficult to explain. The Mean Square
for the model was 13.2 (df=l) compared with the Mean Square
for error of 10.7 (df=4). It was very difficult to maintain
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complete data sets in this calculation and others due to
subject refusal, loss of skin electrodes, malfunction of
computer interface, with each of these problems exacerbated by
the relatively long experiment durations.

The dependent t-tests show that most test-retest means were
not significantly different. Again, this is partly
attributable to relatively large intersubject variability.
But, again, the sample was homogeneous relative to the
population of interest. Total work time showed the greatest
probability of test-retest difference. Of the 26 work cycles
completed, 13 were terminated by the subject because of
fatigue, 12 were terminated by the investigators due to high
subject Tre, and 1 was terminated by the investigators due to
subject S. Examination of chronologically ordered data
indicates on the true first test day, seven subjects
terminated due to Tre versus five terminations for fatigue.
On the second test day, five terminated due to Tre versus
eight due to fatigue. Since Tre is an objective measure, and
fatigue is a subjective measure, perhaps subjects were more
willing to terminate earlier than necessary on their second
trial. This "early" termination may have artificially
amplified test-retest differences in work times and possibly
in some of the heat exchange rates, since heat exchange rates
are non-linear.

In summary, given the large number of interrelated factors
inherent in human physiological responses, the test-retest
reliability was quite good. It appears that valid
generalizations of these measurements can be made to
situations with the same conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

Nycoplasn hominis and Ureaplasma urealyticum are two

mycoplasmas which belong to the Class Mollicutes and as such lack

a cell wall and represent the smallest free living prokaryotes.

Nycoplasmas are characterized by a rather small genome of only

some 5 x 10 Da and a low guanine and cytosine content.1 Various

mycoplasuas have been continually implicated as the causative

agents of a diverse array of diseases in humans.2 M. hominis and

U. urealyticum, specifically, have been identified as urogenital

tract infectants where they have been implicated in urethritis,

epididymitis, Reuter's syndrome, Bartholin's abscess, vaginitis,

cervicitis, salpingitis, acute pyelonephitis, nongonococcal

urethritis, and pelvic inflammatory disease.3 "5 In addition,

infertility, spontaneous abortion, premature births, and other

reproductive failure may be due to infection by these

organisms.6 "1 1 The need, then, for a rapid, sensitive, and

specific clinical test for these organisms is clearly indicated.

However, the current clinical test for M. hominis and U.

urealyticum is rather time-consuming, expensive, and often of low

specificity. the test involves the isolation and indirect

identification of the two specimens on two different culture

media which are easily contaminated by other organisms present in

clinical samples and which require long incubation periods for

mycoplasmal growth. The test has also been shown to cause a high

number of false positives and to have a low sensitivity.12 "13

Fortunately, the use of DNA probes for detection of

mycoplasmas has been shown to be effective. Recently, species-

specific probes for M. pneumoniae and M. genitalium have been

developed by Hyman et al14 , and Taylor reported a species-
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specific probe for H. hyorhinis.i s In light of the fact that

previous studies have suggested that DNA homologies among

mycoplasmas are limited1 6 . the possibility of developing species-

specific probes for other mycoplasmas is favorable. The aim of

this research is the development of species-specific DNA probes

for N. hominis and U urealyticum.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Cultures

Mycoplasma hominis (ATCC* 23114) and Ureaplasma urealyticum

(ATCCf 27619) were purchased form Hans Biologics, Inc. M.

houinis was grown in the MBM medium described by Ghosh 1 7 , and U.

urealyticus was cultured in Shepard's18 urea-containing medium.

U. urealyticu was cultured under non-strict anaerobic conditions

in a jar depleted of oxygen by a burning candle. All cultures

were incubated at 370 C.

DNA Zxtraction

Cenomic DNA was extracted from M. hominis and U. urealyticum

by a modification of the method of Marmur. 1 9

Cloning of W. hominis and U. urealyticum Cenomic DNA

The isolated DNA was cloned into E. coli using three

different cloning strategies involving the restriction

endonucleases Psti, EcoRI, and Dral (all from Bethesda Research.

Laboratories). The recognition sites for these three enzymes are

as follows:

Pstl GTGCA G
EcoRI G AATTC
Dra! TTT AAA
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pstl has the greatest number of 0 + C In Its recognition sequence

and tcoRI has lose, but both give rise to sticky ends. Dral,

since it has no G or C In its sequence gives the most complete

digestion of mycoplasmal DNA , but it generates blunt ends. The

three cloning strategies take these factors Into account.

A. pstI/PBR322 system

PstI digestion of X. hominis and U. urealyticus genowic DNA

vere ligated Into dephosphorylated PstI cut pBR322 (New !ngland

liolabs). Pat I digestion was carried out for I hour at 37 0 C,

followed by phenol extraction. The restricted DNA was then

diluted to 100 ng/uL and added in a 1:3 ratio to dephosphorylated
20

PstI cut pSR322. Ligation with T4 DNA ligase (BRL

Laboratories) was carried out for 4 hours followed by

transformation into DH-5 competent E. €o12 cells (SRL

Laboratories) by the method of Hanahan.21 The transformed cells

were grown on Luria agar plates containing tetracycline (12.5

ug/mL). This assured the growth of pBR322 containing cells since

pBR322 contains a tetracycline resistance (Tat) gene. The

presence of mycoplasmal inserts was determined by insertion

inactivation of the ampicillin resistance (Amp) gene using

Ampscreen (BRL Laboratories). pBR322 has a unique PstI site in

the Amp gene. Ampscreen discs produce a yellow pigment in the

presence of 9-lactamase which is responsible for Amp resistance.0

Therefore, Aup* clones which contain mycoplasmal inserts are

easily selected since they do not produce this yellow pigment.

S. EcoRI - pBR325 system

Using a similar protocol, a parallel cloning strategy

involved the insertion of fragments from EcoR! digestion of

genomic DNA from each of the mycoplasma species into pBR325.
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p~r325 has a unique EcoRI restriction site in the chloramphenicol

resistance (Cm) gene. Thus, transformed cells grown on Luria +

tetracycline plates were screened for mycoplasmal inserts by

replica plating onto Luria + chloramphenicol (10ug/aL) plates.2 2

Colonies which did not grow on the Luria + chloramphenicol plates

were presumed to contain mycoplasmal inserts.

C. Poly C/G Tailing System

The third cloning strategy involved the use of Dral

generated sycoplasmal fragments. As noted, these fragments have

blunt ends. Moreover, Dral cuts pBR322 and pBR325 at several

sites. To overcome these two problems, the fragments were tailed

with poly-C tails using DNA terminal transferase (BRL

Laboratories). Dral cut DNA dissolved in dH 2 0 at 100 ng/uL was

combined with SOuL of tailing buffer (14mM sodium cacodylate, 3mM

Tris-HCl, O.1mM calcium chloride, 0.01mM dithiothreitol, O.002mM

dCTP) and 45 units terminal transferase and incubated at 370 C for

one hour.2 3  Tailed DNA was recovered by phenol extraction

followed by ethanol precipitation. Ligation with poly-G tailed

PstI cut pBR322 (BRL Laboratories) was carried out using T4 DNA

ligase as above followed by transformation by the method of

Hanahan.21  Clones containing mycoplasmal inserts were again

selected by insertion inactivation of the Amp gene via Ampscreen

following growth on Luria + tetracycline plates.

Screening of Clones

Clones generated by each of the systems were screened for

presence and size of insert. The method of Birnboim 23 was used

to isolate plasmid DNA from E. coli clones. The plasmids were

then digested with the restriction endonuclease used to fo:m them
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and were electrophoresed in agarose gels ag detailed by

Haniatis. 22 Sizing of inserts was accomplished by comparing with

a lkb ladder (BRL Laboratories). Over 250 clones were obtained

with fragments ranging in size from 200 to 1600 base pairs.

Isolation and Biotinylation of Probes

Clones containing recombinant plasmid molecules were grown

In preparative cultures on "terrific broth" 24. and the plasmids

were isolated using the pZ523 method (3'-5' Incorporated). 25 it

was decided to use a non-radioactive labeling system to visualize

probe/target interaction. Diotin-1l-dUTP was incorporated into

the DNA of the recombinant molecules via nick-translation

according to the method of Langer. 26

Dot-Blot Studies

These biotinylated molecules were then tested for

sensitivity and specificity as probes for N. hominis and U.

t!!1Zyticum DNA. The target DNA's were immobilized on

nitrocellulose paper by the SSC method of Schleiden and

Schuell. 27 Visualization was through a streptavidin-alkaline

phosphatase system as described by Leary. 28 In the presence of

its homologous sequence in target DNA, a biotinylated probe

hybridizes with that sequence as detailed by Meinkoth et al.
29

Using the protocol accompanying the Blu Gene Nonradioactive

Nucleic Acid Detection System (BRL Laboratories), streptavidin

with its conjugated alkaline phosphatase then attaches to the

probe because of its tremendous affinity for biotin. Alkaline

phosphatase, in turn, acts on the substrates BCIP (5-Dr-4-Cl-3-

indolyl phosphate) and NDP (nitroblue tetrazolium) to produce a

blue colorimetric reaction which is directly visualized on the

nitrocellulose membranes.
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- Three probes characterized by these dot-blot studies vere

chosen for application to the In situ system. Probes pMD37 and

pMD22 were generated via the poly C/G tailing strategy, and pupis

wa4 generated via the Pstl - pBR322 strategy. pMD37 and pUPiS

were determined to be specific for M. hominis and U. urealyticum

respectively, and pMD22 was determined to be a sensitive, but

general mycoplasma probe. These data vere also corroborated by

Southern 30 blotting techniques.

RESULTS

In the dot-blot system, pUP18 detected U. urealyticum

genomic DNA down to 247 pg, and detected M. horinis DNA only at

11.25 ng. pUP18 was also positive for U. urealyticum cells and

negative for M. hominis cells. These results were corroborated

by Southern blotting which showed that pUPl8 reacted positively

against fragment of PstI digested U. urealyticum DNA and

negatively against Pstl digested M. hominis DNA electrophoresed

on agarose gels and blotted onto nitrocellulose paper. pMD22 was

found to be a general, yet sensitive probe for both M. hominis

and U. urealyticum, and is of value as a general Mollocute

probe. pMD22 detected 82pg of U. ureaplasma DNA and 595 pg of M.

hominis DNA in the dot-blot system. In a Southern blot,

biotinylated M. hominis DNA in the dot-blot system. In a

Southern blot, biotinylated M. hominis genomic DNA also reacted

positively against pMD22. pMD37 detected M. ho77inis DNA down to

763pg, and U. ureaiLticn only at 60ng. It shcwed positive

reactivity for M. horinis cells, and negative reactivity for U.

urealyticum cells.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

DNA probes which differentiate between M. hominis and U.

urealyticum DNA at high sensitivity have been developed.

A system of plasmid screening and dot-blot hybridization has

been successfully developed through which sensitivity and

specificity of other probes can easily be assessed.
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ABSTRACT

The asymptotic theory of the dynamical structure of the precursor fields in a

homogeneous, isotropic, locally linear, temporally dispersive medium that is

causal (i.e. a medium whose dielectric permittivity satisfies the Kramers-

Kronig relations) is considered in two parts. First, the accuracy of the

asymptotic description of the Sommerfeld and Brillouin precursor fields in a

single resonance Lorentz medium is considered by comparison with exacting

numerical calculations of this dispersive field structure for both an input

delta function pulse and an input unit step-function modulated signal of fixed

carrier frequency. In the second part, the asymptotic description of the

precursor field evolution in a double resonance Lorentz medium is considered.

The appearance of a new precursor field is obtained and the conditions for its

evolution are described. It is then seen that for a general multiple

resonance Lorentz medium there will be the possibility of an additional

precursor field structure for each additional resonance frequency present in

the medium dispersion. The condition for the appearance of each such

dispersive field structure may readily be obtained from the frequency

dependence of the energy transport velocity for a monochromatic field in the

multiple resonance medium.
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I. Introduction

A complete understanding of the dynamics of electromagnetic pulse propagation

in a causally dispersive medium is a fundamental problem in electromagnetic

theory. Although the basis physical processes involved are well known for the

time-harmonic (or continuous wave) case, their combined effects for a pulsed

wave field are not in general known due to the associated mathematical

complexity of the problem. Prior to this research, the dynamical evolution of

an electromagnetic pulse in a homogeneous, isotropic, temporally dispersive

medium has only been fully described for one specific model of the material

dispersion, namely that given by the classical Lorentz theory, and then only

for the simplest case of a single resonance frequency. The foundational

analysis of this problem [1-31, which is now classical, clearly showed the

existence of two distinctive dispersive field structures, called precursors,

that are excited by an instantaneous rise-time signal, whose attenuation with

propagation distance in the dispersive medium is much less than the

attenuation of the signal itself. Hence, these precursor fields will persist

at greater propagation distances in the medium even after the main body of

the signal has been almost completely attenuated.

The most recent analysis [4-6] of this fundamental problem has yielded a

complete, continuous uniform asymptotic description of both the individual

precursor fields and the total field evolution in a single resonance Lorentz

medium. At a more fundamental level, this analysis has led to a new physical

description [5] of dispersive pulse propagation that is based on the causal

energy transport velocity of monochromatic fields and replaces the old,
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inaccurate group velocity description. Although derived from the results

obtained for a single resonance Lorentz model medium, it has been postulated

that this new model has direct applicability to the description of dispersive

pulse dynamics in general dispersive media and systems. A rigorous proof of

the validity of this postulate would clearly be a significant contribution to

mathematical physics.

We have begun this proof through an investigation of the dynamical structure

of the precursor fields in a general homogeneous, isotropic, linear,

temporally dispersive medium that is causal. This analysis, initiated under

the Summer Faculty Research Program of the Air Force Office of Scientific

Research, yields the evolutionary structure of the Sommerfeld and Brillouin

precursor fields that is model independent; i.e. that is independent of the

model used to describe the material dispersion. These results also provide a

convenient means by which a given dispersive medium may be classified

according to the types of precursor fields it supports. The results of this

analysis have immediate application to the problem of microwave radiation

exposure to biological tissue structures as well as to the analysis and design

of low observable surfaces.

II. OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH

The overall objective of the proposed research is to develop a detailed

asymptotic description of the dynamical evolution of the precursor fields in

causally dispersive media that have loss. Emphasis has been placed on both

the accuracy of the asymptotic theory and on the dynamical structure of the
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precursor fields. Particular attention has been given to the differences in

the dynamical evolution of the precursor fields in Lorentz-type and Debye-type

media. The effects introduced by any static or frequency-dependent

conductivity that may be present in the medium will be considered in future

research.

The analysis is based upon the exact Fourier-Laplace integral representation

of the propagated field in a linear dispersive medium due to an input plane

wave pulse, viz.

A(z,t) - 1 1 ia+- f(w)e idk(w)zwt d, (I)
21r ia--

for z O. Here a > la, where -a is the abscissa of absolute convergence for

the integral transform. The function f(w) is the temporal frequency spectrum

of the initial field at the input plane at z-0, where

A(o,t) - f(t), (2)

and where the function f(t) identically vanishes for all t<O, so that

f(w) - J f(t)ei dt. (3)

The medium effects are completely contained in the dispersion relation

k(w) - _ n(w), (4)
c

where k(w) is the complex wavenumber at the angular frequency t and n(w) is

the complex index of refraction of the homogeneous, isotropic, linear medium.

The representation (1) of the solution is most appropriate for numerical

simulations that rely, for example, on the fast Fourier transform algorithm.

With the dispersion relation (4) this representation may be written in the
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following form that is more suitable for asymptotic methods of approximation:

1 f ia+0, -,O -w (5),0
A(z,t) - i ia-o f(w)e c 'dw, (5)

where the complex phase function O(w,O) is defined by

O(w,O) - iw(n(w) - 61. (6)

Here

ct (7)

z

is a dimensionless parameter that characterizes a given space-time point in

the field, where c is the vacuum speed of light.

From the constitutive relations for electromagnetic fields in linear,

homogeneous, isotropic, temporally dispersive causal media, admissable models

that describe the behavior of the complex dielectric permittivity

C(W) - Cr (w) + ici(w) in the complex w-plane must obey the symmetry relation

[7]

C*(W) - C(-W*), (8)

where the complex index of refraction is given by the principal branch of the

square root expression

n(w) - [E(t)] 1/2 (9)

Furthermore, due to the analyticity properties of E(w) as expressed by

Titchmarsh's theorem [7], the real and imaginary parts of the complex

dielectric permittivity are required to satisfy the dispersion relations

I+() +d (10a)
7r -00

ri(W) -0 d (10b)
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The corresponding equations for the complex index of refraction are referred

to as the Kramers-Kronig relations. Similar relations hold for the frequency-

dependent conductivity. An unambiguous definition of the precursor fields

that are associated with dispersive pulse propagation may be directly obtained

through the asymptotic description of the field given by Eq. (5). In that

description each contribution to the propagated field is precisely defined

according to its source term in the asymptotic expansion [4,63. The precursor

fields are then seen to arise from the saddle points of the complex phase

function O(w,6) which depends explicitly upon the medium properties through

the complex dielectric permittivity and is independent of the input field

structure*. The dynamical evolution of the precursor fields is then

completely determined by the dynamics of these saddle points in the complex

frequency plane, and these satisfy the equation of motion

n(w) + wn'(w) -0 - 0 , (11)

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to w.

The dynamics of both the near and distant saddle points that are

characteristic of any causally dispersive medium satisfying the dispersion

relations (10) and such that the frequency dependence of ei(w') along the

positive real w'-axis is such that the dielectric loss is significant only

within a finite frequency domain [w 0,'W m, where

0 << Wo <  m <  
, (12)

have been derived in the initial phase of this research [8] for both perfect

dielectrics and dielectric media with a nonvanishing static conductivity

*This does not mean that the form of the input field has nothing to do with
the precursor fields, for their appearance is clearly dependent upon both the
envelope spectrum and the signal frequency of the input field.
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(imperfect dielectrics). Notice that the left-hand inequality in (12) does

not imply that there is no loss at positive frequencies below Wo, but only

that the dielectric loss in this frequency interval is small in comparision to

that for frequencies in the internal [wo,wm]. Furthermore, it is important to

note that this inequality only applies to the dielectric loss and has no

bearing on the loss due to any conductivity that may be present in the

medium. The distant saddle points, which evolve in the region of the complex

w-plane above wm, give rise to the so-called Sommerfeld precursor field, while

the near saddle points, which evolve in the region about the origin of the

complex w-plane below wo, give rise to the so-called Brillouin precursor

field. The initial part of this research has shown that under proper initial

field excitation in a perfect dielectric medium:

(i.) the classical Sommerfeld precursor field will evolve in any perfect

dielectric medium provided that the real part of the complex

dielectric permittivity approaches its infinite frequency value from

below as w' --;

(ii.) the classical Brillouin precursor field will evolve in any perfect

dielectric medium that is dispersive;

while in an imperfect dielectric with a nonvanishing static conductivity a:

(iii.) the classical Sommerfeld precursor will evolve if a is sufficiently

small such that the real part of the complex dielectric permittivity

approaches its infinite frequency value from below as t' - -; and

(iv.) a modified Brillouin precursor field will evolve in a fashion that is

essentially the reverse of that in a perfect dielectric.
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The analysis performed under this research initiation program has considered

both the accuracy of the asymptotic theory of precursor fields as well as the

generalization of the asymptotic description to a general, multiple resonance

Lorentz medium. These results are presented in detail in the following two

preprints of papers that have been accepted for publication in the Journal of

the Optical Society of America. The first paper will be published in the 1989

Feature Issue of the Journal of the Optical Society of American A on

Mathematics and Modeling in Modern Optics, while the second paper will be

published in .ie May, 1989 issue of the Journal of the Optical Society of

America B.
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INTRODUCTION

The experimental plans described in the original proposal

("Model Systems for Assessing the Effects of Microwave Radiation

on the Immune System", Appendix) were generally followed. The

proposal contained four specific goals, and results will be

reported here as they relate to these goals. An additional line

of investigation was also pursued, and results from that

investigation are reported. At the end of each Results section

is a brief discussion and recommendation for future studies. One

such recommendation (p.20) has been expanded and presented as a

Grant Proposal to the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.

RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES

Specific Goal 1 (Continue studies of the relationship between

toxic forms of oxygen and thiols in macrophage-like cell lines)

The initial experiments with colloidal glucose oxidase-

horseradish peroxidase (GOHRP) particles were conducted

essentially as described in the proposal. Briefly, particles

were pre-incubated with RAW 264.7 (macrophage-like) cells. The

cells were washed and placed in culture for various periods of

time, and the thiol content of the culture supernatant fluid was

determined using our modicfication of the DTNB reduction assay

(1). The data in Table 1 suggest that exposure to colloidal

GOHRP particles increases thiol production by RAW 264.7 cells.

Since tests of the particles with the Limulus Amebocyte Lysate

Assay for bacterial endotoxin indicated that the particles

contained a maximum of 0.0006pg/ml of endotoxin (LPS) when used

at a 1/50 dilution, RAW 264.7 cells were pre-incubated with LPS

at the same time as other samples were pre-incubating with GOHRP

particles. The results indicate that pre-incubation with

0.04ug/ml LPS could yeild increases in thiol production as great

as noted with GOHRP treatment (Exp. 2), but pre-incubation with a
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TABLE 1. Effects of Gilucuse Oxidawo Hursuiradjsi Iuroxidano.
Colloidal Particles (GOHRP) and Bacterial Exidotuxiii
ULPS) on rhiol Production by RAW 264.7 Cells

Exp. Cell Type Initial Cell Treatment Thiolsc
Density QpM)

1 RAW 264.7 l.5x106 /ml 31.7±0.1
LPS (.04-pre)a 31.301.1
LPS (.04) 41.9±2.1
GOHRP (1/50-~pre)b 38.6±1.1
GOHRP (1/100-pre) 40.0±0.4
GOHRP (1/200-pre) 39.2±1.0

2 RAW 264.7 l.3x10 6 /ml 10.6±0.6
LPS (.04-pre) 21.4±1.0
LPS (.04) 45.7±0.1
GOHRP (1/50-pre) 22.3±2.1
GOHRP (1/100-pre) 14.7±1.2
GOHRP (1/200-pre) 17.2±6.4

3 RAW 264.7 1.3x106 /ml 28.4±2.9
LPS ( .0016-pre) 37.4±2.1
LPS (.0016) 49.7±1.0
GOHRP (1/50-pre) 37.6±1.0
GOHRP (1/100-pre) 42.6±2.7

4 RAW 264.7 1.3x106 /ml 41.7±0.8
LPS (.O0016-pre) 44.2±0.8
LPS (.00016) 53.4±5.7
LPS (.005-pre) 53.0±0.9
LPS (.005) 76.5t2.9
GOHRP (1/200-pre) 46.7±1.3
GOHRP (1/800-pre) 47.1±1.9

a) Values in parentheses are concentrations (pg/mi); -pre
indicates a 3 hour pre-incubation with the compound followd by a
wash and subsequent 20 hour incubation. Samples not designated
-pre were incubated with the compound for the entire 23 hour
culture period.

b) GOHRP was at an initial concentration of 1mg/ml and was used
at the indicated final dilutions.

cQ All values reported are reans±standard deviation of triplicate
samples.
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concentration of LPS more similar to that noted in the GOHRP

particles did not have as great an effect on thiol production as

did the GOHRP particles (Exp. 4 ). Thus the enhancement of

thiol production by GOHRP particles cannot be attributed solely

to contamination of the particles with LPS, which is an excellent

stimulator of thiol production. These results suggest that the

toxic forms of oxygen produced by the GOHRP particles may be

involved in the stimulation of macrophage-like cells to produce

thiols. However, it remains possible that pinocytosis of virus-

sized particles in general is a weak stimulator of thiol

production. This will be investigated by determining the effects

of control particles composed of human serum albumin on RAW 264.7

cells. These particles have been produced in Dr. Johnathan

Kiel's lab (Division of Radiation Physics, U.S. Air Force School

of Aerospace Medicine) and are on hand for use in these

experiments.

The relationship between stimulation for generation of toxic

forms of oxygen and stimulation for thiol production was also

investigated with an agent which blocks intracellular

mobilization of calcium ions and generation of toxic forms of

oxygen (2). The effect of this inhibitor (8-(diethylamino)octyl

3,4,5-trimethoxybenzoate hydrochloride, TMB-8) on the increased

thiol production stimulated by LPS was examined in several

experiments (Table 2). The data indicate that TMB-8 at 75 or

37.5 juM decreases the response of RAW 264.7 cells to LPS. At

higher concentrations TMB-8 kills most of the cells (results not

shown), and at 75pM it prevents growth. Since LPS also inhibits

growth, ciltures treated with TMB-8 at 75pM, with LPS, o, with

both compounds have comparable numbers of cells at 24 hours.

Thus, the lower levels of thiols in cultures with LPS and TMB-8

than in cultures with LPS only are not due to decreased cell
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Table 2. Effects of LPS and TMB-8 (an Inhibitor of
Intracellular Calcium Ion Mobilization) oun Thiol
Production by RAW 264.7 Cells

Exp. Treatment Final Cell- Density This a
0x101 (pM)

6 19.0/mI <41
LPS (.2.ug/ml) 11.0/mi 79.6±3.3
LPS (.O2pg/ml) 12.0/mi 58.3±6.7
TMB-8 (75iM) -813.0/mi 11.6±1.6
LPS (.2)+ TMB- 11.0/mi 24.2±1.6
LPS (.02) + TMB-8 9.6/mi 20.2±2.8

9 8.9/mi 7.2±1.3
TMB-8 (75pM) 6.9/mi 7.2±0.6
LPS (0.02pLg/ml) 5.4/mi 41.7±0.8
LPS + TMB-8- 6.4/mi 5.7±3.4

10 14.0/mi <1
LPS_(.02p~g/ml) 7.0/mi 44.2±2.1
TMB 8 (753iM) 7.1/mi 6.8±0.4
TMB-8 (37.5pM) 8.1/mi 8.0±2.1
LPS + TMB-8 (75) 5.6/mi 23.0±1.5
LPS + TMB-8 (37.5) 7.1/mi 31.9±0.4

11 l0.0/ml 4.5±0.2
LPS (lp.g/mi) 4.8/mi 23.1±1.1
LPS (.lpg/ml) 4.7/mi 24.9±1.3
LPS (.Olpg/ml) 7.7/mi 19.4±0.7
TMB-8 (75juM) 8.8/mi <1
LPS (1) + TMB-8 4.3/mi 20.9±1.3
LPS (.1) + TMB-8 5.4/mi 16.1±2.9
LPS (.01) + TMB-8 8.8/mi 14.1±3.1

a) Cells were incubated with agents at the concentrations
indicated for 24 hours before analysis for thiols in culture
supernates. Values shown are means±standard deviation for
triplicate samples
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numbers caused by TMB-8. These results demonstrate that

decreased mobilization of intracellular calcium ions (or possibly

some other unknown function of TMB-8) decreases the response of

the cells to LPS. This could be due to direct

interference with signal transduction for thiol production, or it

could be the result of interference with signal transduction for

another function (e.g., generation of toxic forms of oxygen)

which subsequently causes the increase in thiol production.

If thiol production were a secondary response to a particular

function of activated cells, one would expect that only stimuli

of that function would lead to increased thiol production.

Conversely, if thiol production is directly stimulated by any

agent which leads to intracellular calcium mobilization, many

types of stimuli might lead to increased thiol production. It has

been reported that lymphokine-rich supernates from Concanavalin A

activated mouse splenocytes cannot activate RAW 264.7 cells to

become tumoricidal, whereas LPS at concentrations >O.01g/ml can

accomplish this (3). One indication of macrophage activation is

increased production of lactic acid accompanied by decreased pH

in the culture medium (4). As indicated in Table 3, Con A

supernates and LPS decrease the pH of the medium in RAW 264.7

cultures. Therefore, this constitutes a system in which the

cells show indications of activation but are presumably different

in terms of tumoricidal capacity (3). The results in Table 3

indicate that thiol production is increased in both Con A

supernate- and LPS-treated cells. Interestingly, the relative

increase in thiol productioLi caused by the two treatments

paralleled the relative decrease in pH. This suggests the

possibility that thiol production (and decreased pH) may be a

generalized indicator of macrophage activation and not secondary

to any particular function of activated macrophages. The data in
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Table 3. Effects of Lymphokine-Rich Splenocyte Supernates on
RAW 264.7 Cells.

Exp. Initial Cell Density Treatment PH Thiols
(PLM)

2 0 a 1 0 
6 /mb LKC 7.11t.04 8.5±1.1

20% LK 6.78t.05 17.8±2.2
10% LK 6.84t.03 17.4±1.1
5% LK d 6.86t.02 18.1±1.1

20% CS 7.03t.02 10.7±0.6
10% CS 7.08t.05 12.2±0
5% CS 7.12t.01 12.8±0.7

LPS (.O2pjg/ml) 6.42t.02 62.9t5.9

a) All samples except LPS contained polymyxin B (5Spg/ml).

b) Final cell density was not significantly different from
control, except in LPS-treated cultures in which cell density was
about one-half that of controls.

c) LKlIymphokine-rich supernate fromt Concanavalin A (2pug/mil).
stimulated mouse splenocytes (2x106 /ml, 24hr.).

d) CScontrol supernate made by incubating mouse spleen cell!: as
above except without Concanavalin A. After supernate was
harvested. Concanavalin A was added to make a 2jig/ml solution.
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Figure 1 which demonstrate increased thiol production with all

stimuli tested are consistent with this possibility. However,

many of these stimuli also lead to increased production of toxic

forms of oxygen by macrophages (3,5,6) and it is possible that

all of them do. Therefore, it is not possible to exclude the

option that toxic forms of oxygen stimulate production of thiols

(perhaps as a protective measure against oxidative damage).

Future studies in this area should directly examine the effect

of various stimuli on production of toxic forms of oxygen and

other functions of activated macrophages and the association or

dissociation of these functions and thiol production.

Consistent association of thiol production and generation of

toxic forms of oxygen (or another function) could indicate a

causal relationship or a common signal pathway, whereas any case

of dissociation would refute such a relationship. The results

obtained might support a model in which thiol production is a

a sensitive indicator of macrophage priming which increases

quantitatively as full activation is induced. If this were the

case thiol production might serve as a direct indicator of the

activation status of the cell and would suggest a system in

which various activation functions are triggered in a manner

which is dependent on the intensity of the stimulus and

subsequent second messenger signals (7).

Specific Goal 2 (Develop a practical method of assessing the

effects of microwave radiation on the ability of macrophages to

support lymphoid cells, and assess the involvement of thiols in

any effects noted)

Since the support of lymphoid cells by macrophages is

dependent on production of thiols by the macrophages (1), a

method was sought by which to examine the effects of microwave

radiation on thiol producLion by RAW 264.7 cells as an indicator
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Figure 1. Effects of various stimulators on thiol production by
RAW 264.7 cells and mouse peritoneal macrophages. The
concentration of thiols (pM) in supernates at the end of
24 hour cultures ic. reported. Values represent means for
triplicate samples, and the bars indicate the standard errors.
Abbreviations for stimulators (which were present during the
entire culture period) are as follows: IL2= Cetus recombinant
human Interleukin 2 at an initial concentration of approximately
400,000 U/ml; IL2 excipient= Cetus preparation containing all
components of IL2 preparation except IL2. Used as a control to
insure effects noted are due to IL2 and not possible LPS
contamination from bacteria in which IL2 gene is expressed; LPS=
lipopolysaccharide, from E. coli 0111 phenolic extract;OpZy=
opsonized (normal mouse serum 1/2, 30 min.) zymosan; PB=
polymyxin B at 5pg/ml to inhibit activity of any LPS present in
the other stimulators. As noted in Exp. 16, PB inhibits LPS at
concentrations up to 0.02pg/ml; SGB= Streptococcus Group B
(heat killed); PMA= phorbol myristate acetate. All of these
compounds were selected on the basis of reports that they are
able to activate at least one type of macrophage function.
RAW 264.7 cells were used in Exp. 6, 7, 15, and 16, whereas
thioglycollate--elicited mouse peritoneal macrophages were used in
Exp. 18.
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of possible effects which would be observed in macrophage

lymphocyte co-cultures. Since the location of the facilities for

microwave exposure of cells (Brooks AFB) and the location where

culture supernates were to be analyzed for thiols (Mississippi

State University) are a considerable distance apart, a method for

short term microwave exposure followed by removal and freezing of

supernate samples for shipping and analysis was needed. Initial

experiments indicated that thiols in culture supernates of RAW

264.7 cells were stable for over 3 months at -70 C (results not

shown). Several experiments, including two shown in Table 4

(Exp. 8 & 9), involved a 4 hour incubation in the presence of LPS

followed by analysis of thiols in supernate samples. The results

of these experiments were inconclusive, in that differences in

thiol levels between negative controls and LPS-treated cultures

were noted in some, but not all experiments. This approach would

also be impractical, since the microwave transmitter to be used

in these experiments is not suitable for the continuous 4 hour

exposures which would be required (J.L. Kiel, personal

communication). Subsequent experiments involved shorter

incubation times. In exp. 14, 16 and 17, the cells were pre-

incubated at high density for 35 min. or 1.5 hr. in the presence

or absence of LPS, then washed and incubated at low density for

20 hours for assessment of thiol production. Microwave exposure

during the pre-incubation period would be expected to alter

subsequent thiol production if microwave radiation affects early

activation events. The large difference in thiol production

between negative control and LPS-treated cultures indicates that

this protocol should be suitable for detection of any such

effects. The effects of microwave radiation on thiol production

by cells which have already been activated cannot be determined

by this approach, since the microwave exposure must occur during
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Table 4. Effects of Various Incubation arid Pre-Incubation Times
on the Stimulation of Thiol Production by LPS

Exp. Pre-Incubation Incubation Thiolsb

--------------------- a-----------------(PM)
C_ ,ell - --Ti1me - -Treatment Cell-- -- Time - - -

Density Density

16 10 7 /ml 35 min. SX10 5 /111 20 fir. 10.3±0.6
35 min. LIDS (.01) 20 hr. 35.9 ±l.2
1 .5 hr' . 20 hr.- 12.4t2.7
1 .5 hrt. LPS (.01) 20 hit,. 54 .6±0. 4

17 10 7/ml 35 min. -5x1 
5 /m1 20 hr. 15.6±1.6

35 miri. LPS (.01) 20 hi'. 39.0±9.9
1.5 hr. -20 hr. 15.2±4.0
1.5 hr. LPS (.01) 20 hr. 45.9t9.9

14 10 7/ml 2.0 hr. - 5x1 5 /ml 22 hr. 11.3t2.0
2.0 hr. LPS (1) 5x105 /ml 22 hr. 18.0±1.1
2.0 hr. LPS (.1) 5x10 5/ml 22 hir. 13.8±1.7
2.0 hr. LPS (.01) 5x105 /ml 22 hr. 17.5±1.3

12 10 7/ml 1.5 hr. - -21.3±1.6

1.5 hr. LPS (1) - 24.1±3.0
3.0 hr. - 25.2
3.0 hr. LPS (1) - 27.2

13 10 7/ml 3.0 hr. - -- 25.3t2.5
3.0 hr. LPS (.02) - - 18.7t2.0

9 2.8x1 6 /ml 4.0 hr. - - 8.4±1.2
4.0 hr'. LPS (.01) -- 11.3±2.4

8 3.5x106 /ml 4.0 hr. - - 7.0±1.0
4.0 hr. LPS (.2) -- 9.9t0.4
4.0 hr. LPS (.01) -- 12.4t3.7

a) Values in parentheses are concentrations of LPS (pug/mi).

b) Thiol concentrations are meanststandard deviation for
triplicate samples.
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the entire period for which thiol production is assessed to

insure that absence of observed effect is not due to a rebound

phenomenon following exposure. Unfortunately, the activation of

macrophages for increased thiol production requires more than 3

hours of exposure to LPS (Exp. 8, 9, 12, & 13), Therefore,

exposure to microwaves during the early hours of dense cultures

would not allow assessment of the effects of microwave radiation

on the LPS-induced increase in thiol production. An alternate

approach based on the results of Exp. 14, 16, & 17 would be

to incubate cultures with or without LPS for 20 hours to fully

activate the LPS-treated cells, then centrifuge and concentrate

the cells for short-term microwave exposure followed by harvest

of supernate and analysis for thiols. The clear difference in

thiol production between cells activated for this period of time

and control cells has been demonstrated in a number of

experiments ( e.g., Tables I and 2) as has the ability to measure

thiols produced in short-term, high-density cultures (Exp. 12).

This method will be directly examined prior to microwave exposure

experiments. Such experiments have not been conducted to date

due to problems with the microwave transmsitter (J.L. Kiel,

personal communication). The approaches outlined above should

permit detection of any effects of microwave radiation on the

early activation events stimulated by LPS which lead to increased

thiol production as well as effects on thiol production Rer se,

and these studies will be pursued when the microwave transmitter

is operational.

Specific Goal 3 (Investigate the potential in vivo importance of

thiol production by macrophages during lymphocyte responses by

examining the behavior of the model system which has already been

developed under low oxygen conditions such as those found in most
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tissues in vivo)

This goal prompted two detailed mechanistic studies of the

mechanism(s) by which feeder cells and thiols such as 2-

mercaptoethanol enhance lymphocyte growth and survival in culture

(see manuscripts in Appendix). The results demonstrate that

feeder cells and 2-mercaptoethanol probably function by providing

antioxidant protection and be enhancing protein synthesis in

cultured lymphoctyes. However, if the lymphocytes are cultured

at physiological oxygen levels (pO =43) the dependence on
2

antioxidant protection is decreased, and the effects of RAW 264.7

cells as feeder cells are diminished ("Involvement and Relative

Importance of at Least Two Distinct Mechansisms in the Effects of

2-Mercaptoethanol on Murine Lymphocytes in Culture", Appendix;

figure 2). In addition, others report that the increased

cyst(e)ine uptake which apparently drives the increased protein

synthesis we observed is probably not important in vivo, since

freshly isolated lymphocytes have much higher levels of

glutathione (an indicator of cysteine availability) than cultured

lymphocytes (8). Collectively, these results suggest that thiol

production by macrophages in vivo is probably not critical for

normal lymphocyte survival and growth. It is possible, however,

that the increased thiol production demonstrated upon macrophage

activation could serve a protective role in inflammatory

responses. We have recently found that human neutrophils do not

produce significant levels of thiols in response to a variety of

activation stimuli (results not shown). This suggests that

macrophages and perhaps lymphocytes may produce thiols which

protect surrounding tissues from the toxic forms of oxygen

secreted by activated neutrophils. This hypothesis will be the

subject of future investigations.
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Figure 2. Effects of reduced oxygen concentration on RAW 264.7-
CTLL-2 co-cultures. Co-cultures were performed as described
previously (1) by incubating CT L-2 cells with RAW 264.7 cells
at initial concentrations of 10/ml each. After 24 hours at the
indicated oxygen levels, the 24-well plates were swirled to
suspend the CTLL-2 cells for counting. RAW 264.7 cells are
adherent and are not dislodged by this procedure. Under normal
oxygen levels (pO2 147) CTLL-2 cells required addtional thiols
for optimal growth and survival. Decreased oxygen levels
allow improved growth in the absence of exogenous thiols and
decrease the enhancement noted when RAW 264.7 cells are used as a
source of thiols. LPS is used to stimulate increased thiol
production by the RAW 264.7 cells in co-cultures and does not
directly affect CTLL-2 cell survival or growth (1).
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Specific Goal 4 (Begin developing a model system which would

detect alterations of antigen processing and presentation as well

as accessory cell-lymphocyte signaling and lymphokine

production)

Helper T cell lines for these studies were obtained from

Dr. Phillipa Marrack and the experiments were performed according

to her published procedures (9). The results (Figure 3)

indicate that this system is suitable for the study of the

effects of microwave radiation or other physical and chemical

agents on antigen processing and presentation. A particularly

useful attribute of this system is that the antigen-presenting

cells can be fixed with glutaraldehyde after exposure to antigen

for 2 hours or more and still retain a portion of their ability

to stimulate Interleukin 2 production by the T cell lines. Thus,

it is possible to physically and temporally separate antigen

processing/presentation and the T cell response to presented

antigen. This will allow determination of whether the agent

tinder investigation affects antigen processing/presentation, the

T cell response to the presented antigen, or both. The relatively

poor response observed with cells fixed after only 2 hours

exposure to antigen (Figure 3) would need to be improved by

manipulation of cell or antigen density before their use in

microwave exposure experiments would be practical.

Other Studies

As the investigations described above progressed, my

laboratory was also involved in collaborative studies with Drs.

Janice and Howard Chambers (Deparments of Biological Sciences and

Entomology, Mississippi State Univeristy) involving the effects

of selected organophosphorous compounds on the immune system.

Based on a report that one organophosphorous compound inhibits
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Figure 3. A system for assessing the effects of physical and
chemical agents on antigen processing and presenting and on T
cell production of IL2 in response to presented antigen. Three T
Helper Hybridomas (3D021.6, 3DO54.8, and 3DO54.6) were kindly
provided by Dr. Phillipa Marrack. Thes cells respond to the
antigen ovalbumin in the context of H-22. The antigen presenting
cells are A20.2J which were obtained from the American Type
Culture Collection. Antigen at img/ml was incubated with 10J
A20.2J cells and i0 T cell hybridomas for 24 hours in a volume
of 300al, except in some experiments the A20.2J cells were
pulsed with antigen for the indicated times, then fixed with
glutaraldehyde %nd washed before adding them to the wells.
Culture supernaie was harvested and serially diluted in 00Ipl
volumes. An equal volume of IL2-dependent CTLL-2 cells was added
to each well and growth was assessed after 24 hours using an
electronic particle counter. The production of IL2 by the T cell
hybridomas indicates appropriate activation by the antigen
presenting cells and is demonstrated by proliferation of the
CTLL-2 cells in the presence of culture supernates from the T
cell hybridomas. A20.2J cells and T cell hybridomas separately
or both cell types together without antigen did not produce
detectable IL2 (results not shown).
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splenocyte responses by stimulating inhibitory macrophages (10)

and on our results indicating a potent inhibitory effect of

other compounds on mitogen-induced splenocyte proliferation (11).

the effects of selected organophosphorous compounds on thiol

production by macrophages was examined. Since results reported

above indicate that thiol production may be a sensitive indicator

of macrophage activation, this seemed a reasonable approach. In

addition, activated macrophages have been reported to inhibit

lymphocyte responses (12, 13). The results indicate that

the compounds tested enhance thiol production by freshly

isolated, thioglycollate-elicited mouse macrophages (Table 5).

This work should be followed by mixing experiments to determine

the effect of macrophages treated with organophosphorous

compounds on lymphocyte responses. An inhibitory effect would be

consistent with a generalized mechanism of action for such

compounds involving the generation of activated, inhibitory

macrophages. To further understand the detailed mechanism(s) of

such agents and to estimate their effects on the status of the

immune system in vivo, it will be necessary to understand the

relationships between macrophage activation status, various

functions of activated macrophages such as catabolism of antigen

and production of toxic forms of oxygen, and immunologically

important functions such as antigen processing/presentation and

kiling of microbes and tumors. These relationships are poorly

documented at present, and a proposal had been submitted to the

Air Force Office of Scientific Research which deals with this

matter. Such information should be valuable in future

investigations of chemical or physical agents which affect the

immune system by altering macrophage activation status,
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Table 5. Effects of Selected Organophosphorous Compounds on
Thiol Production by RAW 264.7 cell and Thioglycollate-elicited
mouse peritoneal macrophages.

Exp. Cell Density Cell Type Treatment Thiols

5 5x105 /ml RAW 2634.7 PSCP I00P Ma~b
50 3.8±0.3
25 18.8±1.7

12.5 25.4±0.6
6.25 30.9±0.1

MePxn 100 29.8±4.4
50 23.8t6.8
25 12.0±4.4

12.5 12.6±4.9
Pxn 100 37.4±13.4

50 18.6±1.6
25 18.3±1.6

12.5 15.6±0.8
Vehicle (ethanol)0

100 4.6±2.7
50 6.8±1.6
25 7.6±0.3

12.5 8.4±1.4

18 1x10 6 /ml Macrophages - d 3.6±1.8
PSCP 5.0 8.4±0.4

1.0 7.6±0.2

19 lxlO 6/ml Macrophages Vehicle (2.4
EPNxn 100 35.6±0.2

50 15.5±0.9
25 8.4±1.3

MPNxn 100 25.7±1.3
50 9.1±3.0
25 3.2±0.4

PPNxn 100 16.0±0.9
50 4.1±0.9
25 -0.9±1.3

BPNxn 100 11.4±0.2
50 4.5±1.5
25 I.9±.5

APNxn 100 14.7±1.3
50 4.5±1.6
25 2.8±0.2

saligenin cyclic phosphate; MePxnmethyl paraoxon; Pxn~paraoxon;
EPNxr.:O-Ethyl O-p-nitrophenyl phenylphosphorothioate and in the
other compounds the following replace ethyl: MPNxnmethyl;PPNxn=
propyl ;BPNxnzbutyl ;APNxn~amy1.

b) All treatments decreased or did not affect cell number. Thus,
increases in thiol production on a per cell basis are greater
than indicated here.

c) The concentration values indicate that the same amount of
ethanol used for each concentration of test agents was used as a
control in this experiment.

d) These samples contained polymyxin B at 5jig/ml to inhibit the
activity of any LPS present (Fig. 1). LPS was not detectable by
the Limulus Assay in test agents at the dilutions used.
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